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IN "!HE

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
October Term, 1956
No. 3
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Appellant,

. vs.
E. I. DU PONT DE N·EMOURS & CO'MPANY, et al.

ON kPPEAL FROM THE UNIT.ED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF IIJLINOIS

BRIEF FOR APPELLEE
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
OPINION BELOW.
The ·opinion of the District Court dismissing the com.plaint
(R. 291-466) ia reported at 126 F. Supp. 235.
JURISDICTION.

This action was brought under Section 4 of the .A.ct of
July 2, 1890 (26 .Stat. 209), as amended (15 U ..S.C. § 4),
and Section 15 of the Aict of October 15, 1914 ('3·8 Stai. 730),
as amended (15 u . s~o. § 25-). The judgment of the District
Court (R. 466,.7) wa::? entered on December 9, 1954, and
notice ·of appeal was filed -0n Februa-ry 4, 1955 (R. 467).
Probable jurisdiction w~s noted October 10, 1955 (R. 474).

2

Jurisdiction of this Court to r·eview the judgment below
on direct appeal is invoked under Section 2 of the Act of
February 11, 1903 (32 Stat. 823), as amended (15 U.S.C.
§ 29).

STATUTES INVOLVED.
The statutes involved are Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherma11
Act (26 Stat. 209, 15 U.S.C. ~§ 1and2), and Section 7 of the
Clayton Act pri-Or to the 1950 amendment (38 Stat. 730, 1S
U.S.C. § 18). The statutory provisions are quoted at pages
2 and 3 of the Government's brief.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED AND PRELIM:INARY
ANALYSIS.
1

In 1949 the Government filed its complaint charging tba t
the appellees du Pont and General :Motors (a11d numerous
other defendants who were- dismissed thereafter, or a~ to
whom tbe Government has not appealed) had combined
and conspired t-o restrain and monopolize a substantial part
of interstate commerce by means of a continuing agreement
and concert of action whereby, in the ·portion of the ('ti~e
presented on this appeal, Gene-ral ~rotor~ i~ requfred to pur~
ebase from du Pont its supplies of the vroducts which the
latter company manufaetures.1 The Govennnent also
charged that du Pont's aequisition of General Motors stock
in 1917 violated Section 1 of the Clayton Act.
The <iase was tried in 1953, the trial lasting sL"' month:.-;.
The trial court, after hearing' n great many witne~8cs, including the principal actors, and examining the exhibits,
found in a detailed and carefully reaRoned analp:h; (R. 2911

The Government also nlleged, and in the cou1·t below contended, thnt
there was an agreement that General Motors would stay out of the
field e>f manufacturing chemicnl products and turn ove1· to du Pont
its chemical disco"eries (R. 219-222, 255) . The Government does not
seem to be pressing this point here, though it relies on the snmc
evidence in support of its claims that du Pont wns favored in the
purchase of General Motors supplies.

466) that as a tnatter of fact the Government had not proved
any portion of its claim that du Pont had interfered with
General Motors' purchasing'. or manufaoturing policies, by
coercion, agreement, control or otherwise. The court found
that "the evide~ce of record fails to support the Govern1nent's charges" (R. 465); and specifically that (a) du Pont
did not control General Motors (R. 323) ; (b) that rthere has
been "no limitation or restraint upon General Motors' freedom to deal freely and fully with competitors of du Pont''
or upon its ''freedom to deal with its chemical discoveries''
(R. 465) ; and ( c) that after 30 years in which no such restraint had resulted, there was no ''basis for a :finding that
there is or has been any reasonable probability of such restraint within the meaning of the Clayton Act" (R. 4!66}.
(1\ The fundamental question p1!esented in our view is
whether the trial court's :findh1gs are clearly erroneous. We
shall -show that there was ample support for the findings
(a) that du Pont did not receive preferential treatment in
trading with General Motors (Point II, Wif'ra, p. 171), and
(b) that du Pont did not control General Motors (Point
III, imfra., p. 195). The Government seeks to present as the
principal question whether du Pont "controls" General
Motors. But this raises only a subsidial'y evidentia1-y issue,
for whether du Pont controls the operations of General
:M~otors has relevance only it if proves restraint or monopoly, or a reasonable- probability thereof, in the field of
trade. If there was a-nd is no i•estraint of trade ·or monopolization, as the trial court found, control in itself would
not be illegal.
(2) The seoond question, whether Section 7 of the
Clayton Aet has been violated, is also factual. In 'View of
the fu?.dings that over a period Qf 35 years no restraint of
competition has resulted fr-0m du Pont'·s ownership of
General Motors stock, this turns upon whether both at the
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time of the original acquisition of the stock and at the time
of trial 25 years later there was a reasonable probability
that the stock acquisition would result in restraint of trade
or monopoly. The precise question is whether the :findings
that there was no such reasonable probability in either of
those periods are both clearly erroneous .
.An additional question which the trial court did not reach
IS~

(3) Whether, in view of the fact that sales to General
Motors and to the automobile industry constituted only a
very small portion of the ·m arket for the products du Pont
sells to General Motors, the Government pr-0ved that the
alleg.ed restraint pertained to a sufficiently substantial
portion of a. market to injure competition in a manner forbidden J>y the antitrust laws. See Point V, inf1·a, p. 223.
STATEMENT.
The above preliminary analysis will assist in understanding the fallowing statement of the facts. This Statement
will point out the significance of these facts and discuss the
evidence relied upon by the Government. Although this enlarges ·t he Statement and is partly argumentative it avoids,
to a considerable extent, the need for !'estating details of fact
in the argument, and thereby serves to prevent an already
long ·brief from becoming longer.
A. Volume of commerce involved, relation to the market.
Before turning to the issues directly, we would like to put
them in perspective. Du Pont and General :Motors are
among the largest of our industrial corporations, and the
charge -0£ collusion, control and conspiracy doubtless gives
the impression that this -case is concerned with a 'restraint
or monopoly of trade of tremendous magnitude involving
large portions of substantial markets. But .the .figures as to
the total sales of these companies-$783,000,000 for du Pont

5
~ $3,815,000;000 for General Motors in 1947, and more in

)sequent years (R. 347; DPX 442, R. 2684, 6433), 2 do not
iect the -volume of commerce inv-olved in this -case.
~here is, of cotrrse, no claim that du Pont and General
;t ors are directly competitive. One company produces
;micals and chemical products, the other ciutomohiles,
tJliances and machine.ry. The commerce allegedly involved
,rnarily concerns the products du Pont makes which
~eral Motors uses. .Among these, of which there are a
iat number, the Government concenttates on industrial
jshes or paint, which means principally Duco lacq.uer for
1omobiles and Dulux synthetic enamel for refrigerators
l appliances, and on certain fabrics used in automobile
~ies. In 1948 General lVIotors purchased from du Pont
t>roximately $20,DOO,OOO of :finis.hes (R. 393; DPX 445,
:2·688, 6436), and $3,700,000 of fabrics (R. 402-3; DPX
i, R. 2688, 6436). 8 The total of du Pont's sales to
aeral Motorst which includes many smaller items, was
1ut $30,000,000 in 1948 (DPX 445, R. 2688, 6436). Al;ugh this, -0f course, is a large amount, it constituted only
; of du Pont's t otal sa~es (ibid.), and obviously a much
f\iler percentage of General Motors' total purchases.
We do not suggest that these amounts are insubstantial.
I
jt in a case which turns largely on the intention with
~ch the .officials of the companies acted, the small propor~ of each ·company's business involved is pertinent in de- ;mining the existence of an intent to restrain trade or
111opolize. It also points up the fact that the total size of ,
I

I

.___

There record references are separated by a semi-colon, tlte re.fernces before the semi-colon to pages between R. 291 and 466 ate to
ilt! findings and opinion of the court below. The rec<>rd references
1
hich foJlow the exhibit numbers are :first to the page where the
K:hibit was offered and then to the _page where the pertinent part
f the exhibit appears in the record. The exhibits begin at Volume V,
!· 3027. Government exhibits are referred to as GX, du Pont exhibits
s DPX, and General .Motors exhibits as GMX.
·
·h is is the last yea:r for ·which the record contains full statistics.
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the corporations is irrelevant to the restraints alleged in
this ~ase.
The significance antitrust-wise of the quantities of these
products sold by dµ Pont to General Motors also depends
upon the size of the markets of whi~h they ·f.orm a .p art. Tbe
market for industrial finishes such as Duco, or fabrics such
as artificial leather, or celluloid is not limited to s·ales to the
General Motors Corporation nor even to the auton1obile industry. Purchases by General 1v[otors comprise only a
small percentage of the total market. This was true both in
1917, at the time the du Pont Company first invested in
General Moto'.l.'s, when -the alleged violation of the Clayton
Act occur1·ed, and in tha iperiod preceding the trial.
1. The market in 1917. In 1917 ''General Motors was a
small item in the motor business'' (R. 931) ; Ford sold
about one-half of the cars and Gener.al Motors 10.83.% .
(Federal Trade Coil'.llnission, Revort on Motor V ehicle
Industry, 1939, p. 27.) 4 The .same kinds of finishes were
u~ed on automobiles as on other products, suceh as carriages
and pianos (R. 1286, 1586; DPX 87, R. 788, 5831-32). The
quantity of :finishes used on automobiles was only a small
portion of the total produced by a great many paint and
varnish manufacturers. 5 The imitation leather (du Pont's
Fabrikoid) use.d on automobiles, principally for side curtains and tops at that time, also was used on auch products
witness estimated that General Motoxs' share was one-sixth (R.
931-32) . The Federal Trade Commission report show~ General Motors'
percentage as 18.75% in 1919, 11.79% in 1921 and 18.71% in 1923.
· r. There were over 800 paint and vaTnish manufacturers in the United
States; in 19l9 total sales were $382,000,000, of which $71,000,000
was for varnishes, lacquers and japans, the kinds of finishes then
used on automobiles. United States Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Cens-qs of Manufacturers 1925, pp. 806, 809. GX 111
(R. 477, 3144) gives the number of establi$hments in 1914 as 855. In
1917 when the Flint Varnish and Color Works (acqufred by du .Pont
in 1918) was "furnishing all the material fo1• all the different con~
stituent companies of the General Motors except the Cadillac, and
for all the different plants of the Chevrolet" (GX 2'77, R. 499, 3699),
its sal~s to General Motors and Chevrolet totaled $905,805.
4A
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as lugg~ge and case coverip.~s, furniture, railroad upholstery, f~>0twear, book binding, table cloths (R. 2184, 206571; DPX 3'19, R. 2286, 6264; DPX 245, R. '2191, 6153). In
1917 10% of .au Pont's sale~ were outside the automotive
industry (R. ·21·84), and du Pont was selling to a great many
automobile companies besides G.eneral Motor·.s (R. 397;
2073-84). Celluloid (du Font's Pyralin) w.as used not only
f-0r automobile side curtain windows but for ornaments,
combs, buttons, cutlery, toys, etc. ( GX 108, p. 4, R. 3I04;
DPX 72, p. 5, R. 764, 57'32) . In 1917 2;1% of du Pont's
Pyralin was sold to the two largest divisions of General
Motors, Buick and Chevrolet.6 Obviously, the share of
the total 1narket for these products provided by the Gener.al :Motors Corporation in 1917 and the years immediately following was a great deal less than General Motors'
small proportion of the automobile market. There is no
evidence of the total quantity of sales to General Motors
of these products in that period or of the proportion of
the market which sales to General Motors comprised.
The market at the tim~ of trial. In 1947, when General
:Niotors produced 38 % of the passeng·er cars (R. 34'6),
neither General Motors itself nor the automobile manufacturing industry constituted the entire market for the kinds
of iinishes and fabl'iQs used in motor cars and appliances.7
From the begjnning it was recognized that Duco could be
used ''in many other industries besides the motor car indush'y, and our sales are rapidly increasing in. some of
these other lines" ( GX 406, R. 527, 397'7) .8 Duco and subout of $7,485,442 tot~l sales (DPX 421, R. 2695, 6389.) . In
1924, when du Pont's total sales were about one-fourth of the industry ( GX 1245, R. 656, 5i 98), the percentage sold to Buick and
Chevrolet was 2.8% (GX 1245, p. 7, R. 656, 5204).
7 Celluloid was no longer a st1bstantial item.
ssee also R. 2029; GX 3791 R. 522, 3920; DPX 558, R. 2997, 6476 (1926
du Pont sales: General Motors 19%, other motor manufacturers 33%,
others 48%); GX 492, R. 541, 4146 (1927 d,u Pont sales: General
Moto1·s 33%, othe1· motor manufacturers 23%, others 44%).
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sequently Dulux were used on refrigerators and other
applian{!es. In 1947, when du Pont sales of :finishes to
General Moto1·s totalled about $19,000,000 (R. 393; DPX
445, R. 2688, 6436), the total market for paints and finishes
was $1,248,000,000, of which $552,000,000 was for varnishes,
lacquers, enamels, japans, thinners and dopes, the kinds of
:finishes sold primarily to industrial users, which includes
the automobile industry. 0 This means that du Pont's total
sales to Genera] Motors constituted 3.5 5'10 of all sales of
finishes to industrial users.
Similarly, a great number of products are made from
the same fabrics as are used by the automobile industry
(R. 2065-71; DPX 228, R. 2065, 6130) .10 The over-all competitive position of du Pont's Fabrics Division was about
10% in 194:6, 1947 and 1948 (GX 1383-1384, R. 2826, 5416,
5418), of which 20% was to the automobile industry, and
f-0ur-fifths of that to General Motors (R. 402-3; R. 2070) .11
This means that du Pont sales to the automobile industi-y
and to Gene1·al Motors comprised approximately 2% and
1.6 % of the total market.12
States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Census of Manufacturers 194'7, Vol. 2, pp. 414-16. There were 1,291
establishments manufacturing these products (ibid.). Du Font's U>tal
sales were 8.1% of the pnint and varnish industry (DPX 444, R.
2684, 6434).
10E.g., belts, book bindings, brief cases, card table cC'vers, case coverings,
footwear materials, furniture upholstery, hassocks, luggage coverings, novelties, school books, slippers, spo1·ting goods, table mats nnd
pads, baby carriage upholstery and tops, bicycle saddles, loose-lenf
book binders.
11 Du Pont's percentage of the automobile market in 1948 wns 21 %
(GX 1384, R. 2826, 6418) and in 1950 16.8%, and there were many
large competitors (DPX 663, R. 2998, 6483).
12If'. the Fabrics Division bad 10% of the ovel:'-nll mnl:'ket, the 20% of
its sales to the automobile industry would constitute 2% of the U>tnl
market. General Motors1 80% of du Pont sales to the automobile
industry would then equal 1.6% of the total market.
tl United
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B. The Relation~hip between du Pont and General Motors
Generally-The Matter of Control.
1.

The Relevance of Cont,-ol.

The Government rests its case '.Primarily on the contention that it has proved that du Pont gained and retains
practical and working control of General Motors. The trial
court found to the contrary (R. 316, 321-3)., and the record
shows that this :finding was correct. Befor~ analyzing the
facts on this a~pect of the case, and at the risk of anticipating the legal argument to a slight extent, we think it
important to put this question also in perspective.
Even complete control by one -0orporation of another
does not violate the antitrust laws, particularly when they
are not in competition. Vertical integration is not illegal
per se. If 100-% control is not illegal per se, 28 % stock
-ownership is not. The antitrust laws are concerned with
trade. "Control'' of one corporation by another becomes
material only if it results in an unreasonable 1·estraint of
trade or monopolization. It follows that the Government
must prove not control in general, or in vacuo, but a control
over aspects of the business relating to trade, which produces the restraints proscribed by the statutes. If there
has been no restraint of ti·ade or monopolization, control
in itself does not prove illegality.
In subsequent portions of this .Statement (pp. 35-135,
infra) we discuss th~ :findings and supporting evidence
which establish that there has been 110 restraint upon General Motors' purchasing policies or favoritism toward
du Pont because of its ownership of General Motors stock.
Although s-qch findings make the question of control irrelevant, we shall deal with it :first because the facts relating to
it provide a historical background :for the case as a whole.
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2.

From 1917 to 1923.

In 1916 W. C. Durant, who had organized General lfotors
in 1908 but had subsequent financial difficulties, had reacquired control (R. 297-8).13 Pierre: and Ireuee du Pont and
John J. Raskob, treasurer of du Pont, had made per~onnl
investments in General Motots and Pforre and Rnskob had
been on its Board of Directors (ibid.). Upon Durant's suggestion that fue du Ponts participate further in t1H~ company, the du Pont Company in December 1917 invested
$25,000,000 in General :Motors stock, u which gave it a
23.83% share of the total (R. 299; GX 128, R. 1803, 3233-6).
Dm'ing the next three years the totnl inveRtment wns increased to $4'6,000,000 although, clue to an inrrease in the
capitalization of the company, du Pont'::\ proportionnte stock
interest remained a:bout the same. At the end of 1920 du
Pont owned 23.96% of the outgtandinp: ~tock of Genern1
Motors (R. 299; GX 166, R . 1839, 3384).
This, combined with a larger amount of stock held by
Durant, constituted over 50% of the stock outstancling (GX
124, R. 1785, 3218), and from the time of the investment
until 1920 Durant and the du Ponts to~ether jointly controlled -General Motors (R. 303). In accordance with the
original understanding between them, the du Ponts undertook primary responsibility f or financial matters, but
Durant retained control over the company's operations in
other respects (R. 303 ; R . 686, 812, 818, 83.3; DPX 74, R.
777, 5768). Pierre S. du Pont testified (R. 812):
' ' The proposition was that the du Pont Company
would come in and take off Durant's shoulde1·s the
burden of :financing General nfotors Company; tbnt
would be their position in the General l\-Iotors Company, theh part in the whole bushiess. Durant would
ia Durant

had formed the Chevrolet Motor Company, which by that
time hnd acquired n mnjority of General Motors stock (R. 297;
R. 9SS).
l4The actual investment was in botb General Motors and Chevrolet
stock, but shortly thereafter General Motors acquired the assets of
Chevrolet (R. 803), and shnres of Genernl Motors were distributed
to Chevrolet stockholders (R. 808; GX 124, R. 479, 8216-17).
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be the operating man and du Pont would look afteT
the .financial affairs, which Durant ac1mowledged he
was weak in.''
(R. 817):
"He [Durant] was the man we looked to to operate
the company. We knew nothing of the operations of
motor companies, and we relied on him, and the organizations he would build, to goven1. that pa:r.t of it. We
wo.ulcl not have undertaken it ou:rselves, and as long
as he was with us it was a good proposition. Without
Durant we would no.t have taken it. I would not have
v.o ted fol' it.''
In November 19·20 it became clear that Durant was greatly over-extended in GeneTal lviotors stock, to the amount
of $217,000,000 (R. 308; DPX 50, R. 827, 5628-38). At the
same time, General Motors had very heavy ba:nk loans outstanding-, which had been necessary to- maintain adequate
working capital and at the same time carry inventories
which had risen, because of lac.k of adequate controls, to
le-vels far in ~:x:cess ·of those recommended by Raskob and
the governing- committees (DPX 51,. R. 827, 5639; DPX 57,
R. 838, 56·~8-9). Consequently, it was feared that Durant's
failure, and the panic that might ensue, might in turn engender a loss of confidence in General Motors, a call of its
bank loans, and recei:vership for the oOl'p01~tion (R. 303-4;
R. 583; DPX 50, R. 82'7, 5628~38). In order to avoid Durant's
failure .and its feared consequences,15 du P.ont arranged to
put up $7,000,000 cash and to borrow $20,000,000 to pay off
115 "On

a falling ma'rket with publi'c confidence low and Gene1·al Motors

in a position of rising inventories and decreasing earnings, the difficulties of its president became the difficulties of the corporation. If
Durant were to be sold out, by hii:; bankers and brokers, a possibility
which became mo.re and more :hnn:iinent with eve:r:r point decline, the
forced sale of his pledged securities on a ·falling mal:ket would have
meant a wild decline in the whole stock market. From the standpoint

of both the general weliare and co1·po1·ate credit it was therefore nec-

essary for someone to :finance the settlement with Mr. Durant's
b1•okers and take his holdings out of the market. In the Gene1·al
Motors situation only the du Ponts had the financial strength to ·do
this/' Federal T:rade Commission, Report on Motor Vehicle hidust1r711
1939, House Doc. No. 468, p. 427.
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Dm·ant's debts.1n In return, throngh a subsidiary, du I
took over a portion of Durant's stock, thereby bringing
share of General Moto1·s stockholdings up to 38 % (R. 30:R . 824-31, 872; GX 154, R. 481, 3329; DPX 50, R. 827, 5t
38; DPX 53-4, R. 828, 832, ·5641-53).
Shortly thereafter Durant resigned as president of l;
eral Motors. Pierre S. du Pont, who previously had ref
as president of du Pont, was chosen president, u·
the urging not only of the du Ponts but of the bank
gToup and of persons in General Motors' management
304-5; R. 981-82, 1345). Pierre was reluctant to take
position, and did so on the condition that' 'it would be V·
definitely a temporary thing in character until he could
somebody he felt was qualified to carry the responsibili
(R. 1345, 839). He occupied the post until May 1923, w.
he resigned and was succeeeded by Alfred P. Sloan,
who remained as president or chief executive officer ur
1946 (R. 307-8).
While Pier:re was president he was, of course, resp•
sible for the management of General Motors, operatic
as well as financial (R. 307). During this period from l '
to 1923, a number of documentary exhibits contain st
ments, mostly by Raskob, referring to du Pont's "contr
of General Motors (see GX 1304, R. 664, 5225 (1920);
181, R. 483, 3408 (1921); GX 1345, R. 2813, 5347 (192:
GX 235, R. 483, 3496 (1923) .)
If there had been a planned policy that du Pont domin.
General Motors' operations then and in the future, stc
would have been taken in that direction during this per:
of greatest du Pont authority. We are, of course, prim
ily concerned with activities affecting the future, fo:
16 In

the following year du Pont put this finnncing on n perma;
basis by issuing $36,000,000 of its own bonds (R. 880-833; DPX
R. 832, 5644; GX 166, 488, 8386).
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course of events terminating in 1923 would be of little consequence in supporting a claim for relief in 1949. Even
in thi·s period, however, the evidence indicates that although Pierre was interested in du Pont 's sales to General
Motors (GX 4:20-21, R. 529, 4'010-4013), he acted independently on ;})ehalf of General Motors as against the du Pont
Company (R. 305-6).
First, Pierre ~dopted a prog-ram suggested and developed by Sloan, vice president of the company, and not a
du Pont man,17 to decentralize the management of the
-0ompany, and thereby give the division managers virtually
-complete control over their own pperations (R. 305-; R. 840,
97'3.:80, 984; GX 178, R. 484, 3398-3403; GMX 1, R. 9'75,
65-32). ·T here was less direction ·of operating matters from
the top. One result of this, as both Pierre's oral testimony
(R. 840-41, 854-5) and his contemporaneous writings (GX
178, R. 484, 3398-3403; GX 406, 410, R . 527, 528, 39'83, 3984)
show, was that Pierre felt that he could not impair the
freedom of the division chiefs in respect of purchasing.
Secondly, as ha!S been said, Pierre undertook the presidency of the company Feluctantly, and wit? the understanding that his tenure would be only temporary (R. 839, 1'34'5).
That he meant what he said is proved by the fact that after
two and a half years he resigned and was succeeded by
Sloan, who had been hr.ought into United Motors by Durant
and came with United Motors into General Motors in 1918.
(R. 307 ; R. 990, 958-66).
Thirdly, du Pont sold the stock acquired from Durant.
Faced with the problem of how best to assure that the new
management under Sloan would operate so as '' • ~ • to
attain the greatest possible success in the conduct of the
affairs of the General Motors Corporati-On'' ( GX 235, R.
17 The

Govt>rnment, contrary to all the findings, treats Sloan as if he
were a du Pont representative with General Motors. As to this,
see pp. 200-207.
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483, 3497), Pierre sponsored the :Manager~ Seruritie~ Plnn
whereby substantial amounts of General 1\{otor~ common
stock would be sold through the l\{anager~ S0curities Company to principal General :l\Iotors executiveR on a deferred

payment basis (GX 235, R. 483, 3494) . This plan wa~ inspired by the fact that the du Ponts beIicaved ''owner-manage1nent was of a great b~nefit to a company,' (R. 876, 2720;
DPX 60, R. 850, 5704). Du Pont had a vailnble, in tl1e
form of the stock that it had acquired from Durant, th<'
stock that the new plan would require, ancl it solc1 that i;toek
to seiected General l\1:otors e:s:ecutiveR through th<.1 m(.ldium
of 1'fnnagers Secul'ities Company in 1923 (R. ~04, 317; GX
244, R. 493, 3529-3561). A~ a l'esult of that sal0 nncl tb(.l
ultimate complete liquidation of tbe l\Ianager~ SN·urities
stockholclings in 1938, clu Pont 's holclings of GtlnC'1·al :Ho tor~
common stock were reduced to tllc.' orig-innl 2!l)~, wherca they
still remain (R. 304) . 1~
None of these major changes is con~i~tent with the C'harg;e
that the du Pont Company or the du Pont fnmily was C'U·
is Government counselJ add1·essing themselves to the post-1938 period,

cite the du Pout holdings of lOJOOOJOOO sho.l'es n.nd then add, "This
is exclusive of the large blocks held by friendc; on whom du Pont could
count in case of a contest" {Govt. Br. p. 28) . The nuthority cited for
the quoted sent.ence is GX 1M5J R. 2813, 5347. the dnte of which is
August 19, 1921. This injection of what wns said in 1921, without
further identification oi it, into n paragraph denHng with the period
1938 and after, indicates complete disregard of the passnge of time
.and of the changes wrought thereby. Thl?te is in this record no
evidence since the mid-1920's that du Pont has or has not had any
"friends" holding blocks of stock, large or otherwise, "on whom
du Pont could count in case of a contest." If GoYernment eounsel nre
going to rely upon supposition and guess, it seems only '.Propc.>r that
they should take into con~ideration the rema1·ka.ble perfo1·mance of
the General Motors management over the pnst thirty years, n performance that may very well have created mnny "friends" upon
whom that management "could count in cnse of n contcstn with
du Pont or anyone else.
"As a practical matter, . . . management still has n substantial
advantage by virtue of its position of frequently being able almost
effortlessly to put a sizable block of votes in its pocket, due to its
friendly relationships with securities broker-dealers, bunkers, institutions, sup-pliei·s, distl'ibuto"t·s, employees, pensioners, ete."
Emerson and Latcham, Proxy Co1itests: A Study in Shci>·eltolder
Sove1·cign.ty, 41 CALIF. L , R. 436 (1963).
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deavoring .to take over opeTating control of General Motors,
or to do anything more- than protect and bl.iild up tbe value
of its investment in that co1npany. If control had been the
du Pont g~oal, it would not hav:e sold a laTge percentage of
its stock to the General Motors manag'ement, adopted, an
organizational plan which diminished the authority of the
chief executive, who was a du Pont, and then given up that
post to some one without any prior du Pont connections.
The Government's statement that "It was in this period,
up to 19'30, that du Pont consoljdated its position by its
selection of the manag'ement'' (Govt. B'r., p. 73.) is squarely
contrary to the facts -0£ record.
Other sign.incant events also s-ho'v that, even with Pierre
as president of General :.Motors, du Pont did not control
General Motors' operating policies. When four of the division heads had to ·be changed,1l> they were not replaced with
du Pont men, but with persons chosen by Sloan from within
the General 11:otors ranks (R. 305). \Vhen a General Purchasing Committee was established in 1922 to coordinate
purchasing by the various 9.].visions and to ·obtain the advantage of cheaper large-scale buying (R. 306; R. 1031-2),
Sloan selected its members from purchasing agents and
others who were not du Pont i'ep1·esentatives, and named
as secretary a person, J runes Lynah, who had p1:eviously
left ,du Pont under acrimonious circumstances (R. 306;
R. 1069-74; GMX 139-148, R. 1069-70, 107·2-3, 1076, 6955-68).
In our discussion of the work of that committee (pp. 4:5-52,
infra), we ·shall show that one of its :first decisions was to
adopt a rule requiring two sources of supply, which decreased ·Gener3tl ~1otors' purchases from du Pont. .Pierre
conceded the authoi-ity of the committee and the separate
io Two resigned, one to go with Du1·ant, and two were replaced as a
result of a di~pute with the company ·over their appropriating large
sums of money fo1· themselves which they claimed were due under
contracts made w;ith General Motors under Du1•ant (R. 305; R. 859-60;
DPX 63-64, R. 860-14 5710-5716).
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divisions to adopt this policy, although he o.pposed it
84:0-41, 853-56; GX 410, R. 5'28, 3984).
During the period of Pietre 's presidency the du F
·Company, through his brother Lammot, kept after Gen1
:.Motors to enter into a general agreement with respec·
chemical resea1·oh for General l.iiotors by du Pont. W
Charles F. Kettering, '\Vho was in charge of General :Mote
research, refused to enter into the pl·oposed agreement
turned the matter over to Pierre, Kettering was upheld
407-10; R.1354-6, 1537-8; GX 575-6, R. 608, 4254-8; GX
98, R. 609-11, 4265-95; DPX 155-9, R. 1913, 1915, 1918, l~
5979-83; GMX 246, R. 1536, 7328-9). Conversely, Y
Pierre requested du Pont to agree to give General ~Io·
exclusive rights to its newly discovered and greatly impr
finish for automobiles, Dueo, he was turned down by
brother Irenee (R. 383-4; R. 875; GX 377, 380, R. 5;
3917, 3924-5).
3.

The Sloan Period Beginning in 1923.

Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. became president of General Mo
in 1923, and his tenure as chief executive lasted until 1~
He continued as chairman of the board until 1936. {DPY
R. 836, '5661-62). Sloan had built up tb~ Hyatt Roller :P
ing ·Company from a small and unsuccessful business w1
$10,000 in 1898 to one which Durant bought in 1915 (R.
959) for $13,500,000 (the largest part of which wen·
Sloan and his father (R. 962) ). Durant merged Hyatt
four other accessory manufacturers into United Afo·r
and made Sloan p1·esident (R. 962). Nea1· the end of !i
there was an exchange of stock and United Motors
consolidated with General Motors (R. 964). Sloan bee·
a director and member of the Executive Committe1
General Motors and vice president in charge of the divis:
which had come with United (R. 967; GX 177, R. 492, 3~
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~ter

Pierre S. du Pont became president -of General
tors, Sloan became his principal assistant, eventually
p,g appointed operating vice president in "charge of the
;>le .corporation'' under Pierre (R. 982). .Sloan's ~ro
tions wer~ unquestionably attributable to bis demon~te·d abilities, and not to any relationship with the
Ponts.
;he record amply demonstrates, as the trial court found
· 321-322), that the du Pont Company could not and did
1 control the management of General Motors during the
iod of Sloan's chieftainship. Illustrations have already
;n given of the independence of Kettering, Sloan and
~ Pierre himself during the prior period of greatest
Pont participation.
·
Lfter 1923, the over-all picture was -0ne of progres~ly increasing strength and self-sufficiency of General
tors and of corresponding diminution, to the point of
itppearance, of its reliance upon du Pont. Wbereas in
·early period, for example, General Motors was dependupon du Pont to obtain financial guidance and support,
tis obviously no longer necessary, and has not be~n for
.rs (GX 1238, R. 484, 5185). Except during Pierre's
~idenoy, du Pont has not participated in the general
:rations of General Motors. By 1934, it had relinquished
last seat on the Executive Committee, and it never was
resented on the Operations Policy Committee. (See
26-27, infra). Du Pont simirarly relinquished its
'
~rol over General Motors' finances, although retaining
ority representation on the committee concerned with
,ncial matters. (See pp. 25-26, infra.) As General
;ors prospered under the management -0f Sloan, it
.t up its own group of able executives. They were de~
· .dent for their own earnings on how General Motors, :p.-0t
ront, fared (R. 321-:322). (See pp. 32¥33, infra). Although
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it is true that at the peginning a- handful o~ these ·executives
had du P.ont backg1:ounds20-which the record shows not to
have affected co:r;porate policy-even that is not true of the
generation wbiph has now been in power £or many years.
That the General Motors management did not regard itself
as subservient to du Pont is proved by the number of occa- ·
sions on which it refused to do what du Pont wanted. One
incident iu 1928 is especially signiiicant because Sloan was
embroiled with the entire du Pont family as well as Raskob.
Raskob, from the beginning a leader of the du P.ont group
interested in General 1'Iotors, at that :time was the General
Motors executive in charge of all :financial matte1·s as chairman of the Qeneral 1\1:otors Finance Committee ( GMX 3, R.
991, 6562). During Governor .Smith's campaign for the
presidency, he ·became ohairman of the Democratic National
Committee-. Sloan thought this put General JVIoto'rs in
politics, and that . Raskob should not -con~inue both wit11
General Motors and in politics. Raskob was suppor.ted in his
position that particip~tion in public .affairs was not a dis~
qualification by :Pierre and Irenee du Pont, as well as by
former ltep.ublfo~n .Sen~tor Coleman du Pont. If the du
Ponts controlled General Motors, this >Should have been an
occasion for that control to be manifested. Instead Raskob
resigned his executive position as chief financial officer and
chair1nan of the Finance Committee. In prote~t against
Sloan's d~cision, Pierre resigned as chairman of the General ~1otors· Board. They retained their positions as directors, and subsequently Rasko b returned as a mei;nber of the
Finance -Committee, but he was through as a General 1'Iotors
executive. In .a test of power, the Sloan management, not
20 These

ware on the :financial side, except Pratt, who had been brought
into General Motors by Durant (R. 354; R. 1896) ; Lynah, who had
left du Pont under "acrimonious circumstances" (R. 806; see fn. 30,
infra p. 45); a.nd Johnson, who had been brought into General
Motors by Walter P. Chrysler (R. 1404).
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the du fonts, won (R. 310·; R. 1191-4; GX 262; R. 496, 3597;
G1'1X 17-20, R. 1193-4, 6602-6).

A less striking incident of the s·ame sort occurred in 1937,
when Sloan decided that ·a single policy committee would
be more effective than the two committees, Executive and
Financial, then in existence. Lammot du Pont vigorously
opposed this change (R. 1001-2; GX 194, R. 484, 3428-3·3 ),
and was supported by Pierre, and apparently also by Irenee
and \ATalter S. Ca1·penter, who became president of du Pont
in 1940 (GX 195, R. 487, 3434). But Sloan's plan was
adopted.

Other similar incidents in which Gener.al Motors executives disregarded du Pont wishes can be cited. Lammot
urged Sloan in 1927 no.t to have General :Motors engage in
research in the field of synthetic rubber. But Sloan disagreed and the project continued until General JYiotors' own
chemists recommended that it be abandoned (R! 432-435;
R. 1319-20; GMX 131-1'32, R. 1322, 6945-6; GX 888-894,
R. 65'0-l, 5110-22). Indeed, the General M.otors chemist,
:iYiidgley, was told not to bother to consult du Pont chemists (G:M:X 13'2, R. 1322, 6946-7). In 1931 Lammot, while
president of du Pont, strongly expressed his views to
John L. Pratt, vice president ot General Motors, that
General j\{oto'rs should not go into the oil burner business,
but Pratt went ahead and General :Motors still is in that
business (R. 360·; Gj\f.X 227-8, R. 1469, 7.284-88; R. 1471).
The du Pont Comipany 1msuccessfully sought to induce
General Motors to go along on a policy ·Of ''reciprocity'',
whereby both General JYioto1·s and du Pont would give
preference in purchasing to suppliers who in turn purchased
fl'om General Motors and/ or du P-0nt (R. 366..:371; R. 120206, 1424-6; GX 527-5~, R. 602-'6, 4207-40; G~1:X 200-201,
R. 1429, 724'5-49). A resolution of the General Purchasing
Committee took the position that generally General Motors
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should not supply to du Pont information showing the volume of business done with other suppliers, but it provided
that ''in special cases, upon request by the president of the
du Pont Company to the president of General M.otors, the
situation would be properly dealt with" (GX 537, R. 604,
4226-7). Only one sueh request was ever made, in 1928,
where the reciprocity argument had been invoked by certain steel companies against du Pont (R. 368-9; GX 543,
R. 606, 4236; R . 1207-10). Although Sloan consented to
give du Pont information a.s to General Motors' purchases
from these companies (R. 1210), Pratt violently objected.
He wrote to Sloan (R. 3'69-371, GMX 201, R. 1429, 7246-9):
"This instance may be the first that Mr. Lammot
du P-0nt has requested information of this kind from
you, but we have had a great many similar requests
from the du Pont organization in the last three or four
yeaTs. The position I have taken as Chairman of tbe
Purchasing Committee has b een invariably to refuse to
give the du Pont 'Company any information which they
might use in any way to influence their customers to
think that the du Pont Company in any way could influence Gene~al :Motors Corporation in buying their
materials and supplies because the particular customer
bought from the du Pont Company. • • • N othfri,g
could be more detrimental to the 1no1·ale of our Pu1·~
chasing .Agents, a1ul to the ge1ieral interests of our
Corporatio'J1,, than for any supplier to believe that anything can influence General Motors in choosing its
sources of supply other than the three fundamentals of
piirchasing, 1namely-q1~ality, service and price. I know
you realize that -as soon as any supplier feels that be
can use collateral influence he is not as apt to give the
utmost he can in quality, service and price to the one
that deserves same, namely-the purchaser.
"In refusing to give the du Pont Company suoh information as l'equested by Mr. du P-0nt, I have been
guided by the following considerations :
1
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"(a)-The du Pont Company in :fact has no
more right to such inf ormation than any of the
other 60,000 stockholders in General Motors. * • $
' ' ( c)-The principle of reciprocity must imply
that you are· giving something· in order to get
something. If the du Pont Company, in getting
business, implies reciprocity on the part of General
Motors' purchases, what does General Motors get 7
It would seem that in such reciprocity we are doing
the 'giving' and the du Pont Company the 'getting'. If there is anything to be gotten our position should be to see that it is gotten for General

Motors Corporation, '!1ather than th-e du P01it Go1npany.
'' (d)- If our Purchasing Agents know that we
are willing to allow the du Pont Company to use
-our purchases to influence du Pont sales, can we
expect them to always resist giving- weight to
other oonsiderations than the best interest of
General Motors i~ placing their orders 1 * * *
4
"
• •In my judgment, i£ the du Pont organization
are not able to retain the hqsiness they have through
the quality of their goods and the service they render,
then they should not be allowed to retain it because
General Motors purchases goods from that particular
.customer of the du Pont Company. # ., f;" (Italics
supplied.)
This was the Pratt, who, because he was employed by
du Pont before he joined General Motors in 1919, the Government treats as if he were a du Pont stooge!
Carpenter and Crawford H. Greenewalt, who have been
the presidents -0£ du Pont since 1940, had never heard of the
1924 resolution except as a result of the institution of this
case, and had never requested information from General
Motors as to its purchases from other suppliers (R. 2744,
2761..i2).
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Irenee du Pont (when he was president of du Pont)
opposed the program favored by Sloan requiring maintenance ·of specified standards for gasoline by companies
all-0wed to distribute tetraethyl leacl. Re wished to sell
the lead without restriction, but wais overruled (R. 904-3;
GMX 94-103, R. 1277, 6839~65; GX 70-1-3, R. 624, 4303-11;
GX 773, R. 632, 4663; GX 773-774, R. 63Z, 4707-8, 4733;

DPX 120 (not printed)). Irenee

nl~o

dii::.agreed ·with Sloan

as to the need for ·withcb:awing; tettaethyl fond from the
market after the Bayway disaster in 1924 (~ee infra,
p. 114), (R. 1268~70; GMX 96-8, R. 1277, 6842-32), 1Jut
Sloan's views prevailed (R. 684:7, "6860). IrenQe nl8o
sought to have du Pont rather than General 1ifotors negotiate with Standard Oil with respect to Standard's intere-i:;t
in the develop1nent of tetraetl1yl lead ( G X 623, R. 614,
4340). Sloan went ahead, however, and uegotiated with
Standard the organization of the Ethyl Corporation, jointly
owned by Standard and General :iiolorR, ·w ithout commltinp;
du Pont (R. 894-5; GX 624, R. 614, 4342-6).
Lammot du Pont opposed the entrance of the Ethyl Company into the production of lead, but Sloan disagreed and
his program was carried out (R. 1279-80, GX 781, R. 633,
4771, 4773). And it was Sloan who with \Ycbb (pre8ident
of Ethyl) first suggested in 1930 taking steps to protet'.t.
Ethyl when the patents would expire in 19-47 by requiring
du Pont to turn over to Ethyl, as early Hs 1938, ib:; knowhow in producing lead (R. 4'23; R. 1278; GX 748, 749, R.
628, 629, 4577, 4579). Without that, du Pont alone would
have been in a practical position to produc(' lead i11 1948.
Instead, by reason of the l:>teps insisted on by Sloan, Ethyl
itself became the prh1cipal United States manufacturer of
tetraethyl lead and has operated since then in competition
with du Pont (R. 425). Such conduct is hardly consistent
with that of a management dominated or co11trollecl by
du Pont.
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It is thus plain that Sloan did not feel that he had to
carry out the du Pont wishes. The eristence of control or
domination is tested by what happens in case of disagreement.21
In 1937 William S. Knudsen became president of the
corporation, and in 1941 Cbal'les E. Wilson ·succeeded
Knudsen, but S1oan ,c ontinued as chairman of the Board
of Directors and chief executive officer. In 1946 the president, Wilson, suooeeded Sloan as chlef executi\i"e offic er.
Wilson was succeeded by Harlow H. ·Cu:i;tice in 1952. (R.
307-8; R. 27.27-28). None of these men had ever had prior
connections with du Pont; each had risen through the ranks
of General Tuiotors executives, and been recommended by
Sloan ·Or Wilson, not the du Ponts (R. 2721-8). The Government introduced no evidence which even remotely suggested that these men ever were influenced by du Pout.
1

4.

The General Motors Board of Directors and ·
its Committees.

Since 1923· the membership of the General :Motors Board
of Direetors has ranged from 26 to 35 (DPX 56, R. 836,
5656-62). As of February 1, 1953, there were 34 directors
(GMX 10, R. 1031, 6'572-75). The number of directors
nominated by du Pont has decreased from 6 to 5 (ibid.).
~rwenty-tluee of the directors in 1953 represented m.anagenlen.t, and 6 ·w ere ''outside'' directors affiliated with neither
rrianagemeut nor du Pont (ibid., R. 6575).
The trial cou1·t found:
1

''A majority of the directors have always been the
1101ninees of management. Sloan testified that management directors were always nominated ·b y him when
they had achieved in the management hierarchy of the
21 The Government cites evidence of occasions on which Sloan agreed

with du Pont views as to some controversial matters (see pp. 116-117,

inf1·0,). The .fact that he sometimes thought the du Ponts right does

not prove that he was doininated by them.
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corporation a position which entitled 01· required that
they be on one of the committees of the Board, and
further that he never discussed these nominations with
anyone except the management group and after his
recommendation their election was automatic. Sloan
and Carpenter testified that no du Pont nominee ever
objected to the numbe1· of management directors which
Sloan wanted on the Board." (R. 310; R. 1021, 2724.)
The Government (Govt. Br., p. 20) seeks to characterize
all management directors employed by General :Motors in
the early 19·20's as du Pont representatives on the ground
that they were originally selected by du Pont. N otbing in the
l'ecord supports this attempt to brand as predominantly
du Pont men all -officials who worked for General n{otors
between 1920and1923. The five management directors who
survived from 1923 to 1949 were liiiott, :McLaughlin, Sloan,
Kettering and Pratt. The first three became directors during the Durant regime, and the Government has not even
intimated that Kettering owed any allegiance to du Pont.
We point-0ut at pages 20-21, 85-90 that there is no basis for
saying that Pratt, who had left du Pont to work for Durant
in 1919, is to be treated as a du Pont representative. The
court found to the contrary (R. 321).
The du Pont representatives were non1inated by the
Finance Committee of the du Pont Company, usually from
among its own members (R. 1021, 2714, ·2723). The n01ninations for outside directors were always discussed by Sloan
with a representative group on the Board, including the
du P'°nts, and they were not added to the Board unless they
had the "unanimous approval of the present Board of
Directors, particularly the approval of those members of
the Board who are serving in the management" (R. 1334,
310, 2725). Carpenter, president of du Pont from 1940 to
194:8 (R. 2711-2) 1 who among others suggested possible
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outside directors, noted that the list he submitted ''had a
very poor batting average" (R. 2727) .
The record shows that questions as to the purchase of
materials do "not come to the Board in any way" (R. 997).
The same is true of engineering problems and the initiation of polici~s and progr.ams. "Tb.e Board hasn't suffi-

cient contact with the details of an enormouis business like
this in order to exercise initiative" (R. 996-7).
The Board of Directors of General Motol's has operated
to an important degree through committees. Prior to 1937
and after 1946 there were two main committees, of which
·one dealt with matters of financial policy and the other,
known ·before 1937 as the Executive Committee and after
1946 as the Operations Policy Committee, was concerned
with other matters -0f policy. Between 19'37 and 1946 there
was a single Policy Committee to deal with broad questions
of policy, supplemented by a subordinate Adminjstration
Committee to deal with the implementation and administration of policy (R. 31!2-14; R. 2734-5).
At the beginning du Pont had a majority of the members
on the Finance ·Committee bnt by 1937 the du P.ont representation had declined to 6 out of 14 members.22 Since 1946,
22 Governmt>nt

counsel have indicated sur_pl'ise that Donaldson Brown is
considered by General Motors to have been a management director
until 1946, a du Pont nominee thereafter (Govt. Br. p. 20) . Brown
was so considered by Sloan (R. 1196). Brown came to General Motors
from du Pont in 1921, retaining his position as a director and a
member of the Finance Committee of du Pont but serving as vice
president in charge of finance :for General Motot.·s and ultimately
succeeding Raskob as chief financial officer of General Motors (R,
315). The trial court :fotmd,
"There is no evidence that Brown was active in commercial relations between du Pont and General Motors or that he ever did
anything to encourage the use of du Pont products by General
Motors" (ibid.) .
In view of that findin$, there is no r eason to consider Brown as other
than a management director until 1946, when he retired but :remained
as a director of General Motors at du Pont's specific request in replacement of Lam.mot du Pont (GX 224, R. 491, 3485). In 194.7
Sloan wrote that he thought Brown only "technically" a du Pont
director (GX 228, R. 491, 3488).
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when a new Financial Policy Committee was re-established,
du Pont has had three nominees out of 10 (R. 31'2-13; DPX
56, R. 836, 5663-5, 5669; G1\1X 22, 25, R . 1198, 1202, 6609,
6612). But these :finance committees were, as the names
imply, concerned only with matters of majo1· financial policy, and had nothing to do with the details of opeYations
or with purchasing practices and policies, or, of course,
with particular purchases (R. 2730-33).
The Executive Committee in 1923 was composed of 3
du Pont nominees out of 6 (R. 311), but both the number
and proportion of du Pont members rapidly declined as
the membership was expanded (R. 311; DPX 56, R. 836,
5666; GMX 21, R. 1196, 6608). By 1934 no du Pont
nominees remained (ibid.). There never has been a du Pont
representative on the Operations Policy Committee since
its formation in 1946; the members were chosen from management on t11e recommendation of Wilson and, later,
Curtice (R. 315; R. 1199-1200; G:MX 24, R. 1200, 6611; DPX
56, R. 836, 5670).
The Policy Committee from 1937 to 1946 was composed
of 9 members, 2 of wbom were from du Pont (R.. 314; GI\fX
·23, R. 1199, 6610). All of the remainder were management
representatives with the e~ception of one ''outside'' member, Wbitney. There never have been any du Pont representatives on the Administration ·Committee (R. 2735).
The Government attempts to establish du Pont control
over committee appointments by attributing Sloan's decision not to recommend Kettering for election to the Policy
·Committee in 194!3 to the £act that Lnmmot du Pont said
"No"; according to the Government, "that was the end
of the matter" (Govt. Br., p. 23). This ignores the fact
that Sloan diseussed the matter ''with the management,
and after complete consideration it was decided it was not
a wise thing to do'' (R. 1342). Sloan te-stitied (R. 1341):
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others thought the same as :IYir. clu Pont. As a
matter of fact, when I considered it myself, I" rather
agreed with the point l\iir. Lammot made.
"Mr. Kettering was. a large stockholder, and of
course is a ve1·y eminent citizen, but we all agreed that
if he came {)Il the committee he would be telling us
about all the wonderful things that were in the future,
and we WQuldn't have time to attend to the business of
the corporation. That ·was one of the reasons.' ' 28
"

1t,

·'t

Anyone who heard Kettering testify at the trial would understand the reasonableness of this reaction.
The Executive, Policy, and Operations P.olicies Committees were concerned witb. questions of major policy. There
is no evidence to show that these committees had anything
to do with purchasing practices or policies or with any of
the matters inv-0lved in this case. One of the members,
Carpenter, testifi~d that the Policy Committee did not
direct or supervise the purchasing practices -of General
Moto1·s, or ''consider questions relating to the purchases
by General Motors of pl'oducts from du Pont"; no such
subject was ever discussed (R. 2.735). And this committee, which was superseded in 1946, was the last of the committees concerned with other than financial policy upon
which du Pont had any i·epresentation at all.
The trial court concluded with respect to the Government's efforts to show that du Pont'~ membership on the
General Motors Board and co;mmittees enabled du P·ont to
dominate General Motors (R. 316) :
"The participation of the du Pont representatives
in the selection of General i1:otors director.s and in
determining the organization of the board and the
composition of its committees does not establish that
du P.ont has been the controlling foree in the direction
.23 Sloan

had said the same thing in 1947 : "I think he (Kettering) would
perhaps be likely to reduce the efficiency of our meetings by leading
into the tuost interesting subjects * * *" (GX 228, R. 491, 8488).
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of General Motor>S affairs, or has been in a position to
act as if it owned a majority -of General :Motors stock.
The record shows consultation and conference, but not
domination. Moreover, in all these matters Sloan has
clearly been the leader and the dominating influence
and has largely determined the results. With a minimum of consultation with du Pont representatives he
has selected the management. In large part, though
with somewhat more consultation with du Pont representatives he has suggested the names of directors and
led the discussion in that respect. Sloan's testimony
and the record as a whole are convincing that at all
times he acted independently and steadfastly in the
best interests of General ~1:otors.
"The Court finds it highly significant that in all of
the correspondence regarding General :Motors directors i:he attitude of the suggested nominee toward
du Pont was in no instance a consideration in his
approval or disapproval. Accordingly, the Court finds,
based on all the evidence, that du Pont's participation
in the selection of General Motors directors and management does not establish that it controlled General
Motor-s or that it sought through such participation
to place people in General Motors who would further
du. Pont's interests as a supplier or as a chemical
manufacturer.''

5. Bonus Plans.
Since 1918, ·G eneral Motors has had a policy of distribut~
ing annually to its executive employees up to 10% (later
12%) of its earnings over a 7'fo (later 570) return on its
~apital (R. 317; R.1227-8; GX 137, R. 480, 3282-3; G~rx 31,
R. 1227, £641-53).24 These bonus awards were made to
6,450 employees in 1918 (GX 139, R. 480, 3302), and in
recent years have extended to more than 10,000 persons
(R. 1381).
24 These

awards were ma.de entirely in General Motors common stock
until 1943. Since that time, becnuse of increased personal income true
rates, they have been made partly in stock, partly in cnsh.
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Between 1923 and 1937, there were supplemental plans
whereby a portion of the amount availa:ble under the earnings formula was utilized to enable the higher -0.fficials-97
in 19-23-19'29, and 249 in 1930-1936 ( GX 259-2'60, R. 496,
3587-96)-to ·b uy larger quantities of stock (R. 316-318;
320; R. 1217-19, 1228; GX 235, 240, 267, R. 483, 493, 498,
3494-3506, 3520-39, 3607-29). These plans were designed to
increase incentive by creating in every executive a strong
ownership interest in the profitability of General Motors
(R. 121'5, 1217). The sto0k required £or the first of these
supplemental plans, known as Managers .Securities Plan,
was sold by du Pont to Managers Securities Company, a
holding company, all of whose stockholders were General
Motors' executives, and was substantially the blo0k of stock
obtained in consequence of the Durant debacle in 1920.~w
'T his 1923 plan was terminated' in 1929, when all of
the stock was fully paid for. It was succeeded by a similar plan known as the Management Corporation Plan which
ran from 1930 to 1936 and for which the necessary stock wa:s
made available by General Motors (GX 274, R. 499, 3643).
As the Government says (Govt. Br. pp. 26~27), the result
was that the executives participating earned tremendous
profits. This however was not preordained, but was dependent upon the future pro.fitability of General Motors, which
in turn depended upon the ability and performance -0f these
executives. In 192·3 General Motors sold only 18.7% of the
cars produced in the United States, and its great growth in
the next two decades, particularly in relation to Ford, could
not well have been anticipated in 1923. Many automobile
2G Because

of its own tax considerations and also because payment of
85% of the purchase price was deferred, du Pont sold not General
Motors common stock as such but its equivalent, and s6 retained the
voting rights (DPX 91, R. 879, 5854; DPX 455, R. 2706, 6451). After
receiving payment in full, du Pont relinquished its votin~ rights,
partially in 1930, when the tax considerations of the participating
executives p't'ecluded relinquishment in full ( GX 267, R. 498, 3607),
and fully by 1938 (GX 270, R. 498, 8688; GX 274, R. 499, 3643).
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companies failed during the periodH covered by these two
incentive bonus plans.
The Government asserts that the~e various plans helped
tic up General 2.Iotors' executive.s with du Pont because
du Pont sold the stock for the first plan in 1923 ( ~ee p. 14t
s-ztpra) and because its representatives constituted a substantial proportion of the committees of directors responsible fOl: approving; a'vards under the various plans. The
committee charged with determining allotments in the
~1:anagers Secmrities plan in 19-23 was composed of Pierre
as ehairman and two non-du Pont members (R. 318; GX
241, R. 493, 3541). The committee responsible for approving the annual awards under the Bonus Plan was the
Finance Committee until 1936, the Bonus and Salary Committee thereafter; each of these bad substantial du Pont
representation. (R. 319-20; R. 1380; GX 276, R. 496, 3679).~ 0
The Government concludes fi•om this that, since these committees 'vere responsible for approving th(\ bonus awards,
all General Motors executives would lmow tbnt their compensation was dependent upon their willingness to toady
to du Pont.
The allotments in the :Managers Securitiet5 plan in 1923
were made by the three-man special committee. Pierre,
chairman of that committee and newly retired as president
of General Motors, Pl'epared a rough list of tentative allotments which was reviewed with and materially revised by
Sloan, whose recommendations were accepted by the special committee without cbange (R. 318-19; R. 1225; GM:.X
30, R. 1'225, 6629).
As to the annual awards under the ordinary Bonus Plan,
it was the r~sponsibility of the chief executive officer, who
20 As

to the Finance Committee. see pp. 26-26, supra. Between 1941 nnd
1945 3 of the 5 members of the Bonus and Snlnry Committee were
du Pont representatives, and 2 between 1945 and 1948 (R. 819-20;
GX 276, R. 496, 3679). (GX 276 erroneously clnssifles Slonn nnd

Pratt ns du Pont representatives.)
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was ·Sloan fron1 1923 to 1946, to p1·epare and submit recommendations to the Finance (later Bonus and Salary) Committee. Under the procedure that J1as continued through
the years without substantial change (R. 1·227), the aggregate amount available for distribution, as determined by the
committee under the earnings forn1ula, has ·been apportioned
by ihe committee among the various operating divisions
upon the basis of their respective earnings. Each general
n1anager then lJreparecl his recommendations :for the awards
to be made within his division (R. 319 ; R. 1228; GMX 31,
R. 1227, 6642), since tlJe ohlef executive "couldn't be expeeted to know so many '!)eople '' (R. 1228). The contribution
of each individual employee eligible for bonus has been
given substai1tial weight (GlVIX 31, R. 1227, 6642). Sloan
reviewed :the recommendations of the general +nanagers,
himself prepared rec01nn1endations for the awards to be
:made to the several general rn~nagers (other than those
who were directors of the corporation) and submitted the
completed list to .the committee for approval. The committee
reviewed Sloan's recommendations and itself determined
the awards to be made to t,hose officers who were also directors (GMX 31, R. 1227, 6639; cf. R. 1226).
In no instan<}e could any vvitness recall tniat the committee
changed the ·amounts .so recomnrnnded by Sloan -and the subsequent presidents of General Motors (R. 319; 1226-7,
852). The committee is obviously unable -to "evaluate thousands of people so far as performance is concerned'' (R.
1381).
The Government offered no evidence that any General
1.Vfotors director or committeeman had taken into aooount .the
attitude of any official towa-rd du Pont in deteTmining how
much his bonus should be, nor .any evidence that ·any General
Motors executive or official bad been affected in his work
by a f e-ar that ·a failure to favor du Pont would affect his
compensation. There was no showing· whatsoever, in the
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many instances in the record where General :ll£otors'
executives acted contrary to du Pont's interests, that their
bonus awaTds were affected in any way. Four '\vitncss~s
flatly and vigorously denied that any such factor was taken
into consideration (R. 852, 122927, 2667, 2731). The
trial eourt believed them, as he was entitled to do (R. 321).
The court ·a lso found that many of the executives "who
would have been 'infiuenced' " had testifted as witnesses,
and tbat the record showed that they had ''acted at -all times
solely in the best interest of General lv!otors" {R. 321).
Certainly in these circumstances it cannot be said by way
of conjecture that .the executive staff of General :h{otors 1nust

have thought ihat their compensation was dependent upon
their favoring the du Pont Company, and ?nu.st therefore be
presumed to have acted accordlngly. The Government cannot justifia·b ly ask this Court to presume to be a fact what
the record of over thirty years shows not to have happened.
The Government has stated (Jurisdictional St., p. 20) that
"General Motors officers, high and low, could not be- free
from the consciousness, indeed tbe vivid realization, that
determinations favo1.,able to du Pont's interests were likely
to lead to personal promotion and financial reward.'' The
bonus system in itself, however, proves the- contrary; it gives
them a strong incentive to act solely in furtherance o:f the
interests of General Motors. For they lrnow that the decisive factors in the substantial portion of their incomes
derived from the bonus system are the profits and success
of Gene-ral Motors, the profits -0f their division, and their
individual contribution to it-not the profits of du Pont. As
Carpenter testified with Tespect to the Managers Securities
plan (R. 2721-2), the actual effect of the bonus plans was
0

21 "Mr.

Sloan, to what e,ct.ent, if any, was the bonus plan intended to
induce Gener:il Motors executives to respond to the influence or desires of the du Pont Company, as for as you know?
"A. Of collrse, not. On the face of that, it was nn impossibility.
No such thing existed."
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"just in reverse of the way it seems to be here represented.'' After describing the way in which the plan might
-as it did-accord the participants a tremendous enlargement of their original investment (R. 2721-2) he concluded
(R. 2722):
"The du Pont Company might have gone bankrupt in
that period without having any effect upon what the
results to them would have been, or might have prostpered greatly without any reflection on the flow of
benefit to these 80 managers.
''It is for that reason. that I say it opel'ated just in
reverse of the way that it seems to be here represented.''
Ai3 Sloan testified:
'' * >Ii< * If I were asked, as I often am asked, as to
what has contributed to the general and outstanding
success of Gener-al Motors, I would .say it was the
decentralized system of management, supported by the
incentive plans'' (R. 12·30).

It 1should also be noted that by building up throughout
the years a large block of stock in the many persons comprising the former and current managements of General
Motors, the supplemental compensation plans made it possible for a substantial stock interest to arise in the management which would support its independence of du Pont
rather than the contrary. The Managers Securities plan
and the other bonus plans have put many General Motors
executives into the category of large stockholders and, over
the years, these awards to all 1nanagement officials and employees have aggregated very substantial amounts. 28
liquidation, Manage1·s Securities held 4,609,060 sha:res of General
Motors $10 par value stock (GX 269, R. 498, 3635). In 1938 Management Corporation held 783,301 shares of General Motors $10 par
value stock (GX 274, R. 499, 3648). In addition a. very substantial
number of shares were awarded to General Motors employees and
executives under the bonus plan from 1918 to 1949.

28 On
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Trial Court Findings As to Control.
After reviewing the evidence on the various aspects of
the subject -of conti·ol (R. 293-321), the trial court summed
it all up in the following :finding (R. 321-322):
''.Alter the dramatic collapse of Durant and the en~uing :financial ciisis when du Pont representntive~
were thrust into positions of respon~ibility in General
:Motors, and after General :Motors hnd been i·escued
from tbat crisis, du Pout's influence and po~ition in
General :Motors declined radically. During tlie twenties, a force of considerable streng·th arose in General
Motors that was important in detel'mining any question
of control. This force was the management, headed by
such a forceful and resolute character as Sloan and
including such positive personalities n~ Ketterin~, the
Fisher Brothers, Knudsen, Pratt, Brown, and Wih~on.
"l\{ore than a quarter of a century has passed since
the twenties, and the strength and ~tnnding of the management have continued to increa::•e and improve. The
du Pont representatives who had orig·inally been interested in General Moto1·s have died or retired. These
developments are re.fleeted in the rontemporaneom;
documents, the changes in tbe memben~hip of the board,
the various committees of the board, and in the t(.l~ti
mony of Sloan and other witnesRes.
"Irrespective of what its po~ition may have be(.lu bt'fore and during the Durant erh~is, ~ince the 1920,s
clu Pont has not had, mid does not today ba,·e, practical or working control of General n[otor8. On the
basis of all of the evidence the Court fin di' n~ a. f net
that du Pont did not and could not ronduct it~elf for
the past 25 years, as though it were tlie owner of a
majority -0£ the General Motors stock."
6.

This :finding· is not only reasonable, but the only one an
impartial trier of fact could have reached on a consideration of the evidence of record. Since it is patently not
"clearly erroneous"> it must be accepted by this Court.
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0. General Motors' Purchasing Policies.
1. Affirmative Evidence That There Was No Combination
or Conspiracy.

The Government's principal charge was that the defendants oombined and conspired to cause each defendant manufacturer (which at that time included United States Rubber Company) using products manufactured by the other
''to purchase substantially all its requirements 0£ such
products,., from the other and to exclude competitors (R.
221, 25'5) . This is now limited to s~les by du Pont to
General Motors. But even as to this, the Government has
been compelled to recede. Its claim at the end of the trial '/
was that the restriction on General ~Iotor.s ' freedom to
purchase applied only to three products or groups of products, paints and finishes, fabrics and anti-freeze, and that
General 1viot01·s only was required to buy 75 to 80 % of its
needs for those products from du Pont so long a~, in General Motors' opinion, du Pont 's price, quality and service
were at least equal to any competitor's.
Although the emphasis on du Pont 's control 0£ General
~{otors was -0bviously designed to show that General Moto1..s
was compelled to buy from du Pont, in tho closing argument Government counsel virtually abandoned any effort
to substantiate the charge of coercion, and argued only that
an agreement or under-standing to that effect had been
pr,oved (R. 3021).

The trial court found that there was no conspiracy, agTeement or understanding. In this Court the Government does
not challenge these :findings (Govt. Br. pp. 72, 109n., 113),
but now argues that there was a "con1bination" aonsisting
of a ''restraint imposed .by force of the relationship'' which
inevitably and without any instruction ·o r communication
influenced General Motors to prefer to trade with du Pont
(ibiil.). It is unnecessary to decide whether this is anything
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different from a tacit understanding, which would, of course,
eonstitute a conspiracy. For the court found that even this
watered down conspiracy had not been proved (R. 301-2,
361, 371, 381, 396, 405, ~u, 437, 447, 465, quoted at pp. 159162, infra).
Twenty witnesses testified directly that there was no
sucili. understanding·, arrangement or restriction upon General Motors' freedom to trade, and the testimony of the
fir.st sixteen covers the Government's new theory of induced
favoritism .as well as the agreement or understanding for
which the Government was contending below:
Sloan, R. 1385-'6, 1326-7 ;
Pierre S. du Pont, R. 853-4;
Pratt, R. 1475-6;
Carpenter, R. 2741-2, 2745-6;
MacShane, R. 2357-9 ;
Nickowitz, R. 2128-30;
Brown, R. 2195, 2236-7;
Bridg-water, R. 2518-19;
Wirshing, R. 1931;
Williams, R. 1990;
Weckler, R. 2142-3, 2147;
Flaherty, R. 2031, 2033, 2039;
Thompson, R. 2951-2;

H.B. du Pont, R. 2664-5;
P. S. du Pont, ill, R. 2672;
Irenee du Pont, R. 872-3;
K'Burg, R. 2532-3;
Copeland, R. 2659.J60;
Lynah, R. 1156, 1172-3;
Greenewalt, R. 2767.
These witnesses, <>f course, either were or had been affiliated
with .General Motors or du Pont, or they would not have
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been in a position to know at first hand the basis upon
which General M.otors bought, or didn't buy, from du Pont.
Three of them, however, bad not been associated with either
company for over twenty years. Herman W eckler had gone
in 1932 from Buick to the Chrysler Corporation, of which
he was vice president and general manager when he testi:fied (R. '2143-44). James Lynah, Secretary of the General
1

Purchasing ·Copimittee during most of its life, had retired
fr.om General Motors in 1'930, and \Subsequently, inter alia,
had been Director of Athletics at Cornell University and an
official ·of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, as
well as an employee of the Government during part of the
war (R. 1157-8). MacShane had done sales work· for
du Pont until 1930; his last employment had been in the
Government with the Veterans Administration from 1943
to 1952, when he was retired for disability (R. ·2314-5).
The attitude of the witnesses who were actually doing the
buying and selling is ~hown in. the following statements of
some of the persons referred to above.
Weckler, who was larg·ely responsible for Buick's adoption ·Of du Pont 's Duco finish in 1004 (R. 2140), testified
(R. 21:4;3) :

"Q. Mr. Weckler, it 1s charged in the complaint in
this case that there was an agreement or understanding or conspiracy between du Pont and General Motors
to the effect that General Motors would buy from the
du Pont Company all or substantially all of its requirements of its products made by the du Pont Company.
''Did you ever hear of any such agreement o~ understanding or conspiracy~
''A. I did not.
''·Q·. Did you ever hear that it was the duty of
General Motors to buy substantial quantities of materials from the du Pont ·Company because the du Pont
Company had a -stock interest in General Motors?
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''A. No, sir.
"Q. In making- your recommendation to ::\Ir. Bas~ett
that Buick go to 'Duco,' were you motivated in any
way by a feeling- that there was an obligation to help
out the du Pont Con1pany or to buy from itl
"A. No, sir, such an idea ncv<"r occurred to me,
and I never in all my experience at the Buick :Motor
Company, had any difficulty in buying any mnterial
from anyone at any time.
"Q. In deciding not to go to any of the competitiYc
lacquers later on in the latter part of the 20 1s or the
early 30's, were you motivated in any way by a feeling
of duty to favor the clu Pont Con1pany 1
"A. No, sir. I have just outlin0c.l h0n• Urnt we
didn't find the material that wa~ superior to tbC'
clu Pont material. We were making· good progn~ss in
the application .and the experience that we ]md with
it, and this plant being so clo::;e to our activity-tho:.;(_)
were the i·easons that we continued on with 'Duro'

while I was with. Buick."
MacShane, who had sold fabrics for du Pont in the 1920'~,
testified that he had never heard that General l\Iotors purchasing agents were requfred to buy part of their require1nents from du Pont (R. 2357-8) :

''If they were instructed, I '\voulcl huve gotten morP
business. 4'I • e I worked ju~t a~ 11ard to p:et Gen~ral
}.iiotors' business as I did to get any other bu~inl,\!4~. Jt
Williams, managel' of the .A..uton1obile Sales Bronch of
the du Pont Fabrics and Finishe-s Section, teBtified that he
had never heard of any agreement requiring General 1'10tors to buy substantially all its finishing- requirements from
du Pont, or that General 1'1otors bought from du Pont because of du Pont's stock ownership. He did not ur~e galeg~
men to make such arg~uments to General 1\fotor~ bClca.u~e
(R. 1990):
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''I think it would be a very poor approach, and I
think it would be to our disadvantage to attempt to
get business ·on that basis. As I know the managers of
the -car divisions and accessory divisions, they are primarily interested in quality and service, and I think
if you went into one of the plants, and started to discuss that subject you have just called to my attention,
they would say, 'If you cannot sell your products on
the merits, you had better get out.' ''
Thompson, who was responsible for General 1\£-otors' purchases of anti-freeze, testifred (R. 295•2):
'' "' * * no one ever even indicated to me that we
should favor du Pont. When you are running a big
organization, you just cannot run it with a lot of
strings tied to it.
'' Q. Were there any strings tied to your purchases
of anti-freeze 1
''A. Absolutely none."
The testimony of these witnesses -w as supported by a
vast amount of evidence, discussed below (pp. 4'0-75, infra.),
which demonstrates how du Pont had to :fight f-01· its General 1!fotors business just as it did for that of other companies. In the light of this evidence, the trial court found
(R. ~61) :

''The evidence, both oral and documentary, does not
establish, however, that there was any agreement between the two companies that required General M.otors
to buy all or any part of its requirements from du Pont.
Nor does the evidence establish that du Pont dictated
or controlled the purchasing policies and practices of
General :Motors or sought to dictate or control those
policies and practices. In fact, the evidence shows that
General Motors exercised cQmplete freedom in determining where it would purohase its requirements of
p1·oducts of the kind that du Pont manufactured.''
The court made similar iindings as to each of the products
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with respect to which the Govel'nment sought to prove its
allegations (R. 395-6, 405, 437).
2.

GeneTal Motors' Purchases from du Pont as a Whole.

Before stating the facts as to fini~be~ and fabrics, which
are the only commodities which the Government claims
that General Motors purchases illegally, it is important
that General Motors' purchasing from du Pont and its
eompetitor.s be viewed as a whole.
The Government's attempt to limit the il"::me to these
product,s in itself discredits its entire claim. A general conspiraey was ·alleged~ not one restricted to particular products, and of course whatever effect du Pont's stock interest
in General Motors had would apply to nil products du Pont
could sell to General 2.iiotors. Du Pont make~ many other
things that automobile companies ·b uy or can buy. (See GX
1344, R. 284'6, 5340-46; DPX 56S-G73, R. 3007, .3008, 63266531). What the Government i:;eekl) to do is to eliminate those
which General Motors doesn't buy in large quantities or
proportions from du Pont. But du Po11t's failure to sell
these products to General Motors cannot be swept out of the
ease that cavalierly. If there were a preference for du Pont
products resulting inevitably :from the relationship between
du Pont and General Motors and irre:::;pecti ve of any conspiracy or agreement, as the Government now contends,
such "inevitable" preference would have exil'\ted as to all
products, not just a selected few.
The Government tried to argue below tbat it was all right
to disregard those products because in each instance in which
General "IYiotors failed to buy, or to buy in large proportions,
from ·d u Pont, the du Pont product was inferior in quality,
service or price and therefore not competitive. But this will
not stand up. A few illustrations will suffice. Oldsmobifo
does not buy any Duco from du Pont, although other
General Motors divisions do (R. 389). On the other hand,
only Oldsmobile bought anti-freeze from du Pont in 1953
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(R. 437). Only Buick buys motor enamel (R. 1985-86).
Only Cadillac exclusively uses the du Pont process for
-0opper electroplating; Buick and Chevrolet do not use it at
all, and ·Oldsmobile and Pontiac have used it partially
(R. 4:3 8; '2561J66; DPX 312-1.S, 375-78, R. 25·63, 2571-73,
6341-43, 6345-49). Fisher Body buys du Pont undercoating,
but only for one of its 14 plants (R. 389; R. 1985~ 1923).
When some divisions buy a product from du Pont, it must
be competitive even if others look to another source.
Other auto manufacturers bought 88 % (R. 440) of
their case hardening· materials in 19·37 from du Pont;
General Iviotors bought 47% (R. 440; R. 2538-9; DPX '362,
R. 2538, 6330) . Ind!3ed, when du Pont acquired the company
making these materials in 1930, it gained no business from
General l\1otors that it was not previously enjoying (R.
2532-3·). ' '.As a matter of fact through normal technical
developments and our regular commercial relations, we
gained business and lost business over the years, but there
certainly was no change" (R. 2533) .. 'The same thing happened when in 19.30 General Motor\S acquired, for its
Chevrolet ·Commercial Division, the plant of the MartinParry Corp. of I ndianapolis which had previously ·been
making .bodies for Chevr.olet tru.cks, and using d-q. Pont
coated fabrics 100%' for upholstery and trim. This continued until 1937, but has since gradually been reduced to
less than one-third (R. 401; R. ·2276-9, 2281). This division .J
asks for bids, and buys from the three lowest bidders
(R. 2201; .GX 1354, R . 2890, '53•68-9)-. Thus, although du
Pont 's products are still competitive, du Pont gets a
smaller proportion of the business· than when the purchaser was not a part 0£ General Motors.
N eo:prene, a synthetic rubber developed by du Pont, has
been used to a much greater extent by ·Chrysler and Ford
(R. 442-'3; R. 2513-17, 25'28). Its major use in this field is
1
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.for radiator hoses, for which Ford and Chrysler use it,
but not General :M otors (R. 442-3; R. 2507-9), which uses a
cheaper product (R. 2523). Chrysler also uses, and helped
develop, du Pont's synthetic rubber adhe?sive for brake
linings, but General Motors prefers a more expensive type
of synthetic rubber (R. 443; R. 2318, 2526; DPX 353-56, R..
2510-11, 6312-13). In all of these situations the products
which Chrysler and Ford buy from du Pont are obviously
competitive.
The record contains other examples of G<mernl :Motors'
failu1·e to buy from du Pont when du Pont':\ productH were
in all respects equal to tbose of competitor::-;. When du Pont
was unable to sell its \Veatherstripping cement to Fish~r
Body, except in minor amounts, although its cement was
''at least the equal of the competitive ones,'' the General
Motors buyer stated that ''there was no advantage in using
our [du Pont's] cement," even though "some of the plant
managers liked our cement better'' (R. 401; R. 2095-8).
'Wben du Pont failed to sell rubber coated fabrics to the
Electromotive Division of General :Motors at a time when it
was selling to tbat division's leading competitor all of its
requirements for that type of material, it was told that it
could get none of the business because "They are perfectly
satisfied with their present sources, and they tiee no advantage in. using ours" (R. 2110). Du Pont was unable to sell
seat fabrics to the General Moto1·s Truck and Coach division,
even though its product was as good !l~ Goodrich's Koroseal, because ''we didn't take care of that need when it first
developed. K-0roseal did, and theref ore they were entitled
to a continuation of that business'' (R. '2104-5). In one of
the episodes l'elied on by the Government to show favoritism for du P<>nt (discussed at g-reate-r length ut pp. 87- 89,
infra), when du Pont was asked to develop n better product
for the Delco-Light Company, du Pont was instructed, after
the material had been made, to "delay shipment until they
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could determine whether their old supplier ~ * would be
able to actually satisfy then1 q_, !le * '' (R. 35'8; R. 2402). When
du Pont s9ught to obtain orders f1·om General Motors'
Inland Division for the plastic used in ste&ring wheels, their
product was equal, but Inla.nd ' (just seen1ed to p1·efer to do
business with'' two other companies (R. 2601-2).
These examples show that there- was no policy that du
P.ont would get the business when its ·products, prices and
services were equal to its competitors. ·T hey eonnrm the
testimony of many witnesses to the effect that there was no
restriction upon General Motoxs' purchasing in favor of
du Pont.
With respect to these miscellaneous products, the trial
court found (R. 447):
'!(.

''All of the evidence bearing upon du Pont 's efforts
to sell these various miscellaneous products to Gene-ral
Motors supports a :findings (sfo] that the latter bought
or refused to buy solely in accordance with .the dictates of its own purchasing judgment. There is no evi~
dence that General l\[otors was constr.ained to f·avor, or
buy, a product solely because it was. offered by du Pont.
On the other hand, the record discloses numerous instances in which General Motors rejected du Pont 's
products in favor of those ·of one of its competitors.
The variety of situations and circumstances in which
such rejections occurred satisfies the Cou;i·t that there
was no limitation whatsoever upon General Motor.s'
freedom to buy or to refuse to buy from du Pont as it

pleased.''
The Government has emphasized that qu Pont is th~
largest manufacturer of chemical and related products, and
has not impugned the efficiency of its operations or had the
temerity to assert that it is never com~etitive in the :fields
in which it operates. And yet the import of the Government's position hete is just that. Du Pont, if the Government's theory is to be credited, never sells anything in
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quantity to General 1\l!otors on its economic merits. If
General Motors buys, at least in any volume, the reason is
not the competitive superiority of what du Pont offers, but
a collusive understanding or the inevitable consequence of
du Pont's stock ownership. If it doesn't buy; the product
must be inferior .
.As would be expected, the evidence shows that the notion
that du Pont lacks competitive competence is nonsense,
whether one looks at the picture as a whole, or only at the
commodities upon which the Government chooses to focus
attention.20
The Court must, of course, look at the entire spectrum of
what du Pont does and does not sell to General 1'1otors in
order to evaluate the Government's claim. If that is done,
it 'Will appear that du Pont 's success or failure in selling to
General ~fotors varies not only from product to product
but also from year to year and division to division of
General Motors, each of which purchases independently.
20 Impartial

witnesses from the Westinghouse nnd Crosley Companies
testified, with respect to finishes, thnt:
" • • • du Pont hns the finest trained technical group nt their beck
and call, at the beck and call of the use1·s of the mnterials, of anybody in the business * * • " CR. 2488-9) .
" • * * in addition to the very fine foherent qunliti~ of the tnn~rial
as we lmow them, and nlso the fine association we have had with
du Pont for nll these years, thnt one of the next items in importance
nnd in favor 0£ or continuing with du Pont is the fnct that they do
have an excellent technical service that they offer us constantly,
which consists of not only sending technical service people into our
plant, but also mo.king available to us their laboratories where we
can send our people or send panels in to keep n constant check on
the quality of the mat.erial as we receive it and also the way we
put it on." (R. 2476).
As to fabrics, du Pont's "research and technical f neilities were
greater than those of our lendin~ three or four competitors-five
competitors, whe> were manufacturing coated fabrics for tbe automotive industry. Q. You mean the five leading ones combined? A.
Yes." (R. 2123). No other competitor had developed anything like tho
number of new and superior :fabrics which du Pont has (R. 2126,
2120-5). General Motors buyers sa.y that t hey do business with du
Pont ''because they know our quality and service and dependability
are supe1·b. They have had thnt experience with us. They know that
when they have a problem, a difficult problem to lick, that we cnn
usunlly come through with the results." (R. 2120).

'
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Du Pont provides General Motors with most of its needs for
some things, and a smaller proportion or none for othersjust as would be expected in a competitive market. And the
sales which du Pont makes to General l\1otors, whether
large or small, are traceable to factors l'elating to the
economic merits of the t ransaction, or having nothing to
to do with du Pont 's stock interest in General Motors.
3.

The Genera.l Purchasing Committee.

While Pierre S. du P ont was president of General Motors, a committee was est ablished to coordinate purchasing
where identical products were used by a number of General
Motors divisions. The Government Qh~rged that this
eommittee was created "in 01·der to insure that du Pont
Company's wishes would be"'•• fully complied with' ', and
that the committee was an effective instrumentality in carrying out the conspiracy (R. 23·3-234). The Government's
brief in this .Court has abandoned any argument ba:sed upon
the work of the committee, except for one· oblique .and misleading reference.30 Nev.ertheless, if ther e had been any
du Pont control of Generai 1'I otors' purchasing policies, it
should have manifested itself in the work of this central
agency, operating in the period of greatest du Pont authorso The Governmeht states (Govt. Br., p : 103), without record reference,
that "placing an ex-du P ont employee in a. strategic J>osition" on the
committee is an incidence of du Font's subtle domination. If this
reference is to Lynah, the active ·executive sec1·etary who would
seem to have been the man in a "strategic posit ion", h e was an
ex-du Pont employee, but he quit after a bitter al.'gument with Carpenter because of du Pont's failure to give him what he thought was
a deserved promotion (R. 306; GMX 139-148, R. 1069-'76, 6956-68).
This would hai:dly make him likely to g·ive du Pont preferential treatment. If the reference is to Pratt, who was chairman after the first
two years, he joined in the committee's refusals to give du Pont what
it wanted. See GMX 201, R. 1429, 7246-9, quoted at pp. 20-21, supra.
Since the Government does not challenge the finding that the committee dealt with du Pont only in the ·Sa.me manner as it did with
other suppliers (R. 372), it is obvious that the actions of the _strat.egically placed ex-du Pont e~ployee constitute proof of the highest
order against the Go\•ernment's theory.. The Government's use of
the fact that an official of the committee had formerly been an employee 0£ du Pont, without l:"eference to anything else about him Ol'
the committee's activities, gives a highly inaccurate impression.
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Uy, and in the area with which du Pont wag allegedly particularly concerned. The fact that tbe oppositl' wn~ true, n~
the trial court found, is an i.m1)ortant indication that tht•
Govei'Ilment's claim of favoritism to du Pont i~ without
foundation.
Tho co1mnittce ·was eo;;tablished nt Sloan's sugg('Ktion, hut
afte1· very thorough intra-company consideration, in order
to compete better with the unified purchasing power of the
F ·o rd Company by co1nbining the purcha~es of t11e "\•arious
divisions of the company of certain products which nll or
most of them used (R. 361; R. 1031-2; G~1:X 43-'63, R. 104055, 66·83-6744).31 Its membership, appointed by Pierre on
Sloan's recommendation, con~h~ted of pm·cha~h1,g agents of
tbe principal divisions, including tho~e of all the car diviRions and Fisher Body, and a few offidnls frorn the General
Motors central management (G-nL.~ 63, R. 1055-7, 6744).
Sloan was the original chairman (R. 10.37) and then Pratt
(R. 1419), althoug;h Sloan remained a men1bPr to 1928, nnd
Pratt was a membe1· th1·oughout the eommittee'~ exh~tence
(GMX 2, 3, R, 991, 6561-2). Wilson beramc chairman in
1929 (G:MX 2-85, R. 2778, 7476; GX 1271, R. 653, 5208). Th~
committee was abolished in 1931 (R. 371).
The committee at the beginning .p repared a list of 32
products as to which combined purchasing for the divisions
might be possible (R. 361). One hundred forty-seven contracts were negotiated with other suppliers before the first
contract was made with the du Pont Company in December
1924 (R. 364; GMX 154, R. 1092, 7035). The committee
had previously rejected proposals to make such contracts
for Pyralin and imitation leather, which were produced by
du Pont (R. 364; R.1101-3; G~IX 155, R. 1100, 7077, 7081).
3 1 In

1921, Ford had 55% of the United Stntes automobile business. Tho
lnrgest of the General Motors divisions (ench of which was then
J>urchasing separately) was Buick with leRs than 5% (GMX 36,
R. 1034, 6664).
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In all, during- the period of its existence, the committee
entered into 709 contracts, 14 of which were with du Pont,
mostly for pyro:xylin finishes (Duco ), and 30 with du Pont's
competitors for products which du P.ont made (R. 364;
GMX 154, R. 1092, 7-023-76). Thirteen requests for contracts by du P.ont -0r for materials which du Pont could
l1ave supplied were turned down (R. 3£4; GMX 155, R .
1100, 7077-98).
The committee adopted a number of general rules, one
of which was that where possible there should be more
than one source ·of supply for eaeh .c ommodity (R. 36'5·;
R. 1104; GMX 158, R. 1106, 7106) . This rule and the others
were applied to du Pont the same as to any-0ne else, as
both Lynah 's testimony and the minutes of the committee
show (R. 1145, 1151; GMX 158, 159, R. 1106, 1107, 7106"11;
GX 412, R. 528, 3986). Their first application to du Pont
was in the direction of limiting du Font's sales. In 1923,
after du Pont had, for special reasons,32 enjoyed 100% of
certain of General Motors' fabrics business for the preceding year, it was advised that it would be contr-ary to General
Motors' policy to permit more than 7'5 to 80 %·of the business to go to any one supplier in the future (R. 3'61-2; R.
11'53, 1161; GX 412, R. 528, 3986). 88 It bas been noted
(supra, pp. 1'5-16) that this policy was put into effect and
applied to du Pont, even though Pierre was opposed to it
as a matter of business judg1nent (R. 362"'3) . The General
1

return for du Pont's consent to cancellation of part of the 1920
fabrics contracts with General Motors, because of the depression of
that year, Gene1·a1 Motors ag1·eed to buy its 1922 requirements of
coated fabrics from du Pont (R. 399; R. 2186-7; DPX 253, R. 2211,
6165).
33 The testimony of Lynah was that this did not mean that du Pont
was necessarily to get 80% or "any particular percentage" of the
business (R. 1153, 1161), and, as the trial court found (R. 362), the
i•ecol'ds of the General Purchasing Committee corroborate this testimony. The interp1·etation of the Committee's statement in an intradu Pont report as guaranteeing du Pont 80 % of the business ( GX
406, R. 527, 3979-80) was overly enthusiastic and not accurate, as the
trial cou1-t found (R. 362), and as subsequent events proved.
:i2 In
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Purchasing Committee also sought actively to find a fini~h
competitive with Duco, and ceased malting contract$ obligating the divisions to purchase Du~o as soon a~ other finishes
approved by General :Moto1·s Research were available (see
pp. 55-56, infra). The Purchasing Committee in 1923 not
only stated that the two-source of supply po1icy l:{hou1d apply to du Pont, but also specifically applied to du Pont a
rule prohibiting the then common practice of giving one
competit-or the opportunity to meet other competitors'
prices (R. 363; GMX 160, R. 1100, 7113-4 (:Minute~ of
August 2, 1923 and July 2, 1924) ; GX 412, R. 528, 3986).
When du Pont sought a cost~plus contract covering all
fabrics needed by General i\fotors, Sloan and the Purchasing Committee refused ( GX 413, 415, R. 5'28, 1161, 3987 -90).
When du Pont song-ht Pie1-re 's aid in inducing General
Motors to join with du Pont in the policy of ''reciprocity" t
Pierre turned the matter o'Ver to the General Purchasing
Committee, which opposed the proposed program, and it
never was adopted (R. 366-371). See PJ). 19-21, supra.
The Government three- times (Govt. Br., pp. 63-67, 119121, 141-142) quotes or refers to variou~ letter~ writtc.>n by
du Pont officials between 1921 and 1923 expres:::;ing their
desire to get Fisher's business. The Government ~ny~, with
entire accuracy, "There can be no doubt tbey wanted that
business" (Govt. Br., p. 141). There was, of course, nothing
wrong with that.
The Government then says, "Tben du Pont worked out
the scheme whereby discounts to General :Motors on its large
purchases depended on swinging the Fi~her Body buHiness
to du Pont" (Govt. Br., p. 142). But the ~pedal di~count
"seheme" was not "worked out" by du Pont but wa~ a part
-0f a general program promoted by the General Purchasing
Committee to secure lower prices from many supplier~.
The so-called super (or multiple item) discount, was
really an over-all additional discount based on the total vol-
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ume of General Motors' purchases from a supplier. The
idea of giving of such discounts originated with Lynah (R.
1423) of the General Purchasing Committe:e. At least 18
such contracts were made with companies other than du
Pont (R. 1119-23; GMX 1:64, R. 1119, 7147-54).
The Government, now calling this "pressure through use
of special discounts" (Govt. Br., p. 67), has claimed that the
super-discount contracts with du Pont for the years 19271931 were meant to induce Fisher Body, which by then had
been completely absorbed by General Motors, to give
du Pont more of its business. .Assuming ibis to be true,
the very fact that du Pont should have to offer an extra
discount in order to g·et a part of the General Motors business is entirely inconsistent with the theory of the Government's case. Whether or not a special discount ean properly be described as a form of "pressure", it is pressure
resulting from a low price, and. not from the force of
du Font's stock ownership. Every sell~r tries to exert that
kind of ''pressure.'' Indeed the record indicates that the
''pressure'' was exerted by General MotoTs ·On du Pont, as
on other suppliers, in order to secu1·e better prices (GMX
1164, R. 1119, 7147). If there had 1been an agreement, understanding or influence :i.·equiring that General Motors buy
from du Pont whenever possible, or preferentially, the concession of a super ·discQunt would not have been necessary.
But apart from these considerations, the f.acts as to the
super discount show the absurdity
the Gove:rnment's
claim. Fisher was talrnn over completely by General Motors
in June 1926 (GX 505-507; R. 598, 4173-76). The first super
discount plan became effective in October 1926, four months
later (R. 1120; GX 462; R. 537, 411.1; GX 464, R. 538, 4117).
According· to the Government, this enabled du Pont to sell
to Fisher "not on ihe basis of 1nerit, but on the basis of
control" (Govt. Br., p. 142), which obviously means that

or
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u1

du Pont was finally
a position to compel Fishel' to buy.
Instead, we :find du Pont like- other ~uppliers attempting to
secure ·b usiness from Fisher (and the otl1<'r dh·h•ion~) by
offering large discounts, resulting in sub~tantial c.o~t ~a·d.ngs
to General :Motors. .A 1927 du Pont report showti that du
Pont was hopeful, but by no means ~mre, tbi1t a ~avings of
"as much as $500,000 a year'' to General t.iotors would get
du Pont .some of the undercoa.t and black Duca busines~
(GX 492, R. 541; 4148). :i-1. This i::i hardly the attitude of a
monopolist eA.-ploiting a "captive market,, which it control~.

The ti·ial court found (R. 381) :
"Moreover, the record indicate~ that even the discount did not secure for du Pont all of Fi~her Body'~
business and indeed may not bave increas(ld the portion
of Fisher's requirements purcha~ed from du Pout
though the total dollar purcha~e~ from du Pont by
Fisbe1· did increase. The record also xhowH that Fisl1cr
Body at all times conducted its purcba1:1ing- with rc::;pect
to :finishes, fabrics and all other products in accordance

with its own best judgment."
The philosophy of the General Purchatiing- Committee
and of General Motors was set f ortb in 1928 by Lynah, the
Committee's Executive Secretary. The sale~ mana~e1· of
a du Pont subsidiary had asked him (GMX 193, R. 1155,
7231) to "specify the use of du Pont :film" for pictures
made for General Motors. In reply Lynah stated (R. 365~6;
GMX 194, R. 1155, 7232) :

"In the making of our purchase$, we believe that
each transaction should stand on it~ merit~ and we
presume that the company buying fihu~ fo r ou1· \l8e is
:14."Their own estimate is that General Motors Corpo1:ation might snve
as much as $500,000 a yenr by placing this business with us, due to
our lower prices on undercoats and the incrensed discount this nddcd
volume would enable them to obtain on all other purchases undt'r our
so-called 'super discount' agreement. Our latest information is that
this subject is being actively agitated by the G. M. Purchasing Committee but have not yet heard to what extent the operation of the
super discount plan is swinging sentiment in our fovor." (GX '102,
R. 541, 4148)
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guided by this same principle and that if the quality
of your product and service, consistent with pi-ices
quoted, are the best he can obtain, he will buy from
you.''
The record thus amply discloses that the General Purchasing C01nmittee was not created to and did not favor
the du Pont Company in the eig·ht years of its existence.
The Government o:ffered no eV'idence to the confa·ary. The
trial court correctly and necessal:'ily found (R. 371-2) !
''The evidence of record does not establish, or tend
to support, the Government's contention that the General Purchasing Committee was created and operated
as an instrumentality to carry out the desires of
du Pont. In fact, actions taken by the Committee were
seriously detrimental to du Pont. in a number of respects. For example, the Committee initiated the two
source of supply polfoy in connection -with artificial
lea.ther and top materials; it refused to m.ake a contract
with du Pont for pyralin; it encouraged the early development of competitio11 for Duco, and refused to
renew du Pont's requirements contract as soon as a
competitive lacqu~r was availa:ble.
''The Committee, the record shows, was created,
operated and 11lti1nately terminated in 1931 to serve
General lVIotors interests-not dlJ. Pont. Relations
1vitJ1 du Pont were but a minor aspect of its activities,
and it dealt with du Pont only in the same manner as
it did with other suppliers. All of its work is now
ancient history and the evidence with respect to its ac-

tivities has but liinited probative value. But to the
extent it deserves consideration it supports the position of the defense rather than the Hovernment. ''
If the Governrµent could not prove that this Committeeestablished while Pierre was president -0f General Motors,
operating in t.he 1920's at General Motors' headquarters,
and in the very :field of purchases which du Pont is alleged
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to have dominated-had favored the du Pont Company in
its purchasing policies, it would seem obvious without more
that the Government's charge that du P-0nt controlled
General Motors' purchasing policies is without foundation.
The history of the Committee not only does not support
the Government; it provides affirmative proof that there
was no policy-or agreement to favor du Pont in purchasing.
As has been pointed out, the Government has abandoned
its claim of coerced favoritism as to all commodities but
finishes and fabrics. We have already suggested that this
in itself refutes the Government's contention of an inevitable
policy of preference. We shall now show, as the trial
judge found, that General Motors' purchasing of du Pont
products in those fields was motivated by no rmal competitive considerations.
4.

Industrial finishes
(a) Duco

The major item General A{oto1·s purchases from du Pont
is Duco-a lacquer used for "painting" automobile bodies.
In 1946-47, as in previous years, General :Motors purchased
about 70o/o or the :finis".Qes it used from du Pont, two-thirds
of which was Duco (R. 394-5; DPX 573, R. 3008, 6531;
GX 1400, R. ·2930, 5431; GX 1344, R. 2846, 5340). In 1947
25 other companies sold :finishes to General l\iotors in
amounts ranging as high as $3,205,000 (GX 1400, R. 2930,
5431).
The paint story begins before the advent of Duco. Between 1910 and 1918, the Flint Varnish and Color Works,
located in Flint, Michigan, near the General Motors f actories, produced almost all of General 1\..Cotors' requirement

of paint, enamels and varnish for all the cars except
Cadillac, and also for many other automobile companies
(R. 382; GX 277, R. 499, 3699). Du Pont acquired control
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of Flint in 1918, shortly after it acquired stook in General
~1otors (R. 344). Ip. 1921, it iost one-half of the Oakland
business ( GX 420, R. 528, 4010), and in 1923 some of the
business at Buick, .Oakland and Oldsmobile (R. 382; GX 420,
R. 5'28, 4010; DPX 2-20, R. 2693, 6122). The opposite, of
course, would have happened if there had been any such
conspiracy or irresistible du Pont influence as the Government charges.
One of the major problems confronting the automobile
industry in the early 1920's was the absence of a suitable
paint. Cars had to be painted and, repainted, over periods
of from 12 to 33 days, and the storage space and working
caipital tied up in cars otherwise completed was immense
(R. 382; R. ·585..,8, 1'285-'6, 1586, 2136-7) . .After the oars were
sold, the paint still would not last and the cars had to be
repainted frequently by the owners (R. 1285, 2136, '588). In
1919 Kettering tried to interest
paint companies in the
problem, unsuccessfully (R. 1586-7). In December 1921
General Motors created a Paint and Enamel Committee
which contacted every r~putable paint manufacturer in the
country in search of a better product (R. 382; R. 1'289-90,
2137-8; GMX 104-5, R.1287, 6·867, 6~69; DPX 202-9, R. 20342038, 6083-93).
Kettering thought that a lacquer such as was used on
airplanes might be a possible solution (R. 382-3; R.1587-8).
In the meantime, du Pont had developed a lacquer, which it
had marketed to the auto refinishing trade, and to manufacturers of furniture, brush handles and pencils (R. 383; R.
2029-JO, 1944), but not to General Motors. When the
du Pont Company was appr·oached ·b y -0ne of the General
Motors research group, this lacquer was submitted for testing (R. 383; :J_=t. 2030-1). When the tests showed promise
(R. 383; DPX ·202, R. 2034, '6083-5; GMX 113, R. 1296, 6880;
GMX 267, R. 1589, 7402), intensive effort was made to

su
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develop a satisfacto1·y product, and a greatly improved and
suitable finish, which du Pont called Duro, wu~ the re~1ilt
(R. 383; R. 2032-2034, 2038-2039, 1589-1590, 1945-1946;
DPX 177-17.S, R. 195U, 6013-'6018).
·Continued testing of Dnco and also the products of other
companies resulted in the conclusion that Duco was substantially mo1·e durable than the others (GX 1228, R. 523,
5180; GMX 109, R. ~294, 6873-6875). Du Pont ~eemecl to
have come up with something· that wa8 thll nnswer to ''a
very wild dream", "that cars ought to be able to stay out
of doors day and night throughout the entire year" (G1'1X
122, R. 1310, 6931) . Tests indicated tbnt Duco would la~t
for 17 months as ag·ainst 3 months for other types of colored :finishes (G:MX 113, R. 1296, 6882-3).35
The new :finish was adopted by Oakland (now Pontiac)
in 1923 (R. 384-'5; R. 1951-2, 2043; G::\IX 121, R. 1309, 6928).
It was an immediate success (R. 384; R. 1309-10, 1954-4;
DPX 1'88, R. 1954, 6050). Not only did the public like Duca
(R. 1953-4; DPX 188, R. 1954:, 6050-31), but its use produced
great savings for Oakland. Painting time of an Oakland
body came down f1·om 366 hours to 121h hours; materfal
costs were lowered; the floor space necessary for painting
operations was substantially reduced; the number of bodies
being painted at one time was reduced from 2400 to 600;
inspectors' rejections were cut from 20% to 2% of daily
production (R. 2050; DPX 198, R. 2022, 6075).
In the next yea1· the other General ]\fotors cars (except
for Oadillac, as to which Duco was optional (R. 385; R.
1962)) and many other cars switched to Duco (R. 385-6;
R. 2045; GlvIX 1'20A, R. 1308, 6919-27). By the end of 1925
all cars except Ford and Cadillac were using Duco (R.
2048).
3GTbe olde1· enamels were durable only in black (GMX 113, R. 1296,
6882).
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Although Sloan and other General Motors officials encouraged this development because they believed Duco to
be a vastly superior product (R. 38£'; R. 1311), the decision
was left to each General lV[otors division independently (R.
385-6; R. 1310, 1957-9, 2141, 2143'). The discoverer of Duco,
Flaherty of du Pont, testified that Mr. Sloan "was quit~
clear in his statements to us that the car units were the
ones who would make the final decisions" (R. 2041) .86 This
pattern is hardly consistent with du Pont control, or a
combination or conspiracy.
From the beginning General Motors continued to look
for competitive materials (R. 386-7; G~IT 168-178, R. 11311137, 7162-80; GMX 180-183, R. 1140, 7186-89) . As early
as July 1924 (before all the General ~1:otors divisions had
decide·d to turn from varnish to Duco ), the General PuTchasing Committee (of which Sloan was then chairman)
''decided to develop the competitive field for pyroxylin
paints" (GMX 1:68, R. 1131, 7162). Letters were sent to
other paint companies, asking them to -submit samples if
their ''development of pyroxylin paints have proceeded
sufficiently far ~ ';\: *" (G.iYIX 170-1, R. 1132, 7164-5). In
1925, however, there were none as good as Duco (R. 2010,
205'2-03) .81
sa Weckler, then Buick1s superintendent, and, since 1932, an executive
of Chrysler Corporation, testified that Buick took the lead in testing
various finishes, that he reeomniended that Buick use Duco, that he
was not told that Mr. Sloan wanted Buick to use Duco, but that he
favored it himself (R. 2138-41).
a1weckler stated (R. 2142):
''Well, at the Buick plant our experience was that we did not
find any matel'ials that were satisfactory as the 'Duco' mate1ial,
and we were progressing very well with the materials, and were
reluctant to change our entire - system, and in addition to that
'Duco,' the du Pont Company had a plant, the Flint Paint & Va1·nish Compan)T_ which was located very close to the Buick Motor
Company at Flint, and w<
e thought it was a decided advantage to
have a plant in that location making material, because, as we say,
all of the bugs had not been worked out of the thing, and this
established a source of supply which was so convenient that in a
few minutes we could work back and forth if we got into some sort
of difficulty or if we had any questions, and we were very close
together, and we thought with all of those advantages, we thought
we might better go along with the material we were working with."
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In May 1925, the Committee again pressed General Motors
Research for approved competitive sources ( G!\f.X 175, R.
1137, 7170). The reply stated (GI\£X 176, R. 1137, 7174) ~
"We feel that in the case of mntcrinl which is advertised by our Companies as strongly as Duco, no
production should be under-taken on material which
has not had at least a full year e:q)osure test on test
racks.''

See also R. 1130-31. It was suggested that test cars be
put out on the i·oad with competitive finishes on them; "in
thls way we feel that the General :!\1:otors Corporation will
be in a position by next spring to definitely put into production materials made by some of the companies competing with Dnco" (G:MX 176, R. 1137, 7175~6). The
General Purchasing Committee took steps to expedite- this
suggestion. (GMX 180-183, R. 1140> 7186-89).
During this period, the General Purelmsing Committee,
unable to :find an adequate competitive lacquer, entered into
a series of three requirements contracts with du Pont for
six months, six months, and one year, covering 1925 and
1926,58 (R. 386-8; R. 2649-51, 2'655, 2671; G:J1X 167, R. 1128,
7159-60; GiVIX 179, R. 1139, 7181-83; G:MX 184, R. 1141,
7190-99). By 1927, equivalent competing lacquers had
come on the market (R. 1923, 2010, 2052-53, 1142). Th~re
after the General Purchasing· Committee entered into no
requirements contract "\vith du Pont for Duco but rather
a discount and pl'icing contract ("requirements of seller's
make,,) under which participation by the divisions was optional (R. 388-9; R. 1142; G1'1X 185-190, R. 1142-4, 7200-27).
Oldsmobile and Cadillac then switched to a competitor,
Rinshed-Mason, and have continued to buy almost exclusively from that company ever since (R. 389; R. 1923-1927) .
as The fast two contracts applied to only one-half of Fisher Body's
requirements (R. 388).
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Chevrolet, Buick and Pontiac continued to buy from
du Pont. Fisher Body at first divided its purchases of
topcoats among du Pont and three other companies, and
has continued to buy from du Pont, Forbes and RinshedMason (R. 389; R. 1923·, 593). I t buys its undercoating from
du Pont's -competitors for 13 out of its 14 plants (R. 389;
R. 1923).89 In part, the several car divisions were influenced
by the proximity of their plants to those of a particular
paint supplier. ·Cadillac was located near the RinshedMason plant in Detroit, and Buick and the main Chevrolet
plant were in Flint, near the du Pont paint works (R. 389;
R . 1'92'4, 1926-7) . ''Geographical location" is an ''important
factor" (R. 1968).
1

These uncontroverted facts show General Motors seek>
ing to develop competitive sources of supply vis-a-vis
du Pont, even in an area in which du Pont had pioneered,
a picture hardly consistent with the Government's theory
that ''The natural thing was to lean toward du P.ont whenever a reasonable choice existed" (G-ovt. Br., p. 127.) Certainly it would have been "reasonable", as well as natural
if any preferential policy had existed, for Gener~l Motors,
during this period in the 1920's, to leave well enough alone
and to stay with the progressive and satisfactory supplier
which had developed the new, improved product. Instead,
General Motors made strenuous and eventually successful
e:fforts to develop competitive som·ces which secured the
business of two General Motors car divisions, and part
of the large Fisher business. It is to be noted that this
action of the General Purchasing Committee, acting contrary to du Pont 's interests, took place while Sloan was
either its chairman or a member, as well as president of
the oorporation.
type of undercoat, a pyroxylin surfacer, is sold by du Pont to
Nash and Chrysler (and formerly to Marmon) and to General Motors
of Canada, but not to General Motors otherwise (R. 389; R. 1982;
GX 479, R. 540.. 4132).

30 Another
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Most of the automobile manufacturers, including presently Nash, Hudson, Studebaker, Packard and Willy~, have
bought and still buy :finishes in substantial amounts from
du Pont (R. 389; R. 1991-4). Chrysler bought from du Pont
in volume until the 1930's when :Mr. Keller of C1hry~1Pr
told Williams of du Pont that
"he thought the best interests of the Cbry~ler Divfaion
would be serv.ed if they could find some supplier that
would look upon Chrysler a~ thei customer, und hl1
thoug·ht that they bad just about lined up someone wl10
could take care of almost their full requirements.
"Q. Did l\fr. Keller advise you that there was nny
complaint about your materials or service?
"A. None at all, sir.
"Q. What did he say with respect to those factors 1
"A. He sai.d that otu· service and performance of
our products was very satisfactory.
''Q. Were you thereafter successful in obtaining nny
significant amount of ChrysleT 's busine8s 1
''A. We sell Chrysler a substantjal quantity of
materials, but it is insignificant in relation, I would
judge, to their total requirements.'' (R. 1995).
Ford produced its own lacquer, but in the 1930's, when
it changed to another type of finish, it bought up to 50%
from du Pont (R. 1992; GX 1376-77, R. 2824, 5407-8). Henry
Ford then ''issued instructions that the Ford 11:otor Company was not to pnl'ahase any more material from the
du Pont Company" (R. 1992-93). After the war, Henry
Ford II said (R. 1993) :
"that be thought that the du Pont Compnny, with all
of its research facilities and ca·pacity, lrncl ~omethiug
Ford eould use• • ~
"He said that he saw no reason why we should not
start to submit samples to their purchasing department and their technical laboratories, and if ''"'c could
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give them proof we w·ould be judged on our merits, and
if we got the· business, why, we would do ii in the way
that Forcl would customarily do business with other

sources.''
Since then, and at the time of the trial, du P.ont was selling
"Ford very substantial quantities of topcoats", although
Ford still has its own paint plant and manufaetures large
quantities for itself (R. 1'993).
The record thus shows that the failure of Ford and
Chrysler to buy from du Pont was not attributable to
du Pont's inability to competei on the m-erits. Nevertheless,
the fact that Ford and Chrysler in 1947 either produced
most of their own '.Paint or bought elsewhere explains why
most of du Pont 's sales to the automobile industry were to
General 1'1:otors. The other flutomobile ma.nufacture1·s toM
gether comprised only a small portion of the mdustry.
Thus, if du Pont sold in substantial volume to them and to
General Motors, hut relatively little to Ford and Chrysler,
its sales to General Motors would necessa:r:ily ·be a much
larger portion of its total sales to the automobile industry
than the number <Jf cars produced by General Motors would
be of total car production. Accordingly, there is no basis
for the Government's argument that influence must account
for the faet that <lu Pont sells proportionately more to
General Motors than it does to the automobile industry as
a whole.
Du Pont manufactures and sells other .finishes used on
other parts of automobiles, with varying deg·rees of success
(R. 390-9'2; R. 1996-2004). The Gener.al Purchasing Committee, from 1926 throug·h 1931, contracted with a competitor of du Pont for General Motors' requirements of white
lead, oommonly known as house paint, which was one of the
products made by du Pont (GMX 155, R. 1100, 7043-7076).
As with Duco, the distance the du Pont 01· competing fac-
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tories were to the pa.rtfonlar General l\1otors operations
was "a big factor" (R. 2004, 1997-1999). "Proximity means
a great deal'' in furnishing better service (R. 1998).
General Motors continued to test various types of finishes, but found none better than those which it was using
(R. 1931, 1934-5). The head of the Chemistry Department
in the General :Motors Research Laboratories testified:
'' Q. Have you tested paints from manuf actul'ers
other tban the three suppliers you are referring to?

''A. We are continually testing paints, wherever we
can get them. If anybody has an idea that they have
a paint that will be better than what we are using, we
test them.
"Q. Have you ever found a supplier with a substantial line of colors that seemed to be better than
the three suppliers of General 11:otors at the present
time1

''A. Nobody has given us a line of materials which
showed enoug·h advantages to make it worth while
changing." (R. 1931)
"You do not change your paint materials on a big
operation like General :Motors, just because it is a little
bit better in any r espect. When you nre painting that
many automobiles in a day, you don't have to be wrong
very long before you have an awful lot of dissatisfied
eustom,e rs. So when you are not in trouble, you don't
change.'' (R. 1935).
It is apparent from the above patte1·n, or lack of pattern,
that each General Motors division has bought :finishes from
du Pont and others as a result -of normal competitive considerations. General }.{otors originally turned to Duco
because it was a new and superior product. It now buys
a considerably smaller percentage from du Pont-but nothing in the record suggests that these continued purchases
have not been on the merits of the product and the serv-
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ices going 'With it. This is not evide:Jlce that du Pont was
accorded any preference, or that there was any understanding because of du Pont 's ownership of General Motors
stock.
Five witnesses familiar with the purchases of finishes testified that ihere was no preference or understanding, and made it very clear that du Pont's sales to
General Motors were on a competitive basis. Wirshing
(R. 1931), Williams (R. 1990), Wecltler (R. 2142~3, 2147),
Flaherty (R. 2031, 2033, 2039, 2053-54), Lawrence Fisher
(R. 592). Weckler testifted (R. 2146-47):
''In my capacity, I would not have cared very much
whether the research and development division had
brought in some material,- or fr·om Joe Doakes or from
du Pont or some other division of the corporation. We
were looking for a material and when we found something that seemed to have promise, we naturally took
onto it, and took it into our plants ·a nd began cooperating with the ma:kers of the material, trying to develop
it as rapidly as possible to see if it were really the
thing that we were looking for, and that was the first
thing that we found. * * *
"I was not aware of any pressure being applied to
anyone, including myself, in our organization, nor upon
the Paint and Enamel Committee members, nor upon
the Research and Development Section, nor upon the
Fisher Body Section * • ~"
Flaherty stated that when competitive lacquers to Duco
came on the market beginning in 19·27 (R. 2054) :
''We were compelled, not only, of course, to try to
do everything we oould technically to improve our
quality, but we ·p ut in manufacturing capacity in areas
other than P.arlin and, Flint, so that we could: give
better service, and ultimately we reduced prices.''
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The trial court found (R. 395-396) :
"Duco was invented and patented by du Pont. It
made a substantial contribution to the art of auton10bile :finishing· and wns one of the factors that made po~
sible mass procluction of automobiles. Testimony of
Sloan, Lawrence Fisher and Weckler esto.bli~h beyond
any doubt the- high value of this developm<:>nt to t]1('
automobile industi-y. Sloan recognized its potcmtinlities in advance of some of his associates and urgl'd the
adoption of Duco. Such action on bis part doeR not
evidence a. trade agreement with du Pont or response
to alleged du Pont control. It is rather an instance of
his foresight and leadership, not unlike a number of
other incidents that contributed to his f;Uccess n~ the
Chief Executive Officer of General l\fotors. The tl'stimony of W eclder, who for niany years was an executive of ·Chrysle1· Corporation, was sirnila rly convincinp:
that Duco answered a long felt ne.ed in the nuton10bile
industry and macle its way solely on its merit~. In
short, the Court rejects as wholly without foundation
any contention that Duco was forced upon General
l\:Iotors by :reason of du Pont influence or domination.
"The 1·ecord shows that after competitors b~gan to
produce a lacquer comparable to Duco some General
l\fotors Divisions tru'Iled to such competitorR wl1ile
others continued to buy in whole or in large part from
du Pont. Du Pont, it appears, bas retained its position as the most importnnt single suppli~r of General
:Motors. The Government has failed to establish, however, that this position was maintained in nny illegal
manner. Flaherty, Williams and Wfrshing all made
clear that du Pont's position was at all times a mutter
of sales effort and keeping· General :M:otors Ratisfied.
There is no evidence that Gen~ral :Motors or any Division of General Motors was ever prevented by du Pont
from using a ftnish manufactured by one of du Pont 's
eompetitors ; • * • ''

Any other .finding would have been without any support in
the record.

6-3
(b) Dulux

Outside of the automobile field, Duco was used as a finish
for refrigerators by General ~fotors' Frigidaire Division
until 19•27, when it was largely replaced by porcelain (R.
389-90; R. 2395-9). It was also used by other companies
(R. 2484). In 1930 or 1931, in collaboration with the
General Electric Company, not General M-0tors, du Pont
developed a greatly superio1· and cheaper product known
as '' Dulux" (R. 390; R . .238'3-84, 2484--85·). This was first
offered to and used by General Electrfo (R. 390.; R. 2383,
2405), and has since been used exclusively by other principal manuf acturer.s for refrigerators and other appliances
- General Electric, Westinghouse, Cr.osley-and by many
of the smaller companies to a greater extent than by Frig·idaire (R. 390; R. 2405-06, 2407-1-0, 247'5, •214:83-84). Ne~t
to Duco, Dulu.x was the largest item dollar-wise which
du P.ont sold to General Motors ( GX 1344, R. 2846, 5340-46).
The trial court found that Dulu:x (R. 396) :
"is apparently an ideal refrigerator finish and is
widely used by a number of major n1anuf'acturers
other than General Motors. .Several i·epresentatives
of competitive refrigerator manufacturers testified
that they purchased 100% <>f their requirements from
du Pont. There is no evidence that General Motors
purchased from du Pont for any reason other than
those that prompted its competitors to buy Dultu: from
du Pont-excellence of product, fair price and continuing quality of service.''
5. Fabrics
(a) Generally

The -fabrics picture is the same, but less easy to simplify because of the large number of products involve(l and
the changes in the demand for particular products over a
peri-0d of 30 years. The products involved during the
earlier years, before closed cars (especially those with all-
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metal tops) came to predominate, were artificial leather
(Fabrikoid and later Fabrilite) and top material (Pontop,
Everbright and Teal) (R. 397).
At the present time, fabrics of the types sold by du Pont
-artificial leather used for inside trim and top materials
for convertibles-constitute a small pToportion of the total
fabrics used in an automobile. Apart from the top material for convertibles, they averaged in 1946 about 1.6
yards, costing about $2.22 per car (GX 1349, R. 2890, 5355;
see also DPX ·297-8, R. 2266, 6231..:2), and 2.75 yards in
1953 (R. 2092). They are used principally for such things
as front seat tops and backs, kick pads and 8helves behind
rear seats (R. 402; GX 1381, R. 2825, 5414). Du Pont does
not manu:facture the cotton and wool products of which
most of the upholstery is composed.
Du Pont sales of fabrics to General Motors in 1947 were
about $3,700,000 which, the trial court found, :filled approximately 40-50% of General Motors' requirements; for 1947
the figure was 38.5% (R. 4"03-4; R. 2171; DPX 569, R. 3007,
6527; GX 1344, R. 284:6, 5340) ..io General i\·fotors purchased
eoated fabrics and imitation leather in substantial quantities from 17 -0tb.er suppliers (GX 1343A, R. 2846, 5324-5).
In 1950 du Pont's share of the automobile market was $6.8
million out of $40 million, or 16.8% (DPX 563, R. 2998,
6483).
The trial court found (R. 405):
''On the basis of all of the evidence of record • • •
that there was at no time any agreement that bound
General Motors to buy any .fixed portion of its fabric
40 Tl1e trial court rejected as inaccul'nte the Government's figures of
74.5% for 1946 and 60% £01· 1947 on th<? ground that the Government's tabulations failed to include some snles to Gene1·nl Motors by
competitors of du Pont (R. 403-4). Although not chnllenging this
finding, the Government commingles its own p<.>rcentilges (and n
similarly calculated figure of 63.8% for 1948) with those found by
the court to be accurate (Govt. Br.> pp. 60~61), with the obvious
desire that this Court give them some weight.
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requirements from du Pont with the exception of the
year 1922. • * * The Court further :finds that such
purchases of fabrics as the General Motors divisi-0ns
have made from du Pont from time to time were based
upon each division's exercise of its business judg·ment
and are not the res1.(,U of du. Pont domilnation. Du Pont,
the record shows, has maintained its position as the
principal fa bric supplier to General Motors through
its early leadership in the :field and by concentrating
upon satisfactorily meeting- General Motors' changing
requirements ·as to quality, service and delivery.''
(Italics supplied.)
The record amply justifies these :findings.
Each GeneTal Motors division bought !ts own fabrics. 41
Salesmen for du Pont and ·other suppliers dealt with the
separate divisional purchasing departments, and the contracts were made 1>y various persons operating separately
at that level.
The character of the dealings between suppliers' representatives and General hfotors' purchasing· departments
was convincingly and extensively described by several salesmen who worked for du Pont over :the years (Brown, R.
2182-·2312; Nickowitz, R. 2061-2131, 2161-2182; MacShane,
R. 2313-2381; Nalle, R. 2857-2911). Their testimony told
in detail of their repeated conta~ts with divisional purchasing departments and the continuous combat with their
competitor.s, based wholly upon the merits of the offered
products. 'The ups and downs of their successful and disappointing· results in a period of '30 years refute any possible claim that the results were produced by any factor
other than business considerations. Only by reading their
testimony as a whole can this Court get the full competitive
flavor, whlch undoubtedly influenced the trial oourt, of :their
1

~1 The

General Purchasing Committee never made a general contract

covering fabrics for General Motors.
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attempts to sell du Pont fabrics to General 1'Iotors. Their
testimony and many documents prove that du Pont acquired
and lost the patronage of the various General :Motors divisions on the basis of the relative merits of its and competitive -products.
Prior to du Pont 's acquisition of General 1\:[otors stock,
clu Pont was already the major supplier of coated fabrics
to the General Motors car divisions-some buying substantially all their requirements from du Pont, and others onethird to one-half-as ·well as to other car companies (R. 397;
R. 2185, 2290, 2072-83-; DPX 233-39, R.. -2075-6, 2080-2, 613545). There is no question tl1at in the beg·inning there were
persons in du Pont who bacl an ~xpcctation of getting
General Motors' fabrics business.43
But it did not turn out that way.....1.. 1921 du Pont report
as to Fabrikoid, after stating with re::;pect to the competitive situation g·enerally tbat ''Competition is fierce, >Ha
frankly declared (GX 106, R . 476, 3076-77):
"It would appear natural that we should 8ecure a
large amount of the bu~incss of the General :.\Iotors
Company.
"This is, however, not the case, a~ we are plne(ld by
them in severe competition1 and not alway~ (lqual competition. By this we m~an that during 1'(\Ccnt months
""e have been in competition with concerns in rc:c0h·ei·s' hands, who a.re willing to take business at mo:--t
any price.''

Indeed, as the 1921 letter quoted i11 the Governmcmt 's
brief (p. 33) admits, du Pont was often lnet w'ith "latent resentment" by the Gene1·al Motor~ units. (Pratt testified to
42See, inter al:ia, the Rnskob i·eport of December 20, 1917, discussed
at p. 77, inf'ra,.
1s "In short, the outlook appears to be for a long future period of
'Vigorous competition, in which Te1iance must be hnd for ,profits upon
superior efficiency in putchasing, producLion and sales.
• • There
would appear to be no necessary or p<.>rmnnent renson why the du
Pont Company should not eontinue in this field on nt lenst nn cqunl
footing with any other manufactureJ·.,, (GX 106, R. 4'76, 3076).
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the same t1ring (R. 1412). Du Pont did not overcome this
by influence but by makin~· special efforts to outstrip
its competitors in the way of service, quality and price in
order to secure n.nc1 keep General Motors' business.44 In
1919, Buick "stated that not only were [du Pont's] deliveries 100% efficient, and it was not true of many of
[du Pont's] competitors, but also that the quality of material that tl1ey were recE\iving was the best they had ever
had from anyone'' ('GX 303, R. 504, 3808) .
During this period, although du Pont was able to maintain its pre-existing status as the supplier of the bulk of
General Tuiotors' :fabrics, it did not increase its .share oi
the business, althoug·h it ''endeavored to sell all we could
at each time there wa::; an opportunity" (R. 2185). Indeed~
in 1918 there bad been a temporary decline (R. 2188, 220607, 2209, 2222, 2226-27). Competition was so severe that,
in passages quoted by the Government (Govt. Br., pp. 32,
37-3'8), du Pont suggested that General :Motors should enter
into a "permanent" arrangement whe1·eby it would obtain
of its fabrics from du Pont, ''on some rwi1ttually advantageous basis''; this, it was urged, would enable du Pont to
run its plants inore steadily and economically, to the advantage of General Motors as well as itself (GX 417, R. 526,
3998; GX 403, R. 526, 3958; GX 413, R. 528 '3987"88) .4i; But,

an

44 "Both

Sales and P1·oduction departments have concentrated upon om·
standing with General Motors; we believe that the object sought has
been accomplished and that today Fairfield is 'solid' with General
Motors. In geneJ:al, our reports are that our products are considered
by the several General Motors units as. equal or supe1·ior to those of
competitors, and in addition we have at some slight increase in cost
to ourselves, sent out our product in a form somewhat better adapted
to the factory practices of the General Motors plants than have some
of our competitors." (GX 417, R. 6261 8999)
4ii One of these letrers, wi'itten to Pierre du Pont when he was president
of General Motors, concludes (G~ 403, R. 6~6, 8960):
"0£ course, I appreciate that you, personally, can take no steps in
this direction, but I was amciotts to learn whether you are personally opposed to such a policy.''
This shows a. contemporaneous recognition by the du Pont company
that .Pierre as president did not dominate or control General Motors
purchasirig policies.
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as the Government does not mention, these proposals were
never accepted by General :Motors.
As has been noted (s'lupra 'P· 47, fn. 32), in order to induce
du Pont to cancel some of its orders for what turned out
to be more goods than it could use in the depression year
1920, General Motors agreed to buy all its requirement
of coated materials from du Pont for 1922 (R. 399; R. 218687). But in the next year, the General Purchasing Committee, under Sloan as chairman, saw that du Pont was apprised
of General Motors' two-source policy> which meant that,
like many other suppliers, it could not supply more than
75% of any product. This did not mean that du Pont re"
ceived anything like 75% of the fabrics business thereafter,
although the Government originally so charged. In no year
after 1922 did General Motors ever purchase that much
(R. 2129).
The record shows that du Pont won and lost General
Motors' business been.use of the snme commercial factors
as affected other suppliers. A few examples are all that
space will permit. Che-T'rolet bought top material from
du Pont in 1917, switched to another supplier in early
1918, and went back to du Pont when a superior product
called Pontop, bought by almost all motor companies, was
developed (R. 2188~90). A lot of Chevrolet top orders were
lost between 1922 and 1925, but then Chevrolet came back
to du Pont to get a satisfactory product (R. 2196-97).
Du Pont sold some Teal-type top mn.terinl to Buick in 192.728, lost the business in 1929 and 1930,411 and i·egained some
41l"We

quoted Buick Motor Company on their Teal business for the Inst
nine months of 1929 without success, the business going to tha J. C.
Haartz Company, as we understand it, solely because General Motors
Export insisted on Haartz's mate1·inl." (DPX 257, R. 2215, 6168)
"Buick has specified Fairfield tenl, (double texture topping for sp.ort
models) for the remainder of 1981. This business hns been regained
after a lapse of two years, during which competitive mnterio.l wo.s
used. The special colors, and especially woven figured backings of the
samples submitted, were instrumental in our receiving this business,
as competitors did not have a similar product to otf'e1·." (DPX 258,
R. 22161 6169)
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in 1931 (R. 2205). Oldsmobile bought Teal from du Pont
in 1924-1926, but not thereafter (R. 2225; DPX 263, R. 2224,
6175). Cadillac used very little du Pont top material until
1920 (GX 298, R. 503, 3796); although <lu Pont tried to
sell Pontop ''it was not until 1920 that they switched over
to 'Pontop,' and at that time they told us that it had won
out in a series of tests that they had conducted" (R. 2220).
By 1926 General l\{otors was buying only 55,5% (not
89% as the Government's brief implies) 41 -0f its fabrics from
du Pont, largely because Chevrolet obtained all of its materials from du Pont after an unfortunate experience with
competitive products during the preceding year. By 1930
the proportion was 31.5 %, and Ford was· buying more than
all the General Motors cars together, which demonstrates
that the du Pont products co1tld be sold to auto companies
47 The

assertions in the Government's brief that du Pont sold 89% of
the :fabrfos to the General Motors operating divisions in that year
(Govt. Br., pp. 60, 139) are very deceptive. The Government cony
cededly omits Fisher Body, which purchased 68% of General Motors'
fabrics at that time, from its calculation, although admitting that
this was "after several years of complete control11 of that company by
General Mot<'rs. Of the $1,623,000 (not $1.1,628,000 as stated in the
Government's brief, p. il.39) bought from du Pont by the automobile
div1sions, $11 411,000 was purchased by Chevi·olet. Cadillac bought substantially nothing from either du Pont or its conipetitors, and Buick,
Oldsmobile and Oakland bought small quantities J'.rom both. Fisher's
purchases of :fabrics from du Pont were $1,159,000, as cotnJ>ared to
lj)2,020,000 from other sortrces; 37% of Fisher's pm.·chases and 55.5%
of all General Moto:rs' purchases were from du Pont. A tabulaticm
constructed from the exhibits cited by the Government shows the
following:
Pe tcent
DuPont
Co'mpetitors
DuPont
Fisher Body
$1,159,000
$2,020,000
37%
Chevrolet
1,411,000
-0100%
Buick
126,000
106,000
64%
Oakland
43,000
90,000
81%
01ds:rnobile
42,000
13,000
76%
Cadillac
41
(de minimis)
-01

TOTAL

$2,781,000

$2,229,000

55.5%

Purchases from du Pont competitors shown in GX 460, R. 587, 4101.
Purchases from du Pont shown in DPX 297, R. 2261, 6231; DPX
250, R. 2204, 6161; DPX 259, R. 2216, 6170; DPX 260, R. 2221, Q.171;
DPX 263, R. 2224, 6175; DPX 265, R. 2228, 6177; DPX 297, R. 2266,
6231.
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on their economic merits (R. 400; R. 224:5-47; DPX 281-82,

R. 2245, 2248, 6210-11).
(b) Fisher Body

Since tbat time Fisher Body has been the principal cus~
tomer for fabrics. 48 Inasmuch as the Goyernment think~
the Fisher ''problem'' worthy of Bpecial treatment, it ~eems
necessary to discuss Fisher purcbases in more detail.
The closed bodies :for General ".alotors car~ had bee11
manufactured ·b y Fishe1· Body4!> since before 1917 (R. 400).
Prior to 1925, du Pont had received no big fabric orders
from Fisher. Then du Pont introduced new and better
types of top material, Glazed Pontop, and in the next year
Everbright (DPX 274, R. 2237, 6199), shown by Fi~her
te·sts to be the best.Go In 1925 du Pont also hired a special
salesman who was ab1e to get substantial orders during the
ne~t few years (R. 374; R. 2231-34, 2236, 2354-55; DPX 273,

R. 2237, 6198).51
Competitors did not approach th(l quality of the new
du Pont top materials until 1929, when du Pont's proportion
of Fisher's orders went down to about one-third, wl1ere it
4BThe only other divisions purchasing fabrics in rece)lt ycnrs hnvc
been the truck divisions, which since 1944 have bought about aoc~
of the materials for their light truck upholstery from du Pont.
They buy on bjds from the three lowest qualified bidders. Du Pont
has been unable to sell heavy truck upholste1·y, even though it hns a
satisfacto"tY material. (R. 2098--2104; GX 1352-7, R. 2890, 5360-78).
49 Fisher was a. sep:n:n.te corporation, 60% of the stock of which was
purchased by General Motors in 1919. A ~oting t?·ust giving the
Fisher brothers 50% of the voting powe1· for five years ex~ired in
1924. It becnme n division of General Motors in June 1926 (R. 37273), after General Motors had acquired the remninde1· of the stock.
tJO"Mr. Wescott also told me about some tests made by the Fishe1· Body
Corporation of various rubber-coated top materials. He snid that they
plaeed du Pont and Duratex at the top and about on a pnr, du Pont
being slightly better. Chase came next and considerably below thest"
two. Then came Haartz. and lastly Can." (DPX 274> R. 2237, 6109)
GtJn 1931, a memorandum to a du Pont Vice President stated (DPX
273, R. 223'1, 6198) :
''Prior to the employment of Mr. Smith we were unable to secure
any Fa.brikoid business from Fisher Body, and for n long time
after becoming established as one of tl1eir sources of supply W<'
were very largely dependent on him to hold a share of thnt
business.''
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remained for coated top materials until they ceased t o be
used when the fa bric top' was replaced by the all-steel body
(R. 400; R. 2238, ·2241-42, 2252). In·the early 1930'a Fisher
took over co1npletely the manufacture of passenger car
bodies for the other di.visions, and since then Fisher has
bought the fabrics for all the General Motors passenger
cars (R. 21•28').
Between 1926 and 1931, Fisher bought about one-half of
its uncoated top material (such as is used for convertibles
(R. 225'3 )) from du P-0nt (R. 380; R. 2·255). After 1931,
when du Pont refused to grant a 2-year g·uarantee agail1St
cleaning damage, Fisher bought this material exclusively
from Haartz and continued to do so despite du P.ont's
willingness to grant the guarantee in 1933 (R. 400;
R. 2253, 2255; DPX 2'87, R. 22'56, 6219). In 1947, Fisher
was having difficulty with shrinkage and fading of Haartz's
top material and told du Pont that if it could develop something· better it would get a substantial proportion of the
business (R. 380, 400; R. 2258; DPX 292~95, R. ·2261-3, 6'22427). By 1948 du Pont had oome up with a greatly improved
product, which Fisher recognized as superior to competitors'.02 From then to 1951 du Pont supplied a;bout one-half
of F isher's top r equirements and in 1951 one-third (R. 380,
400; R . 2258-63°).

VVhen Fisher in 19-39 began to use coat~d fabrics f o~
interior trim (such as on the lower part of doors), du Pont
was "ready with a product" which had already been developed for furniture and handbags (R. 2254). As a result,
du Pont secured a major portion of the business-i60%G2"Mr. Fisher volunteered the information that our p1·esent construction
is at the top of the list from the shrinkage standpoint at present and
he commented that possibly he $hould recommend to Purchasing that
we be given aU of the business. He followed this up by saying that it
would not be a. good thing to make such a recommendation. He then
said that possibly we should be given the principal part of the busi~
ness and should tell the competitor what we are doing to control the
shrinkage within such narrow limits. Of course we ducked an answer
to that one." (DPX 296, R. 2264, 6229-30)
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in 1940 and 19'41 (R. 400; R. 2253-54). During- the post-war
shortage, Fisher pm·chased as much of this from du Pont
as it could get (R. 400-401; R. 223-1-53). Beginning in 1947
Fisher has bought from three other major suppliers as
well, so that du Pont's share has substantinlly declined
to about 35-45% (R. 401; R. 2092-93, 2235).
The Government's brief twice a~:,;erts that by 1947
and 1948 Fisher Body "was just another department of
General :Motors, buying 65.5% of its fabrics from du Pont
in 1947 and 68 % in 1948 ( GX 1350, 1331 ; R.. 2890, 5336-39) "
(Govt. Br., pp. 68, 142) . This is accurate int'ofar as it indicates that long before that time Fi~her bad become a
division of General Motors, but the Government'~ figureg
are wrong. The :figures of 65.:J% and 687<' are computed by
the Government from incomplete dat~ C'ontuined in the reports (GX 1350-31, R. 2890, :5336-39) to hi~ home office of
N alle, a du Pont salesman. He explained on th~ witne~$
stand (R. 2862-64, 2893-97) that his report~ contained merely
his estimates of the sales of some competitor~ to Fisher,
based upon the piecing tog;etber of details obtained indirectly
in conversations with various people (R. :3863-64). The first

report omits, :for the year 194:7,

~ale~

to Fi:-;her by Haartz,

du Pont's chief competitor, of over $1,400,000 (R. 2896)1>3
The second report contains substantial amounts for Hanrtz,
ibut they were excluded from the calculation whereby the
Government reached the figure of 68 'if . The report~ for
both 1947 and 1948 ·omitted data for a:b out hi,,·eh·e other
companies which sold Fisher smaller quantitie~, a~ to which
the author could give no accurate e~timate: "I follmved the
practice, if I wasn't able to put in an ei:;timate that I thought
l'.i3 The magnitude of this onunission is indicated by thl' f o.ct that du Poot's
total sales of fabrics to General M:otC11·s in 1947 were $3,639,000
(DPX 669, R. 3007, 6527).
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was reasonably representative, I left it off" (R. 2894). 64
He stated (R. 2862) that "I would guess that my reportunderstand, my reports were in yardage, not in dollar.sGG_
might have covered perhai)s 65 to 75% of the total require~
ments." (See also R. 2894-7).
On the witness stand N aJle estimated that he thought
du Pont had ''about 40% of the Fisher business in 1948.''
This was very close to the :figure of 38.5% for 1947 contained in the tables for General Motors as a whole, which
the trial -court found to b~ accurat e (R. 404), and to the
court's finding of 40-5010 for 1946-1947 for General Motors
as a whole. These tabulations were of course' based on
actual sales :figures, and not on a salesman's rough guess.
Since Fisher was the main purchaser for G~neral Motors
at that time, this coincidence between the percentages whi~h
General ::M~otors as a whole and Fisher bought from du Pont
was to be expected. By its use of the incol'rect figures of
65% and 6'8.5% for Fisher, the Government is seeking to
imply that ·du Pont had -0btained -a much larger .s hare of
Fisher's business than it had before, and that this must have
resulted from du Pont '·s su:ppos<:;d ability to put pressure on
General Motors. The correct :figures support no such theory.
The court's findings as to Fisher are sufficiently important
to be read as a whole (R. 380-382) :
1

''The record, including all the evidence summarized
in the preceding paragraph,,~, amply establishes that
du Pont sought to sell its finishes and ·fabrics to Fisher
Body. It early recognized th.at Fisher would be a substantial consumer of those products since it was makingall of the closed bodies for General Motors cars.
1

1948 estimate was prepared in October of that year ( GX 1851,
R. 2890, 5358), when Nalle could only conjectui·e as to total figures
for the year.
5GThis has significance, since the Government's percentages based on
yardage, do not diff e1•entiate between such thihgs as top materials
costing $2.60 to $2.'75 a yard and bow linings costing 60¢. Top materials, of wl1ich du Pont sold the least, were "by far the most
expensive" (R. 2895.:6).

G4 The
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Du Pont 's sales efforts included a personal approach
to the Fisher brothers by Lammo! du Pont, nt the ~11g·
gestion of Pierre S. du Pont; the employme11t a.c; fl
fabric salesman of one Smith who apparently wnR
favotably known to the Fii:;her managem~nt; and thP
offering of a substantial overnU priee reduction in tJ1l\
form of a super discount £or a period of about fiV'C>
years during the 1920s.
i'The fust of these efforts appears to have resulted
in no advantage to du Pont since ib~ stock ownership
in General :M:otors did not persuade Fi.~her to use Flint
produets. The other two efforts did, it seems clear,
increase du Pont's sales of :finishes and fabrics to
Fisher Body but they do not e~tablish the existence of
any agreement or understandin{.?; that Fisher would
favor du Pont, and they do not eRtabligh that du Pont 's
sales to Fisher resulted from its stockholdings in General Motors or its alleged control of General ~rotors.
Moreover, the record indicates thnt even the discount
did not secure for du Pont all of Fisber Body's business and indeed may not 11ave increased the portion of
Fisher's requirements purchased from du Pont though
the total dollar purchases Il'Om du Pont by Fisber did
increase. The record also shows tbat Fisher Body at
all times conducted its purcbasin~ with respect to
finishes, fabrics and all other products in uccordanc~
with its own best judgment. The Court finds the testimony of Lawrence Fisher particularly persuasive in
this respect. His competence and knowledge of this
matter cannot be questioned. He was in nctive charge
of the Fisher Company for many years and subsequently served in high executive capacities with General
Motors. It is highly unlikely, if not impossible, that
Fisher Body's pui-chasing practices could have been
influenced by an agreement witb du Pont or bv the
latter's position in General Motors without his knowledge.
forthright testimony and genei-al demeanor
on both direct and cross-examination are most convincing that Fisher Body was neither party to an
agreement with du Pont nor the victim of du Pont
domination.''

ms
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(c) Reasons why du Pont's sales .to General Moto1·s were
proportionately higher than to automotive industry as
a whol'e.

The Government also argues, as it did with 1·espect
to :finishes, that, because 80% or more of du Pont 's
sales to the auto industry were to General Motors, while
General Motors man~factured only 35 %-45 % of the cars,
the sales to General Motors· could not have been on their
merits but must have rested on the stock relationship (Govt.
Br., pp. 140-141, 62-64).
The reason underlying du Pont's sales of fabrics to various companies in the automobile industry was explained
in the record. Du Pont had been the ''principal supplier''
of Ford, but in the early twenty's Ford "decided to make
the bulk of their ·Own n1aterial" (R. 2292). As it did with
:finishes (see ip. 58, s·upra) Chrysler desired "independent
sources ·of supply different from those that were then selling to Ford and General Motors'', as did some of the
smaller coneer~s (R. 2292). Accordingly, it ''established
independent sources, different from those that were supplying big- competitors" (R. 2292). As with paint, these
decisions of Ford and Chrysler not to buy from du Pont
were not attributable at all to du Pont 's inability to compete on the merits.
Only about 12% to 15.% of the passeng·er cars were manufactured by companies other than Ford, Chrysler and General 1\1:otors (R. 2172, 2291).56 For 80% of du Pont's sales
to the auto industry to be made to a company making· 45%
of the cars as in 1950 (the latest year for which a .:fig·ure is
given in the Government's brief (Govt. Br., p. 140n) ), leaving 20% of such sales to be made to manufacturers of 12%
to 15 % of the cars, is not disproportionate at all. On the
:.a These estimates of the witnesses fo1· the years preceding the trial
were remarkably accu1·ate. Moody1s and Standard & Poor show that
the independent auto manufacturei;s produced from 13 to 15.2% of
the cars in 6 of the 7 years from 1946-1962. In 1948, the per cent
was 19,
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contrary, with the Ford and Chrysler markets not open to
it, for the reasons stated, du Pont bad just a bout the same
degree of success selling General :Motors as it had selling
the remainder of the indnstry.cs7

The Government's case as to fabrics rests primarily on
its recital of statistics (which we have shown to be highly
inaccurate) as to du Pont 's share of the General :Motors
business for the years 1921, 1926 and 1946-48. Irrespective
of its errors in the figures, however, such pereentages alone
would not enable, much less require, a fact finder to conclude that, because du Pont was a substantial supplier, it
must necessarily have obtained General 1\{otors' business
through influence. This does not follow. The continual
struggle on the part of du Pont, sometimes successfully,
sometimes not, sometimes partially, to secure General
Motors' business by developing new or improved products,
by offering better service and quality than its competitors,
by making concessions in price even to the extent of selling
below costs and by offering· special discounts or rebates, is
inconsistent with the thesis of illegal preferenee or a protected market maintained by domination and control. This
is the pictux·e revealed by the record as a whole, although
not by the selected materials in the Government brief.
6. The evidence on which the Government relies to show
favoritism in General Motors' purchasing policies.

The Government relies for its contrary conclusion as to
General Motors' purchasing policy upon a few statements
in reports and letters, between 1917 and the middle of the
GiJf 13%, the nctual pel'centage for the smaller companies in 1950,
is compared to 45% for General Motors, a pl'oportionnl distribution
of du Pont's sales would have been 78% to Genernl Motors and 22 %
t.o the others. The difference between these percentages nnd the nctunl
80%-20% shown by the reco1·d for years from 1947 on (sec Govt. br.,
pp. 64, 140) hardly justifies the Government's argument.
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1920 's. These exhibits must be appraised in the light of
the evidence as a whole as to General Motors' purchases
from du Pont.
(a) The Raskob report of December 1917.

The Government's principal reliance is upon a sentenoe
in the 1917 report in which John J. Raskob, treasurer of
du Pont, recommended that du Pont invest in General
Motors (GX.124, R. 479, 3208) . Almost all of that lengthy
document was devoted ·to an explanation of why it would ibe
a wise investment for du Pont to put $25,000,000 into General Motors. The history of General Motors, the value of its
assets, and its probable income were analyzed. The report
then summarized the points in. favor of the investment. The
fifth point stated (GX 124, R. 479, 3221):
''Our interest in the General Motors Company will
undoubtedly secure for us the entire Fabrikoid, Pyralin, paint and varnish business of those companies,
whieh is a substantial factor. "

On its face, Raskorb's statement was one of anticipation,
or even assumption, that du Pont would get all of General
Motors' business. The error of bis view became manifest
as time f ent by and eg;perience showed that General Motors'
business still had to be won on merit. Thus in the passage
already quoted ·on page 66, in which R. R. 1L Carpenter of
du Pont stated in 1921 that ''it would appear natural that
we should secure a· large amount of ilie business" of General Motors, he continued, "this is, however, not the case,
as we are plaiced by them in severe competition" (GX 106,
R. 476, 301-6-7).
It is apparent that, whatever some du Pont officers may
have expected, General Motors maintained purchasing policies and practices which resulted in du Pont being subjected
to the same competitive .requirements as other suppliers.
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As has already been shown in the narration of the facts
relating to :finishes and fabrics (pp. 53, 66-67, s1tpra) , which
General Motors had previously been purchasing in substantial quantities from du Pont or its affiliates, General
Motors' purchases from du Pont actually declined in the
years immediately follo\ring· the stock acquisition.
Even after Pierre became president of General t.Iotors,
while he evineed a sympathetic intetest in what General
Motors was buying (GX 420421, R. 528-9, 4010-13), he
merely referred du Pont to the buyers for the General
Motors divisions (GX 421, R. 529, 4012) and deferred to
their judgment even when he disagreed (GX 408, 410,
R. 5-27-8, 3983, 3984). There is no evidence thnt even during
this early period any pu1·chases were made because of
du Pont influence or domination or that any of the General
Motors divisions bought supplies from du Pont for other
t11an ordinary commercial reasons.
In answer to the Government's argument "that du Pont's
investment in General Motors was made with the purpose
of using the alleg·ed control of Geil.eral :Motors to require
it to buy from du Pont" and that there was an agreement
binding General Motors to buy from du Pont substantially
all its requirements of products made by du Pont (R. 301),
the trial court found, a-fte:r considering the oral testimony
and ''other documents written at the time of or within a
few years following the investment" (R. 301-2) :
''The Court finds on the basis of all of the evidence
of record that no agreement was made in connection
'nth du Pont's investment in General i\{otors, or rmb~equent thereto, which bound the latter to buy any portion of its requirements from du Pont. • • • No document, either contemporaneous with t he making of the
alleged agTeement or subsequently executed, makes reference even indirectly to an agreement of the kind
alleged by the Government. The Co11.rt does ·not ffod
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in the actions over the years of au Po1it's executives or
salesmen 01· Gmieral Motors purchasilng peirsonnel aor'>·oboration of the existence of the alleged agreement.
(Italics supplied.)
'' The Court also :finds based on all of the evidence of
r ecord that du Pont did not invest in General Motors
with the purpose of restricting that company's freedom
to ·p urchase in accordance with its OWll best interests.
Du Pont, the record shows, never intended to preclude
General "h{otors from dealing with suppliers of its
choice, never made any effort to so preclude General
Motors, and did not limit General ~[otors' purchasing
freed-om.''
(b) Haskell, 1918-20.

The Government refers to several letters written in
1918 by or about J . .A.. Haskell, a retired du Pont vfoe president who had become a director of General Motors even
before the du Pont Company's investment (R. 298; R. 69092, 799), and who became vice president of General Motors
and a member of the Executive Committee after the du Pont
stock acquisition (R. 303; GX 1309, R. 657, 5237). Haskell
died in 1923.
A number of letters written in 191·8 and 1920 show that
Haskell occasionally obtained information for and was
willing to give advice to du Pont people in connection
with their efforts to get General Motors' business (R. 349;
GX 293, R. ·502, 3786; GX 290, R. 5Ql, 3782). On occasions he requested both General Motors and du Pont divisions to report to him as to what General Motors was buying from du Pont, and a number of such reports were furnished by the Fabrics department (R. 348-50; GX 294-301,
305-307, R. 502-4, 504-5', 3787-3802, 3810-14). There was no
evidence that Haskell ever actually exerted any pre.ssure
on anyone in Gener~l Motor.s to give du Pont an order
(R. 2303), and a witness in a position to know denied that
1
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Haskell had given any assistance in the actual obtaining
of orders (R. 2302-3).
The Government stresses an April 1918 letter by Haskell
to Coyne, a du Pont vice president ( GX 290, R. 501, 37823), which dealt with the problem raised by the po~sibility
of a shortage of natural leather, then used for auto upholstery. The letter stated that the general manager of the
Oakland Division of General Motors, \\Tarner, had said that
although
"he believed artificial leather could be adopted which
would give exactly as good results as the grac1e of i:;plit
leather they a1·e using- at a higher price, but be felt
that eaah manufacturer of motor cars would be disinclined-even if tho1·ougbly sathdied regm·ding quality, etc.,-to change to artificial leath<.>r unle:;s competitors in similar grades were to take the ~t(_lp nt the
same time, which of course mi~ht not be impossible of
accomplishment.'' ( GX 290, R. 501, 3782-3.)

Nevertheless, the letter declared, Warner (not Hnslcell)
"felt that it would be desirable to get each of the divisions using artificial leather and other material such
as Py-ra-lin, etc., samples of t'-ufficient size. to enabfo
us to see exactly what was being u~(ld and to pave the
way f.or perhaps a more general adoption of our material." ( GX 290, R. 501, 3782.)
In this <:ontext, which the discussion of the exhibit in the
Government's brief (Govt. Br., pp. 29-30, 117) 01nits, the
following- paragraph in Haskell's letter, part of which the
Government quotes, plainly was a sugge~tion that du Pont
try to put the makers of low p1·iced cars generally, not just
General Motors, "in the frame of mind nece~Hnry" to the
adoption of artificial leather:
''Would it not seem tberefore the proper course of
procedure would be to determine and place our~elves
in position to furnish Fabrikoid of require.d quality
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and alf:;o consider ho\.V best to get cooperation whereby
makers of such of the low priced cars as it would seem
possible and wise to g-et transferred will be put in the
frame of mind necessal'y for its adoption 1'' ( GX 290,
R . 501, 3783) .
The Government's reference to tbis passage as illustrating
''the kind of interference with competition which the Sherman Act was designed to eliminate'' (Govt! Br. p. 117)
obviously misinterprets it, out of context, as an effort to
exert special influence upon General M-0tors.
This letter read as a whole does not support the Government's contention but the contrary. Faced with the problem ,of resistance to the use of artificial leather because of
the industry's satisfaction with natural leather, Haskell
did not advise his former associate to resort to the use of
influence. He did not say, as ·one would expect if the
Government's theory were true, that he, Haskell, would
"suggest" to the plant managers that they had better buy
from du Pont. Instead, he t~ld Coyne that du Pont would
have to take steps to get a:rtificial leather generally adopted
by the automotive industry before it could hope to convince
the General Motors people of its merits. Here is a contemporaneous letter showing an attitude inconsistent with the
Government's theory of intluenoe and consistent only with
strictly arm's length competitive dealing. ·
The Government also quotes (Govt. Br. pp. 30-31) from
a letter of Coyne's written in May 1918 (GX 29·3, R. 502,
3·786), relating to Pyi·alin (celluloid), which stated that
Haskell agreed that du Pont could not afford to jeopardize
its business with other companies by giving General Motor!:)
preferential treatment, and that it was Haskell's opinion
that ''continuation of our present policy should result in
our securing practically all of the business of the General
Motors Company" (GX 293, R. 502, -3786). Inasmuch as the
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record shows that five days later Btlick gave substantial
orders to a du Pont competitor (GX 29-1, R. 502, 3788) and
reduced its orders for Pyralin in 1918 to $14, and that Chevrolet's orders declined from $83,000 in 1917 to $30,000 in
1918, to z.ero in 1919-a period in \vhich du Pont 's total
sales of Pyralin were rapidly increasing (DPX 421, R . 2693,
6389)-it is obvious that this was just an expression of
Haskell's opinion, and not a very accurate one at that, of
what might happen in the future, and did not mean that
hG was influencing the General Motors divisions to buy
from du Pont.
The Government also quotes from du Pont reports showing that it was selling General Motors 100% of its Pyralin
by 1921 (GX 419, 420, R. 528, 4009-10). By tbat time, however, du Pont had developed an improved celluloid product
for use in automobile windows ·which would not turn yellow
or crack easily, with the result that it got ~ubstantially all
of the business (R. 954-5).
The Governn1ent (Govt. Br. p. 31) al~o refer~ to a letter
written in July 1918 from du Pont to Ha~kell (GX 302, R.
504, 3803) which begins:

"If we are ultimately to furnish all, or th{"I g-reater
part, of the top material for th(\ Chevrolet and General
Motors cars would it not be well for thc:-~e several u~er~
to agree upon a unifo1·m shade of drab for the back,
or liningi''
The record shows that this was written shortly after
du Pont had developed a new superior top material (Pontop) which was in great demand by many automobile companies (R. 2189-90), that the du Pont plant was sold up to
capacity (R. 2190-91), and that as a result of the shortage
in. dyes during World War I, it simplified production and
dyeing problems to limit the number of shades (R. 2194-5).
Se~ DPX 261-2, R. 2222-3, 6172-4. In tbat setting, the letter
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merely asked Haskell's help in dealing with a production
problem, and did not indicate that any favoritism or influence was involved.
Pierre and Lamm.ot du Pont, 1921~24.
In August 1921, while Pierre du Pont was president of
General :Wf.otors, he inquired of Lammot whether General
}\Ifotors was taking its entire requirements from du Pont,
and received a i·eport from Lan1mot showing· that, except
for Fisher Body, du Pont was doing quite well (R. 3'51;
GX 420, R. 528, 4010). He replied (R. 351; GX 421, R.
529, 4012) with an acknowledgment of this and a statement
that (R. 4012):
(c)

''\V"ith the change in manage1nent at Cadillac, Oakland and Olds, I believe that you should be able to sell
substantially all of the paint, varnish and fabrikoid
products needed; especially is this t.rue of Cadillac.
''A drive should be inade for the Fisher Body business. Is there any reason why they havo not dealt with

us'"
But this again was an e~ression of interest and general
advice which did not affect the decisions of General Motors.
Government counsel admitted at thH trial that the three
managers were replaced for reasons having nothing to do
with their attitude towards du Pont ('Trial 7:\ranseript, pp.
8238-9), and the :record is dear that their successors were
chosen by Sloan and had no previous connections with
du Pont (R. 860-1; see p. 15, supra). Pierre testified
that after obtaining the information from Lam.mot, he took
no steps to try to influence General Motors to buy mor~.
''That was11't my province at all", he asserted. ''That was
with the purchasing people. I had nothing to do with that''
(R. 859). That he regarded the divisions a<> autonomous in
the :field of purchasing is shown by his statement that it was
''entirely up to'' Knudsen. (then of Ohevrolet) to decide
\
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whether to adopt a t\vo-source policy, though Pierre did not
believe in it (R. 834). "That was his province to decide.
And he went ahead on his own ideas and started to have two
sources of supply w • • " (R. 855; GX 408, 410, R. 527,
528, 3983w84). That Pierre would not meddle with the
actual purchasing was recognized by the du Pont Company,
as appears from the letter written to him by R. R. :M. Carpenter two months later, quoted at p. '67, fn. 45, supra.
It is also significant that there is no showing that the
purchasing patterns of Cadillac, Oakland, Olds or Fisher
Body ehanged after or as a result of this letter. Du Pont
did not get any .substantial quantities of Fisher's business
until 1925, and then it did so for reasons having nothing
to do with du Pont influence, as bas been shown. (See pp.
70-71, 81.tpra). Under the new "management", Cadillac
and Olds had withln a few years stopped buying finishes
from du Pont (see p. 56, supra).
The Government also (Govt. Br., pp. 38, 118) refers to
correspondence in 1923 in which Lammot urged the new
manager of Cadillac to use Flint paint products 100%
because "it is to the adYantage of both General :a:1:otors
Corporation and the du Pont Company'' ( GX 447, R. 5351
4073). But as with du Pont's efforts to get an over-all
contract for fabrics this was unsuccessful both at the time
and in the following years. Cadillac was the last division
to adopt Duco, and it abandoned du Pont as a paint supplier as soon as an adequate competitive product was on
the market. (See p. 56, sup1·a). Equally unsuccessful
was a £eries of letters addressed by Lammot to Fisher
Body (see Govt. Br., pp. 65-7, 120-121) in which he invoked
the "stock ownership relations" between the various companies as a reason why Fisher should buy its paint from
Flint.
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In shor-t, there was no showing that any of these wishful
expressions in any w.ay restricted General Motors' freedom
in purchasing, that there was any change in General Motors'
purchasing policies, or that General Motors bought more
:from du Pont afterwards 14an before. Furthermore, these
few statements must be read in the light of the uniform
testimony of the persons doing the buying and selling during this period-Lynah, L. Fisher, W ecltler, Williams,
Nickowitz, Brown, l\facShane-together with many supporting .exhibits which prove that General Motors' buying was
not affected by. any influence, pressure or agreement.
The significant thing in this case is not the variety of
appeals attempted by various du Pont men in their efforts
to sell General Motors, but instead the facts that (1) in no
case was any degree of coercion attempted to reinforce such
appeals and ('2) no appeal made to General Motors proved
successful which was not based entirely on the merit of
du P.ont's product.
(d) Pratt

The Government refers to John L. Pratt, vice president
of General :M:otors in charge of the Accessory Division,
whom Durant had brought in from du Pont in 1919 (R. 354),
as the "contact man" between General lYiotors and du Pont
after 1922. Pratt, as we have seen, strongly opposed favoring
du Pont on the question of reciprocity in a 1928 letter (quoted
at pp. 20-21, supra) which set forth his attitude towa1·d
du Pont generally. He was equally vigorous in challenging
the wisdom of giving information to Lammot, the president
of du Pont (GX 368, R. 521; 3908). He "told off" Lam.mot
a number of times when the laiter was trying to get favors
from General l\1otors (R. 3'59-60; R. 1460-1471; GX 471, R.
539, 4125; GMX 218, R. 14Gl, 7271; GMX 221, R. 1464, 7274;
GMX 225, R. 1465, 7281; GMX 228, R. 1469, 7286). Thus,
he rejected Lam.mot's effort to keep General Motors ont
1
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of the oil burner business (R. 1470, GMX 228, R. 1469,
7286). When Lammot asked him to give some orders to
the son of "a good friend of ours", the Governor of Pennsylvania (GMX 224, R. 1465, 7279), Pratt l'eplied (R. 359;
R. 1467; GMX ·225, R. 1465, 7281) :

"Mr. Sproul's approach of trying to brin:r infiuen<?ci
to bear in order to get business from General ~{otol'~
Corporation will not work. If tJ1ii:; Company· cm1 satfafy
our Divisions that they have a produet competiti"'t' from
the standpoint of quality, pric.e and ~ervic(.l, I know
our Divisions well enough that i.E the General Refractories Company's representativeg g·o after th(> bu~iness
they \vill have an opportunity to quote, and while I do
not claim that our Purchasing Department~ nre 100%
pure, I do believe we have u spirit in our PurehasingDepartments of always attempting to get the best as
they see it for General Motors 0orporation. For this
reason we have always hesitated to sugg-eRt any finu
for special consideration.
"We believe it is the duty of the> xuppli~r to establi~h
the merits of his product to our Corporation, und not
our duty to ask our Purcha~in~ D(.lpartnwnt~ to gh·~
special consideration to any firm.'' (R. 7281).
Pratt constantly resisted any step that he thought mig"ht
be making policy in favor of du Pont. In explaining the
reason for the apparent inconsistency between his unvarying refusal to do what du Pont's highest e:x:ecutives requested and his willingness to give assistance to s.ome of
the "small men" he knew in the du Pont Company, Pratt
said (R. 1432-3):
"• • • I might explain why I seeming-ly hnv(l n different attitude with l\Ir. du Pont tban I did with t-\Omt'
of the small men in the du Pont organization that wrote
to me about i·eciprocity.
"That was because I felt tbat wh~n w~ cl~alt wit11
~fr. du Pont, we were establishing policy. I felt w]1e11
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I dealt with Mr. Jones, whom I had known as a boy in
the du Pont Company, to help him, I was dealing with
an individual and not the du Pont Company.
''That was the fundamental difference that I always
kept in mind in writing to the officials of the du Pont
Company."
(R. 1475):
"\V'ell, my attitude was based on who made the request, that is, what his position was in the du Pont
,company.
"In the case of these exhibits, it was from the president of the .company, and any action that we took would
be one of establishing policy that he could pass on to
his organization.
"I thought that policy should be the same with the
du Pont Oompany as for every other supplier of Gen-el·al Motors. There were cases where men down the
line, a great many of them old time friends of mine,
who came and asked for favors, wanting this information or that information. In that case, if it was
something that I could give them, without, in my judgm~nt, doing injury to the General Motors Corporation,
I usually gave it to them.
' ' ·i(<

* .,, But I did try at all times to differentiate be-

tween doing· a favor £or a friend and doing- something·
that ·would set policies fo1· the corporation. " 58
The Government (Govt. Br. pp. 39-40) refers to a letter
Pratt wrote in 1926 to the Delco Light Division in which
he expressed the view that du Pont 's great assistance to
General Motors in its period o:f difficulty in 1920 warranted
giving du Pont a large proportion of General :i\ifotors' business where conditions were "equal from the standpoint of
quality, service and prfoe" (R. 358; GX 340, R. 512, 3865
did similar favo1·s for friends in other companies R. 1459-8;
GMX 213-16, R. 1457, 7266-9.

58 Pratt
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(1926)). But in the same letter, as well as in his testimony
(R. 358; R. 1442), Pratt made it clear that he was expressing his'' own personal feeling", and not" a General ;\1:otors
policy". The letter concludes:

"I have exp1·essed my own per~onal ::-ientiments in
this letter to you in order that yon might have my
point of view, but I do not wi~h to influcmcC' your organization in any way font would be ng~i11st your own
good judgment, keeping· in mind lbnt abo'i•e nU tbe prime
consideration is to do th~ best thil1g for Deleo-Light
Company, and that consideration::; in regard to tbe
du Pont Company or oth~r conr(\rn~ :rre ~econdary, nnd
I am sure this is your feeling'' (R. 3866).

That these wer~ only Pratt's personal feeling~, that bis
subordinates understood them to be ~ud1, nnd tbat the letter
did not evidence a policy of favoring du Pont i~ borne
out by what happened in connection with this incident.0 :i
Delco had been purcl1asing; rubbing and finhihing vnrnish
from a local mnnufacturel', Lowe Brothers, not from
du Pont. Vi7ben Lowe could not modify its product to .fit
a new painting process du Pont was cnlled in at tbe r;uggestion of the Chevrolet people, for whom du P011t had don~
similar work (R. 1439-40). Du Pont produc(ld n gati:.;faetory
sample and received an order for one cnrloo<l. D(\lco lnter
wired du Pont to hold up delivery h1 ordtlr to g-ive Lowe
another opportunity (G:M:X 204, R. 1440, 7252-3).
u:i The only known "l:esult of P1·att's -pe~onn.1 foelmg of grntitude to clu
Pont, which resulted in business for du Pont, was n purchase by the
Hyatt Bearing Division of $1,500 of mnintennnce "undercoat" paint in
1922 (R. 854; GX 311-13, R. 506, 3821-23; G MX 202-03, R. 1436,
'7250-1). That this established no precedent for General Moto1·s purchases even of this type of p~int is ~hown by the fact thnt thereafter.
whenever the General Purchasing Committee contracted for General
Motors requirements of maintennnce pnint (white lead), it turned to
a competitor o:t du Pont, the Nntionnl Lead Company. (See GMX
155. R. 11001 7043-'76.) It should be noted thnt most of these contracts
were made during the period in which Pratt wns chairman of the
General Purchasing Committee.
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It was at this point that. Elms, in the du Pont paint department, an old friend, felt justified in complaining to
Pratt. Pratt get in touch with the manager of Delco, who
explained the situation but said he found bis people felt
they might "be i..n. better hands possibly by dealing with
du Pont than witl1 Lowe Brothers" ( GX 339, R. 511; 3864).
Pratt th en wrote the letter cited by the Government. The
Delco manager wrote Pratt thanking him for the ''information about the du Pont pa.st hlstory'' and advising that he
had learned the du Pont paint was lower priced (G11X 205,
R. 1440, 7255). Delco accepted the carload in question £rom
du Pont--.but that was all. Despite du Pont's help and its
lower price and its continued further efforts to get the
business, Delco purchased its rubbing and :finishing varnish
thereafter frorn another local source, Kay & Ess Company,
and du Pont never got another order (R. 35'8; R. 2402-3).
The Delco incident, looJred at as a whole, demonstrates
forcibly that there was no influence to favor du Pont. In
the first place, it shows Delco, nine years after the du Pont
investment, buying almost entirely from local sources rather
than from du Pont. ·Tb.en Delco dealt unfairly with du Pont
which had offered not only lower prices but a satisfactory
product which its competitor could not deliver. In that
situation., Pratt did not taTh: about a polfoy to favor du Pont
but instead expressed his personal feelings. .A.nd, finally,
whether Pratt's letter is evjdence of any policy to favor
du Pont need not be l~ft to inference·; bis letter was not
so regarded by the Delco people themselves, for they
bought thereafter from another local source, not from
du Pont. Thus, Pratt's Delco letter, as is the case with
so many of the documents jn t~is record, emphasizes the
unsoundness of relying on what seem plausible inferences
from the Government's selected quotations, when the quotations taken together with all the -other facts in the picture
make such inferences untenable.
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The trial court found, in passages already quoted (pp.
39, 43, 51, 62-3, 64-5, 73-4, 78-9) that there was no understanding or agreement or policy favoring du Pont whicl1
induced General Motors to buy any part of iti-t suppli~~
from du Pont. The Government's argument to the contrary rests on i.nferenoes which it trie~ to draw from the
documentary exhibits which have been discusaed. It is to
be noted that none of the documents upon which t11e Government relies specifically mentioned any agreement, understanding or restrictive policy of favoritism. Indeed,
the documents, read in the context of the situation to which
they were addressed, are entirely consistent with tbe interpretation, supported by the oral testimony, and accepted
by the trial court, that du Pont was trying to get as mucl1
General Motors business as it could, but that there was
no restriction "\vhatsoever on General ~rotors' freedom to
buy as it chose, and that General 1'1otorl-'' buyers did not
regard themselves as in any way limited. Which inferences are the most reasonable must be determined in the
light of the whole pfoture of the event8 of over thirty years,
not by documents read in isolation. A trie1· of facts could
reasonably conclude that the documents sbonld be construed
compatibly with the sweep of ev-ents over that period,
wbich demonstrates that General :Motors was completely
independent and that its buying divisions treated du Pont
as impartially as any other supplier. Such a conclusion is
obviously not ''clearly erroneous." On the contrary, it is
most sensible.

D. Antifreeze, Tetraethyl Lead and Freon 12.
A considerable portion of the Government's brief (Govt.
Dr., pp. 40-59, 129-136) is concerned not with General
Moto-rs' purc"hases from du Pont, but with other activities,
all now terminated, having· to do with antifreeze, tetraethyl lead and Freon 12, in which it claims that General
Motors did not deal witb du Pont at arm's length. The
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Government h~s hereto£ore contended that the facts as to
two of these commodities, tetraethyl lead and F,reon, proved
an unla,vf ul division of fields whereby General l\1:otors had
agreed not to compete with du Po:ut in the production of
chemicals. The Government seems to have abandoned this
argument, not expressly, but by silence, although one quotation (Govt. Br., pp. 137~38) and one :footnote (p. 146) hint
at it. But "The gist of the Government's case", says the
first sentence ·of the Government's .Summary ·o f Argument
(Govt. Br., p. 70) ''is that du Pont acquired control of General Motors with the specific purpose and effect of obtaining
an illegal -preference with respect to General Motors' purchases of materials.'' (Ita.lies supplied.)
The Government does :not assert that the defendants'
allegedly unlawful conduct with respect to anti-freeze, tetraethyl lead aild Freon consisted of an i1legal preference for
du Pont :l.n the purchase of materials. Its argument seems
to be that General Motors gave du Pont preference of other
kinds, and that this proved that it must be doing the same
thing in its purchases <>f materials. Both the premise and
the conclusion are dir~ctly conti·ary to the :findings of the
trial court.00
We shall set .f orth tbe facts and findings as to each of
these subjects. They will show that, whichever of the Government'·s theories js applied, the transactions were entirely
lawful and do not prove a combination, conspiracy, agreement, understanding, division of fields, poliey indueed by
inside du Pont infiuenee, or course -0f preferential treatment.
1.

Antifreez.e.

Government counsel have devoted eight and one-half
pages of their brief (Govt. Br., pp. 40-47, 129-130) to the
alcohol-glycerin controversy of 1926, an incident that has
ao Many of the findings are addressed to the Government's prior con-

tention that there was an agreement to divide :fields.
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long since disappeared into the shades of history. Furthermore, they depict this episode as «:'sseutially involving
only du Pont and its efforts to push the sale of alcohol as
an antifreeze, whereas in fact it involved a struggle between the suppliers of competing antifreezes, alcohol and
glycerin, each seeking to insure that his l'espective product
was fairly described to the consuming public in the in~
struction books issued to automobile owners by the
manufacturers.
The evidence relating to this issue is all found in Government Exhibits 319-337, R. 507-511, 3832-3862. Since the
Government has carefully omitted from the excerpts referred to in its brief those portions of the exhibits which
refute the inferences it wishes the Court to draw, it is
necessary for us to describe the matter fully in order to
establish its ir1·elevance.
In November 1925 a du Pont executive wrote Sloan to
advise him that du Pont had joined with the Kentucky
.Alcohol Corporation to form a new company to produce
alco:hol, and to inquire ''whether the General 1'1otors Corporation is giving their offi.eial approval to publicity favoring· glycerin rather than alcohol. If so, it is suggested that
their attention be called to the advantages of alcohol and
to the interest which the du Pont Company will :have in the
future in its manu:fachu·e and sale" GX 319, R. 507,
3832). Sloan replied (GX 320, R. 507, 3833-34):
''As a corporation, we do not usually take any position in matters of this kind; i.e., as a corporation we
are concerned of course, with seeing that our ca1·s ~ive
satisfaction and I think our position would be in this
particular thing that althougb we would like to be helpful, yet we could not consistently ref use to sny that
p;lycerin was satisfactory if it was simply because
friends of ours, like your ~;ood ~elves, were interested
in the alcohol side of the argument. We 1mtst1 of
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course, be guided by the facts in the case. Therefore,
I do not see how we really could, unless we did something unusual, be very help:ful in this particular situation.'' (Italics supplied.)
His letter then went on to state that he was informed that
aloohol (if spilled) was bad for the Duco £nish, but that
if General Motors were given ''any technical information
whfoh would be helpful in developing any facts which
would enable us to deal with the matter on its merits in
favor .of alcohol, then of course that would be an entirely
different matter" (ibid.).
In a subsequent letter in January 1926 Pratt advised the
<lu Pont Director of Purchases (GX 321, R. 508, 3835):

''I believe ,our people have concluded that the mixture called 'Prestone'- made by the Union Carbide
Company- is the most satisfactory anti-freeze mixture on the market. I lmow that our Research Corporation recently made a study o:f anti~freeze mixtures
and as a result of this study we are recommending the
use of 'Prestone'. I am also advised that the Yellow
Cab operating companies are using this mix.ture.''
In the same month Pratt asked the General Motors Research Laboratories for their views as to the ''relative
merits" of the various antifreezes (GX 322, R. ·508, 8836),
and received a reply that glycerin had many advantages
(GX 323, R. 508, 3837).
In March 1926, Phelps of the du Pont Development Department wrote Pratt that du Pont was producing alcohol,
and was considering producing ethylene glycol (of which
Prestone was made), and asking for any information General Motors might have as to the ex:perience of automobile
owners during the past winter (GX 324> R. 508, 383839). Pratt replied that the glycerin products were superior,
but that alcohol was cheaper· (GX 325, R . 508, 3840-41).
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In August 1926 Sloan wrote the Chief Engineer of the
Chevrolet Company as follows (GX 326, R. 509, 3842-43):
"Regarding your in~truction book, frankly, I would
suggest that when opportunity presentg itself, you cut
out the words 'are to be preferred' in the Hecond paraO'raph under ''Winter DrivinO'" and Rimp1Y ~tnte the
facts. It seems to me that if we indicate a preference
we are discriminating against some manuf acttll'ers an cl
distributors and all that sort of thing, all of whom nre
potential users of General :Motors products. It is all
very we11 7 I believe, to state that alcohol evaporat<1~
and glycerine doesn't; that alcohol is likely to cause
damage and glycerine is not; that alcohol fa mucl1
cheaper and glycerine is much more expensive. Let
us submit all that to our users, but let them judge
whiah is most p1·eferable after listening to the facts.
Don't you think that is the best way to do it 1"
~

~

.

This advice that the manual "simply state the facts,, and
point out that alcohol would evapo1·ate and might damage
the paint but that glycerin was more expensive, which
Chevrolet heeded (GX 327, R. 509, 3844), does not appear
in any way to have been attributab1e to the correspondence with du Pont some months before. The position not to
state a preference ·was a perfectly reasonable one for an
automobile manufacture1· to take.
On October 14, 1926, Phelps wrote Pratt to advise him
that ''the du Pont Company is now engaged in the manufacture of ethyl alcohol for industrial purposes", and asking if they can ''have the opportunity to quote your company, or any of its subsidiaries, at any future time when
they are in the market to purchase alcohol" (GX328, R. 509,
3845). Pratt advised Phelps to take the matter up with
Lynah of the General Purchasing Division ( GX 329, R. 509,
3846) wl10, in turn, advised Phelps "that if they have any
price consideration to offer on a volume purchase I will
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ascertain from ·Our divisions what their requirements will
be" (GX 331, R. 510, 3850). This, of course, did not indicate that du Pont was being given any preferential treatment, but i111plied only that they might -get some business if
they offered better prices than anybody else.
Phelps again wrote P1·att on October 21, 192'6, atta·ohing
a memorandum reciting troubles with eng·ines and radiators experienced by the Yellow Cab Company of Chicago
and attributed to their use of glycerin and ethylene glycol
as an antifreeze the previous winter (GX 330, R. 510, 3848}.
Phelps asked Pratt if the General Moto1·s La:boratories
could find out "whether these statement s are true and
whether this report can be verified by you'' ( GX 330, R.
510, 3847).
This was apparently referred to Lynah, who thereafter
received a report from the Research Section, which both
indicated that ''some of the statements made'' in the memorandum attached to Phelps' letter had been in error, and
recommended "Alcohol-Water solutions for any class of
service'' ( GX 331, R. 510, 3850).
In November, Phelps wrote Pratt two additional letters.
The :first contained the paragraph, quoted by the Government (Govt. Br., p. 45), calling General Motors' attention
to the fact that Proctor and Gamble has been using in its
advertising letters from General Motors divisions recommending the use of g·lycerin. The Government does not
mention the next two paragraphs, in which Phelps ref erred
to the ''serious damage'' to motors which the experience
of many ear owners during the previous winter had shown
to have resulted from the µse of glycerin ( GX 332, R. 510,
3851).
In an attached memorandum (GX 3"3·3, R. 510, 3853),
Phelps began :

,
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"Probably the most serious objection to the use of
glycerine is that it deteriorates and softens the rubber
hose connection and gaskets which frequently cause
leaks that result in serious damage to the motor. All
instructions for the use of glycerin lay special stress
upon the importance of having an abgo}utely tight ::;ystem,G1 and while there are some automobilC;l owners
who will take precautions to tighten up the connections,
it is generally found that the owner will do nothing· i;o
long as there is no evidence of a serious leak. • • •
"A lea;ky water system containing- p:l~tcerin will ruin
the motor when it gets into the cylinders.''
.Although Government counsel quote from this memorandum the paragraph containing Phelps' opinion that '' • • •
all automobile manufacturers • • • win :find it decidedly to
their interests to advocate that alcohol be used for antifreeze and make no mention of glycerine • • •" (Govt. Br.,
p. 45), they fail to point out that the quot1?d statement immediately follows an extensive discussion by Phelps on the
''disadvantages -0f glycerin for antifreeze'' which he
summed up as follows (GX 333, R. 510, 3853):
''Indiscriminate use of glycerin without Rl?rvice attention has and will result in troubl<:' and damage~ for
the car owner while alcohol fa practically fool proof,
and has been successfully used in radiatorR over a
long period of time.''
Phelps' next letter (GX 334, R. 510, 3859) rend as follows:

"With further reference to my letter of X ovl?mber
17th :i:eg·arding the use of glycerin im~t1?ad of nlcohol
for anti-freeze.
uThe Industrial Alcohol fiianufactur<:'rs A~~ociation
GlThe emstence of t11ese dange1·s wns confirmed by the instructions put
out by the glyce1·in manufacturers, w11ich stated (R. 3856) ;
"Above all, be sure the cooling system is tight. Remember glycel'in
takes advantnge of minor leaks."
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has just completed a survey of forty-four automobile
man11facturers whose :i:ecommendations are as follows:
'' 29 manufacturers only alcohol
5
''
only glycerin
10
''
varying mixtures of alcohol
and glycerin
''The Cadillac. Shop Manual '314' page 50, item 375,
states that a solution ·of glycerin and water is recommended. It is evident that the Cadillac Company is
one of the few to advocate the use of glycerin and it
will be of much interest to us to learn whether the
Cadillac Motor Company is still of the opinion that
glycerin is best after having some experience with the
difficulties resulting from the use of this material for
anti-freeze.''
The Government, by quoting only the last paragraph and
omitting not only the material already referred to rel~ting
to the damage to motors attributed to glycerin but also the
report showing that the vast majority of automobile manufacturers did not reoommend glycedn, gives the impression
that du Pont was taking advantage of its .ownership of
stock in requesting General Motors to adopt the unusual
course of favoring alcohol rather than glycerin. But there
is nothing sinister or improper antitrustwise in du Pont's
trying to convince General Motors that on the merits
glycerin was more harmful to automobile engines than
alcohol was to automobile paint, and that there:fore glycerin
should not be recommended. That was all that Phelps was
doing.
By December Cadillac as well as Buick had altered their
manuals to recommend alcohol, ·a nd Phelps wrote to urge
that the other General Motors cars ''should profit by the
experience of the ·Cadillac and Buick -0ompanies '' and
change their instruction books (GX 33'5, R. 510, 3860).
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All tbe papers were then turned over to Sloan, and a
policy was
"decided upon by the General Technical Committee
and approved by the chief enginN'r$ of nll the cur c1h·isions, which was as follows :
"That we would 11oint out that ther(\ were two antifreeze materials-alcohol and glycerin and c-0mponents
of glycerin, like ethylene glycol and prestone; that we
would explain the advantages of alcohol and that the
disadvantage was that if it was gpilled on Duco it
disfigured same. We would then deal with glycerin
and materials having it as a mnjor ingredient and
would point out that it was satisfactory if u~ed in
strict accordance with the manufacturer ts recommendation, but that any air allowed to get i·nto the system,
wo1tld cause deco1npositimi and corrosion of the engine
ope·1·ating varts 011ul further, that f.71e '11taterial 1c·a.~
likely to clog up the racUator. In other word:-;, our
purpose is to state the facts as W(\ found them in the
report which was submitted to the Te:cbnicnl Committee.
"We try to deal with t11e mattllr fail"ly and Htatl"' thC'
£acts, feeling that our customer~ are 0ntitfod to know
samo and hoping that they would use ulcohol, which
we would much prefer they would use. In view of t]1('
fact, however, that some people pref Pr gly~<:'rin-:Mr.
Kettering ·would use nothing (\h:.e-it did not SN'm to
us that the conditions warranted db~creditil1g smnr.
We must bear in mind that glyce1·in int<.3rests ar0
large and va1·ied. They ar~ all potential u~Clrs of
General liiotors product and we do not want to discredit them beyond the necessities of the cnRe, providing we can, in so doing, protect our cuRt-Omer~
interests.
"!believe I told you further that the Glycrrin J1a·nuf acture1·s' Association was in to·uch with 011 r fbzd·ing.-;
and had 110 f auit to find 'With the facts as we had esta-0lis hed them." (GX 336, R. 511; 3861·3861A) . (Ita1ics
supplied.)
1

1
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The Government does not m~ntion this report of Sloan,
which indicat~d (1) that both materials had disadvantages,
alcohol in relation to the paint if it spilled and glycerin
in relation to the engine if it leaked ; (2) that "!rithiJ.1 General Motors opinion was divided7 Sloan preferring alcohol
whereas Kettering, the Research head, would use only
glycerin; (3) that General Motors did not wish to antagonize the glycerin interests.; and (4) that the Glycerin
Tufanufacturers Association could find "no fault" with the
facts as established by General ::Motors.
Although the Government does not refer to this exhibit,
it does quote a Sloan memorandum to Pratt written later
in December 1926, which read as follows (GX 337, R. 511,
3862):
''I was looking over my file and noted the correspondence you have had with the du Pont Company
on the matter of alcohol and glycerine for anti-freeze.
''I believe you know that at the last meeting of the
Gene1·al Technical Committee a decision was reached
to the effect that we cquld put in all our instruction
books, in such a way as each Engineering Depa1·tJnent
thought best, a state1nen.t seUvn,g forth the adva;ntages
ancl disadvantages of both matelf'ials, particularly
pointing out that under certain conditions glycerine
was unsatisfactory but that if those conditions were
not present and it was used strictly in a~cordance with
the manufacturer's recommendation, there was no ob~
jection to its use,'" (Italics supplied.)

.

In the context of what preceded, this statement was entirely reasonable and squared exactly ~th 1fr. Sloan's
statement to du Pont more than a year before that ''We
must, of course, be guide.d: by the facts in the case'' ( GX
320, R. '507, 3833).
The Goverrunent, by the use of partial quotations and
its complete failure to mention the exhibits or po1·tion of
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exhibits describing the damage to motors that could result
from the use of glycerin, seeks to give the erroneous impression that ''General Motors reve1·sed its position'' so
that its instruction books were "deliberately slanted • • •
in favor of alcohol" (Govt. Br., pp. 44-45, 47) merely because du Pont had told Gene1·al 1{otors that it was manufacturing an alcohol anti-freeze. But the record shows that
the changes were not made because of any desire to favor
du Pont. Wb.en du Pont initially suggested that General
Motors not approve publicity favoring glycerin rather alcohol, General Motoi-s refused to acquiesce, saying that it
would have to be guided by the facts. When, after a year
of experience, General :lvfotors learned, and verified through
its own teChnical staff, that glycerin as well as alcobol bad
demerits as well as merits it withdrew its statement of
preference and took a neutral position, stating the facts
relating to both products, witbout conclusion or recommendation.
This episode was concluded in 1926, and the Government brief before this Court makes no further mention of
antifreeze. However, the subsequent history of that product
sbows that du Pont was not receiving preferenliul treatment
from General Motors. In 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1931, du Pont
unsuccessfully sought to get tltc General Pul'chasing Committee of General Motors to buy alcohol antifreeze from it
(GX 331, R. 510, 3850; GMX 155, R. 1100, 7087, 7089, 7098).
In 1930 du Pont began to market a new kind of antifreeze,
made from methyl alcohol, lmown as methanol (R. 2967-8).
Although large quantities we1·e sold, none was purchased
.b y General i\1otors until 1936 (DPX 556, R. 2969, 6472).
General Motors first began to purchase antifreeze for resale to the publfo through dealers in 1933 (R. 435-6; R. 2945-
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46). 62 For the first three years it bought from the Glycerin
Producers Association (R. 435; R. 2946-47), although
du Pont tried to get the business (R. 2973).63 Wben this
source became unavailable b.ecause of a glycerine shortage,
General Motors sought to buy from Union Carbide, the
manufacturer of ''Prestone" (R. 435; R. 2946-47). Because
General Motors wanted the product to be furnished under
its own brand name; Union Carbide did not accept the business (R. 435; R. 2947, 2995-96).
General Motors then canvassed ''every source we knew"
for the best terms it could get (R. 2947). Du Pont finally,
and reluctantly, acquies·ced in General Motors' demand for
its own brand name (R. 436; R. 2994-95). Thereafter, until
the war, General lviotors solicited bids each year, trying t-0
get Union Carbide interested, and exploring other sources,
but continued to buy from du Pont (Zerone as a non-permanent antifreeze and, after 1939' Zere:x: as .a permanent
antifreeze (R. 436; R. 2976-77)) "because we felt very
de.finitely that they gave us the best product at the best
price'' (R. 436 ; R. 2948-49). Prestone and Zerex were the
only permanent antifreezes, whieh most dealers' customers
wanted (R. 2977, •2954), until a~ter the war (R. 2992).
During and for some years after the war there was an
acute and eontinuing shortage (R. 437; R. 2949-50, 2996,
296!2); du Pont gave General Motors an allotment based
upon its purchases before the war (R. 2949-50). This was
not enough and General Motors, like everyone else, tried
to obtain additional supplies from other sources, but unsu-O?essfully (R. 2950.) . The result was that in 1946 and
62 A

very smatl amount of a.ntit'reeze is also used by General Motors to
protect ca1·s sold to dealers in winter (R. 2951).
us By this time it was generally know11 that the difficulties with glycerin
could be overcom.e i:f adequate care was taken with the cooling system.
and there wa.s a Jarge public demand for glycerin p:roducts as a permanent antifreeze.
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194:7 du Pont seoured over 97% of General 1\Ioton;' antifreeze business (GX 1390, R. 2932, :5425). In 1951 du Pont
advised General Motors that it was no longer willing to
furnish antifreeze under General 1''fotors' brand nnmc
(R. 437; R. 2983-4). As a result, in 1953, when additional
supplies became available, Chevrolet, Buick nnd Pontio.c
switchecl to another supplier, and du Pont ~old only to
Oldsmobile (R. 437; R. 2983-4, 2950, 2991-2). Th(' G('neral
Motors official in charge of tbe purcba~es tel:\tifiC'd that )10
'had never heard that he was supposed to favor du Pont a~
the supplier, that he was not motivat('d when he bought
from du Pont by the fact that it owned l'tock in General
l\Iotor s, and tbat there were ''absolutely'' no 8tring::; attached to his purchases of antifreeze (R. 2932).
The trial court found, on the basis of the above factg,
that (R. 437) :

''The only evidence offel'ed by the Govl1rnment in
support of its contention as regardR nntifreez(' is thnt
in recent years General Motors hns purchas(ld practically all of its requirements from du Pont. Th(' proof
offered by the defense, however, e~tnbli~hes that General Motors determined initially to makr ~uC'h purchases because du Pont was the only available supplier tba t could meet General 1'fotorR' demands ns to
price, quality and delivery. The defendant~' proof
further shows that General l\{otors 1'('-('Xaminl'd tb('
supply situation each year and !-iou~ht regularly to
obtain new· sources of supply. Tl1(' Court find~ t]1i~
:proof convincing that General :Motors wa~ not limitCld
by agreement or by du Pont domination in its purchases of antifreeze and bought from du Pont only
because it believed that du Pont bClst ~('rved its nrC'c1s."
Tetraethyl Lead.
The Government now arg'Ues that the C'vicl('llC'C' ns to tlw
development, production nnd safo of tl1frn~thy1 lend pron's
not an agreement as to tlte division of field~, wl1ich the
2.
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Government alleged and sought to establish below, but a
general absence o:f ·a rm's length dealing between General
Motors and du Pont. The findings and the evidence supporting them negate the Government's present claim as wen
as its prior contention.
In 01·der that the Court may understand the present significance of the subject, it is advisable to begin the story
at the end. Since 1948, when the patents expired, tetraethyl
lead has been produced and sold by two companies, the
Ethyl ·Corporation, owned jointly by General Ivlotors and
Standard Oil of New Jersey, and du Pont. 1Uthyl is the
larger of the two. They a·r e in active and intense competition throughout the nation (R. 425; R. 1639, 1:8'65-71, 18791902). This has been the culmination of w.hat the Government regards as General Moto1·s' efforts to see that du Pont
was the sole .supplier of tetraethyl lead.
(a) The development of tetraethyl lead.

Charles F. Kettering· was general manag·er of the Delco
Company, a division of United I\fotors which merged with
General Motors in 1918 (R. 405 ; R. 1529). Ii.ettering also
had a separate research laboratory which was not iaken over
by General M'Otors until December 1919 (R. 1528-29; GMX
244, R. 1528, 7322). For years before he joined General
1Yfotors, where he became Dhector of Research (R. 1508)>
Kettering· was searching for an .anti-knoek material for
motor fuel (R. 405-6; R. 1514, 1235..:6, 881). In 1916 he wrote
to an interested du Pont chemis·t (R. 406; R. 1614; DPX 93,
R. 881, 6859) :
''I will be very glad to keep you in touch with this
thing, and a1ny time that we get anything of interest we
will be glad to give you the benefit of it. We are doing·
ibis more from the standJ?Oint Of acquainting Ourselves
with the problem, rather than with the idea of com1nercializing either the apparatus or the fuel.'' (Italics
supplied)
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Thus, at that time, several years before either l{ettering
or du Pont had any connection with General l\Iotors, he
was seeking not only dn Pont cooperation but al~o du Pont
development of any chemical which was discovered.0 ·1
Kettering continued his contacts with du Pont during
and after the war (R. 406; R. 1524-26). He invited them to
visit his laboratory to see what he was doing in developing
additives for the suppression of knock (R. 1526), and
turned to du Pont as a source for compounds to be tested
as anti-knocks ( Gl\f.X 243, R. 1525, 7317) . .;\.ll this was before Kettering and his laboratory had become a part of
General Motors (R. 1527).
Subsequent to joining General Motors, Kettering continued to call on du Pont scientists for a~sistance (R. 153335; DPX 94, R. 883, 5860; GMX 245, R. 1533, 7327). In
1920 he had du Pont determine some explosive pressures
for him (R. 1535). Thus, Kettering's lookin~ to du Pont
as a ~ource for tetra ethyl lead after its discovery was a
natural continuation of his earlier association with them as
experts in detonation and as suppliers of unusual chemicals
for use as anti-knock compounds.cG
01 The

Government would be sm:e that the above quoted pnssngc proved
"inside influence" resulting from du Pont'!\ ownership of Genernl
Motors stock if it had been written after KE>ttering joined General
Motors and after du Pont had made its investment. The foc:t that it
was written before there could have been nny such influence on
Kettering demonstrates the danger of relying on c;tntements of this
type as proof of some "illegal preference" when in reality they show
only that du Pont was higl1ly regarded on m<-'rit nlone.
G~ In the light of this background, the let~rs quoted by the Government
(Govt. Br. pp. 48-49; GX 599, R. 612, 4296; GX 601, R. 612, 4208)
cannot be attributed to du Pont's ~tock inwre~t. The first, w1·itten in
1919, was an effort by Genernl Motors to get du Pont's Resenrch
Department to beti.r the e."ICpense of developing th~ yet undiscovered
chemical on the ground that the marketing of it "will be a matter of
intei:est to du Pont'', while Gemn:al Moto1·s went nhend with othel'
phases of the resenrcb. This invitation du Pont declined (GX 558,
R. 608, 4252) . The second, written by Midgley in 1920 when it wns
thought that aniline might solve the problem, confirmed the cooperative plan for General Motors to produce a mechanical injector nnd
du Pont the chemical product. Smee nll of this resulted from the
cooperntive effort begun by Kettering because of his prio1· contncts
with du Pont and his belief in their cape.city o.s chemists, it does not
support the Government's theory.
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.After experiments in other directions had not proved too
successful (R. 406-7; R. 1519-28; GIVIX 243, 245, R. 1525,
1533, 7311-21, 73'25-27), ¥idgley, a Gen~ral Motors researcher, discovered in 1921 t};lat tetraethyl lead might be
the answer to the anti-knock problem (R. 409; R . 1542,
1'237).
.

Just as Kettering had been before, General Motors was
interested in this project primarily '' beeause it would contribute enormously to th~ efficiency of the automobile from
the standpoint of the design of the engine; from the standpoint of fuel consumption by the car'' (R. 1'23'6), not in
:finding a new product to sell (R. 1236-38, 1249). General
Motors ''bad no competence whatsoever in -0hemical manufacture"; it was a manufacturer of machinery (R. 411;
R. 1248-9, 1353-4) .66 The General Motors staff was also
aware that lead compounds were <leadly poisonous (R. 411;
R. 155'5, 1545; GMX 242-54, R. 1'522, 15'25, 15·28, 15-33, 153£,
1546, 1550-1, 1554-7, 7340-44). The process of manufa-cturing even a small quantity had resulted in one explosion
(R. 1547-48). ''Du Pont had demonstrated through its
war work 'its ability to deal with the probl~ms involving
danger-0us materials, such as dynamite' '' (R. 411; R. 1249).
oo Kettering testitted (R. 1515) :
"You see, 'we weren't in the fuel businei:;s. We were in the engine
business, and we we1·e trying to get anybody that would help us
on the fuel end of it to g et whatever help we could."
Sloan testified (R. 1353-54) :
"If it came to a decision between our making the chemical development and someone else making it, I will always rule against our
making it because I don't think we have the competence.
"I called attention in direct examination to the fact that we must
not confuse what we did in research with the .ability to manufacture
from a production point of view. As a matter of fact, all these
things that have come up here for discussion in the chemical line
were the productivity of one research man in General Motors
Research. Outside of that, I don't know anybody in General Motors,
unless it was Mr. Kettering, that had any chemical background
whatsoever, eithe1· in research or in manufacture."
Fol' examples of Gener al Motors' self-limitation with 1•egard to
other activities outside its field of competency, See p. 187, fn. 102,
infra.
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Consequently Kettering decided to a~k the du Pont Company to undertake the mannfacture of tetraethyl lead, as th<.'
trial court found (R. 411; R. 864, 1548). He and }.Edgley
were ''the fellows who first approached them on it'' (R.
1550). He testified that he went to du Pont "because we had
worked with them a little bit and they were tb<.' begt chemists tbat we lmew of in the country. We knew the men from
chemical associations, and so forth'' (R. 1584). He stated
that he had not been actuated at all "by the fact that
du Pont Company was a stockholder of General :Motors ''
and had given no "thought to that" (ibid.). (He ln.ter had
given no thought to this factor when he turned to the Dow
Chemical ·Co. for bromine because he thought Dow was the
best souroo for this chemical (R. 1572, 1710-11) .) That
Kettering, who was himself a well-known inventor by that
time (R. 1509-12), was not subservient to or over-awed by
du Pont was demonstrated by the fnct that it was during
this period that he steadfastly rejected Lnmmot du Pont 's
persistent attempts to get General Motors to enter into a
general research contract with du Pont (R. 407-11; R. 153638; see p. 16, supra).
There were preliminary discussions in the course of
which Irenee urged the du Pont scientists to "sell our
ability to help them on the Tetra-ethyl Lend proposition"
(R. 411; R. 889; GX 613, R. 613, 4307). This would have been
unnecessary if du Pont had known that there was a general understanding that General :Motors would leave all
its chemical work to du Pont, or that it was all cut and
dried that du. Pont would get the business. Kettering thereupon invited du Pont representatives to visit the General
Motors laborat<>ry (R. 1739-40). Harrington of du Pont
testified: "They actually gave us one demonstration in
the laboratory of how they had tried to make tetraethy]
lead. That particular process got entirely out of hand and
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spewed all over every place, and we .had to get out'' (R.
1740). The process General Motors had developed was
"not by a long shot" a commercial manufacturing· process
(R. 1740) . After a "tremendous amount of difficmlty"
(R. 1742), du Pont made substantial changes in the n1anuf acturing process and managed to produce tetraethyl lead
by a method which had -0ommercial potentialities (R. 174143).
In view of the ·satisfactory progress, General Motors
decided to leave the production and research on production
of tetraethyl lead to du Pont (and also to M.I.T.) (R. 4111?; R. 1552; GX 615, R. 613, 4308) and to concentrate its
researeh on "spark-plug and exhaust-valve troubles that
have been experienced in the use of lead compounds as
anti-knock materials" (GX 615, R. 613, 4309). There was
as yet no contract between the two eompanies, as to :price
or anything else (R. 412; R.1'553, 1142) . .An agreement was
signed on October 6, 1922 (R. 412; GX 618, R. 613, 4312)
whereby du Pont was to produce 1,300 pounds of lead per
day, at a price of two dollars per pound, n-ot later than
four months after General Motors notified it to commence
production, and larger quantities as required. The contract
was a continuing one, with provision.s for cancellation, and
authorized General Motors to obtain lead fr.om other
sources if du Pont could not furnish the quantities desired,
or if du Pont's prices should not be the lowest. In February 1923, after General Motors had succeeded in eliminating difficulties with spark plugs caused by the new fuel
(R. 1545-46, 1557), du Pont was notified to go ahead (R.
1557; GMX 75, R. 1250, 67'60) .
The Gove1·nment -0laims that du Pont "influence" must
have governed Kettering's oonduct because he did not shop
around for i:etraethyl lead manufactured by other companies. This ignores the realities of getting commer-0~al de-
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velopment of an unknown, dangerous, poisonous chemical
substance which had not only never been made before outside of a test tube, but whleh :for all anyone lmew might be
supplanted tomorrow by a better anti-knock substance. Although on hlndsig·ht the Government now blandly regards
thls as an "extremely valuable business" which was
''handed to du Pont,'' it was not so regarded by businessmen a:t the time. As late as 1926, Dow Chemical refused to
manufacture ietraethyl lead because of the ''uncertainty of
the business" (GMX 284, R. 7473), as well as its physical
hazards (R. 1-632). In June 1924, a few months before the
enterprise almost collapsed, Irenee du Pont prophatically
wrote (GX 773, R. 632, 4'689): "·Of eourse this whole devel-0pment depends on whether the demand for tetra ethyl lead
is going to stay. It ma.y be killed by a better substitute or
because of its poisonous eharacter or because of its action
on the engine''.
(b)

Standard Oil Joins with General Motors.

In the meantime the Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey had also undertaken researeh wbich eventuated in
19:23 in the discovery -0f an improved and cheaper method
of producing tetraethyl lead, known as the chloride process
(GMX 256A, R. 1-559, 7351). When General Motors was
informed of this, it first suggested that Standard undertake the manufacture of lead itself, and that General
Motors would buy from it under a contra~t, similar to
that with the du Pont Company-a suggestion which ''did
not awaken any enthusiasm" on .Standard's part (G~1X 256,
R. 1558, 7348). Instead, at Standard's suggestion (id., at
1349), in order to get the advantage both of General 1\ifotors'
original patent and Standard's improvement patent, and in
order to secure an affiliation with the oil industry through
whiah the new product would be distributed, General :Motors
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joined with Standard in August 1924 to form the Ethyl
Gasoline Corporation (R. 416; R. 1 253-55; G X 667-72, R.
617-8, 4381-4433). Each company was to receive 50% of the
stock of the new corporation, and to turn over its patents to
it, with General Motors receiving a royalty; the new corporation :was to market tetraethyl lead (ibid.). The agreement provided for the purchase of lead on a competitive
basis, subject to the e:xisting contract with du Pont (R. 41516; GX 668, R. 618, 4:3-87).
In terms of the issue before this Court, this was a highly
significant event. For with the formation of Ethyl, General
Motors lost its absolute control -0ver the disposition of lead
manufaeture. The decision as to who should produce lead
.henceforth had to be a joint one agreeable to Standaa-d Oil
of New Jersey.
Standard Oil of New Jersey was a .highly -0ompetent and
suooessful business organization. Certainly it could not be
conceived to have been ''dominated" by ,du p,ont or General
Motors, nor was it an industrial babe in the woods which
'°ould not look after its own interests. The picture of Ethyl
Corporation
in the role of a du Pont instrumentality would
•
seem to assume that Standard, the largest oil company in
the world, was either non-existent, stupidly managed, or
helpless. Standard's equal voice in what happened subsequent to August 1924 is persuasive that rather than being
the result of influence there were good and valid business
reasons for Ethyl '-s continuing du Pont as the producer of
lead.
If Sloan had been interested in preserving the manufacturing :field for du Pont, he had a perfect way of dealing
with Standard Oil and its chloride patent process. That
was just to refer Standard -Oil to du Pont, on the ground
that General Motors had a contract with du Pont. Actually, that was exactly what Irenee suggested Sloan should do
1
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when he lea.rned of Standard,s inter<:'st in manufa-0turr
(GX 623, R . 614, 4340). Sloan, however, instead of falling
in with that suggestion, a~ he n1m~t certainly would lrn\'<.'
if he-were the alleged du Pont representatiYe~ told Standard
that General :Motors would negotiate with it further ( GX
624, R. 614, 4346). As a result of those negotiations, handled without consulting t11~ du Ponts (R. 894), Stnndnrd Oil
obtained an equal voice in Ethyl Corporation.
The Government makes a great deal of the fact tbat
Sloan was opposed to the independent production of lead
by Standard Oil. In January 1924, before the plan
which culminated in the formation of Ethyl Corporation,
General ~1otors had licenRed Standard to be its sole
distributor of lead in the eastern part of the country
(GX ·6'20, R. 613, 4319~32). Other oil companies had been
p;iven similar contracts for other sections (G'DfX 76, 78, 80,
R. 1251, 1561, 1'564, 1565, 6761, 6779, 6800). Standard
soug·ht to condition its ''willingness to licen~e other large
distributors'' in its exclusive tenitory upon General }.{otors' "willingness to deal ·with [it] as a manufacturer of
tetraethyl lead" (GX 624, R. 614, 4346). S1oan thought it
unwise to permit one of the large distributors of lead also
to join in the manufacture, ''because it ·would have prejudiced their position 'With other suppliers in the territory''
(R. 1359); thefr interest would be "in eonfliot with respect
to other distributors of oil'' (R. 1360). In the letter of
fT anuary 28, 1924, quoted by the Government (R. 413; G:X:
622, R. 614, 4338), he declared:
"I feel, and have held right along, that in view of
the fact that we are in the development stage we should
not in any way discuss with these people anything to
clo with the manufacture of tetra ethyl lead. I que~
tion whether it will be good business from our standpoint for them to manufacture tetra ethyl lead and at
the same time have such a largE' slice of the distribn1
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tion on same. I do not say that I fear we will not get
a square deal, but that naturally comes into my mind.''
He then went on to say that du Pont could manufacture
''at the lowest cost plu~ a reasonable return'', and that
permitting Standard to manufacture ''will be a disturbing
influence and would throw an uncertainty on the whole
situation that would not J)e -constructive" (ibid.).
Sloan testified that th1s did not mean that he was ~f1·aid
Standard Oil would be in competition with du Pont; '·'I
didn't care an:ythlng a.bout that" (R. 1360). That this was
true is attested by the :fact that during the same year, Sloan
and General Motors were doing their best to get other suppliers to compete '\Y'ith du Pont's newly-discovered Duco
(see pp. 55-56, swpro). There is no reason why he should
have felt differently about lead. "vVhat I was concerned
with was that, in the developme11t stage, it would involve
a lot of confusion, and we might better wait until the de·
velopment had moved f al'tber along, and then we :mig·ht
take such action ·as subsequent e:x:perience justified" (R.
1360).
Accordingly, Standard was advised that General Motors
would not bow to its• attempt to connect its licensing of
other large distributors with its being granted the right to
manufacture (GX 624, R. 614, 4346). This does not prove
that Sloan was not acting in General Motors ' interest, out
of a desire to favor du Pont. The motives he advanced
were perfectly reasonable and the trial court was not required to disbelieve him.
Subsequently in the summer of 1924, after it had 'been
de'Cided that Standard and. General Motors would join as
partners in the distribution of tetraethyl lead, Standard
proposed that it put up a temporary 100 g·allon experimental plant at Bayway. Its object was not to become a
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second source of supply for lead, but to obtain experience
with its own cltloride process and also to provide a little
extra lead for the peak season, September and October
(GMX 87, R. 1263, 6828). Indeed, Standard stated specifically that only six months operation was contemplated;
"In view of necessity for using the space for other purposes,, this should be regarded as the limit of life of the
plant''' (GMX 81, R. 1259, 6815). It wns also Standard's
-suggestion that du Pont 's existing 900 gallon bromide plant
be continued; that du Pont put up an additional 1,000
gallon chloride plant; and that eonstructi.on of an additional
plant by 'the new company (Ethyl) be planned (Gl\1X 87,
R. 1263, 6828-29).
The chloride process for manufacturing lead was even
more dangerous than the bromide procegs, although less
expensive. Sloan '\Vas fully cognizant of the ''-very ~reat
dangers in the manufacture of this material'' (R. 1249), and
in view of Standard's inexperience, he thought that it lacked
the competence to undertake such an operation (R. 1256) .1Yz
During the week that this was under discussion, Sloan had
written Kettering expressing his concern as to the hnzards
of "proceeding along the proposed lines" and recommending appointment of a medical committee to deal witb the
question (GMX 82, R. 1260, 6817). Nevertheless, Sloan
acquiesced in Standard '.s program to construct nnd operate the experimental plant at "Buyway as well us for du Pont
to go ahead with larger plants (R. 415; GX 661, R. 616,
4365-66). He thought that "it will be impogsible to operate
such an experimental plant successfully when the larger
units are running", but that it was advisable to ~atisfy
Standard "from the psychological standpoint" (ibid.).
His, letter also stated (ibid.) :
GT It

was not until after that period that the oil industry becnmo
"chemically minded" (R. 1256, 1239).
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''.Any further thought of developing any real production other than under the auspices of the du Pont
Company vtill be deferred until some later time''.
To this the Government adds (Govt. Br., p. 53) "General
Motors adopted thls approach despite the fact that du Pont
had fallen behind in its deliveries.'' :ijut the Government
omits to say that Sloan's letter also agreed ·with Standard's
proposal that du Pont immediately build an additional large
plant to meet the increasing demand.
The Government seeks to make it appear that Standard
was anxious itself to become an important producer and
that Sloan hoodwinked it into putting up only a small
plant while behind its back he was urging du Pont to
expand its production. Actually, Standard never wanted
to become a real source of supply for tetraethyl lead. The
full sequence of events shows that, although Sloan thought
it unwise fO'r Standard to go into manufacture, he went
along with their proposal; that it was Standard's idea to
limit itself to a temporary 100 gallon plant (not du Pont's,
as the Government brief would sug·gest) ; and that it was
Standard's idea that du Pont greatly expand its production.
Sloan was going along with what Standard wanted, not
siding with du Pont against Standard. This gives an entirely different meaning to what he ~aid in the selected
quotations in the Government's brief.68
es The Government's brief say.s that Sloan at this time was more interested in giving du Pont "a reasonable return on capital employed"
than in bringing down the price'>. But can Sloan's business judgment
be questioned because at this developmental stage he was not primarily concerned with $quee:ting down the price? Already du Pont's
bromide plant appea1·ed to be obsolete, although it bad produced no
profit, and sales up to that point had amortized only $14,000 out of
$700,000 of capital expenditure (GX 663, R. 61.-7 , 4369). In addition,
it must be remembered that this was a single purpose plant, the
product of which had no market except to the patentee-purchaser,
Ethyl Corporation.
It should also be noted that both Sloan and Irenee du Pont opposed
a cost-plus contract because it would have provided no incentive for
reducing p1·ices. (GX 663-4, R. 617, 4369, 4371).
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(c) The Bayway Disaste,·.

Standard went ahead with its plans, and constructed its
experimental plant at Bayway, New Jersey. The wi~doro
of Sloan's apprehension about Standard's ability to operate it was soon manifested. In October 1924, after no more
than five or sh: weeks of operation, t.he entire f or<!e of
employees -Oecame afflicted with lead poisoning, und fiv('
men died (R. 417; R.1267, 1765).00 The New Jersey Department of Labor not only ordered a dismantling of the plnnt,
but orde1·ed Standard never again without it~ permi~siou
to engage in tetraethyl lead manufacture (R. 417; G!\{X 89,
90, R. 1267, 6832-33). Standard of eourse dropped its interest thereafter in manufacturing tetraethyl lead, and it
was not because of some Machiavellian ~c.heming by Sloan
working in ba1•mony with the du Pont~.
In :l\{ay 1925, as a result of the public outcry, the oppoi.;;ition from health authorities, the refusal of ~ome oil companies to continue to sell leaded ga~oline, and the banning
of suc-h gasoline in cities and towns throughout tbe country,
the Ethyl Board of Directors, Irenee du Pont disagreeing,
cleeidecl that the 1nanufacture of tetraetbyl lead must be
dfacon.tinued (R. 417; R. 1267, 1269, 1377-78, 1763-67; GX
773, R. 632; 4691-96).
At the i·equest of Ethyl aud du Pout, the problem was
investigated by the United States Public Health Service .
.After du Pont deviscc1 a "completely clo~ed Rystem" which
met with the Se1·vice's approval, and also \Yi.th that of the
* * du Pont advocated a completely closerl, airtight system of
manUfacture, while Standn1·d felt economy would bo achieved by
permitting the working :force to hnndle thE' fond residue directly.
After visiting the Bnywa~· plant, Harrington said there was unnnimous agreement that Stnndnrd's process wns 'too dangerous' for du
Pont to use, notified Standard to that effect, and received permission
from Ethyl to install equipment of its own design.'' (R. 416·17).
See R. 1'763-4.
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New Jersey authorities, manufacture was resumed in May
1926 (R. 420-21; R. 1270-73, 1767-77).70
The Governm~nt refers to a sentence in a letter written
by Sloan to Irence in Decmnbe.r 1924 at the height of the
•<>One result of the shut.down was cootrovei·sy between du Pont and
Ethyl as to how much should be paid to du Pont for lead as to which
delive1·y had been defer1·ed-whether the pl'ice should be the highel'
price agreed upon for the period when the lead w~s originally to be
delivel:ed, or the lower price f 01· the subse~uent period in which it
actually was delivered (R. 417-19). Du Pont s- position was that since
Ethyl had requested deferral of the January deliveries called for by
the contract, which du Pont "volunt arily abstained :from making and
shipping in January" (R. 418; GX 679, R. 619, 4457), it was only
iafr that du· Pont get the priee agreed upon :for January. Sloan
wrote Irenee that he thought that the trouble was "largely due to a
misunderstanding of the equities", and that he believed du Pont's
position "absolutely correct" (GX 680, R. 619, 4459). The Government
treat s this as })l'OOf of his allegiance to du Pont rather than to Ethyl
and General Motors (Govt. Br., pp. 54, 134). But it does not follow
that because a man believes that the other side to a disput e may be
right that he is disloyal l:o his own busines~. The record does not
show the outcome of this conti·oversy.
The Govei·nment next, witllout distinguishing the two, re.:fers to a
different claim of du Pont to be made whole on the cost of building
the chloride plant, which had been abandoned when the contract was
cancelled because of the shut-down ( GX 685, 686, 688, 691-93, R. 620,
621, 623, 44'70, 4475, 4480-93; DPX 116, R. 1778, 5900). There was no
controve1·sy as to the basic prineiple that du Pont was entitl ed to be
made whole, but there was disag1·eement as to who was to get title to
the plant, which was located in the middle of du Pont's manufacturing facilities (R. 1778}. At Sloan's suggestion ( GX 692, R. 621, 4488),
resolution 0£ this was deferred until the resumption of manufacturing operations made it unnecessary (R. 421; R. 1778) . The ultimate
settlement by paying du Pont $1,820,000 for its costs, excluding
profits (GX 773, R. 632, 4698), but permitting it to retain the plant,
has not been shown to be unreasonable--and has nothing to do with
t he controversy over th~ pdce of the defer red lead. After mentioning
the latter co:qtt'oversy, the Government says "Ultimately du Pont got
what it wanted" (G<>vt. Br., p . 54), but fo1· t hi s it refers to and cites
the descripti<>n of the settlement of the second dispute. As a matter of
fact EthY,1 also made whole Standard Oil despite its having caused
all t he difficulty and degpite Kettering's view t hat it should stand its
own losses. ( GX 676, R. 618, 4446) An analogous settlement was
made with Dow whose bromide contract was cancelled. (R. 1641;
GX 681, R. 619, 4462}
Sloan kept out of this negotiation, not only because he thought it
better, because of his admit ted friendship with the du Ponts, to let
others negot iate :for Ethyl, but also because
"I have never had much respect fo1· my own ability as a negotiator. I am too· apt to look at two sides of the question" (R. 1273).
It is apparently this last quality to ·which the Gove1·nment objects.
None of this complicated story, which is enti1·ely academic now,
proves that Sloan was not acting in the interest of General Motoi·s or
Ethyl, or that he was motivated in any way by du Pont's stockholdings in General Motors.
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storm over the Bayway catastrophe, which stated (R. 417;
GX 710, R. 625, 4530) :
"Du Pont will always be the manufacturing agent
of Ethyl Gasoline Corporation whethe1· we make tetraethyl lead or whatever we make, now or in the future.
I am sure of that.''
That statement doubtless expressed Sloan's view in the
atmosphere of that time, \Vhen the lead program was close
to complete cessation because manufacture of the dangerous
chemical had been tllldertaken, contrary to Sloan's judgment, by a company wir.hout prior experience in the field.
But by 192:6 he had approved "\Vebb 's contract with American
Research Laboratories for the manufacture of lead and
Webb's efforts to negotiate a contract with the Dow Chemical Company (see pp. 117--118 infra.) An expression
written when the lead program was in extreniis and not
adhered to thereafter cannot be taken as a statement of
General Motors' policy or a manifestation of a I·estrictive
agreement with du Pont.
The G.ov.e rnment (Govt. Br., pp. 55, 135) cites GX 704
(R. 624, 4505) as showing that Sloan sided with du Pont
and Ethyl in price negotiations. This letter was w1·itten in
February 1926, when the project was dosed down, and when
Irenee was in disagreement with Standard on many face ts of
the tetraethyl lead prog-ram. .Apparently, in response to a
letter from Irenee indicating that he wished to withdraw
from the Et.hyl board, Sloan wrote a tactful letter in which
he indicated:
(1) that he agreed with Irenee that du Pont should
be allowed" a proper and constructive price based upon
a fair -0ost of manufacture with a reasonable allowance
for all the hazards that we are going into'', and that
he would be satisfied to let Irenee fix a fair price
"lmoWing that it is to your interest as well as ours to
get the price down as low as is consistent'' (R. 4505).
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·Standard appar.ently wished a definite price to be established (R. 4507). Sloan's position was certainly not
unreasonable for a businessman of integrity dealing
with a person he trusted, at a time when the program
had ·b een brought to a complete halt because of the
health problem and when it would obviously be difficult
to determine what would be a reasonable :price for the
future.
(2) The letter also disagreed with Irenee 's views as
to (a) the need for closing down the operation (R.
4506-); (b) whether, because of the hazard, distribution should be restricted to a relatively few large
sources and not extended to service stations and tank
wagons (R. 4506-07) ; and ( c) the need for requiring
'' ethylized'' gasoline to conform to certain standards
(R. 4507-08). A-s to the last point, Irenee stood for a
policy of unrestricted selling, and there was a ''radical
difference'' of opinion between him and Sloan, who
favored rigid standardization, and whose views prevailed for a number of years (GX 773, R. 632, 4706-08).
GX 704 as a whole shows Sloan as friendly with Irenee,
but still entirely willing to agree or disagree with him
as the merits of the particular issue dictated. Such an
independent a~titude does not manifest du Pont domination.
(d) Efforts to Obtain a Competitiv~ Manufacturer.

In 1926 the Ethyl ·Corporation sought to induce two
other companies to ntanufacture tetraethyl lead. Webb, the
president of the Ethyl Corporation (who had come from
General Motors) (R. 4'.21 ; R. 1623), visited the Dow Chemical Company headquarters in Michigan and (R. 1631) :
" I told them we would be very much interested in
their going into the matter of manufacturing if they
:felt they could do it at prices that V'.1ould warrant our
making such a contract, p rimarily from a price ~tand
point. ''
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.A memorandum :from Mr. Dow >s file£\ noted that (GMX
283, R. 1717, 7472.):
"Thev are desirous of having- the Dow Company
manufacture the lead tetraethyl " -. •. ~fr. "\Vebb ~tated
very positively that he felt that 've are the logiC'al
people to undert.ake its manufnctun~ a~ 1H~ ('Ould not
afford to depend on one source of supply • • e. ''
Dow, however, finally de~ic1ed, after giving· the mattc.•r
serious consideration, not to go into such a baza.rdous enterprise (R. 1719-24). The Gove1·mnent does not mention this
attempt to induce a major chemical company to compete

with du Pont.71

•
Webb also, wit.h Sloan's approval (R. 1630), weut ~o fa.r
as to enter into a contract for the production of tetraethy1
lead with the .A.me1-ican Research Laboratory of D(.lnver,
a small company which offered to lmdertake t11e manufacture under a new process (R. 422; R . 1'640, 1643-48, 1626-30,
1656-57; GX 1313, R. 1656, 5250-58). After visiting the
Dow Chemical 1aboratodes and comparing the Dow (.lXperience with their own, the Denver p(.loplc decided that
"it was rather foolish for then1 to think of going into tho
manufacture of this product" (R. 422; R. 1629, 1659). They
accordingly &uggested the cancellation of their own contract,--wfilch offer was accepted by Etl1yl (R. 422; R. 1630,
1657-59; GMX 270-71, R. 16311 7412-15).
The Government does admit that Ethyl entered into this
contract (Gov-t. Br., p. 54), but it then ~tates:
'

I

nnd lnte1· Ethyl bought all theil· bromine supplfos
from Do\v Chemical Compnny (R. 1582), although du Pont had orig. inally assisted Ethyl and General Motors in extensive nnd expensive
res~l:!-rch.into the methods of producing bromine, including extract\ol\
fl!ol}l· sen wnter ('R. 16781 1676, 1709-11: GX 773, R. 632, 4G'11). In
193.4 Ethyl .formed jointly wit~ Dow the Ethyl-Dow Co1·~orntion,
which was thereafter the supplier of nll Ethyl's ethylene d1bromide
(R. 1713-14; DPX 108, R. 910, 5887). This was a mnjor chemicn!
operation, which in 1952 produced 125,000,000 pounds of ethylenC'
dibromide (R. 1672). Here is 4n ~nm))le of Gent>rnl Motors together
with Standard going t.o ~mother chemical suppliet', not du Pont, for
its sole sout·c~' of supply when this seemed to be to its best inU:lrcst.

71 General MotOl.'S

"Mr. Irenee du Pont objected vigorously (GX 711,

R. 625, 4532). It was cancelled (G1\1:X 270, R. 1631,
7416)."
This is an example of the highly misleading technique
often found in the Government'$ brief of post hooJ e·rgo
propter hoo. For the cancellation was not suggested by
Ethyl at all, but by the ·other party to the <3ontract (R. 1'62930, 1657-5·9), as the trial court found (R. 422 )., and Irenee 's
letter had nothing to do with it.72 ·Certainly his letter
did not dissuade Ethyl :from ~ttempti;ng to enter into a
contract with Dow shortly afterwards.
Although these efforts to obtain additional sources of
supply turned out to be fruitless, they show that Ethyl was
willing- and indeed eager to obtrup. tetraethyi lead from
other sources than du Poi1t. And Ethyl could not have
undertaken such a course of action without the acquiescence
and approval of Sloan on behalf of G~neral Motors (R.
1648-50).
The i'esult, howevel', was that du Pont remained as the
only supplier, and that it produced tetraethyl lead from
72frenee's letter, after admitting that du Pont's status as a supplier
placed him in an ''emhairrassing .p.Q'sition", -Opposed the ordering
of lead from the American Research Laboi·atories not only because
their proposed method of manufactqre. was outmoded, but because
(GX 711, R. 625, 4532-33):
"They evidently a.re not conve.rsant with the true dangers £ron:i
:poisoning and are using make-shift apparatus where poi&oning
becomes not only likely but almost a certainty.
"If anothe1· disaster happens in Colo::ado llO amouut of explaining vnll ~xcuse our directo1·s £01· havin~ encouraged novices to
undertake- such a dangerous operation. :1c • * the risk ·of a serious
catastrophe of poisoning is too grave to b~ considered.
· "I hope that yoU, will understand that it is only my feelings of
the seriousness o:f such. a move that cause§! me to put myi?elf in an
embar1·assing position of refusing to acqnie.se.e in· the Executive
Committee's judgment."
Undoubt~dly I:renee was right in his views, which reached the same
conclusion as the American Research Laboratoi'je$ ,al).d the Dow
officials arrived at independently when they decideq J!Ot to produce
lead. Thus even if the cancellation of the contracts had been attributed to l1'enee~s letter, it could not be said to have been. based upon
du Pont "influence", as distinct from the merits of 4 the l.'easonable
views expressed therein.
·
·
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1928 to 1937 under a series of ~hort-term requirements contracts (R. 422-23; GX 706, 745, 747, 732-G4, 757-59, R. 624,
628, 629, 630, 4512, 4559, 4570, 4588-4606, 4621-4642; DPX
118, R. 1782 59ll). The public demand for tetruethyl lead
in gasoline increased at a tremendous rate and facilities for
manufacture were rapidly expanded (DPX 119, R. 1783,
5914). The price of the product was steadily reduced as
the demand increased, from the original $2.00 to 26 cents
per pound in 1937 (R. 1782-83, 1785-86; DPX 119, R. 1783,
5914; DPX 123-25, R. 1785, 5918-20).
( e) Ethyl Corporation Becomes a Manitfactitrer,
Competing with du Pont.

Beginning in 1929, Webb and Sloan began giving consideration to the situation that '\Yould exist when the basic
patents expired at the end of 1947 (R. 4.23; R. 1687).73 .As
things then stood, Ethyl Co1·poration, not being a manufacturer of tetraethyl lead, would have nothing to sell.
Furthermore, as a result of its successful c.ommercial production, du Pont had developed lmow-how and $Orne patented improvement processes which would make it difficult
for Ethyl Co1·poration successfully to establish itself ns a
manufacturer, at least to do so on its own without help
from du Pont (R. 423).H

In 1930 Sloan was in a perfect position-if be was the
du Pont tool the Government tries to pictu1·e bim-to accomplish, or at least to attempt to accomplish, the alleged
purpose of preempting the lead business for du Pont. If
he had used his influence to get Ethyl Corporation merely
controlling nnd basic use patent (Midgley) expired on December
30, 1947; the chlorid~ process patent (Kraus and Cnllis) expired
J anua.ry 1, 1946 ( GX 7'73, R. 632, 4'725-7; G:MX 24GA, R. 1546,
7330; GMX 256A, R. 1559, 7351).
u The du Pont process pa.tents related to rnnnuf ncturing detnils, o.nd ns
of 1936 at lenst were considered by du Pont to be 11of subordinate
charact~r and of l~ss than controlling irnportnncc" (GX. 773, R. 632,
4726) . The 1.'"Jlow~how· wns the impo1·tunt thing.
73 The
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to continue along the same course without change, the result
would have been that by 1948 du P.ont, as the only manuf a:cturer with the technical know-how and patented processes, could have sold ·d irect to the oil companies, and continued as sole _producer of tetraethyl lead while Ethyl
either died on the vine .qr struggled to start up a plant of
its own ab initio.
Instead, Sloan took tho initiative (contrary to du Pont's
interests) in a campaign to get Ethyl Corporation into
the position of being a suceessful manufacturer in competition with du Pont. In the Spring of 1930, as the result
of a conversation on the train with Lam.mot du Pont,
Sloan learned that du Pont had dev-eloped patented processes which would make it difficult f.or anyone else to
produce lead successfully (GX 748, R. 628, 4577-8). Sloan.
immediately w1·ote vVebb, urging that Webb concern himself about the position Ethyl might be in on the e:x:pirati.on
of Ethyl's patents (ibid.) :
" * * *it seems to me that we ought to look forward,
and I have no doubt that you are but, of ~ourse, I do
not know that, and try to make our ·contracts so that
the supplier of lead, the du P.ont Company now but perhaps the du Pont Company together with others later
on, would at all times sell to us exclusively or, in other
words, should tetra-ethyl lead be a factor in the fuel
situation at the time the patent expires and should
there be no Testrictions on the manufacturers as to
whom they would sell the material to, the £eld would
naturally be open and there would be no place in the
picture :for the Ethyl Gasolin:e Corporation. ·x- * or.·''
(Italics supplied.)
It should be noted that Sloan's reference to other suppliers ''later on',. is totally inconsistent with any idea that
he was promoting du Pont as a sole supplier. Webb replied
to this letter that he had during the past few months con-
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eerned himself with the same 1n·oblem, and wa:,.; ntte'mpting
in the cm.Tent negotiations with du Pont to get a clam•l' in
the contract which would g-ive Ethyl du Pont's know~how
and patents as of January 1, 1938, in exchange for Ethyl's
agi·eeing' to buy 50 per eent of its tetraetbyl lead requirements fro1n du Pont (GX 749, R. 629, 4579). Neith<!r of
these letters is mentioned in the Government's brief.
Sloan replied to vVebb (GX 750, R. 629, 4582), in another
letter not mentioned in the Government's bl'ief, that he was
not opposed to <!Onti·acting to give du Pont 50 ];>er cent of
Ethyl's ·business, but that he felt strongly that Etl1yl was
entitled to any of du Pont's improvements resulting from
manufacture under tbe Ethyl patents (R. 4584). And then,
in the last letter of this series, in the one paraa;raph which
the Government doesn't quote, Sloan urged Lnmmot du Pont
to do anything he could, in connection with the proposal for
the eventual transfer of du Pont know-how to Ethyl, <'to
f ncilitate this and broaden the base upon which it i~ devel~
oped'' (GX 7'51, R. 629, 4586). The Government conclude~
from other portions of this letter that Sloan "worked in
ha:rmony with du Pont" to continue "du Pont's exclusive
supplier status" (Govt. Br., pp. 134-5). But i.f tl1is lette1·
is read in full and in light of others of the same seriefl, ns
well as of the situation at the time it was written, it leads
to the opposit e conclusion.
In -pressing for the vital eone.ession which ultimately produced a strong competitor for du Pont, Sloan, with p~rhaps
understandable diplomacy, may have been trying to soften
the effect on du Pont)s position by also Htatin!; to Lammot
that he thought du Pont and Ethyl could work together so
well that no thought need be given to anything other tlrnn
a single source of supply. In view of all the correspondence and in view of Sloan's actions, wbicb were directly opposed to maintaining du Pont's exe.1usive supplier status,
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go

the court below was not in error in refusing to
along
·with the Govel'nment in its attempt to convext this letter
into a c01nmitment from Sloan tliat du P cmt would have a
perpetual monopoly in the manufacture o:f lead. ·Cf. R. 424.
As ix. result; hi 1930, the renewal o:f Etliy1's contract with
du Pont ~as ':tria:de: condi:ti'onal dn ·the latter'~ agreeing to
make its amow.:.how and patents available after 1938, provided ·that 1:inthyl would purohase from ·du Pont at ' least~.
5or; ·of ·its ·requirements of lead ·for the years 1930-37
(R . .423; R. 1-680.:,Sl, 1687; GX 749, R. 629, 4579'; GX 752, R.
629; 4588, 4593). A.n subsequent oontracts up to 193'8 contained the
cofiln1itment (R. ~3; GX 752-4, R. 629,
4588-4609; GX' '75!7-9, R. 630, 4621-42). Armed with this,
1

I

•

f

'"'

r

same

Ethyl ·Corporation could look forward to being· in a position
either tO" make lead itself or to have it made. However,
there was·much·more to building a plant and actually producing this difficult and hazardous material than just being
given a patent li:cense ·a nd told what the processes were.
The ideal ·situation was to have the expert in the :field,
du · Pont, construct plants for Ethyl and teach it how to
operate them.76
This 'was· accomplished through the seeond step in the
campaign, i.e., the Manuf actul'ing .Service Agreement of
January 1, 1938, ·under which du Pont contracted to construct plants at Baton Rouge, Louisiaina, for Ethyl Corporation and· to operate them. as· agent for Ethyl during
the next ten years (R. 423; GX 799:.801, 804, R . 635-6, 48384902.70 It was .Sloan who had recm:p.mended in 1937 that
General Motors make the investment to· get Ethyl Corpo7r> It

should be remembered that there was no construction company- in
the United States with any experience on how to build such a plant.
Du Pont had constructed its own plants.
'16 Ethyl leased from du Pont the du Pont plants at Delawal'e during
this period. Du Pont then operated all the tetraethyl plants at botlt
Deepwater and Baton Rouge as agent. for Ethyl, and received in
compensation a percentage of Ethyl Corporation's gross operating
profits (R. 423; GX 797~800, R. 635, 4815~92).
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ration into manufacture at Baton Rouge under this Agr<!ement ( GX 797, R. 635, 4815). And he cl id this over opposition from Lammot du Pont, who felt that Ethyl
Corporation did not have the background to undertake
the manufacture of a. dangerous chemical (R. 1686) .71
The Baton Rouge plants were completely integrated,
producing their own requirements of the two important raw
materials, ethyl chloride and sodium (R. 1697).78 By the
time of the bxeak-off in 1948, Ethyl Corporation had expanded these plants to a point where their production exceeded du Pont's at Deepwater, and at the time of the trial
Ethyl's production had been further expanded by construction -0£ additional plants at Houston, Texas (R. 425·;
R. 1638-9, 1909-10).
The result was that in 1948, each company ''went its
separate way" (R. 425; R. 1639; GX 833, R. 638, 4960).
Du Pont took back its own plants at Deepwater ( GX 833,
Ex. A, R. 638, 4960). The companies entered into active
competition, both within and without the United States
(R. 1902), which has continued ever since (R. 425; R. 186566, 1879-1902). Ethyl even built a terminal near Wilmington, Delaware, in order better to compete. with du Pont
in that area (R. 1638).
Thus1 by 19-48, Ethyl Corporation had accomplished successfully its purpose of putting itself into the manufacturing ·business. And du Pont, instead of being the exclusive producer, had become the lesser producer faced with
77 Lamtnot

wrote to Webb during the early negotiations for the 1988
agreement, ns follows (GX 781, R. 633, 4773):
"I have told you on mnny occasions, hnve told Mr. Sloan nnd Mr.
Brown on sevet'al occasions, and have told Mr. Tenglc on nt least one
occasion, that it is my care.fully considered opinion thnt Ethyl Gasoline Col']>oi-ntion would make a very gi·nve error in undertaking the
manufacture of tetrnethyl lend. I wish to repent that sto.tement now
and to make it a matter of ncord; nnd I nm the refore sending n copy
of this letter to the three gentlemen above mentioned."
78Prior to Ethyl's production of sodium nt Rnton Rou~c, du Pont wo.s
the sole United States producer (R. 1679).
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a competitor which was armed not only with all of du Pont's
technical lmow-how and experience,7° but which was also
completely integrated, and backed financially by Standard
Oil of New Jersey and Gene-ral Motors Corporation.

These facts, none of which can be disputed, do not support the Government's charges that du Pont acquired or
retained the right to manufacture ·ethyl because of any
arrangement that it alone could develop General Motors'
chemical discoveries, or because of any preference for
du P.ont resulting- from its ownership. of General Motors
stock, as ·distinct from its acknowledged competence in this
field. They support the testimony that Kettering turned to
du Pont at the beginning because of its experience in handling dangerous chemicals, and that this was not nece.$sarily
a permanent arrangement (R. 1248, 1'284, pp. 103-'8, 110~
111, supra). Even more impor~antly, they do not prove
that there was, has been, or is, any general agreement -Or
understanding that General Motors would leave the chemical field to du Pont, or aooor.d du Pont preferential treatment in comm·ercial transactions generally. If there had
been, efforts would not have been made to get Dow or
..American Research Labo1·atories also to manufacture lead,
and General JVIotors would not, through Ethyl, now be competing- vigorously with du Pont. The Ethyl story thus not
only fails to support the Government's theory; it shows
that there is nothing to it.
..A.s the trial oourt properly fo1md (R. 425-26):
''The evidence with respect to the discovery and development of TEL fails to establish the Government's
charges. It will not support a finding that the discovery of TEL was surrendered to du Pont pursuant to
79

Most of the du Pont people who operated Baton Rouge prior to 1948
remained there as employees of Ethyl Corporation (R. ~694~5).
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any agreement that du Pont "'\vas to have exclu~i\Te
rights to General 1'.fotors chemic.al dfaeoverieR. The
reeord, rather, establishe~ that thCI' services of du Pont
as a manufacturer were secured by General ~1:otors in
the unrestrained exercise of its own judgment. Kettering appears to have been largely responsible for tbis
decision, and neitl1cr the alleged pre-existing agreement nor du Pont's stockholdings in General :Motors
was the basis of the decision. It is clear that General
}\{otors' lack of experience in c11emical manufacture
and du Pont's superior competence and wide e)..i>erience were the reasons for the decision.
'i Similarly, du Pont retained its position n~ th(\
manufacturer of TEL by reason of the continued high
quality of its performance. The Court finds that General }.lf<>tors and Ethyl Corporation were at all times
free to turn elsewhere and were not coerced in any way
to continue purchasing from du Pont.''
Freon.
In 1928 there was urgent need of a new refrigerant, all
of the then known refrigerants being unsatisfactory and
at least some being· higl1ly dangerous (R. 1482, 1393-6; GX
883, R. '647, 5062-7). :Midgley und his associates were accordingly assigned to "find a refrigerant tlmt didn't ha'\·(\
all those troubles" (R. 1482, 1593-4). By the l\nd of U>28,
Midgley had discovered the Freons and had determined
that Freon-12 met all of the primary requirement~ of n
ref1igerant, namely, being nontoxic and noninfiammable
and bav1ng a suitable boiling point (R. 1595; GX 883, R.
647, 5062). Freon, however, is a combination of chlorine and
:fluorine, both highly dangerous chemicals (R. 1483, 1596),
so that the procluation of Freon involved an element of
danger in the minds of Sloan and Pratt which Government
counsel have consistently ignored, both here and in the
court below.
3.
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The refrigerant having been found, the next step was
''to develop suitable inanuf actul'ihg processes'' so that it
might be made. av-ailable eommereially ; this occupied
Midgley's attenti-0n during all of 1929 and early 1930
(GX 883, R. 647, 5069).
Frigidaire, in the meantime, had become increasingly
impatient to introduce Freon-12 ''as quickly as possible,''
so that Biechler, its General Manager, wrote to Pratt in
11arch 19.30 asking for an early decision as to who would
manufacture the new refrigerant and recommending that
General Motors do so itself (R. 427; R. 1486'; GX 838, R.
638, 4975) . Pratt, who in 1929 had declared that "whethe1·
or not we should eventually ma.n ufa.cture'' the refrigerant
''should depend a great deal on the sources of the ingredients',. ( GMX 234, R. 1484, 7:296), replied that he wanted to
tallr the matter over with ,S loan, because General Motors
had previously con:fined itself to mechanical and not chem~
ical manufacture (R. 427; GX 839, R. 639, 497·6); bis letter
stated (R. 4976) :
"In regard to the manufacture of the new refrigerant, I am of the opinion tbat this should be made at
Dayton in -the plant adjacent to the Frigidaire plant.
'Whether o:r not jt should be 1nade by one of General
1viotors' subsidiaries or divisions I have not just been
able to determine h1 my own mind, and shall discuss
same with 11r. Sloan, who will return in a few days.
''It is quite a fundamental step tOl' us to start
General Motors in chemical manufacture. Up to this
time we have more or less elected to coll.fine our1:3elves
to the mechanical side of manufacture and I do not
want to depart from this until very thorough consideration has been given to all of the factors involved. I
do not believe we should start in manufacturing until
we have the problems of manufaeture a little more
definitely solved than they were when I wa:s last in
Dayton."
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He did discuss the problem with Sloan shortly tbereaf ter
(R. 437; R. 1487). The lesson of tetraethyl lead had not
been forgotten. Sloan determined against manuf ncture by
General J\1:-0tors, partly because of General 1\fotors' "lack of
competence" in chemical manufacturing and partly because
"the manufacture of this particular mat~rinl involved certain questions of danger jn manufacture, somewhat annlogous to tetraethyl lead'' (R. 427; R. 1331, 1487). Pratt
agreed, principally because of the ''danger'' and ''lack of
experienced men" (R. 1488, 1802).80 The possibility that
du Pont might disapprove General :Motors ' mnnufactul'ing
chemicals "wa$ not a factor
our ron~ideratious '' (R.
1489).
If there bad been a pre-existing agr(>ement or understanding that General :M~otors' chemical dh~coveries be
turned over to du Pont, because of du Pont's stock interest
in General Motors or otherwise, some or all of the three
executives mentioned-certainly Pratt and Sloan-would
have known about it. In that event, there would have been
no point to Biechler's recommending that General :Motors
undertake the manufacture, or to Pratt's telling Biecbler
that he couldn't "determine in my own mind" whether
General Motors should produce Freon itself and that he
would therefore have to discuss the matter with Sloan> or
to the latter having· to come to a decision based in large
part upon tbe nature of the particular chemicals. Unless

n1

the documents w'titten in 1930 as well ag the testimony of
Pratt and Sloan are all false, the indecision as to whether
General Motors should manufacture Freon in it~elf disproves tbe Government's elaim.
SOPratt told Harrington of du Pont thnt (R. 1820);
"he felt that the materials which were necessnry f ot· the mnnufa.cture of F-12 were dangerous, and he had seen whnt had hnppened
in the tetraethyl lead, and he didn't feel thnt General Motors hnd
the personnel with the competence to go nhend and pick up thnt
dangerous pel"formance without having some sort of n mishnp
occur.u
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Sloan then left the development of the· program to Pratt
(R. 427; R. 13'51). Pratt decided to see if he could interest
Ha1·rington, Vice President of du Pont, "the man who had
successfully worked out the manufacture of tetraethyl
lead"; experience had shown that the du P onts were the
right people, and it was natural to go to people with
whom he had worked so well before (R. 427; R. 1489, 1802').
Pratt testified that he was not "motivated in any way "' • •
as a result of the stock ownership that the du Pont Company
had in General Motors .., * * Nothing influenced me but the
fact that I thought it was good business for General Motors
to do, a good business act, anrl there was no outside influence
at all'' (R. 1502). Vthat Pratt had in mind, howev~r, was
not turning -the matter over to du Pont, but a joint venture
in which General Motors would participate (R. 427 ; R 1489,
1802) .81 He told Harrington that (R. 1802) :
''he wanted to have a company in the chemical industry
in which General Motors would have a stake, and yet
have the company operated by somebody who would
have the responsibility.''
Accordingly, P1·att ·suggested tha.t a new company,
Kinetic, be formed, to be owned 49 % by General Motors and
51 % by du Pont, since du Pont was to have responsibility
for the manufacture (R. 4<j//; R . 1489-91, 1809-10; GX 842,
R. 639, 4979"'83). An earlier du Pont.outline of the propo~ed
plan would have given General Motors 50% of the stock,
and the p.residency the first and alternate years (DPX 132,
R. 1811, 5931-3). Pratt's plan was adopted, and a formal
agreement signed on August 27, 1930 (R. 428; GX 850,
R. 641 ; 4992-5007).

·some time was required to work out all of the detail of
the aforesaid formal agTe·ement, .but du Pont was in agree81 This

is no diffe1·ent from Ethyl'i:; formation of Ethyl-Dow with the
Dow Chemical Company as the best way for Ethyl to have produced
the chemical, ethylene dibromide (see sittyra, p. 118, :fn. 71).
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ment with the General Motors view that the project should
be gotten under way "with tho least pos~ible delay" (GX
840, R. 639, 4977). A.ccord.ingly, on March 28, 1930, or only
two weeks afte-r Frigidaire's general manager bud written
to Pratt, du Pont adYised that it was ~ending to Frigidaire
representatives to ''discuss full)" the question of methods of
manufacture of tltls product" (ibid.). Du Pont '8 technicians qufokly determined that the numufacturi11g proce!-\~
developed by lf.idgley at Frigidaire over the preceding
year or so, was not commercially suitable; they reportrd
that they were ta1ring a now line of nttnck in nu effort to
overcome the difficulties inherent in the :Midgley proce$s
(DPX 128, R. 1803, 5922; R. 1802; cf. DPX 130, R. 1807,
59'26) .82 Du Pont e}..-perienced a "great many difficultie~"
but 1tltimately succeeded in ue~<.>loping· a manufacturing
process "sufficiently satisfact01:y und so superior to tho
Dayton (i.e., Midg·foy) process to warrant the erertion of n
plant" (DPX 131, R. Hms, 5929, 1817). This plant was
completed in DecembAr 1930 and in 1931 IGnetir ChC'micals,
Inc., the new company, produced 1,175,000 poilllds of Freon12 (DPX 131, R. 1808, 5929; GX 883, R. 647; 5062).
Thus within nine months uft<1r du Pont wn~ fir~t t'allecl
in, Frigidaire had a~ailable in commercial quantity the refrigerant it so urgently required. 'rhc validity of Prntt'~
original judgment, that he lmew ''the right people to do n
thing,'' was established.
From tbe outset Freon-12 wa" made nYailnble to th~
entire refl'igeration industry, and u~ed m1iveri:mlly (R. 430;
R.1821-24; DPX 136, R. 1822, 5960). Another Freon, F-114,
developed by F1·igidaire for a particular mnchlnc of its
O"-"Il, but wluch Sears Roebuck and other companiC'~
8:?

11

In addition, an essentinl raw mnterinl-nnhydrous hydro-fluoric acid
-:was not commercially avnilnble in sufficient quantities nnd du Pont
invented and patented :for Kinetic R process which cnnble<l Kinetic to
make its own acid11 (R. 428; R. 1803~6 i DPX 128, R. 1803, 6922).
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stre.nnously fought . .to, get, was until 1944 i·eserved for
Frigidaire at General Motors' insistence and over the'. oppo~iti,on of du Pont (R. 4;30-31; R. 1824-31; GX 853-·81, R . 6417; 5011-60). Tndeed, "Du Pont was refused samples of
F-114, the same as everybody else" (R. 1828). This, of
course, does not show du P.ont domination of General
:Motors but the contrary.
l{inetic Chemicals was established to deal with refrigerants. An outline of' the proposed agreement submitted by a
du Pont official would have restricted it to this fielc1 (DPX
132, R. 1811, 593i-32). In reply, Pratt stated that (GX 842,
R. 639, 4979}:
.
''We teGognize from the Du Pont standpoint the
necessity for limiting the kinds of chemicals manufactured in which the new company .should embark."
'

I

\

J3ut "~rom General Motors' standpoint", he declared, "i11
addition I would lire to see the chartel' provide that the
com~any . co-uld manufacture any che1nical~ that might originate in the laboratories of General ~{otors Co1·poration r1
(GX 842, R. 6g9, 4979-80). He obviously regarQ.ed the new
CO:!:poration as a producer of ch~micals for General -Motors
as well as fot d11 Pont, as indeed it was. The result was
that at Pratt's suggestion, not du Pont's (R. 1491, 1813,
2740), the Kinetic agreement contained a clause in Paragraph 7th which provided that General :Motors should offer
its future chemical developments to this company ''on such
terms as may be mutually agreed upon" (GX 850, R. 641,
•

49V4).

t

•

•

'

.

In a letter .to Lamn1ot du Pont written a year later ( GX
899,.E. 641, .51:29),. ll+ which Pratt .declined to co·operate with
du Pont in the development o:f . fuel a~cele1·ators on the
grqund that it would not be justified ''from . a General
Motors' standpoint'' ''io take your org~nization into our
confidence on everything that we 'ar·e doing along the lin~s
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of fuel research" (R. 5132), he stated that (R. 429; R.
5130):
''This clause was placed in the Kinetic agreement
because we wanted to remove from some of our organization the temptation of attempting to build up
within General ~1:otors an independent chemical manu~
facturing activity, and to place any developments along
chemical lines in an organization in which we have confidence from the standpoint of their ability to carry on
chemical manufacturing processes.,'
This does not mean that the purpose was to favor du Pont.
Pratt's 1930 letter (quoted at p. 127, sup1·a) as well as
his .and Sloan's testimony (p. 128, supra) show that
they believed that General Motors should keep out of the
:field of chemical manufacturing because its competence lay
in other directions, the 1·eason having nothing to do with
du Pont. Moreover, for Pratt or General 1Iotors to turn
problems over to du Pont because it was ''an organization
in which we have confidence from the standpoint of their
ability to carry on chemical manufacturing processes"
would, -0f course, violate no antitrust policy. The persons
concerned in the transaction testified that they were not
influenced by du Pont's stock interest in General ~{otors,
and the contemporaneous documents confirm their state·

ments.
This provision in Paragraph 7th was never invoked in
the 15 years that it remained in the contract {R. 429-30;
R. 1384, 1813, 1492, 2740). It was cancelled at General
1Yiotors' request in 1945, on the advice of counsel (GX 886,
R. 648; 5104) that it was unenforceable "if either party
did not want to agree" (R. 429-30; R. 1817-18, 2740;
DPX 133, R. 1814, 5945). Subsequently in 1950 du Pont
pure.based General Motors' stoe;k in Kinetic for $10,000,000
(R. 431), after proti·aeted negotiations-obviously at arm's
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length-lasting 10 months (R. 1904-06).88 Since this oocurred after the institution of this case, the transaction
was submitted to the Department of ,Justice, which advised
that it did ''not object", and that it would "waive that part
of its prayer for relief relating· to Kinetfo" (R. 432; DPX
145, R. 1833, 5975).
The trial judge, who heard the wHne·sses testify about
these events, foup.d that (R. 435):
''The provision of the agre<?ment between du Pont
and General Motors establi5hing Kinetic Chemicals
Company which related to further chemical discoveries
is no longer in effect, having been eliminated so1ne
years before the Complaint herein was :filed. The Court
finds that this agreement was not executed pursuant
to any prior understanding or arrangement that du Pont
was to have the exclusive right to discoveries of General
Motors. On the basis of the evidence of :record, partioularly the testimony of Sloan and Pratt, the Court
:finds that General Mot.ors entered into the contract
because those responsible in General Motors believed
that Freon could best be manufactured by du Pont
rather than by General Motors itself or by some other
·
chemical company."
The history of Kinetic is -supposed to prove the Government's -0ontention that du Pont's interest in General Motors
has r esulted in an undeTstancling that General Motors leave
the chemical field to du Pont. Instead, it shows the con~
t rary. If there was any such understancling, the discussion
8S The

du Pont official who did the negotiating testified that his Gene1·al
Motors counterpart (R. 1906):
" >'• i.• $ made the negotiation very difficult because he was holding out
for a very high :figure. We just had to stop negotiating for a few
periods in th,ere until somebody could come up with a possible new
idea which might help to resolve the situation.
uQ. Was the final figure, Mr. Daley, one that was up from your
original offer, and down from t11eirs, or did you finally take theirs?
"A. It was. They reduced their figure gradually, and we upped
ours gTadually until we got to a common meeting ground. I would

say

jt

took ten months. 0
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leading up to the agreement would have been pointiest', and
the clause in Paragraph 7th would bave been unneces::\nry.
That provision did not keep General ~:rotors out of the fie1c1
of chemical manufacture in fa~or of du Pont but provi.deu
for a venture in which General Motors was a partner. In
any event, any issue as to the effect of that unused clau:-:e
is academic, in view of its demis().

E. The Findings on the Record As a Whole.
Upon the basis of ''both documentary and te~tbnonial
evidence of record and upon the more detailed findings made
in the ea1·lier parts'' of its memorandum opinion, the- trial
court found (R. 464-65):
'' • ~ • that none of the action~ taken in concert had
as their objective, or neeessary con~equence, the imposition of any limitation upon the f rlle flow of trncfo
and comme1·ce. A nun1ber of :-:uch actions such ag the
formation of Christiana in 1915 and Delaware h1 1924,
·wel'e undertaken for purely peri:;onal reasons of th~
participants, largely financial and unrelated to restraint of trado and commerce or the monopolization
thereof. The record as a whole does not Ruppert a finding that any of them, or all of them in the ng-gregnfo,
did restrain or intended to, or had the effect of, r<!·
straining or monopolizing trade and commerce .

•

•

•

"• • • In preceding portions of this opinion there
bas been shown, by detailed analysis of the evidence,
the extent to which General :Motors enjoyed complete
f1·eedom of action with respect to :;pecific products
manufactured by du Pont and United States Rubber,
and with respect to its discovc.>rieR und developments
of new products. When read a~ n whole the reC1orc1
supports a finding, and the Court go .find~, that thC'1·Q
Jilas not been, nor fa there nt pre!-\ent, a C'Onspiruey to
restrain or to monopolize trade and no limitation or
i·estraint upon General 1.ifotor:; t £reeclom to deal freely
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and fully witJ1 competitors of du Pont and United States
Rubber, no ]imitation or restraint upon the freedom of
General :&1:otors to deal with its chemical discoveries,
no resti·aint 01· monopolization of the General Motors
market, and no restraint or monopolization of the trade
and commerce between du Pont and United States
Rubber."
The preceding analysis of the evidence demonstrates
that these findings are not clearly erroneous.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT.

I.
The issues jn this case are factual. "Whether General
Motor.s' purchasing is affected by du Pont,::\ owuer~hip of
General Motors stock is a question of fact. The trill! court
resolved that issue against the Go-vernment bot11 geuera11y
and in relation to each of the specific ~ubjects upon \vbich
the Government r elied. After making· a thorough analy8is
of .b oth the oral and written evidence, carefully npprni8illg
the (}tedibility of the key witnesses and measuring the significance of particular exhibits agai.n::-t the baclq~round of the
entire record, the court found that the Go-rernment had not
proved its ease. This Court repentedly ha~ held that ~uch
findings are not be set nside unless clearly l'rroneou~. United
States v. Yellow Gab Go., 338 U.S. 338, 341-2; Unitrcl States
v. 01·egO'li ]iedical Society, 343 U.S. 326, 330~332, 339;
United States v. E. l. d1i Pont de N emottrs and Co., 351 U.S.

377. The record here establishes that the trial court's
findings were correct.
In the court below tho Government :-;foted again and agnin
that its case rested on conspiracy. The trial court found
that there was no conspiracy 01· agreement. Tlrn Government does not challenge these :findings, but now says that the
evidence establishes an unlawful "combination". In the context of this case, however, "combination" and "conspiracy"
are merely different names for the ~ame off(\ni-;e. The trial
court's .findings of no conspiracy took into account all of
the elements of the charge which the Gov«:'rnment now calls
"combination», These elements are (1) power to control
or influence General Motors' manap:ement, ~temminp: from
du Pont's ownership of General niotors' ~tock, nnd (2) resulting· preference accorded du Pont by General :Motor~ in
the purchasing of supplies. But th('.' court's findin~s negative both the existence of the alleged pow~r or influence and
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the alleged fact of preference. Thus the Government's
abandonment of its original claim of agreemient or understanding and its present reliance upon some kind of coercive
influence, perhaps even uncommunicated, (Govt. br. p. 79)
does not prevent the trial court's' :findings from completely
negating the Government's case.
Although the Gove1·nment concedes that it must show
error in the trial court's "ultimate" :findings, it urges this
Court to overturn those findings without reviewing all of
the evidence on which the trial court ·based them. But this
Court -0annot rely mel'ely on the small part of the documentary evidence which the Government has chos-en to call
to .its attention. The exhibits and parts of exhibits cited by
the Government often omit the most significant parts of the·
story told by the documentary record as a whole. Moreover,
the Government completely ignores the credible testimony
of 39 witnesses whom the trial judge believed to be truthiul.
This is not a case in which the Court must choose between
written evidence ·on one side and oral testimony on the
·o ther, as the Government would have the Court believe.
Here contemporaneous e.ihibits which the Government does
not mention combine with uncontradicted oral testimony
to show that the documents singled out by the Government,
when viewed in the setting in which they ·were written,
·d o not warrant the inferences w:hich the Govel'nment seeks
to draw from them. The case is thus one in which the
findings must be upheld unless the OouTt should hold tbat
the trial judge had no right to believe the testimony of
many witnesses 1 wb.en that testimony was ·substantiated
by a mass of documentary evidence.
1

II.
The Government'is ·basic contention now is that du Pont,
by means ·of its alleged control of GeneTal 1\{otors, obtained
·a n unlawful preferen~e with respect to General 1'1otors'
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purchases of materials. The Government does not suggeRt
that either control by itself, or preferenee- not resulting from
corporate affiliation, is illegal. Control and preference r<'.sulting therefrom are both essential elements of the Government's -ease. The trial court found that the Government had
proved neither. The Government cannot pre\'ail without
showing· that the findings as to both of t11ese element8 nrcclearly erroneous.
A. The t.ri'a1 court's findings that General }JiotorR (lid not
favor du Pont in its purchasing policies are ba$ed upon the
clear weight of the evidence and are not "clearly erroneous".
The rec-0rd is overwhelming in its demonstration that General 1'1otors did not buy fl'om du Pont on uny diff~rent
basis than from anyone else. This is established by the te~ti
mony of the people who did the actual buying and selling,
and of their superiors, as well as by many documents whicl1
reveal du Pont's successes and failures in 1ts attempts to sell
various types of commodities to the different General
Motors divisions.
The record discloses that each G~neral 1\Iotors dhrision
buys independently, and that th~ pattern of buying variQs
greatly from one division to another. There are many
e:x:ample·s of cases in which one General :Motors division
alone bought a particular product from du Pont, although
du Pont influ~nee or power, if it existed nt all, would obviously affect all divisions alike (see pp. 40-41, supra). The
record ·also contains many examples of cases in whieb General Motors divisions have not ·bought from du Pont, although du Pont's product was equal to its competitor~' (SC\Cl
pp. 42-43, supra).
In only one period, 1922-31, did General Motors engage
in any centralized buying, through the General Purchasing
Committee. The Government's original contention was that
that committee was a du Pont dominated agency. But the
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record shows, as the trial court found, and the Government
no longer denies, that that committee saw to it that du Pont
was treated like any other supplier. Indeed, in dealing· with
the -c,onunittee, du Pont found it necessary to give special
discounts when it desired to increase its share of General
Motors busine&s, a competitive method of obtaining business
whieb is hardly consistent with domination and control. The
very fact that that committee, established when du Pont's
participation in General Motors' ·affairs was at its greatest,
did not favor du Pont, disproves the Government's case.
The Government refers to a few commodities which
du Pont sold in volume to General Motors, but not to the
many chemical products which Gener~l Motors boug·ht in
small quantity or not at all fr01n du Pont. Du Pont "influence"', if there we:i;e any, would be all-pervasive, and
would cover th€ whole ·spectrum of the products made by
du Pont which General Motors could use.
O.f the products actually bought, by far the largest in
volume and proportion were the two finishes, Duco ·a nd
Dulux. Both of these were new and superior products developed by du Pont to fill long-felt needs. N-evertheless,
General JYiotor.s from the ·beginning sought sources of supply
competitive> with du Pont and two of its ~ar divisions turned
to other suppliers as soon as a competitive product was
available. The fact that three ·divisions continued to buy
from du Pont does not prove that they did so because of
''influence''. The record iShows, on the <30ntrary, that du
Pont retained their business for the same reasons that it
:retained and lost other business, to wit, ihe relative merits
of its products and services. As to Dulux, the record shows
that General Motors used it less than its competitors in
t he appliance :field.
With respect to fabrics, the other product which Gener al
Motors bought in substantial vo1um.e, the evidence shows
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and tbe trial ~ourt found that General :Motors' purchases
from du Pont rose and fell over the years, varied from
division to division, and were motivated by ordinary commercial considerations having nothing to do with du Pont 1s
stock interest in General Motors.
When all the commodities which General Motors did and
did not buy from du Pont are considered, there can be no
question as to the Teasonablene-ss of the trial court's findings that General Motors' purchasing policies were not
affected by du Pont'.s o'vnership of stock.
B. The Government tries to establish favoritisn1 for
du Pont in the past by reference to other types of dealings.
Its claim that General Motors altered the instructions as to
antifreeze in the manuals for car owners at du Pont's rew
quest disregards a large part of the documentary evidence
on that point, which proves the contrary (see pp. 92-100,
supra). As to tettaethyl lead, the record shows that Kettering began to work with du Pont before- either had any connection with General :Motors, and that he selected du Pont
.as the company to produce the lead because be thought
"they were the best chemists'', an opinion which was borne
out by what subsequently happened. A. few years later,
efforts were made to induce other manufacturers to produce
tetraethyl lead, and ultimately a p1·ogram was developed
which resulted in the Ethyl Corporation, half owned by
General Motors, and half by Standard Oil of New Jersey,
becoming the leading manufacturer of lead in active competition. with du Pont. Both as to lead and F1·eon, t11e evidence
supports the trial court'~ findings that General :Motors was
not influenced by du Pont's stock ownership in its decii:.ions
to turn to du Pont for assistanee in the development and
manufacture of dange1·ous cbemicals.
0. The Government's case rests entirely on evidence of
disputed significance which. relates to things which hap-
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pened up to 1930. Even if the other evidence of that earlier
period-which the trial court found dispr oved the Government's claim e'V~n for that period- be disregarded, all of
the evidence after that date proved affirmatively, without
any contradiction or impeachment, that du Pont <lid not
contr·ol or influence, ·or receive any pre:ference from, the
purchasing operations of Gener.al Motors.
Testimony as to efforts since l930 to sell General Motors
the various types of products made ·b y du Pont disclosea
a competitive picture in all respects. The rec·oTd demon0strates that e:x:cept for Duco, introduced ibefore 1930, the
important sales in recent years have been ·o f f abrfos and
finishes developed after 1930. Such salies are not attribut·ahle in any way to dealings in the earlier period. As to
Duco, as well as the articles purchased more recently,
General Motors' purchases have rested on the ·comparative
merits of the products of du Pont and its competitors.
As to tetraethyl lead and Freon, the Government is in
no better position. It has abandoned its objections to the
manufacture of Freon by Kinetic, and there is presently
intense competition between Ethyl and du Pont in producing and marketing tetraethyl lead, a result contemplated
and planned for .since 1930 by Ethyl and General Motors
officials.
The mere faet that du Pont still owns its General JYiotors
stock and iiS repre·sented on the General Motors Board o:f
Directors and certain committees of the Board was '.Proved
to have no .effect whatever upon \trade ·between General
Motors and du Pont.
Many cases hold that evidence· of past violations of the
law will not justify equitable relief unless violation is likely
to recur in the future. E.g., United States v. W. T. Gram,t
Co., 345 U.S. 625. A fortiori the .same principle must apply
when the evidence out of the past is insufficient even to convince the trial eourt that there was a violation of law then.
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The question before this Court is not whether some items
of evidence might support an inference contrary to the
:findings of the trial court, but whether the trial court's
:findings based upon the record as a whole are clearly erroneous. This is a purely factual question. There is no
room for error of law in a :finding that General ~£otors
bought supplies fro1n du Pont, ns from du Pont'~ competitors, on the merits of their product~ and service~, in
the exercise of its own best judg111ent, and 11ot because of
du Pont pressure, coercion, influence or dominnuce, or nny
unde1·standing resulting· therefrom.

III.
The trial court also found that the Government had not
established its claim that du Pont'~ 23% stoc.k interest gav~
it control of General :Motors. By control the Government
mean.s power which enabled du Pont to p;ain nn economic
advantage over its competitors in dealing with Gc>nc>rnl
1fotors.
The trial com·t did not hold that in no case could n 23%
stockholder-control a corporation. On the contrary, the court
took into account all of the factors relied upon by the Government to show that control may sometimef\ be exerch-ied ·by
a minority stockholder. But the court did not stop there. It
refused to ignore the evidence which showed tbnt 0\1er a long
period 'Of year.s General ~{otors had not felt t'ompelled to
kowtow to du Pont's wishes, and had not done so. It refused
to disregard the evidence showing that General :Motors has
bought supplies from du Pont on the basis of quality, service and price, as from other suppliers, and that it did not
give du Pont preferential treatment. This, of course, is
the strongest possible evidence that du Pont bad no control
or coercive influence over General :Motors' buying policies.
The court also did not disregard the fact, affirmatively established by the e'Vidence, tbat the Board of Directors and the
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committees on which du Pont was represented had nothing
to do with General 1v1otors' purchasing policies, and that
the only centralized purchasing agency did not tteat du
Pont differently from anyone else. Nor did the trial court
disr egard the many occasions of disagre-ement between the
two companies on which the General 1'1otors management
refused to follow du Pont's wishes.
Although the Government disclaims resting its arguments solely on the percentag·e of stock owned by du Pont,
that is what its contention comes down to. But it is n-0t
true as a matter of fact that a substantial minority stock
interest neoessa1·il!y controls a corporation, and no easei suggests that there is any rule of law to that effect. This Court
has recognized that control "is an issue of fact to be determined by the special circumstances of each case". Rochester Telephone Corp. v. U1iitecZ States, 307 U.·S. 125, 145.
Even under the Publi-0 Utility Holding Company Act the
statutory presumption of control based ttpon minority
stockholdings may be rebutted. North .American Co. v.
Securities and Excha1nge Oonimission, 32.7 1'.J.S. 686, 697.
Here the evidence shows that the General 1{otors management did not regard itself as subject to du Pont control.
It -0ften rejected suggestions from the hig'hest officials of
the du Pont Company. Certainly it '.bad no reason to fear
that if a contest arose over its failure to buy from du Pont
preferentially, the· other ·stockholders would vote against the
management.
T.h e issue is whether over 35 years the General Motors
management was in fact dominated by du Pont. The record
shows that it was not, and the trial court properly so found.

IV.
The trial court's finding·s, amply suppol'ted by the record, establish that there has been no actual restraint or
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monopolization of General Motors trade and that power
resulting from du Pont 's stock O\vnership has not affected
General Motors' purchasing policies. The Government has
abandoned its claim of conspiracy or agreement. It argues,
however, that a few early documents show that in the beginning du Pont acquired General Motors stock with the
intention of securing all of General :Motors' business, and
then cites cases holding unlawful a power to exclude competition coupled with an intention to exercise that power.
The trial court, considering all of the relevant evidence,
f-0und that du Pont did not have the intention for which the
Gov~rnment ~ontends. In any event, power and intent cannot both have been present when restraint or monopoliza tiou
bas not occurred in fact during a period of many yeltrl'\. If
power existed, but was not exercised for }\uch an e:xtended
period, the possessor could not ha"°e intended to ex~rcise
it. If the intent were held to have existed over Huch a long
period of time, but had not resulted in restraint or monopolization, it must have been because th~ posse~sor lacked
the power to implement such intent.
The same answer applies to the Government's argument
that the "inevitable result" of du Pont's ownership of
General :Motors stock is tbat it '\Vould receive trade preference. If, as the trial court found, there wns no such trade
preference for the many years preceding tbe trial, it cannot
be that any such result was "inevitable". This is particularly true when the Government, in a ca~e llxh•11ding
back 35 years, was unable to produce a~ a witne~s a single
du P.ont competitor who claimed to have been injured.

v.
As the Statement shows (pp. 4-8, s1ipra.), the market for
the products cln Pont sells to General :Motors i.s not limited
to that company or even to the entire automobile industry.
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General Motors' shares of the total markets for :f abrfo$ and
:finishes, the product&. upon which the Government rests its
case, are very small.
The Government made no effort to prove the contrary,
although the burden was upon it to establish that there was
restraint of a market. It thought it sufficient to show that
du Pont's sales of finishes and fabrics to General Motors
were large in -volume, and that General Motors was the
leading manufacturer of automobiles for the later years
covered by .the record. But it is the share of the market
a:ffected, not merely the amount sold to a single customer,
which is significant antitrustwise. Report of the Attorney
General's National Committee £0 Study the Antitrust Laws,
pp. 48,122,125. The Government might have been warranted
in relying on General Motors' proportion of the automobile
industry if that industry were the sole or main market for
the products in question. But that is not the case with
respect to the products du Pont sells in volume to General
Motors.
Even the complete exclusion of competition resulting
from 100% vertical jntegration-which is not illegal
unless competition in a substantial portion of a market is
restrained (United States v. Columbia. Steel Co., 334 U.S.
495 )-does not violate the antitrust laws when so small a
percentage of the competiti~e market is affected. The result must be the same when a 23% ·stock interest is involved.

VI.
Section 7 of the Olayto,n Act was designed to halt in their
incipiency stock acquisitions which might be harmful to
eompetition. Here the Government brought suit over 30
years after du Pont first acquired its General Motors stock,
arud the evidence showed that during that long period trade
was not restrained. In view of this, the trial court reason-
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ably found both tbat there "has been" and "is n no reasonable probability that the acquisition would tend to restrain
commerce.
A. The Government is not entitled to prevail unless
the a.cquisition was unlawful when made. vVhen a. Section
7 proceeding is commenced close to the time an acquisition
takes place, the :finder of the facts will necessarily have to
speculate as to whether an acquisition will probably have
1Jie effect of substantially lessening· or restraining competition. But whe11 the Government does not proceed until
years later, such speoulation is unneces:;ury. It is then
appropriate to look to facts sub8eque11t to the acquisition
in dete1'Illining whether there was any reasonable probability that competition might be impaired. If there has
been no restraint for 30 years after the acquisition, it would
hardly be reasonable to :find that there had been at the
outset a substantial probability of restraint.
Furthermore, in 1917 General :l\:Iotor~ was only a ~mall
pro-portion of the market for products made by du Pontboth because it then was a small part of the automobile
industry, and because the market for those products was
not restricted to that industry. And the record indicates
that clu Pont 's sales to General Motors at that time were
not even large in volume. The Government introduced no
evidence as to these matters~ although the burden was on
it to do so. The result is that there was no evidence that at
the time of the acquisition General Motors was either o.
substantial market or a substantial share of the market for
articles manufactured by du Pont. What there is in the
Tecord indicates the contrary. The Government's case
under the Clayton Act is therefore defectiYe for f allure to
prove that competition was likely to be adversely affected
at the time of the acquisition.
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B. Even if it be assumed that there was in 1917-1919
a reasonable probability that du P ont would secure all of
General Motors' business, and that this was a sufficient
portion of a market at that time to subject the acquisition
to Section 7, the Government is not entitled to prevail now.
When there has been such a long- intervening period between the acquisition and snit, in ·which no restraint occurred, it would be absurd to hold that the Government is
entitled to relief now because of what might be deemed a
probability, unrealized, of injury to competition thirty
yea.rs before. .Although Section 7 permits the fact finder to
act upon the basis -0£ reasonable conjecture when necessary,
as it is when the Government seeks to protect competition
against probable future impairment, the section was not
intended to perpetuate en·or when sufficient time has
elapsed to permit the test of experience to be substituted
:for conjecture.
The same result is reached if the test ·o f '' reasonable
probability'' is applied ·a t the later date. ·The absence of
any actual restraint for the many years preceding· the suit
in itself justifies the finder of fact in concluding that there
is no reasonable probability of any such effect in the future.
Olearly this is so when, as here, the only change in recent
years has been i:Q. the dir~ction of dvminishing du Pont participation in General Motors' affairs.
0
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ARGUMENT.

I.
THE TRIAL COURT'S FINDINGS OF FACT ARE
CONCLUSIVE IN THIS CASE.

A.

The Trial Court's Findings of Fact Are Entitled
to Great Weight.

As the .Statement shows, the trial coul't found that there
was "no conspiracy to restrain or mon-0polize trade" and
"no limitation or restraint upon General ~Io tors' freedom
to deal freely and fully with competitors of du Pont • • •
[or] to deal with its chemical discoveries'' (R. 465).
"In various ways and subject to various limitations,
the Government has alleged that General ~·rotors either
itself agreed to suah a limitation, or was forced to it
by du Pont. But the evidence of record fails to support
the Government's charges." (Ibid.)
The court also made specific findings as to each article of
commerce referred to by the Government's evidence, to the
effect that there 'vas no coercion, no understanding, no
agreement, no limitation upon General Motors' freedom of
action, and therefore no conspiracy or 1·estraint. These are
:findings of :fact, not conclusions. They rest on evidence,
not theories of law. The court in making its findings considered all of the testimony ·and all of the exhibits-not
just exce~pts from a relatively few exhibits such as the
Government relies on here. Contemporaneous writings
which the Government does not mention, as well as those
the significance of which the Government often misses, together with the oral testimony of many witnesses, demonstrated to the satisfaction of the trial judge that the excerpts relied upon by the Government did not support the
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inferences or conclusions "\Vhich the Government sought to
draw from them.
The -0ourt's :findings based ·on the record as a whole dispose of the case presented by the Government in its pleadings, evidence and argument. In deference to Rule 52(a),
and to the recognition in that rule of _the superi-0r position
in fact :finding 'Of the trial judge who hears the witnesses
personally and has more time to study the record, this
Court repeatedly has held that such :findings are not to be
set aside unless clearly er.roneous. United States v. Yellow
Cab Co., 338 U.S. 338, 341-2; United States v. Oregon Medwal Society, 343 U.S. 326, 330-332, 339; United States v.
E. I. du~Pont de Nemours and Co., 3'51 U.S. 377.
The case which most closely parallels this one in the
issues it presents and in its present posture is United
States v. Yellow Cab Oo., 338 u . s. 338. In that case, as
here, the G-0vern.ment sought to have this Court overturn
:findings of the district judge. That case, like this one,
involved a charge that acquisition by a supplying corporation of stock (in that case a majority) of corporations buying supplies (taxicabs ) from it was intended i'O and did
foreclose competition between the supplying corporation
and other suppliers of taxicabs. In that case the evidence
showed that for many years the supplier generally had
sold to the affiliated cab companies their entire requirements of taxicabs. The trial court fQund, however, that
the Government had not proved that the purchases of stock
were intended to force the purchase of taxicabs by the subsidiary companies. In language which is squarely applicable
to the case at bar, the Cou1·t quoted Rule 52(a) and declared
(338 U.S. at 341-42) :
' ' Findings as to the design, motive and intent with
which men act depend peculiarly upon the credit given
to witnesses by those who see and hear them. If de-
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£endants' witnesses spoke the truth, the findings are
admittedly justified. The trial court listened to and
observed the officers who had made the records fron1
which the Government would draw an inference of
guilt and concluded that they bear a different meaning
from that for which the Government contendR.
"It ought to be unnecessary to say that Rule 52
applies to appeals by the Government as ''"~11 as to
those by other litigants. There is no (\Xception which
permits it, even in an antitrust ca:-i<.>, to corn(l to this
Court for what virtually amounts to a trial de novo on
the record of such :findings as intent, motive and design.
'While, of course, it would be our duty to correct clear
er:i:o1·, even in. findings of faet, the Gove1·nment has
failed to establish any greater grievance here than it
might have in any case whel'e the evidence would support a conclusion eithe1· way but wh~1·e the trial court
has decided it to weig·h more heavily for tlrn defendants. Such a choice between two permissible views of
the weight of evidence is not 'clearly er roneou~ '."
In 1952 the Court reaffirmed the same principle in Un,ited
States v. :Oregon, Medical Society, 343 U.S. 326, a case in
which the ti·ial judge had to some extent weakened the
f.orce of his findings by ''irrelevant soliloquies' t allegedly
indicating a bias as to related subjects. This Court nevertheless said:
"The appeal bring·s to us no important questions of
law or unsettled problems of statutory c-0nstruction.
It is muoh like Uni.tea States v. Yellow Cab Co., 338
U.S. 338. Its issues a1·e solely ones of fact. The record is long, replete with ~onflicts in testimony, and includes quantities of documentary ma terinl takcm from
the appellees' files and letters written by doctorR, <.>mployers, and employees. The Government a11d the appellees each put more than two Rcore of witnegge~ on
the stand. (-pp. 330~331)

•

•

•

'' .. • • We are asked to review the facts and reverse
and remand the case 'for entry of a decree granting·
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approp1·iate relief.' We are asked in substance to hy
the case de nov.o on the record, make :findings and determine the nature and form of relief. We have heretofore declined to ghre such scope to our re'\1'iew.
Unitecl States v. Yellow Cab Co., supra.
'' ~~ ~ * There is no case mo1·e appropriate for adherence to this rule than one in which the complaining
party creates a vast record of cumulative evidence as
to long-past transactions, motives, and purposes, the
effect of which depends largely on credibility of witnesses. (p. 332)
".As was aptly stated by the New York Court of
Appeals, although in a case of a rather different substantive nature: 'Face to face with living witnesses
the original trier ·of the facts holds a position of advantage from which appellate judges are excluded. In
doubtful cases the exercise of his power of observation
often proves the most accurate method of ascertaining·
the truth.... How can we say the judge is wrongY We
never saw the witnesses . . .. To the sophistication and
sagacity of the trial judge the· law confides the duty
of appraisal.' Boyd v. Boyd, 252 N.Y. 422, 4'29, 169
N.E. 632, 634." (p. 33!9)
.
All .of these observations apply to the present case. Here
the trial judge, after hearing testimony :f.or six months,
made a thorough an~lysis of both the oral and the written
evidence, carefully appraising the -credibility of the k;ey
witnesses and measuring the significance of particular exhi:bits against the background of the entire record, The
court's findings tha;t the1·e w.as no coercion, no understanding, no conspiracy, no l·estraint, and no limitation upon
General Motors' freedom to pur<3hase as it saw :fit were
based upon this analysis of the record. Tb.e trial court's
opinion demonstrates the detailed and painstaking consideration whleh the ·court gave to the case. It is to be noted
that the court prepared its own :findings, embodied in its
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opimon, rather than accepting the fu1dings tiubmitted by
the litigants on either side.
B. The Government Cannot Escape the Controlling Find~
ing That There Was No Conspiracy, Which It Does
Not Contest, By Now Saying That "Combination",

Rather Than ''Conspiracy'', Is The Theory of Its Case.
The trial court's ultimate .finding is that the Government
failed to prove its cha-rge of conspiracy. That finding is
buttressed by additional :findings against the Government
on such sub-ultimate key issues as du Pont 's alleged control
of General Motors and whether or not there was any actual
restraint of trade. They are buttrel:'~ed in turn by a great
number of even more specific :fincling8 covering every issue
of fact which the Government raised in the trial court.
The Government now attempts to circumvent the lower
court 7s ultimate £nding of no conspiracy by purporting to
recast its argument on a different legul theory, which it
claims was not passed upon by the trial court. It now says
that it will not eontest the trial court's finding of ''no
conspiracy" (Govt. Br., pp. 72, 109n, 113), but that the judgment should be reversed because U1c eridence proved an unla:wrful ''combination" between dn Pont and General :Motors.
.Analysis sho'\VS, however, that tJ1is i:; merely attnc11ing u different label to the same tl1ing; a11d that in f net the trial
court's finding of "no conspiracy" was based squarely upon
every element of the clinrges which the Government now

calls "combination''.
It is true that the Government's complaint broadly alleged in the usual form a ''combination and conspiraey" in
restraint of trade and to monopolize (Par. ·29, R. 219-220).
But the next paragraph averred that,
''The aforesaid combination and conspiracy to restrain interstate trade and commerce a11d to monopolize
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a substantial part thereof, b.as consisted of a continuing agreement amil concert of action- arn,ong the def enda;nts '' (Par. 30, R. 220). (I talics supplied.)
Subsequent paragraphs itemizing "substantial terms" of
the ''agreement and concert of action'' charged that the
defendants "agree to utilize [their] control" by requiring
each to purchase ''substantially all of its requirements''
from the other (R. 220-222) . In the concluding summation,
significantly entitled by the Government '' Effeets of the
·Conspiracy'' (R. 255 )-not the ''combination' '-the complaint again alleged that (R. 255) ~
'''The af.oresaid agreements wnd concerted action by
the defendants pursuant to and in furtherance of the
combination and conspiracy alleged in this Complaint,
have had the effects $ * >ts of :requiring ea-ch defendant
manufacturer to purchase its requirements of the products of each of the other ·d efendant manufacturers in
a substantially closed market.'' (Italics supplied.)
In its briefs and argument before the court below, the
Government again and again summarized. its own case as
charging a conspiracy. Thus on page 3 of the Government's
post-trial brief, quoted in the opinion below (R. 292) and
containing the Government's own· statement of "The Offenses OhargGd) ', the Govermnent declared:
''The Amended Complaint charges that the defendants have engaged in a conspi.racy to restrain trade
in certain products produced by the du Pont Company,
U.S. Rubber, and General JYiotors, in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, and to monopoli~e a substantial part of such trade in violation of Section 2
of the ·Sherman A.ct. It also alleged that the defendant
du Pont Company has acquired a contr.olling inte1·est in
the stock or other share capital ·of General Motors in
violation of Section 7 -0f the Clayton Act. The
Amended Complaint states further that the defendants
have done the things which they conspired to do, name-
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ly, that they ha\te restrained trade and monopolized a
part of the commerce in cel'tain products.'' (Italic.;
supplied.)
Six hundred '.fifty-two pages later, at the commencement
of the Argument on the Law in the Government's post-trial
brief, the Government again stated that ifa; complaint
''alleges the existence of a conspiracy'' ( G-0vt. Po$t-Trial
Br., p. '655) and began its Argument with this declaration:
''The basic elements of the conspiracy as alleged in
the Amended -Complaint are that the def~ndanfa Jrnve
concertedly agreed: • • • ''8"
Neither in pleadings nor brief did the Government make
any separate references to a combination which did not
consist -0f a conspiraey, agreement or understanding.
The Government urged that the District Court conclude
(Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, p.
144) that:
''The defendants have violated nnd are now violating· Sections 1 and 2 of tbe Sh~rman Act by cornbinimg
and conspiring unlawfully to restrain unrensonnbly interstate trade and c.ommeree and to monopolize a part
thereof by acquiring and maintaining common control
of du Pont, General Motors, and U.S. Rubber, and by
utilizing such control to effect and execute 'ltndersta;,uJirigs a'l'l>d ag·reements that (a) General ~f otors would
pur~hase from c1n P-0nt the major portion of Genernl
84The brief continued (Govt. Post.-Trial Br., pp. 656-657) :
"The evidence nnnlyzed in Point I of this brief demonstrates that
defendants' co-nspi1·acy hns p1·ogressed th1·ough three principal
phases. ~ " • The brunt of tM c01u~pfretC?t as n whole thus hns been
b:tOUl?ht to bear upon competitors, to t heil· detriment nnd to th~
benefit of defendants.
"In discussing the c01U1'{rirnoy as a whole, we shnll intcgrnte our
discussion in acco1.'dance with the component elemc-nts of the con ...
S'f)i.racy. * $ "' " (Italics supplied.)
In the introductory section of its reply brief, the Government concluded (p. 5) :
"The Government has proved what was required-the origins nnd
the unfolding of the conspiraC1J and the broadening of its obj(!ctives
to seize new opportunities as they n1·ose.11 [Italics supplied]
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Motors' requirements of products manufactured by
du Pont, '"' ':l: * '' (Italics supplied.)
The Government proposed no ;finding or conclusion on the
subject of a supposed unlawful ''combination'' which was
not aloo a conspiracy.
It is clear from. the above that although the Government
in the court below occasionally used the wo1·d '' combination" in conjunction with the words "conspiracy", "un"
derstanding" and "agreement", it never used "combination" as meaning anything different from conspiracy.
The trial judge, with the case before him in that posture,
quoted verbatim in his opinion the Government's own characte1·ization of its charges and, in the closing paragraphs
of his opinion, reached this ultimate finding and conclusion,
among others (R. 464):
''At the outset of this memorandum the Court stated
that the issue of conspiracy permeated the entire case,
underlying both the trade and the control aspects thereof. This is so because conspiracy to restrain trade
can only be determined after consideration or the entire
record ·of evidence. The Court finds, on the basis of all
the evidence of record, that the Hove1·nment has failed
to establish the existence of any such eonspiracy."

The Government now says that it does not challenge this
finding. But the Government implies that the lower court
failed to understand the issues because it "treated tbe
Governnrnnt 's case as though only a conspiracy were
charged'' and did not recognize that the "Government's
>Case is broader" because it charged both combination and
conspiracy (Govt. Br., p. 7·2).
Plainly the trial -court did not misunderstand the Government's case. He characterized it in the Government's own
words, and the Government is not now in a position to
assert or imply that he dealt only with half of it.
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Whether or not there could be a non-conspiratorial "combination", violative of the Sherman Act, is an abstract
question tha.t is not involved here.8 G The Government never
deemed the alleged combination to be other than conspiratorial. In the context of this case ''combination'' and
''conspiracy'' have always been, and still are, but two
names for the same alleged offense.
The substance of this case is exactly the same in this
Court as it was in the lower court, where it was called "~on
spiraoy". The Government tries to distinguish a restraint
"imposed by force of tbe relationship" from one ((arising
from express agreement" (Govt. Br., p. 113). But both of
those concepts were involved in the Government's theory of
85 In

none of the many cases in which this Court hus been called upon

to deal with combinations nnd conspiracies under the She1·mo.n Act

has it distinguished between them. The usage in substnntinlly every
opinion hns been to use the terms intel"changeably, OJ." to use either in
.a way which could equally well 1u1ve permitted use of the other. The
majority and minority opinions in No1'the1-n S(lcm-itic>s Co. v. United
States, 193 U.S. 1971 n1·e perhaps the most explidt. The majority
quotes (id. nt 840) from a Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision
which s.tnted:
"In all such combinations where the purpose is injurious or unlnw£ul, the gist of the offense is the conspiracy. Men cnn often do by
the c-0mbination of many what seve1•nlly no one could nccomplish,
and even what when done by one would be innocent..••"
Mr. Justice Holmes, in dissent, stated (id. nt 403):
"The words hit two classes of cases, and only two-Contracts in
restraint of tJ.•nde and combinations or conspiracies in restraint

of trade. ••• "
(Id. at 404) :
"Combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade, on the other
hand1 we1·e combinations to keep strangers to the agreement out of
the business."
Recent cases which trent the terms indistinguishably include Tcr?n.i?la.l
Warehouse Co. v. Pennsylvania R. Co., 297 U.S. 500, 511, 616; United
States v. Orescent Am·uscmt!nt Co., 323 U.S. 173, 183; Un.itod States
v. Franlcfort DistiUc.ries, 324 U.S. 293, 298; Anterican Tobacco Co.
v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 809.
In the Yellow Cab cases, which like this case involved the nllei;ed
use of stock ownership to restrain purchases, this Court's first opinion
(832 U.S. 218) sometimes referred to "combination and conspiracy''
(pp. 2201 224, 226, 22'1), and sometimes just to "conspimcy" (pp. 225,
226, 227). In the second ease, after the trial, both the district court
(80 F. Supp. 986) and this Court (338 U.S. 338) spoke entirely in
terms of conspiracy.
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conspiracy in the lower court, and that court specifically
found against the Government on both of them. It stated in
its general conspiracy findings that (R. 465):
'''The essence ·of the conspiracy and restraint which.
the Government finally charged and sought to prove
in this case is the alleged limitation upon General
Motors' a:bility to deal as it pleased with competitors
of du Pont and United States Rubber. In various ways
and subject to various limitations, the Government has
alleged that General Motors either itself agreed to
such a Umitation) or was forced to it by du Pont.''
(Italics supplied.)

It then held:
"But the evidence of record fails to support the
Government's charges." (Ibid.)
The Government is not really changing its theory :from
that upon which the ,case was tried and decided.86 It only is
changing a word-the label by which it characterizes its
charges-in an effort to escape the effect of the trial court's
ultimate finding that there was no conspira~y. The consequences of this maneuver must be either :
1. That the Governmen,t has conceded itself entirely out
of court by nQt contesting- the ultimate and controlling·
:finding of no ~onspiracy by the trial court, -0r
it were--that is, if the "combination,, talked about in this Court
really were something· different from the "conspiracy" alleged, argued
and adjudicated below- the -change obviously would come too late,
after the evidence on both sides had been submitted and findings had
been made by the court in refel'ence to the charges the Government
said it was making.
''While it is the duty of this court to 1·eview the action of subordinate courts, justice to those courts requires that their alleged
enors should be called directly to their attention, and that their
action should not be reversed upon questions which the astuteness
of counsel in this cou1·t has evolved from the record. It is not the
province of this court to retry these cases de ->wvo." Robinson & Co.
v. Belt, 187 U.S. 41, 50.
See also Virtue v. Grea,n11ery Paclcaging Co., 227 U.S. 8; McCullough,
v. Kwmmerer Corp., 323 U.S. 327.

86 If
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2. At the very least, that the Gove1·nment has discarded
one -0f its alternative theories of conspiracy--tbat
charging voluntary agreen1ent by General Motorsand has limited itself in this Court to the theory that
General ~1:otors was coerced by du Pont to pure.base
from it preferentially.81
C. Regardless of Whether the Ultimate Issue Here be
Called "Combination" or "Conspiracy," the Government Cannot Prevail Without Showing That the Trial
Court Clearly Erred in Its Sub-ultimate Findings That
du Pont Rad No Power to and, in Fact, Did Not
Restrain Trade by Controlling the Purchasing Operations of General Motors.
Even if it were true that the Government's theory of
"combination" had not been adjudicated against it by the
trial court's ultimate :fincling· of no conspiracy, the Government still eould not prevail in this Court without demonstrating that numerous ·other findings of the trial court,
sub-ultimate in nature, were c.learly erroneous.
The Government's theory of ''combination" is that, as
a r~sult of du Pon.t's ownership of General Motors stock,
du Pont obtained ''an illegal preference with respect to
General Motors' purabases of materials" (Govt. Br., p.
70), and that,
"~ ~ ~ du Pont achieved, through its purchase of a
controlling stock interest and the corollary influen~e on
s1 In

the court below Government counsel argued that the defense
contention that "we must show throughout that the1·e is this coercion
exerted by du Pont"' * • is unrealistic". He then continued (R. 3021):
"We have shown that the du Pont Company docs have control;
we have shown that the du Pont Company hns determined the
management; and we have shown thnt since 1917 there hns b(len
an unde1·standing between the parties, and you don't hnvt' to coerce
somebody that you ha'\fe got an unde1·stnnding with."
Thus, counsel below apparently recognized that the record might not
sustain tbe Government's theo1•y of coercion, nnd found it expedient
to fnll back on the theory of "understanding", which Government
counsel hnve aban.doned here.
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the General Mot9rs' management, and not because of
lower prices or superior quality or service, power over
a substantial part of General Motors' trade, a position
of superiority vis-a-vis its competitors for such trade.''
(ibid.)
.
This means that General Motors' freedom to buy as it chose
was impaired and restricted. But the trial court found
precisely the opposite, both with respect to du P.ont's power
to -0ontrol General J\fotors and with respect to whether
General Motors actually had shown du Pont any preference
in its purchases -of materials.
The trial court found gener·ally that,
">!i< \I!• o!t smce the 1920's du P.ont has not had, and does
not today have, practical or working contl'ol of General
Motors.'' (R. 322).
and that
there .has not been, nor is there at present, a
$
~ ~ limitation or restraint upon General Motors'
freedom to deal freely and fully with competitors of
du Pont and ~ " 1' no restraint or monopolization of the
General :Motors market, ~ ~ * '' (R. 465).
' ' tt

Cl

«<

Those :findings negatived the G-overnment's claim of coercive control of General Motors by du P.ont, both in the
normal sense of practical or working control through the
ability -of a large minority stockholder to dominate the
management of a corporation and in the more amorphous
sense of some kind of less specific, but subtly effective,
spell or influence over the management of General Motors.
But those are not the only ,qub-ultimate :findings which the
Government must show to have been clearly erroneous in
order to prevail on its theory of ''restraint imposed
by force of the relationship." The trial judge's specifte
findings on various segments of the case show just as
eleal'ly that he considered and passed upon the theory of
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"combination'', consisting of control and resulting preference, which the Government now infers thnt he overlooked.
Although those :findings have been set forth in fuller context in the Statement of Facts, pertinent excerpts will bear
r epetition here.
As to purcbasing policies and practices (R. 361) :
"Nor does the evidence esto.bli~h that du Pont dictate·d or controlled the purcha15ing policie~ nnd practices
of General Motors or sought to dictate or control
those policies and practices. In fact, the evidence ~hows
that General Motors exercised complete freedom in
determining where it would purclrnRe it~ requirements
or products of the kind that du Pont manufactured.''
As to the General Purchasing Committee (R. 371-2) :
"The evidence of record does not e~t~bligh, or tend
to support, the Government's contention thnt th(l General Purchasing Committee was created and operated
as an instrumentality to carry out tbe cle~ire~ of du
Pont. In fact, actions taken by the Committee were
seriously detrimental to du Pont in a number of
respects. • .., •
6
"• •
it dealt ·with du Pont only in the same manner
as it did with other suppliers. • ~ • ''
As to Fisher Body (R. 381) :
"The record also shows that Fisher Body at all times
conducted its pm·chasing with re~pect to finh,heR,
fabrics and all other products in accordance with its
own best judgment. • • • Hi~ [Lawrence Fi~her's]
!orthright testin1ony and generDl demeanor on both
direct ·and cross-examination are mo~t convincing that
Fisher Body was neither party to an agreement with
du Pont nor the victim of du Pont domination."

As to finishes (R. 396) :
"• • • In view of all the evidence of record, the only
reasonable conclusion is that du Pont bas continued to
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sell Duco in substantial quontities to General J\iiotors
only because General Motors believes such purchases
best fit its needs.
''The evidence with respect to Dulux presents a
similar picture. _.~ * !f.. The1·e is no evidence that General
Motors purchased from du Pont for any reason other
than those that prompted its competitors to buy Dulux
from du Pont-e:x:cellence of procl.uct, fair price and
continuing quality of service."
As to fabrics (R. 405) :

''The Court further finds that such purchases of
fabrics as tJJ.e General Motors divisions have made
from du Pont from time to time· were based upon each
division's exercise of its business judgment and are
not the result of du Pont domination."
As to tetraethyl lead (R. 426) :
~=

The record, rather, establishes that the services of du Pont as a manufacturer were secured by
General JYiotors ill the unrestrained exercise of its
own judgment. '*' * ~;
"* * The Court finds that General JYiotors and
Ethyl Corporation we-re at all times free to turn
elsewhere and were not coerced in any way to continue
'' $

'tj

:i;·

purchasing from du Pont.''
As to Freon (R. 435) :
' ' ~ :1: * The ·Court finds that this agreement wa& not
executed pursuant to any prior understanding or arrangement that du Pont ·was to have the exclusive
right to discoveries of General Motors. On the basis
of the e:vidence of record, particularly the testimony
of Sloan and Pratt, the Court finds that General Motors
entered into the contract because those responsible in
General :Motors believed that Freon could best be manufactured by du Pont rather than by General l\1:otors
itself or by some other chemical company."
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As to miscellaneous products (R. 447):
"All of the evidence bearing upon du Pont's efforts
to sell these various miscellaneous p roducts to General
Motors supports a finding tbat the latter bought or
refused to buy solely in accordnuce with the dictates
of its own purchasing judgment. There is no evidence
that General Motors was constrained to favor, or buy,
a product solely because it was offored by du Pont. On
the other hand, the record dfaclm;es numerous iu~tances
in which the General Motors tejected du Pont 's products in favor of those of one of ih~ eompetitors. The
variety of situations and circumstances in which such
rejections occurred satisfies the Court that there was no
]imitation wl1atsoever upon General }ifotors' f l'eedom
to buy or to refuse to buy from du Pont as it pleased."
Although the Government now seeks to avoid the trial
.eourt 1s .findings of "no conspiracy", its brief leave~ no
room for doubt that it does ask t11is Court to review a large
part of the evidence and to set a~icle the triul court's controlling :findings on the question~ of eontrol and restraint
of trade. Whatever the Govermnent 's theory, it cannot
prevail unless these findings of fact al'e overiurnc>d.

D. This Court Should Not Overturn Findings Based on
the Whole Record on the Basis of the Government's
Selected Fragments, Which Disregard a Large Portion of the Documentary Evidence and All the Oral
Testimony.
The Government's brief recognizr~ thut what it culls
''ultimate" :findings cannot stand if thP judgment below
is to be l'.eve1·scd (Govt. Br., p. 128). But the GovernmC'nt
would lmve the Court believe that the findings can be set
aside without having this Court "retry the ca~c" (Govt
Br., p. 1'28).88 Virtually all of the evidence heard below was
88Tbe Government says, "In arguing thnt restraint has resulted, we
do not ask this Court to l'etcy the case" (Govt. Br., p. 128) .
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directly pertinent to the all-important questions of power,
influence, preference and restraint of trade. vVhai the Government seems to mean is that it is sufficient for the Court
to look at the small and carefully selected portions of t.h e
record which it refers to in its brief.
As to control, the Government charges the lower court
with ''overlooking the many admitted facts which lead
inevitably to the conclusion that control existed'' (Govt.
Br., p. 103), but does not mention ·any of the great mass of
uncontradicted evidence which supports the findings.
As to the alleged prefel'ential treatment, the Government's brief suggests that the Court need only oonside1·
its version of certain transactions which it describes as
"examples" of preferential treatment, "whether or not
these examples are, as we believe, illustrative of the record
as a whole" (Govt. Br., pp. 128-129). The Imfai:rness of that
suggestion is patent. In the first place, the supposed "examples," as they al.!e described in the Government's brief,
do not correctly reflect the evidence on those subjects. In
the second place, the isolation of certain incidents f:rom the
whole context of the course of dealings between du Pont
and General MotoFs clearly is an improper method of
attacking :findings which represent the trial court's conclusions upon consideration of the entire record. The Gove'rnment 's technique is to recite excerpts from a few exhibits, witho"Q.t reference to the remainder of the evidence,
and on tl1is basis to argue that the ultimate· findings should
be disregarded.
The ultimate findings are factual, not legal. The trial
court took into acr.ount the exhibits cited ty the Government, and a great deal more besides. If tbis Court is to
go behind the ultimate findings to determine whether they
are dearly erroneous, it must take into account the evidence
upon which the trial cou:i:t relied, and not just the Gove1·n-
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ment's excerpts. Particularly is this necessary when those
excerpts, which seemingly lend plausible support to :the
Government's inferences, give a distorted picture of the
record as a whole, as well as of the matters with which
they deal. What is omitted may be the most significant part
of the story. A few illustrations will show what we mean.
a. In. its discussion -0f General Motors' purchases of
paint and :finishes from du Pont, the Government's brief
nowhere mentions :
(1) That the principal items, Duco and Dulux, were
du Pont discoveries, far superior to anything else on
the market when they were brought out and never
thereafter, according to the evidence, surpassed by
other products for the same uses (supra, pp. 52-4, 63).
(2) That other manufacturers as well as General
Motors bought Dueo and Dulux for their merit alone
(supra, pp. 54:, 58, £3).
(3) That contemporaneous documents show General Motors' efforts to develop competitive sources of
supply for lacquer equal to Duco, as well as its eventual
success in this endeavor, with two divisions turning
to du Pont competitors as their principal source for
paint (sUtpra, pp. 55-7).
b. The Government's statement (Govt. Br., pp. 60, 139)
that the General Motors car divisions bought 89 7o of their
fabrics from du Pont in 1926 does not reveal:
(1) That this figure resulted almost entirely from
large orders by one division, Chevrolet (supra, p. 69,

fn. 47).
(2) That £3 % of all General Motors' fabric pnrehases were by Fi.sher Body, not a "car division"
(supra, p. 69, fn. 47).
(3) That only 37% of Fisher's purchases were from
du Pont, and that consequently -only 55.5%, not 89%,
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of General Motors' purchases of fabrics were from
du P-0nt (sup'fa, p. 69, fn. 41).
c. Referring to a later period, when Fisher Body made
the bodies for all of the car divisions, the Government, disregarding accurate evidence based on -company records,
twice asserts in its brief that Fisher Body bought 6'5 % -0£
its requirements from du Pont in 1947 and 68% in 1948.
But the record shows that the Government computed
these percentage :figures from reports showing the rough
estimates of a du Pont salesman who stated that he necessarily omitted the purchases which Fisher made from numerous competitors as to whose sales he had no information, and that these constituted 25-85% of the whole (supra,
:pp. 7·2-3).
d. In its discussion of the antifreeze episode of 1926 the
Government's brief does not mention contemporaneous
documents showing that the use of glycerin, which competed in the mar-ket. with alcohol, which du Pont was selling, sometimes resulted in serious harm to auto111obile eng1.nes, and that the glycerin producers themselves did not
.object to General Motors' comparison ·Of the qualities of
glycerin and alcohol-although these facts were highly
pertinent to the Government's claim that du Pont influence
had caused General Motors to indicate a preference for
alcohol instead of glycerin (sup'fa, pp. 95-100).
e. With respect to tetraethyl lead, the Government's
portrayal of favoritism for du Pont would have lost con~
siderable f.orce if the Government had mentioned:
(1) That Kettering had begun to work with du Pont
on the subject of antiknock materials years before he
or du Pont had any connection with General Motors
('$wpra, pp. 103-4).
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(2) That he was responsible for the original selection of du Pont to manufacture lead, and that he cho~e
du Pont because of his belief in its primacy in the
chemical :field (sup1·a, p. 106).
(3) That General Motors and later Ethyl made
wee unsuccessful efforts to induce other companies to
produce lead in competition with du Pont (supra, pp.
108, 117-9).
(4) That the cancellation of a contract with one
of these other companies, which the Government attributes to a letter from I1·enee du Pont, was suggested by
the other company, not by Ethyl, and was then followed
by furthe1· efforts by Ethyl to procure a competitive
source of supply (swpra, p. 119).
(5) That a Sloan letter to du Pont in 1930, whieh
contains a referenc e to Ethyl giving no thought to other
than a single source of supply for tetraethyl lead, and
which the Government characterizes as illm~truting '' tbe
way Mr. Sloan worked in harmony with du Pont" to
continue ''du Pont's exclusive supplier ~tatus," contains a paragraph whlch shows that Sloan was urging
du P-0nt to give Ethyl Corporation a patent license and
its manufacturing know-how under processes 1vbicb
would enable Ethyl itself to manufacture. This eventually resulted in Ethyl's becoming· the principal
United States manufaeturer of tetraothvl
.. lead in competition. with du P-0nt (supra, pp. 122, 124-5).
1

f. The Government attributes Sloan'~ failur(\ to appoint
Kettering· to the Policy Committee in 1943 to the fact that
Lammot du Pont said ''N-0. '' But this ignores the te~ti
mony that Sloan consulted with the management and other
groups and that it was the consensus of all that tbe appointment would not be wise ( siz1lpra, pp. 26-7).
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These exan1ples should be sufficient to convince the Court
that the trial ·court's findings cannot be branded as erroneous on the basis of any such one-sided picture as the Go-vernrnent presents. VVhat the Government ingenuously calls
the "undisputed facts" and ''admitted evidence" is only
a very fragmentary and strongly ·biased glimpse of the
real record. We have attempted in the Statement of Facts
in this brief to present a :fair Bummary of the whole record,
including the fragments ref erred to by the Government.
A.part from what is said ll1. the briefs, the record itself
demonstrates the reasonableness of the trial judge's :find...
ings. And this Court cannot properly brand his :findings as
clearly wrong without giving· the record the same thorough
consideration which he gave it.

E. The Trial Oourt 's Findings Must Be Sustained Unless
This Court Finds To Be Untruthful a Great Many
Witnesses Whom the Trial Court Believed and Whose
Testimony Was Both Uncontradicted and Corroborated
by Documentary Evidence.
The Government would have this Court disregard
entirely the testimony of a great many witnesses which
the trial court found credible and convincing. Thirtynine of these witnesses gave evidence whfoh proved that
there was no basis for tho Government's charge 0£ General
Motor.s favoritism toward du Pont. A score ·OI them flatly
denied irrfiuence resulting from du Pont 's stock ownership.
(Seep. 36, vr1,.fra.) Unless they were lying, their testimony
refutes the Government's case. Even apart from the evidence corroborating what many -of them said, the trial
judge was entitled to believe them. Authority is not necessary for the proposition that a judg·e 's :findings based on
his ·appraisal of the credibility of witnesses will not be
overturned except in the clearest case.
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The Government seeks t o give the impression that this
case is one in which the oral testimony of these witnesses is
opposed by the documentary evidence to which the Government refers. But the testimony of the witnesses is confirmed by a mass of documentary material which the Government does not mention. v.re do not suggest tbat this
evidence is inconsistent with the exhibits cited by the Government; on the contrary, it provides the 8etting in which
it can be seen that the documents relied upon by the Government do not warrant the conclusions which it seeks to
draw from them.
On e-very aspect of this case the appellees' position is
suppoi·ted by contemporaneous documentary material.
Thus, General :Motors' search for a new kind of finish for
automobiles, the superiority of the product developed by
du Pont, and General Motors' continuous efforts to secure
an equally good lacquer from competitive sources are all
proved by letters and reports '''Titten in the early 1920's.80
Contemporaneous exhibits prove that Genel'al 1ifotors purchased fabrics from du Pont becau~ e of the superiodty of
du Pont products, or because du Pont hired the salesman
Fisher Body wanted, and that on other occasions it often
turned to competitive suppliers even though du Pont 'R
pr-0duet may have been just as good.00 The whole antifreeze
episode, which shows that General Motors' attitude toward
B:> GMX 104-122, R. 1287, 1291, 1292, 1294, 1296, 1298, 1300-1, 1306-10,
6866-6932; GMX 168-190, R. 1131-33, 1135, 1137 I 11391 1139-44, 7162-

7227; DPX 177-189, R. 1950, 1953-4, 1989t 6013-6061; DPX 108-213,
R. 2022, 20271 2081, 2034-8, 2042-3, 2047, 6073-6101; DPX 218, R. 2691,
6117; GX 888-388, R. 523-4, 3932; GX 406, R. 527, 39G6; GX 418,
R. 5281 4001: GX 1228, R. 523, 5180.
OODPX 242, R. 2126, 6148; DPX 2681 R. 2216, 6169; DPX 261-262,
R. 2222-3, 6172-4; DPX 266-268, R. 2232-3, 6178-81; DPX 272-274,
R. 2236-7, 6192-9; DPX 2'78-279, R. 2243, 6204-7; DPX 287 1 R. 2256,
6219; DPX 289, R. 2269, 6221; DPX 291-296, R. 2260-041 6223-30 i
DPX 300-301, R. 2271, 6234-5; DPX 563, R. 2998, 6483; GX 290,
R. 601, 3782; GX 303, R. 504, 3805; GX 881, R. 623, 3926; GX 401,
R. 525, 3950; GX 4061 R. 527, 3966; GX 417-418, R. 526, 528, 39924008; GX 490, R. 696, 4133; GX 492, R. 541, 4115; GX 1318, R. 5270;
GX 1353, R. 2890, 6362; GX 1366, R. 2890, 5874;
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alcohol and .glycerin depended upon the facts, and not upon
du Pont pressure, appears in documents written in 1925
and 1926 (see .p p. 92~100, supra).
The fact that Kettering originally contacted a du Pont
chemist with respect to anti-knock materials and offered
to give him ''anything of interest'' appears in a 191:6 letter. 91 The efforts made to induce American Research Laboratories and Dow Chemical Company to produce tetraethyl
lead in ·competition with du Pont are shown in a -0ontraat
written in 1926 and a eontemporaneous memorandum fr.om
Dow's :fi.les.92 ·That Sloan was aware of the dangers of pl'oducing· tetraethyl lead, and that he and Pratt did llot believe
that General Motors was competent to manufacture dangerous chemicals, is als·o disclosed in documents of tbe
period. See pp. 105·, 112, :L.26, infra. And the contractual
arrangements bet.ween Ethyl and du Pont after 1930 prove,
along with letters written in 1930, that Sloan was sponsoring a policy which later would make Ethyl a competitor of
du Pont in the manufacture .o:f tetraethyl lead..98
In the same way the findings that the General MotQrs
management was not dominated by du Pont :find support
in what was w.ritten as well as what was said. This is true
as to the episode in which Raskob was forced to resign,
and of each of the other incidents described. in the Statement
in which General l\fotors officials ref.used to acquiesce in
du Pont's wishes (see pp. 1'8-22, supra). Pratt's attitnde
of independence toward du Pont is revealed by the letter
written in 1928 (GMX 201, R. 1:429, 7'248, quoted at pp.
20-21, supra), in which he said:
91 DPX 93, R. 881., 5859.
1>2GX 1313, R. 1656, 5250; GMX 283, 284, R. 1717, 7471, 7473.
93 GX 748-754, R. 628-9, 4577-461)9; GX 757-759, R. 630, 4621-42.
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"If there is anything to be gotten our position should
be to .see that it is gotten for General :Motors Corporation, rather than t11e du Pont Company.''
Plainly this is not a case like those ii1 wltlch the Court
found that the unsupported oral testimony of interested
witnesses was outweighed by contemporary writings. In
the cases the Government cites for this propositionUnited States v. Gypsum Ca., 333 U.S. 364; Un,ited States
v. Oo,·n, Products Refining Co., 234 Fed. 964 {S.D. N.Y.)t
appeal dismissed 249 U.S. 621; U1zited States v. Hartford
Empi?'e Co., 46 F. Supp. 541, dPcree modified 323 U.S. 386
-the documents upon their face proved unambiguously
violations or the antitrust laws, wl1ich could not be explained
away by 01·al testimony.
In the instant case there was no such proof of violation.
Selected documents, written many years ago and in'Volving
unique problems and events, are not truly understandable
without an explanation of the surrounding cir<!mnstances.
The testimony of the witnesses in this case wa~ not merely
"protestations of innocence'' (Gon. Br., p. 103) or attempted disavowal of what any documents said. Instead, it
was testimony about contemporaneous activities without
which the true sig·nificance of the documents could not be
understood. The inferences the Government draws from
the doemnents which it ·cites are inconsistent not only with
the testimony but with other contemporaneous documents
omitted from the Government's brief but upon which the
eourt properly relied.
It is the function of the trier of facts to consider all the
evidence, doaumentary and oral, and, after giving appropriate weight to the evidence on both side-s, to decide where,
in his opinion, the truth lies. That is what the trial court

did here.
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In Poinfa TI and TII of this brier we will undertake to
show that the trial court did not err iri its findings of no
restraint and no control, and that to the extent that the
Government attempts to base its objections to those findings upon supposed errors of Jaw, .such claims are contrived
and gTonndless.

II.
THE T.RIAL COURT'S FINDINGS THAT GENERAL
MOTORS DiD NOT FAVOR DU PONT IN ITS PURCHASING POLICIES ARE BASED UPON THE CLEAR
WEIGHT OF THE EVID~NCE AND ARE NOT
CLEARLY ERRONEOUS.

The Government's basic contention now is that du Pont,

by means of its alleged control of General Motors, obtained
an unlawful prefel'ence 'vii:h respect i:o General Motors'
purchases of materials. The Government does not say that
conti~ol alone would be illegal, however. It admits that it
does ''not contend that it is illegal for one corporation to
buy a controlling interest in another" (Govt. Br., p. 71).
Nor does it suggest that for a corporation to pref.er to buy
from one supplier rather than another would by itself
violate -the antitrust laws. Of. Tenninal Warehouse Oo. v.
Pennsylvania R. Oo., 297 lJ.S. 500, 511, in which preferential treatment was :held not to contravene the antitrust
laws in the absence of conspiraey.0~
Thus there are two separate elements in the offense which
the Government charges, control and preference resulting
therefrom, both of which must be established, since neither
is illegal without the other. We shall take up these two
Court there said (297 U,S. at 511) :
"Discriminatory privileges and pa.}'IDents given by a carrier to
a cons.ignor or consignee are unavailing without more to make out

94 The

a combination in restraint of trade -0r commerce within the rneaning
of the Anti-Trust Laws. To lead to that result the privileges or
payments must be the symptoms or incidents of an envelopil'lg
eonspiracy with its own illegal ehds/'
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elements of the Government's case in turn. In this Point II
we shall show that the frial court did not err in finding
that General Motors did not accord du Pont a preference.
In Point ID we shall show that the trial court did not err
in holding that du Pont does not conti·ol General Motors.
If the trial court's findings on either of those points be
sustained, the judgment below must be affirmed on the
Sherman Act aspects of this case.
In one sense every buyer aecords a supplier a "preference'' when he buys from him instead of a competitor. But
a preference bac;ed upon a belief that one supplier provides
higher quality products, or gives better service, or is more
reliable in. deliveries, or bas superior researeh facilities
would, of course, not be objectionable. \Ve use the term in
the Government's sense of an advantage attributable to
du Pont 's stock interest in General :Motors.
Whether or not General Motors accorded du Pont any
such preference in its purchases of materials is a pure
question of fact. It depends upon whether the evidence
shows that General Motors boug]1t from du Pont when it
would not have done so on the merits. This is a factual
matter, determination of which rests on analysis of tbe facts
with respect to the course of sales by dn Pont and otber
suppliers to General ~[otors, in this case over a long period
of years, as well as upon the reasons underlying Gene1·al
Motors' choice of one supplier over another.
The trial court made this determination of fa.ct after un
exhaustive analysis of the record, and concluded not as a
matter of law but as a matter of fact that General 1'fotors
enjoyed complete freedom of choice and that the Government had not proved that it favored du Pont in its purchasing or was constrained to do so. The Government's
brief ~ays (p. 128):
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''Our dispute with the lower court is over its conclusionary :findings, not its determination of what events
took place. ''
But what the Government means by '' conclusionary findings'' are these faetual .findings that General Motors'
purchases from du Pont were motivated by o.rdinary com~
petitiv-ei considerations. These :findings (quoted at pp. 1'59-162
supra) were the court's summary statement ·o f what took
place, after considel-ing all the ''events '' shown by the
evidence. The Government's attack on these :findings is
therefore its way of saying· that it does not agree with
what the trial court found from the evidence. It is precisely
this type of :finding ''as to the design, motive and intent
with which men act'' which thfa Court has said ''depend
peculiarly upon the credit given to witnesses by those who
see and hear them". United States v. Yellow Gab Go., 338
U.S. 338, 341.
As has been pointed out already in this brief, the Gov:.
ernment does not consider it necessary to review all of the
evidence upon which the trial court based its findings on
the subject of alleged preference. It relies instead upon its
version of three supposed ''examples'' of ptreferential
treatment, which it asserts are ''determinative-whether or
not these examples are, as we believe, illustrative of the
record as a whole'; (Govt. Br., p. 129). The Government
relies also upon ilie fact that ov.er the years du Pont has
made substantial ·sales of fabrics and ftnishes to General
Motors.
On each of those ·subje'Cts the trial court found, upon all
of the evidence, that no. preference had been accorded
du Pont, but that each transaction had be-en handled entirely on its merits by General Motors,. which had valid
reasons based upon its own best interests for doing business
with du Pont wh'3n it did· so.
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The i·ecord as a whole shows that General :Motors purchased on the basis of quality, service nnd price, not du Pont
influence. Du Pont developed a number of new and improved products. It had outstanding technical and research
facilities, and provided exceptional servicl' (Ree p. 44, fn. 29,
su.pra.) The Government failed to produce a single complaint from any <>f du Pont '-s competitors during the period
of time extending back 85 years.0 r> If Genoral ).{otors were
a "captive market" and if du Pont 's competitors were
pr-0vided ·with the "very hard road to the Gl\1 market"
whlch tbe Government claims, it is incone~ivable that the
Government could not have produced one competitor so to
testify.
We believe that a fair review of the evidence demonstrates not only that the trial court did not err with respect
to the sup:posed "examples" cited by the Government, but
also that in instance after instance General :Motors management failed or refused to deal with dn Pont wl1en du Pont
badly wanted the business and, on the wbol<.>, treated du
Pont with the same. jealous rega1·d for the best interests
of General Motors as motivated it in dealing with du Pont's
competitors.

A. Evidence As to Purchasing.
Since this case is primarily concerned with General
Motors' purchases from du Pont, we shall deal with that
before discussing the examples which relate to other matters.
The tecord is overwhelming in its demonstration that
General Motors does not buy from du Pont on any different
basis than from anyone else. This is established by the
testimony of the people who do the actual buying and sell!Iii The

Government conducted its investigation of this case by grand

jury pl'oceedings in which it called mnny General Motors purchasing

agents and ex-purchasing agents, but called none of them as witnesses
nt the trial.
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ing, and of their superiors, as well as by many documents
which reveal du Pont's successes and failures in its attempts to sell various types of commodities to the different
General Motors divisions.
The record discloses that each General Motors division
buys independently, and that the pattern of buying varies
greatly from one division to another. This variation in
itself is inconsistent with the notion that du Pont "influence'' is a factor which governs their purchases. If such
''influence'' is not expressed in any instruction or other
document, but is manifested as a power "inevitably" felt
by General Motors buyers, which seems to be the Government's present theory, it would affect one division as much
as another. And yet, Oldsmobile is the one division which
buys antifreeze from du Pont and one of the two car divisions which does not buy Duco fro1n du Pont. Buick alone
buys du Pont motor ~namel, and Cadillac alone uses
du Pont's copper electroplating exclusively. Can "inevitable influence" affect only the Oldsmobile antifreeze buyer,
but not the Oldsmobile paint buyer; the paint buyers of
·Chevrolet, Buick and P-0ntiac, hut not the antifreeze or
electroplating buyers; the electroplating buyer only at
Cadillac, but not the iCadillac paint buyer; only the Buick
buyer of mot-or enamel, but not the Buick antifreeze buyer?
(See pp, 40-41, S1!1Pra.)
The ·o nly centralized buying done by General Motors
for all of Hs divisions was by the General Purchasing
Committee during its life between 1922 and 1931. Although tbe Government's original obarge was tbat that
committee was established primarily for the purpose of
favoring du P.ont, its present brief hardly mentions the
committee at all. The reason for this is that, as the trial
court found (R. 371~72), the history of the General Purchasing Committee disproves the Government's case in the
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very period in which most of the exhibits the Government
cites were written. The chairmen of the committee during
almost all of its existence were Sloan and Pratt, whom tbe
Government treats as the General :Motors officials who were
most amenable to du .Pont influence. (Sloan remained as
a member after Pratt became chairman ( GnL~ 2-3, R. 991,
t>561-2).) If ever there was a place where such influence
o-ver General Motors' purchasing policy would ha-ve been
manifest under the Government's theory, this would have
been it. The membership of the General Purchasing Committee included the purchasing age11t5 of tbe car divisions
and Fisher Body, inter alia. If no such influence affected
the work of that committee, it would be strange indeed if
it had affected the same persons when th~y were buying for
their respective divisions.
The minutes of the committee-or such portions of them
as either party desired to introduce--are in evidence. oa
These contemporaneous documents, together with the evidence of Lynah, the executive secretary of the committee,
who had not been ~onnected with General Motors for over
20 years before he testified, show that the committee told
du Pont that it must submit its bids like everybody else,
that it would be subject to a two-source of supply .p olicy like
everybody else, and that "in the making of ou1· purchases
[from du Pont], we believe that <!ach transaction sl10uld
stand on its own merits.'' (G:aCT 194, R. 1155, 7232, suvra,
oa A complete set of minutes was supplied to the Government nt t he
trinl (R. 1089), but because of their volmne only the relevant portions
were co1lectecl and submitted as exhibits (GMX 152-163, R. 1089-90,
6988-7022; GMX 156-166, R. 1106-'7, 1107, 1100, 1114, 1116, 11rn, 1123,
1128, '7099-7158). In addition, two complete tables wer<.> introduced
showing nll contracts made nnd all contracts rejected by the committee (GMX 154-165, R. 1092, 1100, 7023-7098). Mnny other letters,
memor:mda, contracts and policy and procedur<.> i:;tntements showing
the committee's activities were also put in evidence (GMX 14.6-151,
R. 1076, 1079, 1084-6: 6966-87; GX 412, R. 628, 3986; GX 406, R. 627,
3964; GX 453, R. 536, 4082; GX 468, R. 2818, 4096; GX 462-466, R.
637-8, 4111-20; GX 494, R. 641, 4156; GX 499, R. 597, 4162; GX 637,
R. 604, 4226; GX 1331, R. 2652, 6306).
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pp. 50-1). The committee r.efused to·give du Pont a cost-plus
contract for fabrics and refused to join du Pont in a policy
of reciprocity. See p. 48, 19-21, supra. During its rune
years of operation, it contracted with respect to products
du Pont could supply more o.ften with du Pont 's competitors
than with du Pont (see p. 4·7, supra). Tbis committee,
in which Pratt and Sloan were active, set the pattern for
General Motors purchasing in a way which precluded preferential treatment for dn Pont.
During this period du P.ont found it necessary to grant
the s.o-called "super-discount" in an effort to increase its
General Motors sales. 'See pp. 48-50, supra. That was hardly
the tactic of a con1pany receiving preferential tTeaiment.
The Government cites no evidence as to General Motors'
purchases during the period between 1931, when the com~
mittee went out of existence-or for that matter, after 1926
-and the time ·of trial in 1953, except that General Motors
and Fisher Body bought substantial percentages of their
:finishes and fabrics from du Pont in later years. But an
inference of prefei·ential treatment cannot be legitimately
drawn merely from a consideration of two of the many
commodities which General Motors buys and du Pont sells.
The "inevitable influence' 1 of du Pont's stock ownership, if
it had existed, :would bave affected other products as well.
If no such influence appeared with respect to anything else
- and the Government makes no claim that it did-a trier
of fact might reasonably be skeptical of its existence as to
:finishes and fab:rics, and would reasonably credit the evidence which showed that the purchases -0f those commodities were entirely attributable to ordinary commercial
factors.
Du Pont, of course, is principally a chemical manufacturer. The record (GX 1844, R. 2846, 5341-6) shows that in
1
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1946 and 1947 du Pont sold 147 different chemicals to General Moto1"s. The total volume of such sales in 1947 was
$2,028,000.00. .And yet General :Motors bought only a ntlnor
proportion of its needs for those commodities from du Pont.
The percentage for various groups of chemicals ranged
from 0.2 %to 12.1% (DPX 573, R. 3008, 6331). The Government certainly has not established-or even asserted-that
in the br-0ad chemical :field du Pont, which it characterizes as the leacling chemical manufacturer, could not compete with other companies on an equal bash•. If General
Motors had been required to purchase from du Pont preferentially, the purchases in that field would obviously
have been much greater. .And yet the story frequently was
that the General }jfotors' buyers would in~ist on adhering
to their prior supplier so long us he wai; satisfactory,
·w·hether or not the du Pont product was just as good. (See
pp. 42-3, S'ltpra.)
Plainly, therefore, the fact that General :Motor~ in 1946
and 1947 bought large quantities of fabries aud finishes
from du Pont does not prove that they were:' purchased because of du Pont pressure or influence. The Government's
conclusion does not follow from it~ bhre stath~tics~ rrh('
reasons why du Pont sold those products were explained
fully in the record, which has b~en summarized in th(\
Statement.
We will not repeat at length what is there set f ortb. It
is sufficient to recall that the automobile industry waq
searching for a new kind of finish whicb would dry quiekly
ancl also be clurable. General Motor~ turned to du Pont
when it found that du Pont had already developed a quickdrying lacquer which might be suitable, and du Pont developed a new finish Duco, which al1nost every automobile company adopted. W eckler, a disinterested witness who had n
good deal to do with the adoption of Duco by Buick, testi-
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:fied not ·only that he was i1n:influenced by du Pont's interest in General Motors, but that he ilidn 't care whether
du Pont or Joe Doakes found a superior paint-he was
interested only in the quality of the product. (R. 2146-7;
sibpra, pp. :61, 37-38).
Both before and after the development of Duco, General
J\!Iotor.s sought to g·et other paint manufacturers to produce
a co1npetitive product, and it has continually tested all
available products to see which was the best (R. 1921-22,
1931; s1i1Yra, p. 60). As soon as adequate competitive lacquer:::;
were availaible, two ·of the car divisions, as well as Fishe1·
Body in part, hu-ned to other suppliers (supra pp. ·56-7). The
fa-0t that thre..e divisions ·did not abandon du Pont does not
prove that du Pont ret~ed their business by reason of stock
influence. These divisions exercised their autonomy ·over pur·chases in fav-0r of du Pont because they believed Duco most
satisfactory for their programs, just as Gadillac and Oldsmobile regarded a competitor's product as best for theh·
needs.1.17 The Government has not dared to suggest that
du Pont 's product did not rema~n fully competitive in all
respects. The record shows that General 1'.f otors tests paint
on several thousand of its cars, as well as on competitors'
cars (R. 19·2·7-31), each year, and Kettering's conclusi{)n
was that ''one of the reasons'' why General Motors' oars
brought more than substantially identical -0ars of other
companies "in a used car lot;;.,> * "''is the paint" (R. 1592).
Certainly the trial judge cannot be said to have been
cleady err-0neous because he credited the uncontradfoted
evidence that the purchases of Duco resulted from the original and 'Continued merit of the product.
to Buick and CheVl'olet, this was partly due to the location of
their main factories in Flint, :ne.ar the plant in which Duco was
produced!, just as Cadillac turned to a supplier located near its factory
in Detroit (R. 1923-24, l 926-27, 214.1-43).

ll7 As
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The second largest item which General Motors buys
from du Pont is Dnlux, a synthetic enamel finish for refrigerators and other appliances. But Dulux was developed by du Pont in collaboration with General Electric,
not General Motors, was used by a number of companies
before General :Motors adopted it, and has since been used
by General Motors to a lesser extent than by most of its
competitors. Sales of this product to General l\{otors,
about $3,000,000 in volume in 1947, can hardly be attributed to favoritism or preference.
With respect to fabrics, orders for whieh only slightly
exceeded those for Dulux, the Government refers only to
du Pont sales of large percentages of General Motors' requirements in the very early years, to the inaccurate figure
of 89% in 1926 (see p. 69, s1ipra), and to the 40-505~ sold
in recent years. It does not mention that General Motors
bought most of its fabrics from du Pont prior to the stock
purchase in 1917, and that by 1931 the proportion bad
dropped to 31.5%. (See pp. 67-69, supra.) Other e"idence
showed that du Pont's sales r-0se and fell as improved
products were developed by it or competing· suppliers, or
because of such factors as the employment of a special
salesman. (See pp. 67-8, 70-71, supra). Four du Pont 'vitnesses testified that selling fabrics to General :rviotors
was as hard as selling to anyone else, and that du Pont's
stock interest was neither mentioned nor helpful (R. 212831, 2310, 2357-'58, 2672, 2903-5; pp. 65, 38-9, supra) . Their testimony was corroborated by many contemporary exhibits.08
The trial court was not rP.quired to find that the bare statistics cited by the Gove1nment outweighed all this testimony.
!>SDPX 228-327, R. 2065, 2072-6, 2080-2, 2106-G, 2126, 2188, 2190, 2191-2,
2277, 2198, 2200, 2204, 2206, 2210-11, 2213-6, 2221-4, 2227-8, 2232-7,
2239, 2242-3, 2246, 2248-9, 2252, 2266-7, 2259-64, 2266, 2269, 2271-4,
2276, 2279-81~ 2283-6, 2288-9, 2204-6, 2229, 2299, 2306, 6130-6273.
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The Government attempts to bolster the inferences it
seeks to draw from these statistics by reference to another
percentage figure. It argues that because about 80% of the
fabrics and finishes which du Pont sold to the automobile
industry were purohased by General M-0tors in a period
when General Motors was manufacturing only 35-45 % of
the automobiles, General Motors could not have been buying
from du Pont on the merits, but must have done so :for
.p referential reasons.09
In the Statement we have set out the reason for this
with r·espect to both :finishes and fabrics (see pp. 5'8-9, 75..;6,
supra). In short, Ford adopted the policy of manufacturing the bulk of its own materials and Chrysler deliberately sought ''independent sources of supply, different from
those that were then selling to F,ord and General Motors,''
(R. 229Z; supra, p. 75), although conceding that du Pont's
'' servi~e and performance * ~ ~ was very satisfactory''
(R. 1995; sup ra, ~· '58) . With the remaining manufacturers
enjoying only 12-15% of the business, the result was that
the distribution of du Pont's ·sales among the manufacturers
available to it was not disproportionate, as we have shown
at pages 75-76, supra.
Furthermore, the fact that a supplier sells in different
proportions to c;lifferent customers, or even exclusively to
S'()me and nothing to others, does not prove that its sales
are made on a non-competitive basis. In no market that
we have ever heard of does each supplier sell to each
custom.er in proportion to the latter's share of the market.100
1

oo Since the sales to Gene1·al Motor s include sales to it.s non-automotive
divisions, comparing such sales with sales to other automobile companies gives General Motors a large1· percentage than if only sales
for automobile use were compar ed.
100 If the Government ever detected any such proportional division of
the niarket, it would be sure that there had been a violation of the
antitrust laws.
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How much each customer purchases depends on its judgment of any number of tangible and intangible factors, as
is shown, if proof be needed, by the variance in the percentages bought from du Pont by the different General
Motors divisions.
The Government also attempts to support its argument
by saying that in the early 1920's du Pont made a drive
(unsuccessfully) for Fisher B-ody busine~s, tba t it used the
super-discount to get some of this business (in the late
1920's), that Fisher was completely ''bought out" by General Motors (this was in 1926), that (jumping 20 years)
Fisher bought 68% of its fabl'ics from du Pont in 1945 (the
actual figure was about 40%; see pp. 72-3, supra.), and
that therefore du Pont sold to Fisher ''not on the ·b asis of
merit, but on the basis of control'' (Govt. Br., p. 142). A
more complete ·non, sequit1w would be difficult to find.
The full story has been told in the Statement at puge~ 7074, supra. Influence or control did not enlarg-(l Fisher's purehases in. the years immediately aftl\r it becamC' a G<:'neral
l.fotors division. The very fact that du Pont was requir(ld
to offer lower p1·ices in the form of a super-discount is completely at variance with the existence of influence or control.
Influence or control was not responsible for Fisher's purchases of Teal; it refused to buy any from du Pont from
1931 to 1948, although du Pont 's product was competitfrf:l,
and then gave du Pont only one-half to one-third of it:;;
business when it developed a new and superior product (p.
71, s·up1·a). There is nothing in the i·~rord to l"ugg-C'st that
Fisher's purchases were not on the baHis of merit in 1947
and 1948 as well as earlier, and a grC'ut deal which ~howl'\
that they were, as the trial court found.
The Government presumably was deceived by itr; own
misuse of statistics 1 since its statemf:lnt that du Pont's
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sales to Fishe1· in the late 1940's were based on control is
followed by this sentence (Govt. Br., p. 142):
'' The picture is particularly clear because of the
comparison with contemporaneous sales to other di.visions of General Motors.''
Since Fisher was p11rohasing the 'fabrics for all General
Motors passenger oars in 1947 and 1948, the only ''other
divisions'' in the market for fabrics were the truck divisions, which bought about one-third of their fabrics from
du Pont (R. 2098-2102; GX 1352-1357, R. 2890, 5360-79;
supra, p. 70). This is not very different from the true .figure
of about 40% for Fisher, or from the 38.5% for General
Motors. as -a whole in 1947, most of which was attributable
to Fisher (see 'P· 73, S'tipra).
B. Evidence As to Transactions Not Directly
Involving Purchases .
.Although "the gist of the Government's case" is an
"illegal preference with respect to General l\!Iotors purchases of materials" (Go\Tt. Br., p. 70), more of its brief
is devoted to the subjects of antifreeze, tetraethyl lead and
refrigerants than to the course of General Motors purchasing, presumably on the theo1·y that if it could be shown
that du P.ont was favored in any other kind of dealing, that
would prove an unlawful preference in the purchase of
supplies.
As appears from the Statem-ent (supra, pp. 90-134),
the evidence does not establish any unlawful preference
for du Pont in connection with any of these commodlties.
Indeed, when all the facts of record as to each are examined, as distinct from the selected excerpts which the
Government chooses to mention, tb.ey demonstrate that
du Pont 's stock interest in General Motors did not result
in its obtaining special treatment.
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(a) Antifreeze.

The Government's claim as to antifreeze is that General
Motors changed its instruction manuals for car owners so
as to eliminate a statement of preference for glycerin over
alcohol when it was advised that du Pont had begun to
produce the latte1·. But the fact was that Sloan ref used to
do this in the :first instance, because at that time General
Motors believed glycerin to be superior; he stated that be
would have to "be guided by the facts" ( GX 320, R. 507,
3833-34). Only when experience during the following year
indicated that glycerin also had its disadvantages did he
come to the reasonable conclusion that General ~rotors
should take a neutral position stating the merits and demerits of the competing antifreeze products (:-;ee pp. 92-100,
supra). His personal preference for alcoh-01 ( GX 336, R.
511, 3861) was based on the discovery that, unless properly
used, glycerin ''would cause decomposition and corro~ion
of the engine ·operating· parts''. This can hardly be charged
to du Pont's stock interest in Genera] :Motors.
(b) Tetraethyl Lead.

As to tetraethyl lead, the Government asserts that
du Pont 's ownership of General :Moton:; $tock ·was the reason General Motors turned to du Pont to manufacture the
lead in the ftrst instance, instead of manufacturing it itself,
and why du Pont continued to manufacture lead for the
Ethyl Corporation.
The record shows that Kettering bad begun to work with
du Pont chemists on the anti-knock problem before he or
du Pont had any interest in General l\Iotor~, 101 nnd that he
selected du Pont to help develop the anti-knock compounds
because of his belief that "they were the be!.'\t cbemh•t~ thnt
101 This

is pi·oved by contemporaneous documents, as well as by ornl
testimony ( D PX 98, R. 881, 6869; S?LP1'a, p. 169) .
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we knew of in the country" (R. 1584; supra, p. 106). The
obstacles which du Pont ove1·oame to make tetraethyl lead a
oo.zpmercially useful product, w.hen viewed in the light of the
disastrous consequen.ces .of similar efforts by a concern little
experienced with dangerous chemicals and the unwillingness of another large chen1ical company experienced in that
area to undertake the risks (pp. 114, 117-118, S'Mpra), prove
that Kettering'~ opinion was an entirely reasonable one. Certainly the Government has not suggested that he could not
honestly have thought that the du Pont chemists might be
the best in the :field. The trial court was therefore not
clearly in error in believing his testimony.
After du Po:nt had undertaken to produce. the lead,
General Motot·s joined with Standard of New Jersey in the
formation of the Ethyl Corporation to market the product.
Sfoan did not follow the du Pont suggestion that negotiations with Standard be turned over to du Pont, although
this might have pr,eserved the manufacturing :field exclusively for du Pont. It is true that Sloan did not believe
that :Standard should manufacture lead itself and that it
was better to concentrate tbe manufa'Cturing in du Pont
during the developmental stage, but he acquiesced in the
experimental ·operation which was all that ·Standard itself
wished to undertake. Seldom was a judgment so speedily
vindicated, when the disaster which befell .Standard'-s
Bayway plant within a few weeks halted the entire project
and almost led to a permanent prohibition of this new and
important material.
When production by du Pont under a safer process was
about to be resumed, Standard having had enough, Ethyl,
with Sloan's approv.al, sought unsuccessfully to induce two
othe1· companies to enter the mailufacturing :field (supra,
pp. 117-118). A .few years later when it became apparent
that du Pont would be the only company with adequate
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facilities and know-how after Ethyl's patents expired,
Sloan pro.posed and supported a program whereby du Pont
would be required to share its lmowledge with and construct facilities for Ethyl. The result was that when the
patents expired, Ethyl was able to establish itself as
the largest manufacturer in the indust ry. and since 1948
it has been eompeting with du Pont throughout the country.
This course of events does not besp eak du Pont domination of General M:oto1·s or Ethyl. It shows the making
of business judgments for business reasons by General
Moto:i:s' offi.eials in the interests of General :Motors. On
some occasions they agreed with du Pont and on others
they disagreed. The fact that Sloan agreed with the
du Ponts as to some matters does not prove that he was influenced or dominated by them. He could hardly be expected
to :find them wrong -0n everything in the course of dealings
lasting many years.
The Government seeks to suppor t its n1·guments that
the trial cou;rt erred in not fi.ndin~ tbnt General 1\{otors'
purchasing was influenced or dominated by du Pont by
reference to excerpts from a few letters, none written after
1930. The most important of these are discussed in the
Statement ( S'lf;1J'ra, pp. 121~123). It is ~mfficient her~ to ~ay
that if €ach is read in toto and in the context of the ~ituation
confronting the author when it was written, it does not support the Government's contention that the General Motors
officials were motivated by du Pont influence. Thus, for
Sloan to say that he favored du Pont as the sole producer of
tetraethyl lead immediately after the Bayway debacle at
Standard's experimental plant only proves that in the tense
and worried atmosphere of that period, Sloan thougbt that
du Pont was the only safe producer.
The Government's arguments with respect to both tetraethyl lead and Freon imply that du Pont domination kept
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General Motors from manufacturing those ahemicals itself.
But ihe record reveals the reasons why General Motors
chose not to go into the business of producing dangerous
chemicals. The reason was simply that General Motors was
a manufacturer of machinery, and that its officials did not
believe that it had competence in the field of chemical
inanufacture.102 They were properly and reasonably-and
it turned <>ut, very wisely- afraid to get in.to a field in which
a mistalrn might not only have severe financial repercussions, but also would, as it did, imperil the health and lives
of all of those engaged in it. General Motors proved to be
right in its judgment that a project fraught with such pl;iysical hazards should not be undertaken except by persons
with the most experience in handling such matters. vVith
respect to both tetraethyl lead and Freon, it turned out that
the methods of producing the c.hemfoals developed ·b y the
General Motors researchers were impracticable for manufacture on a large scale. The expert du Pont staff, after
<!onsiderable difficulty, discovered improved tec.hniques
which were essential to the usefulness of the inventions.
The question, of course, is hot whether GeneTal Motors
in time could have established a chemical manufacturing
department, or whether it was wise for it not to have entered a field which might have made it considerably larger.
The issue here is whether there was a reasonable basis
£or the trial court to believe that General Motor.g' failure
to manufacture these chemicals itself, and its selection of
du Pont as the manufacturer, were based on considerations
other than du Pont 's 8todr intel·est in General Motors.
102 Compare

General Motors' policy over the yea.rs of getting out of
businesses which, despite their p1•ofitabi1ity, pro'Ved unrelated to General Motors' field of competency, e.g.? glass, leather, woolen cloth,
aviation and marine instruments> aircraft, car rentals, banking

(Hearings, United States Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and
Monopoly, Committee on the Judiciary, 84th ·Cong., 2d Sess., 1906,
Study of Antitrust Lwws, VoL VII, pp. 3668-8669, Vol. VIII, pp.
4295-4814).
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Since the evidence as to the factors motivating the General
Motors executives was both uncontradicted and inherently
reasonable, the trial court was not clearly in error in giving
it credence.
(c) Freon and the Kinetic Corporation.

Freon, a refrigerant discovered by General :Motors, \fas
manufactured by Kinetic Chemicals, a company jointly
owned by General Motors and du Pont, rather than by
General 1'Iotors itself. The Gov<?rnment refers to this as
proof that General Motors' manufacturing contract<; with
du Pont were not awarded ''on the busis of merit alone''
(Govt. Br., p. 137). As with tetraethyl lead, and in large
part as a result of that experience, Sloan did not think that
General Motors was competent to undertake the manufacture of dangerous chemicals (see pp. 127-8, supra) . After
Sloan made the deeision tJJat the manufncture should be by
an outsider, Pratt asked du Pont to join l\.·ith General
Motors because of "their experience in handling dangerous
chemfoals" including tetraethyl lead. The resulting 51-49%
arrangement enabled General Motors to keep almost onehalf of the profits, while du Pont had the responsibility for
pToduction in a fteld with which it was familiar. Pratt testified that he was not ''motivated in any way'' by du Pont's
stock ownership in General A1otol'S. The trial court cannot
be said to be clearly in error in believing thh; te$thnony.
(Supra, pp. 126-30)
The Government also referred to an unused and subsequently cancelled clause in the Kinetic agreement, whereby
General Motors' future ehemical developments would be
offered to Kinetic -0n such terms as might be mutually
agreed upon by the parties. It quotes Pratt's explanation,
(see pp. 131-2, supra) t tbat this was designed ''to remove
from some of our organization the temptation of attempting
to build up within General Motors an independent chemical
manufacturing activity, and to place any developments
along chemical lines in an organization in which we have
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confidence from the standpoint of their ability to ·carry on
chemical manufacturing processes.'' But this again meant
only that he and Sloan clidn 't believe that General Motors
should manufacture chemicals, for the rea,sons already
stated, and that they wanted their chemical developments
to be in the hands of an organization in whose ability in
that field they had confidence.
It should be noted that General Motors' interest in
Kinetic was sold to du Pont after this suit was begun, with
the Department ·of Justice expressly not objecting- (DPX
145, R. 1833, 5975). If the Government does not object to
du Pont 's taking over General Motors' interest in Kinetic,
it is hard to see how it can say that General Motors violated
the antitl·ust laws when it peTmitted du Pont to have a half
interest in the enterprise.
The ·documents the Government cites, whether read by
themselves or in the light of the evidence as a whole, do
not establish that in creating Kinetic, General Motors was
not acting in its own best interests or was motivated in any
way by pressure or influence emanating from du Pont's
·ownershlp of General Motors stock. They relate to an
episode which is now ,only of academic interest, both in view
of the fact that the clause in paragraph 7 on which the
Government relies was cancelled in 1945 and the fact tbat
General Motors' Kinetic stock was purchased by du Pont
with the Government'·s acquiescenee. They certainly do
not prove that General Motors ha.s -0r ever had a purchasing policy of giving du Pont preferential treatment.
C.

The Government Relies PrincipaIIy Upon Evidence
Which Is Ancient, Of Disputed Significance, And Not
Connected With Events Of Recent Years.

The Government's case here rests al!nost entirely on
evidence relating to events which took place from 26 to 39
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years ago-from 1917 to 1930. The Government'~ Statement.
of Facts cites no evidence relating to anything which bm~
happened since 1930-19 years before suit wag commenced
-from which it possibly could hope to persuade any court
that du Pont has received any trade preferenC'es from
General Motors.
The Government asswnes that exp1·~c;~ions prior to 1930
(as it construes them, contrary to the findings), combined
with the fact that General Motors continues to buy sub~
stantial amounts of a few commodities from du Pont, prove
-p referential treatment during all the yenri:1 the1·eaft(ll',

down to the present.
All of the testimony as to efforts since 1930 to sell
General ::M~otors the various types of products made by
du Pont disclosed a competitive pictur~ in all reHpect~. Se<'
pp. 40-43, 56-57, 71-2, 100-2, s11.ip1·a,, In some fields du Pont
was quite successful with some of the General i\fotors di~
visions, in others not at all- which is just as it ~houlcl be in
a com:petitive 111arket if it be a~sun1ed, a::-\ no on~ denfo~, t\mt
du Pont is capable of obtaining some business on its competitive merits. General ~Iotors' pureba~e~ of thr(l(l of the
four main products which it bas obtained from du Pont in
recent years-Dulux, Teal for convertibl~ topH, and trim for
automobile bodies-did not begin until the· early 1930 ':-t,
1948 and 1939, respectively, and are not connected with nny
course of dealing· during the earlier period. We hnve shown
that in each instance the medts of the du Pont products at
the time were responsible for these purcha~ws. Although
purchases of Duco began in the early 1920's, there cannot
be the sligbtest doubt on the record that General l\lotors
began and continued to purchase Duco becam~e it wa~ n
new and superior product discovered by du Pont. The bare
statistical faot, which is all that th<? Government present~,
that after <!ompetitive lacquers came on the markl't, som~
of the larger General Motors divisions continued to buy
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from du Pont while other divisions did not does not warrant
the inference that such purchase·s are attributable to an
illegitimate influence which was not ev:ex shown to have
been responsible for the original purchases.
The Government does not mention the other items wbfoh
Genera.I Motors buys from du Pont because they do not
support its charges of preference-and it ·r efuses to r~cog
nize the fact that they actually refute it. The only one of
these items subst~ntial in 1947-antifooeze-was boug-l1t
from du Pont when other adequate sources of supply we-re
unavailable. After the post-war shortage most of the business went to another supplier. See pp. 101-2, supra.
The reco1·d· thus demonstrates affirmatively, as the trial
court's :findings show, that General Motors' purchases from
du Pont in recent years unquestionably have been at arm's
length, and no Government evidence relating to the same
or ·even i·easonably contemporary transactions indicates
otherwise.
.As to tetraetbyl lead and Freon, the Government is in
no better position. It has aband·oned its objections to the
manufacture of Freon by Kinetic (now wholly owned by
du Pont), and there is presently intense competition between
Ethyl and du Pont in producing and marketing tetraethyl
lead, a result contemplated and planned for since 1930 by
Ethyl and General Motors officials.
The Government will say that du Pont still owns 23%
of General Motors stock, is represented by 5 out of 34
members (a;bout 1'5%) on the General Motor·s Board of
Directors, and has representation on the Financial Policy
and Bonus and Salary Committees of the General Motors
Board. But the GoveTnment has no evidence that any of
these facts had any effect upon trade between General
Motors and du Pont. Apart from the facts summarized
above as to ihe absence of ·a ny evidence of restriction by
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way of preference or otherwise on General l\:fotors' trade,
the record affi1·matively shows that neither the Board of
Directors nor any of its comroittees-and a fortiori those
committees whose functions do not relate to trade--e\Yer
eoncerned itself with trade or purchasing policies in the
slightest. See pp. 25, 27-8, supra.103
In sum, the Government's case rests entirely on evidence
of disputed significance which relates to things which hnppened up to 1930. Even if the other evidenee of thn t
earlier period-which the trial court found disproved the
Government's claim even for that pedod-be disregarded,
all of the evidence after that date proved affirmatively,
without any contradiction or impeachment, that du Pont
did not control or influence, or receive any preference from,
the purchase operations of General nfotors.
The principles governing this type of situation have been
established and applied in many cases. This is a suit in
equity to 1:estrain violations of the antitrust laws in the

future.

"It will simplify consideration of such cases us this
to keep in sight the target at which relief fa aimed.
The ·sole funetion of an action for injunction is to forestall future violations. • • • All it takes to make tbe
cause of action for relief by injunction is a real threat
of future violation or a contemporary vio1ation of a
nature likely to continue or recur.'' United States v.
Oregon Medioai Society, 343 U.S. 326, 333.

Evidence of what has happened in the past, even long in
the past, is admissible to illuminate the "connections and
103 The

only evidence as to du Pont pnrticipntion in Genernl Motors'
affairs in the many years preceding the institution of this suit related
to suggestions ns to who should be chosen for outside members of the
Board of Directors, the organization of the Board's committee system,
and an intere!\t in the continued hiC"h calibre of General Motors' chief
1inancial officers. Attitude towards du Pont wns never taken into
account in such matters. See pp. 27-8, supra. But in any event,
none of this could hnve, or was p1·oved to have, nny eft'ect upon
General Motors' trade policies.
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meanings'' of ''currently questioned conduct'' (id. at 332) .
But (id,. at 333) : .

"In a forward-looking action suoh as this, an examination -0£ 'a gTeat amount of archeolog-y' is justified
only when it illuminates or explains the present and
predicts the shape of things to come.''
''The crucia~ question is whether there was a contemporaneous violation or ~ threat against which the writ of the
court should be directed" (United States v. South B.u ffalo
Ry. Co., 333 U.S. 771, 774) .
The rule that equitable relief is granted only when the
fact ·of past violations affords a reason for believing that
violations will recur in the future has been applied and
recognized in a great many antitrust cases, in each of which
it was assumed or held that the past conduct was clearly
unlawful. United States v. OregO'i?t Medical Society, supra;
United States v. South B11,ffalo Ry. Oo., supra; United
States v. W. T. Gr(}t1tt Oo., 345 U.S. 629; United States v.
Borden Cotnpany, 347 U.S. 514, '519; Maple Floormg Manufactwring Assn. v. United States, 268 U.S. ·563, 577.;8; Industrial AssociC11tion v. United States, 268 U.S. 64, 84; Stanclar-d
Oil Co. of Indicm,a, v. United States, 283 U.S. 163, 181 ;
United States v. Reading -Co., 226 U.S. 324, 346; United
States v. United States Steel Got-p., 251 U.S. 417, 444, 452;
United States v. Aluminwm Company, 148 F. 2d 416, 448
(C.A. 2). 104
104 In

the Oregon Medica.l case tho defendants had abandoned their
allegedly illegal course of conduct several years before the suit was
begun. This Court agreed "with the trial court that conduct discontinued in 1941 does not warrant the issuance of an injunction in
1949,, (343 U.S. at 334). In the Grant, Standard Oil of Indiana.,
R eading, Ind-ustria,l Association, Maple Flooring and Tl. S . Steel
cases, equitable relief was denied where conduct admittedly illegal
had been abandoned. In the Grant and StandMd Oil cases the
abandonment was after suit was begun; in the Steel case 9 months
before; in the Maple Floorin(J ca!'le several years before; in the
I ndust-t·ia.l Association case, "long before".
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If that be the rule even in case8 where unlawful acts in

the past were proved or admitted, a fortiori the same principle must apply when the evidence out of the past was
insufficient even to convince the trial court that there was
a violation of law then.10 :s
Here the trial court has found that there was no violation
of law at any time. But if the trial court had found otherwise in this case, with respect to the early period, the principles just summarized would have precluded granting the
Government any relief, in the face of overwhelming evidence that there has been no preference of du Pont during
the period of at least 19 years before the trial.

The heart of the Government's case is that du Pont ha~
attained an illegal preference ·with reRpect to General
Motors' purchases of materials. The Government relies on
clocuments almost all of which are ut least 30 years old,

or

bare statistics as to percentageg
E=-a1es, and episode~
relating to antifreeze, tetraethyl lead and Freon, which do
not involve General 2.fotors' purchasing policie~ nt all.
Analysis of the record as a whole and as to each ~ubjed
the Government relies on, however, proves that there has

b<?en and is no policy of favoring du Pont with respect to
General Motors trade.
The question before this Court is not whether some items
of evidence might support an inference contrary to the
lO:i!n the lndust1-ial Association case, "three or four sporadic nnd
doubtful instances during the period of nearly two years" were held
i.nsuffieient to establis'h a conspiracy {268 U.S. nt 84). In th<.'
Reading case the Court refe1Ted to evidence indicating thnt "there
occun:ed a conference in 1896" [16 years before the Supreme Cou1·t's
decision,l looking to an unlawful arrangement to apportion tonnnge.
"But the weight of proof", the Court continued, ''sntisfies us thnt
whatever might haYe been contemplated or attempted, the scheme
p1·oved abortive, or, if attempted, was nbnndoned ·1ong before this
bill was filed." (226 U. S. at 346).
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:findings of the trial court, but whether the trial court's
:findings basecl upon the record as a whole are clearly erroneous. Obviously the trial court did 110t err in looking
at all of the evidence and noi merely at a few items
selected by the Government. We are unable within the compass of a brief to enable this Oom:t to· have before it more
than a fraction of what the trial court considered in reaching his conclusion. We submit, however, that enough of the
record has been summarized to show beyond peradventure
that the trial court's :findings a1·e entirely reasonable and
plainly not clearly erroneous.
This is a purely factual question. There is no room for
en·or of law in a :finding that General Motors bought its
supplies from du Pont, as from du Pont 's competitors, 011
the merits of the products, in the exercise of its own best
judgment, and not because of any limitation resulting from
du Pont pressure, coercion, influence, dominance or any
understanding resulting therefrom. The :findings adverse to
the Government on this question are therefore sufficient to
dispose of the charge that the Sherman Aot has been
violated.

III.
THE TRIAL COURT'S FINDINGS THAT DU PONT DID
NOT CONTROL GENERAL MOTORS ARE AMPLY
SUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE AND INVOLVE NO
ERROR OF LAW.

A. The Government's Theories of Control.
The original theory of the Government's case was that
General Motors agreed to prefer du Pont ove1· its competitors in purchasing its requirements of materials which
du Pont made. General 7\ifotors was claimed to have agreed
to this either voluntarily or because of coercion by du Pont.
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Voluntary agreement by General :Motors now is out of
the case, by every possible interpretation of the Govern~
ment's election not to contest the trial court's findings of
"no conspira~y". This leav~s coercion of General :Motors
by du Pont, which was only an alternative theory below, an
indispensable part of the Government's case.
Du Pont 's claimed control of General ~{otors is described
generally as the power ''to influence business judgments of
General Motors" (Govt. Br., p. 77). Since this case is
concerned with trade, the Government properly limits the
business judgments to which it refers to the situations uin
which du Pont was in competition with other suppliers''
(Govt. br., p. 72), and defines the power to be "power over
a substantial part of General ntfotors' trade" (Govt. Br.,
p. 70), "a power in du Pont to direct the business policies
of General Motors so as to gain for itself an economic
advantage over its competitors'' (p. 88).
The G-0vernment is -0areful to disclaim that its position
is that such ''control automatically follows from some fixed
percentage of stock ownership" (Govt. Br., pp. 91-2), such
as 23%, though, as we shall show, that is what its argument
really comes down to. But in order to have such control, ''it
is not necessary to hold a majority" of the voting securities
(Govt. Br., p. 88). Various factors are to be considered, including the percentage of stock held, the distribution of
the stock, the percentage voted at stockholders meetings,
the historic re1ationshlp of the companies, the number of
interlocking directors and officers, and the i·elationship of
the management to the parent company (Govt. Br., p . 92).
We agree that a substantial minority stockholder may be
the ·dominant and controlling faator in a corporation, that
tbis does not automatically follow because he holds 2370 or
some ·other percentage of the stock, and that the factors
whieh the Government mentions are to be considered. But
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those factors, we submit, a1·e not exclusive. The Government ignores, or gives little heed to, evidence as to the
actual relationship between the two companies over a long
:period of time.10a
When the issue· is the relationship between two particular companies, this last factor is of special importance.
As thls Court said in Rochester Telephone Oo'ftp. v. United

States, 301

u. s. 1'25, 14·5:

''Congress did not imply artificial tests of control.
This is an issue of fact tQ be determined by the spooial
circumstances of each case.',,
The Government has chided the trial court ( J urisdietional
St., p. 17-18) with not recognizing the "realities" of corporate life. But the "realities" upon which the Government
relies are only the formal relationships between Gene-ral
Motors and du Pont-such as the percentages of stock held,
the :percentages of stock voted and the number of nominees
on the board 0£ directors and eerta.in committees of the
board-and the abstract fact that control is sometimes
associated with such factors. \iVhat the Goverillllent fails
to recognize is that this case is concerned with the demon,strated realities of General 11:otors' corporate life, and not
merely 'vith considerations which are relevant in dealing
with corporations generally, or with nrnTe theories of intercorporate relationships.
The trial court took into consideration each factor the
Government relies on. It took into account the extent to
which du Pont participated in the choice -0£ iGeneral 1Iotors
management (R. 316), the number of du Pont representatives on the General M·otors bo,ard and committees and
1

106 This

may faH under the Government's category of ''historic relation-

ship of the companies". If it does, our criticism isi not of the Gov-

ernment's choice of category, but of its omission to mention most of
the evidence which demonstrates what that historic relationship
actually was.
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the manner in which the board and committees were chosen
(R. 308-316), the distribution among 436,500 stockholderi;
of the stock not owned by du Pont (R. 304), the percentage
of the du Pont stock to the total v-0ted at stockholders'
meetings (R. 322-3), and whether or not du Pont's 23%
"\vould have been sufficient to control the company if there
had been a contest at such meeting (R. 322-3).
The Government would have the Court ~top there, and
say that these. factors, lo~ked at by tbem~t>lve~, tthow
that du Pont had either working control of Genernl :\:[otors,
or a "controlling· influence" over it, or, nt any rate, would
justify a con(',lusive presumption that G~neral l\Iot~rs inevitably would act so as to prefer du Pont over its competitors. But the court below quite reasonably did not ignore
the remainder of the record and the evidence in it which
showed tbat over a long period of yea.l's General 1'totor~
had not felt compelled to kowtow to du Pont 's wishe~t and
had not done so.
B.

The Evidence on Which the Trial Court Based

Its Findings.
The record shows that the General :l\fotors dh?ii::iom; do
theu· purchasing independently of the central management,
that the management does not tell them wl1at to buy ancl
certainly has not told them to buy preferentially from du
Pont, that the bonus compensation of each General :Motor:-:;
employee who participates in the purchase of supplies i~
dependent upon the profits of General Motors and his di~
vision, as well as the quality of his own work, and that the
du Pont Company could go "bankrupt" without hi~ being
affected at all. Thus there is every incentiv<:' for the purchasing staffs of the General Motors divisions to be loyal
only to General Motors, without any regard fo1· the du Pont
Company. When there was coordination of purchasing of
some commodities in the 1920,s, t.be General Pul'cha~ing
Committee made it a policy to see that all suppliers, in-
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eluding du Pont, were treated alike. See pp. 45-52, supra.
:.M:oreover, the record shows that the decentralization of
management and the General Purchasing Committee were
set up during Pierre du Po11t's presidency, when du Pont
had the greatest opportunity to coerce the General Motors
operating management, had it desired to do so. Instead,
that management deliberately was made independent of
du Pont contr 01. See p. 1.S, supra.
Of course, the fact that the record shows that for many
years General l\fotors has bought supplies from du Pont on
the basis of quality, service and price, as from other suppliers, and that it did not give du Pont preferential treatment, as described in P.oint II supra, pp. 172-183, is the
strongiest possible evidence· that du Pont had no control or
coercive influence over General Motors' buying policies.
The evidence also shows that the Board of Directors and
its committees were not conce1·ned with or informed a;bout
the identity of General Motors' various suppliers. They
did not pass upon particul~r contracts or arrangements, or
even fix purchasing policies. They did not determine the
compensation by way of bonus or otherwise of the perso11s
who did represent General Motors in those transactions.
The record affirmatively demonstrates that the attitude of a
General Motots executive towards du Pont had ne"Ver been
taken into consideration by the Board, its committees or
anyone else, in determining his authority, his compensation
or his advancement. See pp. 23-33, supra.
The Government says (Govt. Br., p. 102) that it does not
do for the appellees "to assert that perhaps there was control over financial ipolicy, 1>ut not over purchasing p1•actice.
It is not possible to compartmentalize suoh authority-it
exists or it doesn't exist.'' The Government's position that
control ,over financial policy cannot be separated from control over purchasing practices is i·efuted by its own exhibits
as to the situation when du Pont fust bought its stock in
0
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General :Motors. The record shows that separation of authority over :finance and operations was exactly what was
planned and what happened, up to the time of Durant's collapse. During the brief period of Pierre du Pont's emergency .administration, there may have been a partial merging of all management functions. Pierre, however, as a matter of deliberate policy, saw to it that by the time he stepped
out, after two and -0ne-half years, the operational management of General Motors, which included its purchasing poli<!ies, had been set up on a basis which again separated it
from the :financial side of the business, in which du Pont retained a representation commensurate with its sizeable
investment.
The Government attempts to nndermine this picture of
complete fi·eedom from du Pont influence at the le\"els whicll
affect the operations with which we are concerned by treating Sloan, chief executive officer of General :Motors from
1923 to 1946, as a clu Pont representative, on the ground
that he was adzanced to the presidency by the du Ponts
in 1923 and was shortly thereafter named a member of tb~
du Pont Board of DU-er.tors. :Much i~ made of his personal
friendship \Yitb some of tbe du Pont8, and of his reference
to himself as a "member of the du Pout family.''
But this is only a small part of the Sloan story. Sloan
did not come into General !\fotors through du Pont, but
through United Motors, a. manufacturer of various auto
pal'ts, at the time Du.rant was the 11N\d of the company.
Prior to that Sloan had headed, and with his father was
principal O"\\'D.er of, the Hyatt Roller Beating Company,
whlch he sold for $13,500,000. See p. 16, M1,p1·a. Tbus, when
.he :first came to General :Motors he already was a successful
business leader in his own right and a man of independent
means who had no reason to feel any $Uch concern over his
"business future" as the Government suggests might make
him subse1'Vi.ent to du Pont (Govt. Br., p.127). Under Durant
his abilities :brought him further advancement, and he be-
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came vice president of General 1\!Iotors. When Pierre
du Pont took over the presidency temporarily in 1920, he
soon recognized that Sloan possessed the stature ·and capacity needed for the chief executive's positi~:m. Within
two and a half years Pierre resigned, recomm.ending tbat
Sloan succeed him.
It was under Sloan's Jeaclershlp that General Motors rose
from :the producer of 12%-18% of the automobiles manufactured in this country to its present position. Sloan's
success was achieved in large part because of his policy of
decentralizing responsibility. He would sele·ct the heads 0£
the manufacturing divisions and t hen give them the freedom -of :the head of an independent company (R. 992).
Although certain staff functions remained centralized, they
were largely advisory.101 Except for the activities of the
to Administration by Alf'red P. Sfoan1 Jr. wnil GM, by
Ernest Dale, :Associate Professor, Cornell Business School, Administrative Science Quarte:tly, June, 1966, Cornell University:
"Then, in Dece111be1• 19201 Pierre S. du Pont presented Sloan's
reorganization plan to the boa't'n of directoTs. (It had been incorrectly assumed that since du Pont himself came from what was
then a centralized organization, he would not favor the decentralized pattern Sloan recommended.) Sloan's plan was accepted,
largely in its original form, on December 30, 1920. * "' *
"Sloan's organization study-the xeport on which t he GM reorganization was based- is a rema.1·kahle document. Allllost entil·ely original, it would be a creditable, if not a superior, organization plan for any largE> corporation today. * * * It is a landmark
in the history of adminfatrative thought." (pp. 89, 40) ~' * *
"The recommendations o:f 1920 rested on two principles, which
are stated as follows:
.
"1. The responsibility attached to the chief executive of each
operation ghall in no way be limited. Each such organization headed
by its chief executive shall be comJ?lete in every necessary function
and ena,bled to exercis~ its full imtiative and logica1 development.
[Decentl.·alization of operations.)
"2. Cel.·tain cenfral organization functions a1·e absolutely essential
to the logical develoyment and proper cool.·dination of the Corporation's activities. [Centralized staff services to advise the line on
specialized phases of the work, and central measurement of results
to check the exercise of delegated responsibility.] 11 (p. 41) * * *
"The decentralization theory was based on a concept somewhat
akin to the theory of atomistic competition-each self-sufficient
activity of the corporation would operate on its own within the
over-all framework of the rules of a free enterprise system. Freedom of opei·ation would make it po~sible for each activity and its
leadership to contribute to the maximum of their abilities in the
light o'f thefr superio1· ~nowledge of the local situation." (p. 53)

101 Contributions
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General Purchasing Committee (1922-1933) already dllscribed-which were of no help to the Government's theory,
although they would have been if that theory had an actual
basis-the purahasing functions remained decentralized.
The entire thrust of Sloan'~ management policies was
irreconcilable with the Government's theories of control.
If Sloan had permitted himself, or anyone working under
him, to feel that du Pont should be favored in the purchasing· of supplies, or thought of in any way except as n large
stockholder with an interest in the success of General
Motors identical with that of other stockholdel:s, it would
have illlpugned the sincerity and undermined the effetlti\'eness of his basic policy of decentralized a uthoritr.
There is no support in the record whatsoever for the
Government's intimation that because the officers of General
Motors down the line wer~ fo1· many years chosen by Slonn,
and because Sloan 'vas originally selected by du Pont,
GenerEl;-1 Motors executives deemed themselves bound to
favor du Pont in any way. This false picture rests on the
p1·emise that Sloan himeelf was a du Pont man.
Sloan testified for 11 days, on direct and cross-examination. A reading of the printed page cannot possibly convey
to the Court an appreciation of the strength of his per.sonality, of his integrity, and of the fact that his business
life had been General Motors and nothing else. 108 He stated
(R. 1284):

"My responsibility was General Motors. I had a
large interest in General Motor~, and my position as au
industrialist entirely depended on General lvfotors, nud
nothing else. In all my life, I really livPd General
Motors.''
10s His membership on the du Pont Bonrd or Dlrecto:t•s wns mainly n
formnl one; during the 19 yenrs of his most nctiv(' dh•e(?tion of
General Motors' affairs he seldom went to meetings of the du Pont
board; in many years he attended none of them. (R. 118-91; GMX
16-16, R. 1190, 6594-6601}
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Sloan testified on cross-examination (R. 1382):
''I have been asked· on direct examination, and by
your good self many questions along the lines· as to
whether there was any influence that affected the operation of General Motors Corporation. I can say vnth
complete conviction that every decision that has been
made by General Motors Corporation by myself, and
so fa:r as I know the other executives concerned in its
operations have been entirely in the interest of General
Motors, and of the stockholders. I am as sure of that
as I am or anything in life."
The trial judge, who bad ample opportunity to appraise
the witness and evaluate his rtestimony, was entitled to believe tbis, particularly in the light of the mass of corroborative evidence. The court referred to the fact that (R. 321) :
''During the twenties, a force of considerable strength
arose in General M:otors tha,t was important in deter-

mllring- any question of control. 'This for-0e was the
management, headed by such a forceful and resolute
character as Sloan ~
:!)

'". ' '

The court found (R. 31'6) :
"Sloan's testimony and the record as a whole are
convincing that at all times be acted independently and
steadfastly in the best interest of General Motors. ''

The Government's theories of "working control" and
''controlling influence'', which no longer rest on any voluntary agreement, boil down to an argument that since 23'%
of the stock of General Motors is owned by du Pont, the
remainder being widely held, the management of General
lYiotors must fear that if it does not bow to the wishes of
du Pont it will be voted out of its jobs at a stockholders'
meeting. Even if du Pont would not necessarily prevail
in a proxy contest, the Government arg'lles, it would be a
formid·able· opponent and therefore the management of
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General Motors would seek to avoid the "substantial likelihood" that dn Pont might be able to oust it by a~oiding
"any action displeasing to du Pont." (Govt. Br., p. 97.)
Sloan's testimony reveals that he had no such fear. The
trial court found his testimony on that subject "both reasonable and persuasive." (R. 323). Sloan testified (R.
1331-2, 1336) :
''I believe that in those years) and all the othe1·
yea'rs, that the stockholders would be guided by the
records of General Motors Corporation, both with re~
spect to its adv-ancement of its po~ition, its earnin~s,
dividends, and so for th. • • •
''I think you have got to know what the issue i~, what
the position of the corporation waR, the attitude of the
stockholders, bow liberally they have been treated, the
oonfidence they had in the manng·c>ment, and all of tbo~e
thlngs very definitely enter into it aceordin~ to my
best judgment. • • •
'' • • • I am, of the opinion that with the record of
General Moto1·s-I will not elaborate on that-t71at if
it oame to an isS1te, the stockholders would s11ipport
the managem,ent.
''That is only an opinion, but of course it would depend a great deal on the then existing circumstances
as to the status of the busine~s. If the management
let the business down, and the record was unsati~fac
tory, that might change it. I don't think you can deal
with a ease of that ldnd. It is too hypothetical, because
you don't lmow the circumstances under which the
issue would arise.'' (Italics supplied.)
Sloan's testimony was marked by a becoming modesty
as to the magnificent record of achievement by the General
Motors management under his guidance. It is well known
that management has substantial advantages in a proxy
battle. While 23% of the stockholdings in a widely held
company, when supported by the power of management,
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might virtually insu1·e control, or at least create a "substantial likelihood'' of it, the same situation would not
exist if management :were on the other side. When
the management possesses a national reputation for effi~
oiency and consistently has returned large profits to its
stockholders, as is the case with General Motors, the opposition would ne·e d a strong case, in addition to 23% of the
stock, to create even a; serious threat of -0verthrowing
management.l 09
The Government seems to suggest that the trial court
should not have believed the perfectly reasonable testimony
of Sloan because, at some meetings in the past, du P ont's
shares constituted a majority of the shares voting. But
that proves nothing as to what would happen in case of a
conflict. Shareholders often do not bother to send in proxies
when nothing controversial is at stake. Sloan testified that
in the event of a conflict a much larger percentage of the
stockholders would vote. ·(R. 1332-3) .110
The trial court found (R. 323):
''There is a substantial .failure of proof that du Pont
-controlled General Motors, even thoug·h it was voting
at times 51 % of the stock voted at a stockholders meeting. The testimony is that tb ere was such satisfaction
with the management and operation of General Motors
that a large number of stockJ1olders did not choose to
vote their ~tock and· made no protest with respe·ct to
:the management of the company or the actions of the
Board of Directors. It is entirely conjectural whether
or not du Pont by its ·Stock ownership could control if
there had ·been a contest.''
too That stockholders will support a management which is successful and
producing good dividends, see Knaut h: Managerial Enterprise, Its
Growth and Methods of Operation, 1945, p. 46; Bonneville and Dewey:
Organizing and Financing Bu8iness, 1945, p. 78, 79; Emerson and
Latcham : Shareholder D em<JCt'acy- a Broader Outlook for Corporations, 1954, p. 147, .148.
llOMoreove1·, the exhibit on which the Government relies shows that
since 1938, when du Pont's stockholdings had been reduced to 23'%,
the percentage of shares voted by it at stock-holders' meetings has
fallen steadily from 39.6% to 29.9% (GX 1307; R·. 664, 6280).
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It is important to remember that we are not here concerned with control in the abstract. The question is whether
du Pont controlled General ~[otors' trnde- relations sufficiently to force or induce General !\'Iotor~ to p;ive du Pont
preferential treatment. If du Pont bad ~ought to overthrow the General Motors management for it~ failure to
comply with du Pont 's wic:;he~ in that respect, it does not
take a mathematician to :figm·e out what would happen. On
such an issue the other s1iareholders would certainly !:\upport
a management whic11 tbey know to be independent, efficient
and successful.
The trial court, of course, did not rely entirely, or <.'ven
mainly, upon Sloan's testimony on the question of control.
It relied upon the entire record, including the evidence of
what happened throughout the history of the relationship
between General 1\.fotors and du Pont. Tlrnt hfatory, which
1·eveals what was done by Sloan and his assoeia.tes and ~uc
cessol's, contains the strongest possible confirmation of
their testimony that they did not feel u1,der nny compulsion
to grant trade preference4' to du Pont.
What happened when Sloan, or his subordinates, und the
du Ponts disagreed most clearly demonstrates whether or
not Sloan was dominated or influenced by reason of the
du Font's stockholdings. In the Statement of Facts we havo
called attention to the many instances in which he refufiecl
to follow du Pont's wishes. See pages 18-23, si1,pra.
These were situations in which the du Ponts made t11eir
desires known. We do not have to speculate here about
subtle or psychological, but unex:pres~cd, influence, which
the Government in~ists inevitably would be effective in controlling General Motors' actions. The man who, as a matter
of principle, fo1·ced Raskob to reElign as the obief financial
officer of General 1v[otors in 1928, against such strong opposition of all the du Pont family that Pierre felt impelled
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to resign as Chairman of the Board of General Motors,
would not have been coerced by ''subleties'' when he was not
swayed by active oppo8ition.
General Motors, acting throug'.b. Sloan, Kettering, Pratt
and others, refused to go along with du Pont in its attempts
to obtain a general chemical research ag1·eement, over-all
contracts to cover General Motors' fabrics requirements
(.see Govt. Br., p. 32, pp. 36-7), or a policy of reciprocity in
purchasing, or to heed du Pont's request that General Motors stay out of the ·oil burner business, or research in synthetic rubber. As we have seen, Pratt rebuffed the du Pont
executives repeatedly on matters of i)oliey, although he occasionally did a minor favor for an old friend in the du Pont
company when he felt that it was consistent with General
Motors' interests. Sloan overrode du Pont's wishes in
refashioning· the General Motors' committee system in
1937. He did not inevitably follow du P.ont's suggestions
as to directors. He gave them respectful consideration, as
be did other suggestions, though Carpenter, the president
of du Pont, felt he had ''a low batting· average'' with his
nominations for outside directors. Irenee and Lammot
du Pont, successively presidents of du P.ont, expressed their
dissatisfaction with many of the policies approved by Sloan
in the development of tetraethyl lead. Irenee opposed the
maintenance of standards for purchasers of lead and the
suspension of operations after the Bayway disaster.
Lam.mot opposed the entran~e of Ethyl into the production
of lead, which Tesulted in its becoming a competitor larger
than du Pont. On .all of these matters, Sloan and his associates in General Motors acted independently, and contrary
to du Pont 's express wishes. See pp. 16, 18-22, 25, 67-8,
85-7, supra.
In the light of all this, the statement in the Government
brief that du Pont's position "insures avoidanoe by the
management of .any action displeasing to dn Pont" (p. 9'7)
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bears no resemblance to the facts of record. If the
General Motors management would not accept du Pont 's
efforts to lead it when urged by the most important du Pont
executives, can it be so susceptible to du Pont influence that
it inevitably and naturally would do what du Pont desired
when du Pont made no effort to impose its wiU' The
Government's theory is that the trial judge was clearly
in error because he did not come to the conclusion that
General J\{otors inevitably would act in the way which the
record showed it had not acted for 30 years.
The Government al·gues tl1at in the early 1920 's du Pont
had ''control'' of General .Motors in a general corporate
sense, due to the collapse of Durant, and that therefore the
question really is, ''Has anythlng happC'ned to terminate a
control relationship which admittedly existed? ' ' The appellees do not suggest that Pierre du Pont did not have
general executive direction of General 1\1otors during the
short time he 'vas its president, lJut we do point out that
the evidence indicates that even at that time, neithe1·
Pierre nor anyone else forced General 1'1otors to adopt a
purchasing policy favorable to the dn Pont Company.
Wbat stands out from the record as a whole, however,
is that since the early 1920's du Pont's participation in
General Motors' activities has steadily declined in o.lruost
every respect. As it grew in relative size and acquired
its present financial and industrial stature, General :Motors
has come to b~ unmistakably wbat Raskob said in.
1923 it should be-"a free and independent institution"
which would "never again have to look to the du Pont
Company or anyone else for support" (GX 185, R. 1142,
7200).

When Sloan assumed the presidency oi General ~{otors,
the management became independent of clu Pont, as has
already been indicated. Within the management, those
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persons who have been said to have represented du Pont
have gradually been replaced, over the yea:rs. No one in
the pre·sent·m.anagement, or in the management at the time
of th~ trial, has had any connection with du Pont, and the
Government has made no effo1-t to ah.ow the contrary. The
older du Ponfa who had been interested in General Motors'
activities since tbeil: investment in 1917 had also disappeared
from the management of du Pont by 1940.
Although. originally du Pont had substantial representation upon the Executive Committee, as well as a majority
of the Financial Committee, by 1934 its mernbership on
the Executive Committee had disappeared, and since 1946
it has had no rep:eesentation at all upon the committee
concerned with operating policies, which is what this case
deals with. !Qn the Financial Committee, its representation has been reduced from a Jnajority to 3 out of 10.
The du Pont nominees on the General Motors Board and
the Financial Policy and Bonus and Salary Committees
have not sought to intervene actively in the management of
the· business. Their presence in these positions is no more
than the no.:rmal and proper shepherding of a large investment. They have had nothing· to do with pur(}hasing policy.
There is not a shred of evidence that any of these people
ever sought to do anything which could be construed as
coercing· -or influencing General n!fotors to favor or p1·efer
du Pont in its purchasing policies or anything else-and
the evidence of the people on the firing line is that there
were no such e:fforts.
All -0£ the foregoing. changed the relationship w.hich
existed in and p1·for to 1923. They have made it increasingly
improbable that there could exist such control by du Pont
over the operational side of General :Motors as the Government claims, but failed to prove, existed even a quarter of
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a century ago.111 1930 is the last date at which the GoYernment bad pointed to ru1y evidence, other tllo.n the bare fact
that General . Motors bought substantial quantities of supplies from du Pont, from whfol1 it atfa?mpfa to infer General
Motors' f avolitism towa1·d du Pout.
The Government:s aTgum.ent i~ based upon its e'rroneous
conception of Sloan as a toady, fearful of losing the support
of du Pont, rather than as the tough-minded and independent
leader of General :M:otors which he actually was. But even
Sloan retired from active duty 10 years ago. No one has
connected Knudsen, Wilson CJr Curtice with du Pont in
any way.
Nevertheless, the Government asks that its concept of
Sloan's subservience to du Pont, which amounts to a charge
that he served two masters, be imputed also to his successors who have been in charge of General Motors and its
purchasing and trading policies for a number of years. The
forceful characters of Knudse11, Wilson and Curtice, ns revealed by their publie aativitie~ ns well as tbe ~Yidence of
their dynamic leadersltlp of General 1\[otorE\, cannot b<'
reconciled with the condnct which tht' Govt'rm1H?nt gu~~egts
should be imputed to them.
111 Government

counsel attempt to project the 1920-1923 situation forward into more modern times by quoting the 1944 statement of
Tinney, Secretary of the Delnwa1·e Realty and Impi-ovement Company,
as follows (GX 1304, R. 664, 6626):
"Delawa1·e Realty, at least to some- extent, :facilitates control of
the du Pont and General Motors industries. While liquidation
would not eliminate this immediately, it would weaken 1t; more
particularly so with the passage of time'' (Govt. Br. p. 18).
The court below found:
"There is no evidence that Tinney knew anything about the relations between du Pont nnd Genernl 'Motol'S nnd no evidence that
he knew anything about the intentions of the individual defendant.-.
or other members of the du Pont family or that he was acquainted
with their state of mind ns it 1·elated to Delnwnre. Pierre S. and
lrenee du Pont both testified that Delaware wns not orgnniwd for
tbe pU'rpOSe of controUitig du Pont 01· General Motors ns charged
by the Government nnd thnt it was not used for thnt purpose.
Similar testimony was given by othei· individual defendants. Having
heard the testimony of these witnesses, the Court finds their testimony mo1·e persuasive than the statement of opinion mnde by
Tinney.,, (R. 296).
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It is to be noted that we do not rely, and the trial court's
findings did not rest, merely on the absence of any convincing evidence for any period; and of any evidence at all
for n1any years preceding the trial, that General Motors
has been coerced to buy p:ceferentially from du Pont. This
defendant relies as well upon the ~ffirmative evidence which
showed that in fact du Pont was treated no differently by
General ~rotors than was any other supplier, and upon th~
affirmative evidence that even the climate in which preferential treatment might have arisen has changed as
General Motol'S Jias grown steadily an<l strongly away :from
du Pont since the early 1920 's.
C. The Trial Court Committed No Error of Law in Refusing to Find For the Government on the Issue of
Control.
In view of the trial cou1·t's :findings, the Government
agTees tbat it must show ''either that the court below
adopted an incorrect test of the 1neaning of 'control' or
that it decided the issue without reasonable suppol.'t in the.
record'' (Govt. Br., p. 88) . \Ve have already shown that
the trial court's decision had ample support in the record,
and was entirely reasonable.
It is equally clear that tbe trial court did not apply any
incorre·ct standard or rule of law. The Government contends tbat control is not an ''abstract theoretical conception," ihat the case is conce-rned with "control su:fffoient to
insure business preferences'' when desired, which ''adds up
to praetica.l working· control," and that "its existence depends upon thB actual facts'' (Govt. Br., p. 75). We agree
with .all this. So did the trial court. He examined all the
''actual .facts" in the record, including those faetors relied
upon by the Government. The Government's real grievance
is that the court failed to arrive at the factual conclu-
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sion which the Government sought, not that the court applied any different standard. As this Court stated in United
States v. Yellow Cab Oo., 338 U.S. 338, 340-341:
'' • • • The judgment below is supported by an
opinion, prepared with obvious care, which analyzes the
evidence and shows the reasons for the ftnding8. To us
it appears 1:0 represent the considered judgment of an
able tiial judge, after patient hearing, that the Government's evidence fell short of its allegations-a not
uncommon form of litigation casualty, from which
the Government is no more immune than other~.''
The Government now tries to :find an error of law in the
trial judge's factual analysis. The Government implies that
he did not recognize that a minority stockholder mo.y
control the corporation (Govt. Br., pp. 94-9:S). ~otbing in
the opinion supports this notion. The fact that the trial
court felt impelled to, and did, loole to all the evidence in
determining whethex in thi.s case a nlinority stockholding
had resulted in control, shows that the trial court did not
fall into any such error of law as the Government suggests.
The Government says (Govt. Br., .p. 94) t11at the court
below ''seems to have proceeded ou the basis that, in order
to eontrol, du Pont must have conducted itself as though it
held a majority of the General :Motors stock.,, That certainly is tb.e meaning of "working control," which wns one
·of the Government's theories of control. The trial court,
however, neither limited its :findings to that theory nor
rested them on that one test. He found also that du Pont
has not been "the controlling fo1·ce in the direction of
General M-0tors' affairs'' (R. 31'6), which dhectly meets
and disposes of the Government's "controlling influence"
theory. Finally, his specific :findings that General :Motors'
purchases were not influenced by any preference extended
to du Pont are a complete negation of the Government's
theory -0£ "inevitable" psychological contr-01.
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The Government also says (Govt. Br., p. 97) that "The
outcome of a possible futu:re proxy :fight is not an appropriate test of control." VVe would agree that it is not the test
of control, but it is a factor which is not irrelevant, and
which need not be ignored. Moreover, it was an issue which
the Government, not the defendants, injected into the trial.
All the trial court did was take into account along with
everything else the evidence indicating that it was entirely
speculative whether du Pont's 23% interest would prevail
in case of a contest. That was certainlv not an error of law.
·The Government cites a number ·of cases which hold or
recognize that a -0orporation 'litay be controlled by a large
minority stockholder, as if that were dispositive of the
issue here. Neither appellees nor the trial court hav~ denied that possibility. They only have asserted that such
control does not necessariJy exist. This Court went no further in the statement from North America;;i (Jo. v. S.E.C.,
327 U.S. 686, which the Government cites. It said (327
U.S. at 693) :
"But it does not follow that North American's domination of its system was any less real or effective. Historical ties and ass.ociations, combined with a strategic
holding of stock, can on occasion serve as a potent substitute for the more obvious.modes of control." (Italics
supplied.)

.

The Court said'' can on occasion,'' not ''always does.'' The
next sentence states ·only that "Domination may spring- as
readily from subtle ·Or unexercised power as from arbitrary
imposition of command.'' This again was merely a statement of a possibility of fa-0t, n'Ot a rule of law.
In Rochester Telephone Cor'p. v. Uniter], States, 307 U.S.
1'25, this Court was concerned with a -company h.olding onethir-d of the stock .of another, together with a veto power
over its decisions by reason of a provision in the eorvorate
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charter requiring an 80o/o vote to decide major question;;.
The Federal Communications Commission had held this to
be "control'' under a statutory provi::;iou subjecting to
the Aet certain types of carriers if they were directly or
indirectly eont:rolled by another carrier. This Court did
not peremptorily decide that the first company controlled
the second, although the case seems like an easy one. It
said (307 U.S. at 145-146):
"Investing tbe Commission ·w ith the duty of ascertaining- 'control' of one company by another, Congress
clid not imply artificial tests of control. This is am,
issue of fact to be dete~·mined by the special circwmstanoes of each case. So long; as there is warrant in the
record for the judgment of the expe'rt body it must
stand. The suggestion that the l'efm;al to regard the
New York ownership of only one third of the common
stock of the Rochester as conclusi1 e of t.he former's
lack of control of the latter should in validate the Commission's :finding, disregards aatualitie~ in i-;ueh intercorporate relations." (Italics supplied.)
1

It is to be noted that although the Oourt wn~ rejecting the

suggested rule of law that a company owning one-thll'd of
the stock of another cannot conceivably eonttol the second
corporation, it was not establishing a converse rule of law
that any such stockho1ding necessarily implies control.
The Government cites a number of cases under the Public
Utility Holding Company A.ct, of which the Norf.li Amr•rican case, 327 U.S. 686, is the leading decision in thi~ Court.
But those cases arose under a statute the purpose of which
was to regulate the holding company relationship a~ such
because of partieular abuses in thE> public utility field . The
statute provides that a holding of 10% or more of voting
securities of a utility company is presumed to bCl sufficient
to establisn a ''controlling- influence,'' ( cfofined aR ~ome
tbiug less than actual or working control-America.n Gas
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and Electric Go. v. Commiss ion, 134 F. ·2a 633 (0.A.D.C.),
certiorari denied, 319 U.S. 7-63), but this pre.sumption is
1

subject to rebuttal before the Oommission, as this Court
recognized in the North Ame-rioan case (3·27 US. at 697) .112
Thus under the Holding Company .A.ct, a company is given
a chance to prove its independence, despite a large minority
stock interest. If it fails, the consequence is that it is subject to regulation by the .Securities and Exchange Commission, but the relationship does not become illegal. 118
The .Sherman .A.ct contains no such broad, but rebuttable,
definition. It reflects a different legislative policy applicable to all business, not just public utilities. And yet the
Government would read into it a policy far more stringent
than that embodied in the Public Utilities Act, to the effect
that a substantial minority stock interest by one business
corporation in anothex must have such an effect on commercial relations between the two companies as to be 'Outlawed.
The cases cited by the Government all are consistent with
the findings of the trial court. 114 None of them suggests
112 Another

section of the Public Utility Holding Company Act defines
an affiliate as a company owning 5% of the stock of another company, or any pe1·son determined by the Commission to stand in such
l'elation thereto that there is liable to be an absence of a1·m's length
bargaining, so as to r equire that they i:>e subject to the regulatory
provisions of the statute (16 U.S.C. 79b (a) (11) ) .
113 In the course of the debate on the bill, Senator Whee]e1·, chairman
of the Committee in charge{ said, with reference to the 10 percent
clause (79 Cong. Rec. 8397 J: "That is only pdma facie evidence;
but even if they hold 40 percent of the stock of a company they :may
come before the Commission and produce evidence that they are not
actually in control of the company, and the Commission is directed
to make a nhding and to exempt them if they a.re not actually
controlling the company as the word "cont rol" is defined in the bill.
114: In the sing·le antitrust case referred to, Union Pacific Railroad v.
United States, 226 U.S. 61, 95-6, the Union Pacific had acquired 46%
of the stock of Southe1·n Pacific and had admittedly obtained full
control of the latter company. In MO?·gan Stanley & Go. v. Securities
& Exchange Comission, 126 F. 2d 825 (C.A. 2), the eompany had
not invoked iti; right to rebut the statutory presumption under the
Holding Company Act, and the Court of Appeals merely noted that
applying the statute in such cases was not unreasonable, since
''mnch le.13s than a majority of stock is frequeri,tly sufficient for
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more than that a substantial minority 'ntay possess control
of a corpol'ation. They do not foreclose factual inquiry,
but invite it. This Court in the North .American and
Rochester' cases and the lower court~ in the Securitie::; and
Exchange Commission cases have been careful to note that
they were not deciding the factual question for tbem~elves,
but sustaining decisions of the fact finding agency as supported by su:}Jstantial evidence. Although tbe :;cope of review is somewhat different in reviewing a trial court's findings, the issue here is just as factual and the findings of
the fact :finder are entitled to weight, whatever way the
issue has been decided.
Government counsel are aaref ul never to say that their
position is that a 23% stock interest, plus a somewhat
smaller proportion of the Board of Directors, constitutes
control as a matter of law. But their argument comes
down to the same thing. This is shoVt'1l by their i·epea.ted
statements that control is "inevitable" (Govt. Br., pp. 77,
79) in that circumstance, and by their statement that (Govt.
Br., p. 79):
'' • • • So long· as human activity is influenced by
personal interest, the management of General ~1otors
must tend to lean toward du Pont whenever a reasonable clioice exists; without instructions, without any
eommunication or guidance, General 1\fotors will prefer
its associates over strangers.''

These referen~es to ''inevitable consequences", and to what
purposes of control." And the pnssnge from Efoctric Bond & Slla?'O
Co. v. Securities am.ti Ere.change Com·mission, 92 F. 2d 580, 590-91
(C.A. 2), a:ff1d. 303 U.S. 419, which the Government quotes, states
only that the rebuttable stntutory presumption is not nrbitra.ry nnd
unreasonable since "practical control is often exet'eised and retained,
through the ownership by those who are alrendy in managerial control of ::i suhstnntial :minority of the voting power." [Italics supplied]
Natwral Gas Pipe Line Co. v. Slattery, 302 U.S. 300, cited by the
Govermn.ent at :pnge 89 of its b't'ief, wns conee1·ned with the con~
stitutional right of a. state to inquire ·into whether cont1·ncts between
public utility holding companies and their affiliates were at a1-m's
length, even though the pnl'ent l1eld Jess than a mnjority of the
affiliates' stock.
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the management of General 1'.:fotors ''must'' do, in the face
of evidence and :findings that it didn't, appear to be an
effort io establish what is in substance a conclusive presumption. "'Whether this be called f.actual or legal, its
effect is to create a rule of law irrespective of the factscontrary to the Government's statement elsewhere (Govt.
Br., pp. 9 1..:2) of its own position and to all of the cases
which recognize that control is a ruatte1· to be determined
upon the facts of each case.
Either the Tecord shows that du P.ont exercised a controlling influence over General Motors or it doesn't. If it
does, resort to the theory of inevitability is unnecessary.
If it d.oesn 't, the theory is obviously fallacious so far as
this case is concerned. In either event, the theory does not
justify a disregard of the :findings, amply supported, that
on this record General 1\fotors was not subject to du Pont
domination.
1

Even if the Government were right in the factual premises 0f its argument and were conceded to be omniscient as
to what is ''inevitable'' in human behavior under given circumstances, its argument does not make ont a case under
the Sherman Act. The arg·ument postulates that the partially -0wned .corporation, General Motors, has free will in
the conduct of its business. 11 ~ By this variation ·of the Government's theory not .only conspiracy is dispensed with,
but coercion as well. What remains is .only a hypothetical
predilection for dealing with a substantial stockholder.
That is not ''restraint,'' in any sense that the ·courts yet
have .construed the word under the Sherman .A.ct.
111> Thus,

the Government argument continues (Govt. Br., p. 98) ;
"Let it be assumed, :for exam;ple, that Corporation A }}urchases a
sufficient interest jn Corpout10n B so that, everything else being
equal, Corporation B will Jll'efer A over its competitors. At the
same time, A has not a sufficient interest to impose its will on B
in other matters. B is free to act as it desire::;, but, because of A's
stock holdings, gives it preference. That, we submit, is but another
type of 'combination' in restraint of trade."
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The theory of inevitable psychological pref~rence thus
advanced by the Government would have the practical result that no one could conduct business with a corporation
in which that person owned a substantial amount of stock,
because it would be presumed conclusively that in all such
dealings the corporation would favor its stockholder and
therefore would illegally restrain the trade of others. :More
specifically, it would mean that Curtice, the present president of Genei·al 1{otors, could not lawfully permit General
M-0tors to buy anything from du Pont, even though it were
the best and cheapest product -0f its kind which could be
found. No case supports any such view, and the fact that
even under the Public Utility Holding Company Act Congress only established a rebuttable presumption proves
how unsound it is.

The Government, discarding its former claims of c.onspiracy by voluntary agreement, has rested its case in this
Court squarely upon the theory that du Pont controlled
the purchasing polieies of General Motor~, there by obtaining -preferential treatment for du Pont.
The trial court found, upon the entire record> that
du Pont did not have such control of General Motors as
would enable it to coerce or dominate General l\1:otors' operating management. It found also that in fact du Pont bad
not been preferred by General Motors in purchasing but
had been oblig·ed to compete for all the business which it
obtained fr-0m the General Motors divisionR. An abundance
of convincing evidence supports those findings.
The attempt-s of the Government to pose its disagreement with the trial court's :findings of fact as if they arose
from s-ome error of law are transparently artificial. Every
relevant rule of law in support of which the Government
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has produced any authority was applied correctly by the
trial court in deciding the issues of control.
The trial court's ·.finding·s of ''no control,'' like those of
''no preference,'' are not clearly erroneous, or erroneous
in any degree, and they require affirmance of the trial
court '·s judgment in favor of General Motors.

IV.
THE FACT THAT FOR 35 YEARS NO RESTRAINT OF
TRADE HA'S OCCURRED INVALIDATES THE GOVERNMENT'S THEORY THAT DU PONT HAD BOTH
THE POWER TO EXCLUDE COMPETITION AND AN
INTENT TO DO SO.

For conduct to oonstitute a violation of the Sherman
Act, there must be an actual restraint or monopoly, a conspiracy or agreement, or power coupled with an intent to
i·estrain or monopolize. Although the essence of the Government's case in the court .below was conspiracy and agreement, it has abandoned those claims here. The trial court's
findings, amply supported by the record1 establish that
there has been no actual restraint or monopolization of
Gene1·al Motors trade. The Gov~rnment failed to prove
that du Pont restricted General Motors' freedom to deal
with whom it -chose, or that General Motors had accorded
du Pont preferential treatment because of '~power'' or
''influence'' resulting from its ownership of General Motors
stock. The Government's argument to the contrary runs
squarely into the trial court's findings. (See Point Il, pp.
171-95, supra.)
The Government argues, however, that du Pont bought
the stock ''with the intention of getting a preference in the
trade of •General Motors" (Govt. Br., p.113). It cit~s cases
holding unlawful either an actual restraint or the "e:ilsten~e of ·p ower to exelude -competition when it is desired
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to do so*•• coupled with the purpose or intent to exercise
that power" (United States v. Griffeth, 334 U.S. 100, 107;
American Tobacco Company v. United States, 328 U.S. 781,
809, 811, 814). And it makes repeated references to the
Raskob report of December 19, 1917 (GX 124, R. 479, 3208)
and a few other early documents-none later than 1926which it -0laims show that du Pont acquired its General
Motors stock with the intention of getting all of General
Motors' business.
But none of the documents relied on by the Government says that the du Pont company, or anyone connected
with it, ever intended to exert coercively any power or
influenee over Gene1·al Motors in order to obtain preferential treatment :from its purchasing departments. That
is only what the Government thinks should be inferred
from the documents whlch it cites. It would have that inferenee drawn from those documents alone, without ref erence to the testimony that the writers of them had no such
intention or to all of the other evidence, including the fact
that no sueh coercive pow·er or influence ever was brought
to .b ear upon General 1'Iotors, which puts those documents
in a di:fferent light.
The trial court, considering all of the relevant evidence1
found that du Pont did not have the intention for which the
Government contends.
Furthermore, even assuming that there was any evidence
-0£ such an intention, it would fall short of an intention to
restrain trade or to monopolize. In 1917 and the years im..
mediately thereafter General Motors was a relatively small
part of the automobile industry and that. industry, in turn,
was only a small part of the market for the things which
du Pont hoped to supply to General :Motors (see Statement
of Facts, supra} pp. 6-7). Consequently, an intention to
preempt the General Motors business would not bave in-
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volved a sufficient share of the relevant market to violate
the antitrust laws. (See infra, pp. 223'--8).
Moreover, quite apart from the evidence which supports
the trial court's findings on both control (power to exclude)
and intent, we submit that the doctrine set forth in the
~ases referred to above, that power to exclude competition
coupled with an intenti-0n to do so is unlawful, cannot be
applied reasonably, or consistently with the eonte:x:t in
which those .cases were decided, when, as here, no exclusion
of competition has resulted over a long ·p eriod of time.
It .seems obvious that when monopolization bas not occurred in fact during a period of many years, either the
power or the intent, or both, must bavei been absent. If
power existed, but was not exercised for such an extended
period, the possessor could not have intended to exercise it.
If the intent were held to have existed over such a long
period of time, but had not resulted in monopolization, it
must have been because the possessor lacked the power to
implement such intent.
In the .Ll.rnerioan Tobacco case it was found that the defendants had adopted and practiced resfa·fotive arrangements both in the purchase of tobacco leaf and in the mer~
chandising of cigarettes which plainly were exclusionary in
purpose and effect and could have no other result than that
·of curtailing existing competition or inhibiting potential
competition. Under those circumstances, the exercise of the
monopolistic power through trade practices, with the oovions intent of monopolizing, rendered unnecessary any evidence of specific instances of the exclusion of competition.
The same thing is true as to United States v. Paramount
Pictures, 334 U. S. 131, where thls Court held that proof
of specific instances of exclusion was not necessary
to the Government's ease. There the defendants had formulated a framework of trade practices and had perfected a
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network of interdependence which specifically were found
to have been e:xelusionary in intent and in necessary effect.
In th~ G1·i"jfith case the defendants had u~ed their cii·cuit
buying power to obtain monopoly rights in the form of exclusive privileges which were unavailable to their corn~
petitors (334 U.S. at 109):
"It cannot be doubted that the monopoly power of
appellees had some effect on their competitors and on
the growth of the G:riffith circuit.' '

It is one thing to hold, as in the cases discussed above,
that specific proof of exclusion or elimination of competition
may be dispensed with where both the power nnd intent
to monopolize have been established convincingly by other
evidence. It would be quite another thing to hold, as would
be necessary in order· to apply the "power plus intent" rule
to this case> that a court may disregard the logical compulsion. of the fact that the natural effects of the possession of
power to monopolize coupled witl1 intent to monopolize hnvc
failed to materialize over a period of more than three
decades.
The Government fu1·ther contends that even if a specifie
intent has not been shown, the "inevitable result" of
du Pont's ownership of General l\{otors stock is that it
would receive trade preference. The same answer applies
here. If there was no such trade preference for many years
preceding the trial, there is no room for the argwnent that
any such result was "inevitable". The Government relies
on such concepts as "inevitability" to conceal its lack of
-evidence, in disregard Qf the affirmative evidence thnt
General :&rotors did not buy on a preferential bm~i~.
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v.
THE GOVERNMENT HAS NOT PROVED THAT COM~
PETITION IN A MARKET HAS BEEN RESTRAINED
OR MONOPOLIZED.

There is an additional reason, not reached by the .trial
court in its .findings, why the Government failed to prove
any violation of the Sherman Act.
In the Statement of Facts (swpra, pp. 7-8) we have
shown that both at the time of du P<mt 's acquisition of stock
in General Motors and at the time of trial, du Pont '.s sales
to General Motors and to the entire automobile industry
constituted a small pro.portion of the market for the products which it could sell to General Motors. The trade which
appellees -are alleged to have l'estrained or monopolized
is in the commodities which General Motors buys :from
du Pont. The Government has -chosen to rest its case on
the iten1s bought in largest volume, :finishes and fabrics.
If the market for these products were solely or mainly
the General lviotors Co1'Poration, or the automobile industry as a whole, General ~Iotors' volume and present share
of the .automo·bile industry 1night constitute a market large
enougih for the !Governme11t to rely on. Butt the record
shows t4at the market for these products is not so limited.
Both in 1917 and today the varnishes, enamels and lacquers such as are used on automobiles were and are used
on many -0ther products; in 1948 du Font's sales to General
Motors constituted less tha!!- 4% of all sales of such products. (See p. 8, sitpra.) In 1917, when General Motors'
share of the much smaller automobile market was 11%, the
percentage was undoubtedly much less.
The record also shows that the kinds of fabrics used for
automobile trim (artificial leather) and convertible top material are used in the mannfaeture of many other products,
such as furniture, luggage, brief eases, baby carriages, .ha.a-
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socks, bicycles, sporting goods, footwear, belt~ and table
mats, inter alia. General Motors' purchases of $3,700,000
of these fabric.s from du Pont constituted only 20% of
du Pont's faibric sales and 1.65'0 of the total market. (See
p. 8, supra.)
We submit that even the exclusion of competition resulting; from complete vertical integ-ration-whicb is not illegal
unless competition in a substantial portion of a market is
restrained (U1iited Btates v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S.
495)-does not violate the antitrust laws when so small a
:percentage of the competitive mRrket is affected. The result must be the same when a 23% stock interest is involved.
No case suggests that a preferential buying policy, such as
the Government has alleged but not proved, affecting such
a small percentage of a market would be illegal.
The Government proved only that du Pont's sales of
:finishes and fabrics to General Motors were large in volume,
and that General ].fotors was tbe leading manufacturer of
automobiles for t.he later yea1·s co\ered by the record, its
proportion then running from 38% to 45%. The Government
did not seek to show that the identical products were not
used on a large scale for many other purposes in many
other industries, as the record, as well as judicially noticeable statistics, show they were. Nor did the Government
prove that the automobile industry in general, or General
Motors in particular, comprised a large or substantial share

of the total mal'ket. But it is the share of the market
affected, not merely tbu amount sold to a single customer,
whfoh is significant antitrustwise.
Fargo Glass & Paint Co. v. Globe American Corp., 201
F . 2d 534 (C.A. 7), certiorari denied, 345 U.S. 942, holds
that the effect upon the market for the product, not upon
transactions of the acquired company, is conti·olling. There
the Maytag Company had bought 40% of the stock of the
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Globe Corporation, a manufacturer of gas ovens, in order
to obtain all of Globe's output, amounting to about $5,000,000
.a year, for distribution by ].{aytag. This caused Globe to
cancel a number of agreements with local distribnto'rs and
dealers including the plaintiff. Unquestionably ithe acquisition restricted the market for Globe's output. But the
evidence showed that there were about '70 manufacturers
of g·as r~nges, that Globe was about eighteenth in size, selling a little less than 2% of the total, and that accordingly
the plaintiff had ·o ther sources of supply readily -available.
The court accordingly held (p. 540) that neither the Sherman .A.ct nor Section 7 of the ·Clayton Act had been violated,
inasmuch as there was no evidence .that "Maytag· intended
to monopolize the trade of selling gas ovens, '' even though
it was obviously monopolizing the entire market for Globe's
gas ovens.
The Government might have been warranted in relying
on General Motors' shaTe of the automobile industry as
being a substantial enough part of the market if the
automobile industry had been the sole market, as it would
be for such a product as tires (as :to which the Gove'rnment
has abandoned its case), salable in no substantial market
other than the manwacture of automobiles. But to take
an example which differs only slightly from the actual case,
General Motors doubtless buys a large quantity of pencils
and paper clips, though certainly only a very small percentage '°f the total market for those produ~ts. For General
Motors to enter into a requh·ements contract for its pencils
or clips would not affect a substantial enough portion of
a market to be unlawful.
Here the e.ffect upon competition in the paint and fabrics
markets of the conspiracy ol·iginally alleged, whereby General Motors was to buy all possible supplies from du Pont,
would have been the same as if du Pont had acquired 100%
1
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interest in a c0111pany consuming 1.6 % of the kinds of
fabrics it manufactured, and perhaps 4% of tlrn kinds of
nnishes. (The effect of the preferential buying policy to
·w hich the Government has now reduced its charge, and
whfoh the court below found not to exist, would obviously
be mu{!h less.) Neither tbe effect nor its illegality can be
different because the company is a very large commmel' oi·
manmaeturer of other products.
The Governn1ent doubtless will stress the great size of
General Motors. But tlrls case does not involve any transactions of great magnitude in proportion to the pertinent
Jna:cket.
We recognize-, of com·se, that this Court has stated that
in some afr~umstances "It is unreasonable pe1· se to fore~
close -competitors fr-0m any substantial market" (International Salt Go. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392, 396; Fa.shio1t
OrigVn.ators Giiilil v. Fede,·al Trade Com.m;i~~sion., 114 F. 2d
80 (·C.A. 2), a:ff'd. 312 U.S. 457), and that it is enough if
some "appreciable part of interi:;tate commerce is the subjee.t of a monopoly, a restraint -or a com;piracy" (United
States Y. yellow Cab o., 332
218, 225). If tbis generalization were taken literally all large-scale purchase
eontracts, and all ve1·tical int<.>gTation- the natural result of
which is that "a subsidiary 1Yill in all probability denl only
with its parent fo1· good,c; the pnrent can furnish,, (Unit<'<l
States v. OoT!wmbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 49:i, 5'23)- ·would be·
come illegal per se. The Repo·rt of tlte Attorney General's

a

1\'a.tional Oor/1/mittee To

u.s.

St~edy

the Antitn1.~t
. Laws states

(p. 4S):
"Under Sections 1 or 2, Coltt:mhia Steel makel" dear
that this concept of the n1arket cannot be invoked
1vbenever competition is excluded for a substantial
volume of business, as in ordinary cases of vel'ticnl integ-ration. Thell- legality d'Oes n-0t turn on t11e intentional monopolization of the bu~iness of tbc company
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integrated. This would make all vertical integration
illegal under Se-0tion 2. Instead, the legality of integration i·ests· on the extent to which analysis reveals
that market con1petition is restrained."
The Yellow Cab case was concerned with allegations that
a cab manufacturer required affiliated ta:rieab companies
in four cities to buy exclusively n·o1n it. In those cities the
affiliates operated various percentages up to 100% of the
taxicabs, so that the alleged exclusive dealing requirement
established local monopolistic situations. In United States
v. Golwmbia Steel Go., 334: U.S. 495, 521, the Court noted tl10.t
there· was charged in the Yellow Cab case ''a plan, an intent,
to monopolize the oab business, from Jnanuf'acture through
operation in the four 1arge cities". 1.rh0 Coltumuia case construes· the Y elloiv Cab decision as not supporting the theory
that all exclusive dealing· arrangements or vertical integTations are illegal pe1· se whenever they involve substantial
amounts, ·b ut not a substantial portion of the market (334
U.S. at 523, 525).
Restraint .o f a substantial quantity by itself may be unlawful when it "falls within the class of resti-aints that
are illegal verse" (334 U.S. at 522), as in the International
Salt and Fashio1i Guild cases, or within a category of restraint explicitly singled out by Congress as obnoxious, as
in Se-ction 3 of the Clayton Act (Standard Oil Oo. v. United
States, 337 U.S. 29·3, 311-314). The Standard Oil case noted
epecifi-cally that "We are dealing here with a particular
form of ag-reement specified by ~·3 and not with different
e:u~ra:ng-ements by way of integration or othe1·wise, that may
tend to lessen c01npetition" (337 U.S. at 311).
These cases together, and the Yellow Gab case on its
facts and as construed in 0 olumbia Steel, do not bold that
even a vertical integration, wlrl.ch necessarily will eliminate
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competition for the products of the affiliated company, is
illegal whenever the transactions between the affiliated
companies are substantial in volume. There must be a
restraining effect upon competition in the market, national
or local, as the case may be, of which the intra-company
transactions are a part.

This principle is plainly applicable here, where the most
that is now alleged is that a 23% stockholder received a
preference. Such restraint even if proved would not be
unlawful per se. The bui·den was on the Governm~nt to
prove that a sufficient portion of a market was affected, not
merely that the sales to General Motors were larg~. It
made no efiort to meet this burden-and what evidence
there is in the r~cord on the subject shows that the contrary
is true-. The Government's case is therefore defective for
this reason, as well as for those mentioned by the trial court.

VI.
THE GOVERNMENT IS NOT ENTITLED TO RELIEF
UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT.

Section 7 of the -Clayton Act, before the 1950 amendment which is admittedly inaJ;>plicable here, provides that:
"No corporation engaged in commerce shall acquire,
directly or indirectly, the whole or any part of tbe
stock or other share capital of another corporation
engaged also in commerce, where the effect of ?.uch
acquisition may be to substantially lessen competition
between the eorporation i.vhose stock is so acquired and
the corporation making the acquisition, or to rt>strain
such commerce in any section or community, or tend to
create a monopoly of any line of commerce.''
The purpose of this provision was to reach in their incipiency acquisitions which were likely to restrain or mo-
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nopolize commerce-=-not to require the divestiture ·of stock
over 30 years after an acquisition, when no restraint or
monopolization has been shown.
We do not contend that the Government is barred merely
because it does not proceed under the Clayton Act until
many years after the acquisition.116 But when the Government brings a proceeding 30 years after a purchase of stocK,
it must pass two barriers, which would coalesce into one
in -a s.uit brought near the time of the acquisition. It must
.show:
(1) That the acquisition was unlawful when it was made.

Section 7 only makes acquisitions unlawful in certain circumstances, not the retention of stock lawfully acquired. It has never been thought to apply
retrospectively so as to invalidate acquisitions lawful when made. ·we do not deny, however-indeed,
we insist-that it is proper to take into account evidence as to what happened after the acquisition
occurred in order to determine whether at the time
of the acquisition the'l'e was a reasona:ble probability
-of a lessening of competition or a monopoly.
(2) That the acquisition wul be harmful to,

Olf

lilcely to

harm, competition at the time suit is brought. For
when the Government's action is instituted 30 years
later, and there has been no injury to competition
and no present probability that there will be, equity
will not act even though a court, years ago, might
116 "The

lapse of time, indeed, may not condone the offense if offense
the1·e was. It, however, may call offense in question and be an elew
ment in the refutation of accusations long def erred, or determine
against particular remedies.,; United States v. United Shoe Machinery Co., 247 U.S. 32, 45, 46.
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have found a reasonable probability of a restraiut
which never occurred in fact. 111
Here the trial court found "no basis for a finding" that
there (1) "has been" or (2) "is" "any reasonable prob~
ability of such a restraint within the meaning of the Clayton Act" (R. 466). We submit that both of those :findings
are -0learly correct, on the basis of the record as a whole..
In view of the 30-year gap between acquisition and suit,
unless this Court can say that both are clearly erroneous,
the decision of the trial court as to the Clayton Act must be
sustained.
117 Section 7 hns previously genernlly been -rcg_
nrdcd ns not npplicnbie
to vertic~l combinations a.t all. The Federnl Trnde Commission, which

has administrative authority under Section 7, stated ns recently ns
1965 that:
"WMJ.e the 1914 act a,pplied solely to Ttor~ontal mergers, the 1950
act applies not only to horizontal ncquisitions but to vertical and
conglomernte acquisitions which might substnntinlly lessen competition or tend to create a. monopoly." Federal Trade Commission,
Report on Corporato Me,·gers a'zd AcqU1.sitio?t8 (1955). p. 168
(Italics supplied)
The Federal Trade Commission on n number of occnsions hns described the section as prohibiting "acquisition of stocks in com~eting
corporations". Report of the Federal frndc Commission on Interlocking Directorates, H.R. Doc. No. 652, Slst Cong., 2d Sess. 1
(1951) ; Federal Trade Commission, Annual Report, 1087, p. 16;
Statement by Chief Counsel Kelley in Hcnl'ings on H.R. 2734 and
Other Bills before Subcommittee No. S of the House Judiciary
Committee, Slst Cong., 1st Sess. 87 (1949).
A 194'T Report of the House JudicinTy Committee in connection with
an earlier effort to amend Section 7 described the scope of the section
as prohibiting "the acquisition of stock of competitors.11 H . Ref..
No. 596, 80tn Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1947). Indeed, the Governments
brief recognizes that the House Committee Report on the 1950
Amendment to Section 7 states th~t 11It has been thouC'ht by some
that this legislation applies only to the so-called horizontal mergers/'
H. Rep. 1191, Slst Cong., 1st Sess. p. 11 (1949).
So far as we have been able to discover, neither the Fedenl Trodc
Commission nor the De:partment of Justice, npnrt from this case,
has ever sought to apply Section 1 (prior to the 1960 nmendment)
to a. vertical integration. This interpretntion of n statute os inapplicable to circumstances which must have frequently recurred during the period between 1914 nnd 1950 is entitled to grent wei~ht.
Fede1·a.i TTcide Co1twn..ission v. B1mte Ifrothe>·s, Inc., 312 U.S. 349.
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A. There Was No Violation of the Clayton Act When
the Stock Was Acquired.
Du Pont bought $25,000,000 worth of General Motors
stock in December 1917, and another $26,000,000 (which, in
view of an enlargement of General Motors' capital, still
left it with .about 2S%) in 1919.118 We submit that these
acquisitions were not unla'\\':ful' at that time (1) because
there was no reason in those ·yea1·s for believing that the
supplies needed by General Motors would constitute a
sufficiently large prsoportion of a market f.or competition
to be probably impaired, even if General Motors' purchases .of some of its supplies were restrfoted to one company; and (2) because subsequent facts, which can be oonsideired in deciding whether there was a reasonable probability at that time, show that there was no such pr-0bability.
1. In 1917-1920, wh.en du Pont aequired its General
Motors stock, there was no reasonable probability that this
would lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in
the market for the products du Pont was selling to General
Motors.
The question is not wheth~r there was a 1·easonable
probability that du Pont might secure substantially all of
General Motors' business in :finishes, artificial fabrics and
celluloid. At that time, as we have pointed out, General
Motors was only a small proportion of the market for those
products-not only because it was a small part of the automobile industry, but beca~se the market for those products
was not restricted to that industry. The Government made
no effort to show General Motors' proportion of the total
market, although the burden was on it to do so. The record
and official sou~ces show that General 1'Iotor.s' share of the
1

118 Late

in 1920 it also aaquil·ed the stock purchased from Durant, but
this was disposed of Jong before suit was brought. See pp. 11-12,
13-14, supra.
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automobile industry in this period ran from 11-19%. The
General Motors divisions together in 1917 sold only about
one-quarter of the ears sold by Ford. Federal Trade Commission, Report on Motor Vehicle Indltist-ry, 1939, p. 27.
Probably General Motors consumed no more than about
$1,000,000 amounting to 1.4]'o of the market for varnishes,
lacquers and japans. Du Pont sold $133,000 worth of celluloid, a little ·over 2% of its production, to Buick and Chevrolet. See pp. 6-7, supra. No precise figures are available for the kinds of fabrics here involved, but the record
does show the use of those fabrics for many purposes outside of the automobile industry. Sec pp. 6-7, supra.
Thus, when the du Pont Company acquired its General
Motors stock, General Motors as a customer was neither
a ''substantial market'', nor a ''substantial share of the
line of commerce affected''. (Cf. l1iternatio1uil Salt Oo. v.
United States, 3'32 U.S. 392, 396; StwndanZ Oil Co. v. United
States, 337 U .S. 293, 314). Even if a supplier had been
able to preempt all of the General Motors' market for finishes, artificial fabrics and celluloid at that time, there
would not have been a substantial diminution in competition
in the market for those products. Certainly not enough
of the market would have been affected to control price or
to keep -0ompetitors from having· a large number of other
outlets.
The Report of the Attorney General's National Committee To Stu<lAJ the .thititnist Laws, agreeing with the decision
of the Federal Trade Oommisc;ion in the matter of PiUsbury
Mills, F.T.C. Dkt. 6000 (1953), states (p. 122):
'' • • • that the effect of a me1·ger must be tested with
reference to carefully defined market~ in regions where
the merging companies do business. For Section 7 cannot be satisfied by a mere showing that the merging
compames do a large dollar volume of business. • • •
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''The inquiry under Section 7 typically occurs in
two settings: cases of vertical integration, involving
noncompeting firms in related markets, or horizontal
mergers, involving combinations of competitors. The
legality of a vertical acquisition may turn on whether
the integration signifi.cantly restricts access to needed
supplies or significantly limits the market £or any
product. In short, is there a reasonable probability
that the merger will foreclose competition from a sub~
stantial shar·e of the market. Sometimes, the market
share foreclosed may be so large as to support the nec--essary in:ference 'Of substantially lessening- of competitive opportunity. In others, different market :factors may be equally significant in determining w.hether
Section 7 has been transgressed. In no merger casehorizontal, vertical or conglomerate-can a 'quantitative substantiality' rule substitute for the market tests
Section 7 prescribes .

•
(p. 125) "Similarly, in a vertical acquisition, the fact
that competitors of one -company are foreclosed from
selling to the other need of itself signal no reasonable
probability of a substantial lessening of competition
or tendency to monopoly. On the contrary, the integration may create a company better able to compete
with larger rivals. In addition, it may mean economies
which in a competitive market may spell consumer
savings. The question the refore is not merely whether
competitors of either of the m~rging oompanies are
denied access to outlets or sources of supply but wheth~
er ·c ompanies competing, buying, or selling in the markets in which either company operated may, as a result
of the acquisition, face a substantial lessening in their
opportunity to take independent competitive a~tion. "
The Government cites the Internatio1ial Salt and Standard Oil .cases as authority for the proposition that whenever a large amount .of commerce is affected, the Clayton
Act is violated. These cases arose under Section 3 and not
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Section 7. They cannot reasonably be thought to require
construing the latter section as fol'bidding all stock acquisiti-Ons affecting a quantitatively large amount of commerce,
irrespective of the actual effect on the competitive markets.
(·Cf. United States v. OoZumbia Steel Co ., 334 U.S. 495.)
If that were not so, such mergers as have recently occurred
in the automobile industry, between Studebaker and Packard and Nash and Hudson, which involved quantitatively
muc.h larger units than either the St<JtJtdard Oil or the
Inter1iatio1ial Salt eases, would have been unlawful.
If Congress had meant to outlaw all fJubstantial acquisitions, the statute would have said ~o. The language of
Section 7 does not :forbid all acquisitions, or all large acquisitions. Even as to the horizontal acquisitions which are
most likely to impair competition, the section applies only
"where the effect of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen competition between the corporation
whose stock is so acquired and the eorporation making
the acquisition."
Section 7 has never been construed ns prohibiting all
larg;e-scal~ acquisitions, where no such e:ffect on commerce is
to be anticipated; the courts have always paid attention to
the statutory language. International Shoe Go. v. Federat
Trade OO'inmission, 280 U.S. 291, 298; Vivaudou v. Federal
Ttrade Commission, 54 F. 2d 273 (C.A. 2); United States v.
Republic Steei Oorp., 11 F. Supp. 117 (N.D. Ohio); see
also In the matte1· of Pulsbury ll11ills, F.T.C. Dkt. 6000,
December 28, 1953.110
110 The

House Report on the 1950 Amendment to Section 7 (R.R. 1191,
81st Cong., 1st Sess., 1949) states (p. 7) :
"The language in the amendment it will be noted follows closely
the purpose of the Clayton Act as defined by the Supreme Court in
the International Slioe cnse."
The same assertion was made in dcbo.te on the Senate floor by
Senator O'Connor, the Senate floor manager. (96 Cong. Rec. 16486
(1950) .)
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The application of the Btwndard Oil and lnte1·national
Salt -0ases to Section 7 was recently considered by Judge
Maris, speaking for the Court of Appeals for the Thira
Circuit, in Transamierica Corporation v. Board of Governors,
206 F. 2d 163, certiorari denied, 346 U.S. 901, where he
pointed out (p. 170):
''The situation with respect to corporate stock acquisitions, the subject matter of seotion 7, is wholly
different, howevei'. For the acquisition of the stock of
two or more corporations engaged in interstate commerce is not per se ·a violation of the section. On the
contrary .s.uch acquisition js a violation only if its effect
may be in fact to substantially lessen competition between ·such corporations, to restrain commerce or to
tend to create a monopoly. Otherwise the acquisition
is entirely lawful, so far as Section 7 is concerned. It
necessarily follows that under Section 7, contrary to the
rule under Section 3, the lessening of competition and
the tendency to monopoly must appear from the circumstances of the particular case and be found as facts
before the sanctions of the ·statute may be invoked.
Evidence of mere size and participation in a substantial
share of the line of busine·s s involved, the 'quantitative
substantiality' theory relied on by the Board, is not
enough.''
To the same effect see United States v. Brown Shoe Oomr
pany, January 13, 1956, E.D. Mo., C;C.H. Trade Reg. Rep.,
par. 68, 244, pp. 71, 114.
Sin>Ce the Gov~rnment introduced no evidence in this
case as to the relationship between du Pont's possible sales
to General Motors at the time of the a~quisition of General
Motors ·stock and the markets for the products involved,
its case under the Clayton Act is defective for failure to
prove that -competition was likely to be a:ffected.
2'. When a Section 1 -proceeding is commenced close to
the time an iacquisition t~kes place, the :finder of the facts
1
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will necessarily have to speculate as to whether an acquisition will probably have. the effect of substantially lessening
or restraining competition. But when the Government does
not proceed until years later, ''when the picture [becomes)
clear'' (Govt. Br., p. 148), such speculation is unnecessary.
It is then appropriate to look to :facts subsequent to the
acquisition in determining whether there was any reasonable
probability that competition might be impaired. If there
has been no restraint for 30 years after the acquisition 1 it
would hardly be reasonable to find that there was a substantial probability of restraint. Subsequent events are help ..
ful in appraising the events of any particular pe1·iod, particularly when what is to be determined is the probable
effect of the events of thai period in the future.
"Experience is • • • available to correct uncertnin
-p:ropheey. Hel·e is a book of '"..J.sdom that courts may
not neglect. We find no rule of Jaw that sets a clasp
upon its pages, and forbids us to look v.ritbin. '' (Sinclafr
Refining Go. v. Jenkins Co., 289 U.S. 689.)
It was because of the absence of any restraint for over
thirty years that the trinl eourt was of the opinion that
there was no basis for a finding that there "bas been any
reasonable probability of such restraint withln the meaning
of the Clayton Act)' (R. 466). Such a reasonable finding
is not clearly erroneous.

B. There Was No Violation of the Clayton Act, Or Reason
for Granting Relief Thereunder, at the Time Suit Was
Brought.
Even if it be assumed that there was in 1917-19 a reasonable probability that du Pont would sec-ure all of General
Motors' business, and that this was ·a sufficient portion of a
market to subject the acquisition to Section 7, the Government is not entitled to prevail now.
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The re~ord establishes, and the trial court found, that
for many years before this case was instituted, General
Motors has bought its supplies on a competitive basis· without according du Pont a preference,120 and that there has
not been, and was not at the time of the trial, any impairment of competition or tendency toward monopoly. When
there has been such a long intervening period between the
acquisition and suit, in which no restraint 'Occurred, it
would be absurd to hold that the Government was entitled
to relief now because of what might be deemed a probability, unrealized, of injury to competition thirty years before.
Courts of equity will not act unless there is danger of
violation in the future; that rule should bei decisive here.
This principle applies in antitrust equity cases as in others.
United Stales v. Oregon Medical Society, 343 U.S. 326,
333; United States v. W. T. Gra.~it Co., 345 U.S. 629;
United .States v. South Buffalo Ry. Co., 333 U.S. 771, 774.
Apart from ·this. general prjnciple, however, consideration
of the purpose of Section 7 leads to the same conclusion.
Congress was seeking in Section 7 to bar aequisitions of
stock which would ·deleteriously affect competition. The
obje~t was not to wait until a restraint of trade or monopolization had occu1·red, but to grant relief as a preventive
measure to protect the public against competitive effects
which might be regarded as reasonably likely in the future.
Proof that for thirty years after an acquisition competition has not in fact been harmed demonstrates as plainly
as anything can that that particular acquisition did not
contravene the policy of Section 7. It demonstrates instead
that if anyone had guessed, no matter how reasonably, at
the time of the acquisition that competition would probably
have been lessened, he would have been wrong. Although
120 The

Government has abandoned its charge that there was any agreement or understanding that du Pont be favored. See p. 152, supra.
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Section 7 permits the fact finder to act upon the basis of
reasonable conjecture when necessary, as it is when the
Government seeks to protect competition against probable
future impairment, the section was not intended to perpetuate error when sufficient time has elapsed to permit
the test of experienee to be substituted for conjecture.
We submit, therefore, that when suit is brought many
years after the acquisition, the fact that competition has
not been restrained is sufficient to defeat the Government's
case.
The same result is reached if the test of ''reasonable
probability" is applied at the 1ater date-although, as we
have said, actual effect should supplant conjecture when
the facts permit. But the absence of any actual restraint
for many years preceding the suit in itself demonstrates
that restraint in the future is not likely. Clearly this is so
when, as here, the only change in substance in recent years
has been in the direction of di11i,inishing du Pont participation in General Motors' affairs. Certainly a finder of fact
can reasonably conclude that, when there has been no restraint which lessened competition for many years, there
is no reasonable probability of any such effect in tbe

fnture.121
Here the trial court did so find. After stating that the
challenged acquisition took plaee ''over 30 years ago'' and
that no restraint had .resulted "in those many intervening
years'', the court :found that:
121Since, so fnr as we can discover, there are no cases in which Section
7 has ever been invoked many years after the acquisition of stock
took place, there are no judicial decisions under that section which
denl with this problem. But this Court has recently held under
Section 8, which forbids intel.'locking directorates nmong C01:Ji>orntions
which are in competitiont that n trlru judge may deny rchef when
the violation ceased after the complaint was filed, on the _ground that
recurrence was unlikely. U?tited S tatos v. W. T . Grant Co., 346 U.S.
629. The same must be true under Section 7, if there is no probnbillty of violation at the time of the action-nnd even more clearly
where the feared effect on competition has not occurred for many
years before.
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"there 1s not • • ~ any basis for a finding that there
i,s * * * any reasonable probability of such a restraint
within the meaning -0£ the ·Clayton A-ct."· (R. 466)
(Italics supplied.)
Such a :finding was obviously not clearly erroneous.

CONCLUSION.
For the reas-0ns set forth above, the judgment below
should be affirmecl.
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